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Understanding 

Local Area 

IntroductionNetworks 

Over the last 10 years, the DOS-based microcomputer has become a 
fixture in the business world, dramatically changing nearly every 
industry it has touched. Until recently, however, we lacked the technol
ogy to connect these units so that companies could share expensive 
resources and ensure data integrity. With the release of MS-DOS 3.1 a 
fewyears ago (with its network features) and the development offaster 
microprocessors (such as the Intel 80386 and 80486) to serve as the 
workhorses ofnetworkfile servers, we nowhave the necessary software 
and hardware to implementcost-effective, efficient local area networks 
(LANs). 

About This Book 
This book is intended to explain how IANs and their various hardware 
and software components work. It will provide you with an understand
ing of the theory behind the various kinds ofnetwork architecture (the 
different forms networks take) and data transmission methods (how 
information is sent through a network). It will also provide you with an 
understanding ofthe major IANs currentlyon the market, as well as the 
degree ofcompatibilityamong these networks. Finally, the bookshould 
serve as a way for a potential network administrator to develop an 
understanding ofwhether or not a IAN is really a viable solution for his 
or her particular office. 
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In order to understand the benefits of a local area network-and 
what greater connectivity can mean for a company-you need to 
understand the basic building blocks ofa LAN. The first two chapters of 
this book cover the hardware and software fundamentals of a LAN. 

Chapter 3 examines how bridges, routers, and gateways can be 
used to connect networks and exchange information with mainframes 
and microcomputers. The micro-mainframe connection is increasingly 
important, since we now have the software to transfer mainframe data 
to a LAN, and to manipulate this data within the programs. Because the 
telecommunications industry now has the ability to transmit voice and 
data Simultaneously, we will also examine how some companies are 
using their telephone systems as LANs. The networking world has also 
become increasingly complex over the past few years because it is not 
always easy to link different networks; they might be running incompat
ible software on computers with incompatible hardware. 

The next four chapters apply this network theory to major LANs 
from IBM, Novell, Microsoft, and AT&T, as well as several different LANs 
running on Macintosh computers. The Macintosh has often been 
shortchanged in LAN books, so I have tried to balance its coverage by 
providingan in-depth look at NetWare, TOPS, andAppleShareAppleTalk 
networks. 

The last five chapters provide a chance to examine some significant 
management issues associated with LANs. Chapter 8 covers four net
works that are becoming increasingly popular: Vines, lONet, ARCnet, 
and Artisoft's LANtastic. With Vines we have the opportunity to see how 
a universal naming service works to simplify internetwork connectiv
ity-while 10Net and LANtastic provide examples of peer-to-peer 
networks in which individual workstations have the opportunity to 
share resources with the network. 

Chapter 9 provides an in-depth look at electronic mail on a 
network-with "hands-on" tours ofseveral major software packages, as 
well as an examination of the theory behind the X.400 electronic mail 
standard. Chapter 10 provides a survey of the major issues associated 
with network management and control. It examines several major 
functions that every network manager must perform. 
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Chapter 11 provides a guide to networkable software. It examines 
how network software functions, and discusses the trend toward client
server programs. Finally, Chapter 12 provides detailed advice on how 
to select a LAN-including information on how to write a good RFP 
(request for proposals) and how to evaluate the vendors' proposals 
when they respond to the RFP. 

This book is arranged somewhat like a textbook, with quizzes 
following each chapter. Each chapter builds on the previous chapter's 
information. Try to master a chapter before moving on. If you wish to 
explore the data communications topics in even more depth, a compan
ion book in this series, Understanding Data Communications, should 
prove useful. If you wish more information on Novell's NetWare 
(the LAN operating system with the major market share), my book 
Understanding NetWare will provide you with a much more detailed 
description. 

I hope this bookwill help you understand why local area networks 
are destined to become an important part ofour lives. I hope it will also 
prove valuable if you are considering the purchase of a local area 
network. 
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CHAPTER 

1 An Overview of Microcomputers and 
Local Area Networks 

About This Chapter 
Understanding the personal computer that serves as a network work
station is essential before studying the theory behind contemporary 
LANs. In this chapter, we will discuss how an IBM microcomputer 
processes information. If you are already familiar with this subject, you 
may wish to skip to the second half of the chapter; there we review the 
history of LANs and observe the way a typical company uses network 
technology to handle a wide range of office functions. By the time you 
finish reading this book, you should have a good understanding ofhow 
to achieve a high level of network integration (which the "Widget 
Company" in this chapter illustrates). 

The IBM Personal Computer: ATutorial 
Because so many businesses have selected IBM personal computers
orcomputers designed to run IBM PC programs (known as compatibles 
or "clones")-these machines have become the building blocks of 
LANs. Figure 1.1 shows an IBM PS/2 Model 70, an example ofthe second 
generation of IBM's microcomputers. 
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Figure 1.1 An IBM PS/2 Model 70 (Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

Later in the book you will learn how dozens (in some cases, 
hundreds) ofthese computers-linked together by network software, 
network hardware, and cabling-can share information and resources. 
In a IAN, each user has his or her own personal computer, often an IBM 
PC or compatible. Before looking at how the network functions, 
however, you need to understand how information is processed by the 
personal computers that comprise it. 

Bits and Bytes 
Acomputer can help accomplish many complex tasks, but its processor 
actually performs onlyone function: it keeps track ofwhether a wire has 
current flowing through it (1) or no current flowing through it (0). We 
refer to each ofthese binary digits of information as a bit. The American 
Standard Code for Infornlation Interchange (ASCII) specifies that each 
character of the alphabet requires seven bits of information, with an 
eighth parity bit as insurance that the information has not been 
garbled. To an IBM microcomputer, the binary combination 10000010 
represents the letter a. This 8-bit unit ofinformation is known as a byte. 

The original IBM PC contained an Intel 8088 microprocessor, a 
microcomputer chip that served as the centralprocessing unit (CPU), 
or "brains," ofthe computer. This chip was capable ofprocessing 16 bits 
(two bytes) of information at one time. The CPU had a clock speed of 
4.77 MHz (megahertz), which means thatthe microprocessorproduced 
4.77 million pulses each second. (Processors schedule theirworkbased 
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on these pulses.) Later microprocessors had faster clock speeds, and 
thus could perform tasks such as mathematical operations faster. The 
IBM AT (Advanced Technology), for example, used an Intel 80286 
microprocessor, and had a clock speed of 8.0 MHz. 

Today, computer CPUs run at speeds many times that of the 
original IBM Pc. The IBM PS/2 Model 70, for example, uses a 32-bit Intel 
80386 microprocessor, and is capable of a clock speed of 25 MHz. The 
Intel 80486 microprocessors already are approaching 50 MHz, while 
the Intel 80586 microprocessor waits in the wings with even greater 
speed potential. Since a LAN generally uses its fastest, most powerful 
computer to service network workstations, clock speed is a significant 
factor in a LAN's overall efficiency. 

In addition to performing mathematical operations, a PC's CPU 
processes information from a variety of sources, such as the keyboard, 
the I/O ports (parallel and serial), and the monitor. It needs aworkspace 
area in which to store some ofits calculations temporarily; this need for 
temporary workspace is satisfied by using some of the computer's 
memory. 

RAM and ROM 
There are two types ofmemory associated with microcomputers: read
only memory (ROM) and random-access memory (RAM). ROM is 
permanent memory that retains information even when the computer 
is turned off. Microcomputers store their most critical programs in 
ROM, including a program that checks the computer when it is turned 
on to ensure that all components are working properly. A computer 
also stores its bootstrap program in ROM; this program provides the 
computer with enough knowledge to load information from a disk. 

Unlike the ROM, RAM is temporary memory; it retains information 
only while the computer is on. It is measured in kilobytes (thousands 
of bytes of storage). The original IBM generally came with 256K (256 
kilobytes) of RAM on its system board (motherboard), but its memory 
could be expanded to 640Kby inserting a memory circuit card into one 
of the motherboard's expansion slots. Using the original IBM PC as an 
example, Figure 1.2 illustrates the locationofboth ROM and RAM on the 
motherboard. 
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II CENTRAL 
- PROCESSING 

UNIT00000 
INPUTIOUTPUT 

EXPANSION SLOTS 


000000 
ROM CHIPS 

RAM CHIPS RAM CHIPS 

Figure 1.2 An IBM PC Motherboard 

Expansion Slots 
The expansion slots illustrated in Figure 1.2 are sometimes known as 
peripheral slots, or as input/output expansion slots, since they serve as 
the way to link the computer's CPU with external devices, orperipher
als. One slot might be used for a disk controller card, which will link the 
computer to a disk drive capable of reading information on disks. A 
second slot might contain a printer interface card that connects the 
computer to a printer. A third slot might contain a cardwhich has a built
in modem able to transmit information from the computer over a 
telephone line to a computer in another city. 

Monitors and Video Adapters 
Unlike today's second generation ofIBM PS/2 microcomputers (which 
have built-in video interfaces), the original IBM PC used one of its 
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expansion slots for a video adapter, a circuit card that sentvideo signals 
to a monochrome or color computer monitor. Today, most IBM PC 
compatibles do not have built-in video cards. Many customers prefer 
the flexibility offered by expansion slots. 

A monochrome monitor is capable of displaying one color in 
addition to black (amber, green, and white are common). A mono
chrome monitor is adequate for word processing, spreadsheet analysis, 
and database management-tasks that do not require color. A monitor's 
screen contains a number ofsmall, block-like picture elements (pixels); 
these are either lit or unlit to form characters. The number ofpixels that 
can be displayed horizontally and vertically is a function of both the 
monitor and its video adapter card. IBM offered the Monochrome 
Display Adapter (MDA) card for the original IBM Pc. MDA could display 
720 horizontal pixels by 350 vertical pixels, which is still considered 
fairly high resolution. 

A monochrome monitor requires a monochrome adapter card or 
a color adapter card capable ofsupporting monochrome modes. Many 
computer users with monochrome monitors want to see graphs dis
played on their screens; this is possible only if the adapter card is 
capable of displaying graphics. While IBM's own MDA card does not 
permit graphics to be displayed, several companies offer video adapters 
(such as the Monochrome Graphics Card from Hercules Technology) 
that can display graphics at the same resolution as text. 

Users of the original IBM PC who wished to display color graphics 
usually selected a Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) or an Enhanced 
Graphics Adapter (EGA), alongwith a monitor capable ofdisplaying the 
appropriate level ofresolution. The CGA cards are capable ofproviding 
a monitor with 640 x 200 resolution. CGA cards are also capable of 
displaying 16 colors, only 4 ofwhich can be displayed at any given time. 
The EGA cards, on the other hand, are capable of640 x 350 resolution, 
and can display 64 colors, 16 of which can be displayed at any given 
time. Table 1.1 summarizes the different standards IBM has used over 
theyears for monochrome, CGA, and EGAcards, as well as the standards 
associated with IBM's second generation of microcomputers. 
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The term "diskette" is often 
used to refer to a floppy disk, 
such as the 31f2-inch or 
51/,-inch disks used in PC disk 
drives. The term "diskette" is 
not used to refer to fixed (or 
"hard") drives. 

Table 1.1. IBM Video Adapter Card Standards 

Standard Resolution Pixels Total Colors Colors/Screen 

Hercules MDA no x 348 N/A N/A 

CGA 640 x 200 16 4 
EGA 640 x 350 64 16 
PGA 640 x 480 4096 256 
MCGA 

CGAMode 640 x 200 4096 256 
Text Mode 640 x 480 16 2 

VGA 

CGAMode 640 x 200 4096 256 
Text Mode no x 400 16 2 

Most programs require a user to indicate specifically which type of 
video adapter card will be used, so the program will send the proper 
signal to the card. You will discover (later in this book) that this 
requirement can present some problems when a program is used on a 
LAN; different workstations may contain different video adapter cards. 

Disk Drives and Disk Storage 
Since the random-access memory retains information only while the 
computer is turned on, a disk drive serves as the permanent storage 
device. A disk (such as the floppy disk shown in Figure 1.3) must be 
prepared to handle information sent from an IBM orcompatible PC; the 
preparation procedure is called formatting. 

A 5%-inch double-density disk, when formatted, contains 40 
concentric circles (or tracks). Each track contains a number of512-byte 
sectors; these are blocks where data can be stored (see Figure 1.3). The 
computer maps the sectors so it can keep track of precisely where on 
a disk specific information is stored. IBM PC and compatibles with low
density drives generally format a disk so that it is double-sided double
density (DSDD) and holds approximately 360K of data. High-density 
drives format a DSDD diskette to hold approximately 1.2 megabytes of 
data. 
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WRITE512K BLOCKS ..... .-'--r..... 
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..... _- -.- DRIVE HEAD 

Figure 1,3 Floppy Disk for an IBM PC or Compatible 

There are nine sectors per track and 40 tracks on each side ofa low
density disk Simple mathematics reveals what each formatted DSDD 
disk can hold: 

40 tracks per side 

x 9 sectors per track 

x 512 bytes per sector 

x 2 sides per disk 

or a total of 368,640 bytes per disk. 

Since ASCII requires one byte per character (seven bits to 
represent a character, with one additional bit as a parity bit), a 
DSDD disk can hold 368,640 characters. 

For many years, the IBM-compatible standard disk was a 51f4-inch 
DSDD disk, and the majority of IBM PCs and compatibles found on 
networks still use these. However, today's IBM and compatible PCs also 
support double-sided high-density (DSHD) 5% -inch disks, which hold 
approximately 1.2 megabytes of data. In addition, 3Vz-inch diskette 
drives are now becoming common in IBM and compatible PCs, which 
hold 720K (double-density) or 1.44 megabytes (high-density). High
density disk drives can write data closer together, so that a disk can 
contain more tracks. 
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Regardless of the type of disk drive, information is saved in the 
form of files. Most IBM PCs and compatibles have two disk drives 
(labeled A and B), so that information can be copied from a disk in one 
drive to a disk in the second drive. In much the same way that a record 
player functions, a read/write head on a disk drive moves across the 
tracks of a spinning disk until it locates a particular file of information. 
Then it must stop the disk from spinning and copy the pattern of bits 
to RAM locations within the computer. The time it takes to accomplish 
this task (the access time) is measured in milliseconds (thousandths of 
a second), while tasks performed by the CPU are measured generally in 
terms of nanoseconds (millionths of a second). It is easy to see that if 
several computers need the information stored on a particular disk
and ifthis disk access procedure must be repeated a number of times
there will be a measurable slowdown in computer operations. In later 
chapters we will discuss this problem, along with the methods sev
eral LAN manufacturers have developed for speeding up the access 
procedure. 

Hard Disk Drives 
It is much faster and more efficient to load all programs and data files 
onto one hard disk drive rather than to use several dozen floppy disks. 
A computer user can place all information on a single hard-disk-drive 
unit capable ofholding anywhere from 10 megabytes (10 million bytes) 
to several hundred megabytes of information. As Figure 1.4 illustrates, 
a hard disk is actually a rigid platter coated with a metal oxide material. 
It looks very much like a record. In the sealed harddisk unit, the read/ 
write head travels rapidly (around 3,600 rpm) on a very thin cushion of 
air that separates it from the magnetic surface of the hard disk-at a 
distance that varies from 1 millionth of an inch to 1/2 millionth of an 
inch, depending upon the brand of hard disk. It might take approxi
mately 15 milliseconds (ms) access time for the hard disk to locate and 
load a file on a hard disk, compared to 90 ms with a floppy disk drive. 
(You will learn in the next chapter how this speed allows one hard disk 
drive to serve several different personal computers in a network 
environment. ) 
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Figure 1.4 A Hard Disk 

The Disk Operating System (DOS) 
With the IBM PC and compatibles, a series of programs handles such 
"housekeeping" tasks as loading programs into the computer from a 
disk, saving information to a disk, and translating typed keyboard 
characters into a numeric language the computer can understand. 
These programs coUectivelymake up theDisk Operating System (DOS). 
The IBM PC version, licensed from Microsoft Corporation, is known as 
PC DOS; the identical program used by IBM compatibles is known as 
MS-DOS (Microsoft Disk Operating System). Some routine tasks that 
DOS helps users perform include formatting a disk, copying a file from 
one disk to another, and deleting a file from a disk. 

DOS's internal operations can be divided into four basic functions: 
the Supervisor, the Input/Output Manager, the File Manager, and the 
Command Processor. The Supervisor is responsible for coordinating all 
the activities of the other programs. If certain programs must be run 
sequentially, the Supervisor ensures that these programs are coordi
nated. The Input/Output Manager is responsible for ensuring that the 
computer is able to communicate effectively with a wide range of 
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peripherals, including disk drives and printers. For example, the Input/ 
Output Manager must be able to translate data into a form that a 
particular printer can accept. The File Manager is responsible for 
keeping track ofexacdywhere all information is stored on disk, so it can 
be retrieved quickly. Finally, the Command Processor provides com
munication between the computer user and the computer itself. When 
the user types characters, they are converted into a language the 
machine can understand. 

Microsoft has published several different versions of PC DOS and 
MS-DOS, which for the most part are upwardly compatible. Under 
most conditions, it is not wise (or even possible) to mix different DOS 
versions of programs on the same disk, but later in this book you will 
learn how some LANs divide a hard disk into various sections, each of 
which can contain programs running under a different version ofDOS. 

While DOS is designed specifically to coordinate the communica
tion between a computer and the rest ofits world (including disk drives, 
printers, and keyboard input), some LAN programs superimpose a 
"shell" around the DOS programs and intercept commands normally 
handled by DOS. When we discuss the Novell NetWare software in 
Chapter 5, you will learn how such an approach can provide a number 
of advantages. One of these is the capability of allowing several people 
to use a program designed originally for only one user-without 
ruining the program or the information (data files) associated with it. 

The OS/2 Operating System 
PC DOS was designed for the original IBM PC at a time when hardware 
resources were far more limited than they are today. Since the IBM PC 
usually replaced microcomputers containing 64K to 128KofRAM, 640K 
(the maximum amount of RAM that PC DOS could address) seemed 
more than anyone could possiblyneed. Similarly, the operatingsystem's 
ability to address up to 32 megabytes ofsecondarystorage seemed more 
than enough, in an era when 10-megabyte hard disk drives were a 
luxury. PC DOS was adequate, though, for running a single program as 
long as it did not require very much RAM. 

Whereas PC DOS was designed as a single-user, Single-tasking 
operating system, OS/2 is a single-user, multitasking operating system. 
It is able to address a maximum of 16 megabytes of RAM, as well as 
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manage a virtually unlimited amount of secondary storage. This pow
erful operating system has become the basis of two key LANs that will 
be discussed in Chapter 4: Microsoft's LAN Manager and IBM's LAN 
Server. 

Microsoft Windows 
Microsoft's Windows program is not an operating system, but rather, a 
companion program to DOS. It is a graphical user interface (GU/) 
which enables users to view applications in various "windows" on their 
screens. Because Windows is a single-user, single-tasking program, only 
one program can actually be actively running at any given time. It is 
possible to have a window for the network, so that a user can view 
network programs from this window, or even to run multiple network 
programs in multiple windows. The Windows program switches from 
one active program to another program giving the appearance that 
more than one program is active at a time. 

Parallel and Serial Transmission 
As indicated earlier, a microcomputer's expansion slots allow it to 
communicate with peripherals such as disk drives and printers. A 
parallelprinter adapter (also known simply as a printer interface) fits 
in an expansion slot, and connects to a printer by a cable. Eight bits of 
data travel in parallel, along eight separate wires, from the PC to the 
printer. This method of transmission is relatively fast, but of limited 
range (25 feet) before data is lost. 

Some printers (and virtually all modems) require a particular 
circuit card to convert data from the parallel form (found within the PC) 
to serial form (bits traveling sequentially, in single file, along the same 
wire). An asynchronous communications adapter (usually known as a 
serialport) serves this function. While serial transmission is often not 
as fast as parallel transmission, it is capable oftransmitting data reliably 
over longer distances. Most PC's come configured with at least one 
built-in parallel and one serial port. 

A 25-pin serial cable contains 25 wires, while a 9-pin serial cable 
contains 9 wires. Normally the data is transmitted along one wire, while 
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In three decades, we have 
seen the mmputer industry 
evolve. Initially, all processing 
was performed on mainframe 
computers using a batch 
approach. Time-sharing 
(using public telephone lines) 
was an improvement, but the 
concept of distributed 
processing \\ith minicomput
ers provided a quantum leap 
in computer affordability and 
convenience. Many 
companies replaced their 
mainframes and minicomput
ers (gradually) with 
microcomputers and a LAN. 

other information is sent along other wires. (This practice is consistent 
with the Electronic Industries Association's (EIA) RS-232C standard for 
serial transmission.) Parallel and serial printers, as well as serial 
modems, are critical elements of most LANs. 

Now that we have discussed the major features of the IBM PC and 
compatibles, let's take a brief look at the evolution of the PC. 

ABrief History of Distributed Processing 
and Networks 
While it is only with the arrival of the microcomputer that companies 
have been able to implement LANs, the concept itself is not new. It 
represents a logical development and evolution of computer technol
ogy. The first computers in the 1950s were mainframes. Large, expen
sive, and reserved for a very few select users, these monsters occupied 
entire buildings. 

These first computers were not designed for on-line response to 
a user's commands. They used a batch approach. Users submitted 
coded cards containing their data and program commands. Computer 
professionals fed these cards into the computer, and usually sent the 
printed results to the users the next day. A miscoded card usually meant 
that the user would have to resubmit the entire program the following 
day. 

At this time there was little need to share computer resources such 
as printers and modems. Computers were so few (and so costly) that 
the average office could not afford one. One solution to this expense 
problem was time-sharing. During the 1960s it became possible for an 
office to use a "dumb" terminal, modem, and card reader to connect 
through a telephone line with a mainframe computer. By leasing (or 
"sharing") time on this computer, the userwas able to enjoy the benefits 
of computerization without massive capital expenditure. 

The major problem with time-sharing was the slowness ofsending 
information over telephone lines. During the early 1970s, the produc
tion of the minicomputer (so called because it was smaller than a 
mainframe, though it worked in much the same way) avoided this 
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problem. Because of the dramatic drop in prices, departments were 
able to have their own computers. All a new user needed to become 
operational was a terminal-and the cabling between it and the mini
computer. As Figure 1.5 illustrates, several users were able to use the 
same computer, and much higher speeds were possible than under 
time-sharing. The concept ofdistributing computer resources through
out a company-by providing different departments with their own 
computers, rather than using one central computer for everybody
became known as distributed processing. But even though several 
departments in a company might have their own minicomputers, 
providing communications among these computers still posed a prob
lem. Therefore, companies began cabling these computers together, 
and writing the software necessary for the units to communicate with 
each other. 

oo 
TERMINAL 

TERMINAL 

o 
TERMINAL TERMINAL 

Figure 1.5 Distributed Processing with a Minicomputer 

As microcomputers became much more powerful (and much less 
expensive) during the 1980s, companies began to take a second look at 
their minicomputers. Costing hundreds of thousands of dollars, these 
larger computers were not able to run the newer, more sophisticated 
business programs that were coming out for IBM PCs and compatibles. 

By the mid-1980s, thousands of office workers began bringing 
their own personal computers to work, in order to use the new business 
software written for PCs. As employees began exchanging floppy disks 
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ALAN covers a limited 
distance and facilitates 
information and resource 
sharing. 

The savings a company such 
as Widget can realize by 
sharing hardware and 
software resources is 
staggering. Equally important 
is the increase in productivity 
that comes as the company 
runs more efficiently. 

and keeping their own databases, companies began to have serious 
problems with maintaining the integrity of their data. LANs offered a 
solution to such problems. 

What Is aLAN? 
Distributed processing, taken to its logical conclusion, came to mean 
linking microcomputers together so they could share information and 
peripherals. This was the idea behind the first local area networks. The 
broadest possible definition ofaLANis: a communication networkused 
by a single organization over a limited distance which permits users to 
share information and resources. 

The next chapterwill survey the different types ofphysical configu
rations possible for a LAN. Whether PCs are arranged in the form of a 
star, a ring, or even a straight line, the speed ofthe networkwill depend 
to a great extent on the media used to connect the units. The next 
chapter will also examine the different types of cabling available for 
LANs and their effect on network performance. 

The ftrst LANs were relatively primitive. Faced with a serious 
shortage of software designed for more than one user, these first LANs 
used file locking, which allowed only one user at a time to use a 
program. Gradually, however, the software industry has become more 
sophisticated; today's LANs can use powerful, complex accounting and 
productivity programs, usable by several users at the same time (record 
locking). 

Widget's LAN 
Nowwe'll take a lookat a hypothetical companywhich has linked its PCs 
together to form a LAN with which to share information and printers. 
(Virtually all the applications used in this example will be explained in 
much greater detail in subsequent chapters, when we take a closer look 
at specific brands of LANs.) 

Widget's LAN enables company employees to share data and 
peripherals (hard disk drives, printers, plotters, etc.). The Widget 
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network enables dozens ofworkstations to share a variety ofprinters
including laser, daisywheel, and dot-matrix-instead of each personal 
computer workstation having its own dot-matrix printer. Instead of 
buying dozens of copies of a word processing program, Widget buys a 
special networkversion ofthe program; this enables dozens ofnetwork 
users to share the program-and, more importantly, one another's 
documents. 

A single computer's hard disk serves as the storage area for a 
network file server; it acts very much like a waiter in a busy restaurant, 
serving up the items requested by the customers. Widget can keep 
dozens of varying standard contracts on its network file server; indi
vidual workstations can load these documents, make whatever changes 
are necessary to individualize the contracts, and then save them under 
appropriate names. The cost savings from these and other communal 
uses are impressive. A file server should be dedicated to this function 
and not used for any other purpose to prevent degradation in a 
network's performance. 

Using Word Processing, Graphics, 
and Electronic Mail on aLAN 
Every year Widget is required to produce an annual report that is 
printed and sent to stockholders. Since the company connected all 
departments with its LAN, that job has become much easier. Widget's 
LAN contains a number ofIBM PC, IBM PS/2, and Macintosh computers 
that are able to communicate with one another and exchange data over 
the network. 

Since the Accounting Department's general ledger, accounts pay
able, accounts receivable, inventory, purchase order-and-receiving, 
and payroll programs are already installed on the network, its audited 
balance sheet is already available-through the network-for the an
nual report. The Comptroller prints a copy of the balance sheet to disk 
(rather than sending it to the printer), and then uses a word processing 
program to comment on several aspects of the company's financial 
position before saving the entire document on the company's file 
server. 
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Since many stockholders prefer to view financial information in 
graphic format, the company President asks two graphic artists in the 
Marketing Department to develop appropriate pie charts and bar charts 
to show the company's growth over the past few years. The artists use 
a graphics program on a Macintosh workstation to develop their charts 
based on a computer file from the researchers. Then they send the 
information to a plotter on the LAN. 

The President receives a hard copy from the artists. The research
ers receive the President's comments by electronic mail over the 
network, revise the charts, and save the files on the file server. 

Everyone at Widget with a workstation connected to the LAN can 
receive and send mail electronically. As users enter the network ("log 
on"), the network alerts them if they have mail, so Widget employees 
cannot use the excuse that they never saw a memo because it was lost 
in the mail. The electronic mail program also lets the sender knowwhen 
a message has been read. It permits users to send blind copies (bee) to 
other network users, and to send letters (even reports) to distribution 
lists. Secretaries who used to spend hours photocopying reports for 
distribution to managers now simply use the electronic mail to send a 
copy of each report to each manager's workstation. 

Since Widget manufactures four different products designed for 
four very different markets, the President asks each ofthe four product 
managers to write a description of his or her product's current status 
and future plans. Each product manager saves his or her comments in 
a word processing file on the file server. 

Meanwhile, the President is busy writing a letter to the stockhold
ers-analyzing Widget's performance and indicating the direction the 
company will take in the upcoming year. The researcher prints the 
requested material from the Marketing and Accounting Departments; 
the President reads the documents, and then sends electronic mail to 
other employees, requesting material to fill in the remaining gaps in the 
corporate report. After another round of revisions, the annual report is 
finished, printedwith a laser printer that provides letter-quality text and 
crisp graphics, and sent to the print shop for reproduction. The whole 
process is faster-and far more effiCient-because the company's LAN 
permits an almost-instant sharing of information. 
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By using a remote bridge to 
connect the LAN to the 
outside world, Widget 
salespeople are able to enter 
orders from remote customer 
locations. They also are able 
to update current inventon' 
lel'els on·line. Another major 
tool used by the entire 
company is the customer 
database. Salespeople can use 
the remote bridge to connect 
to the IA'j and use its word 
processing and database 
programs to generate 
personalized sales letters. 

Connecting aLAN to the Rest of the World 
The ability to share information is particularly valuable in a competitive 
sales environment. Each ofWidget's outside salespeople has a portable 
computer with a built-in modem, able to access the LAN over a phone 
line. Widgets come in an assortment of colors and configurations, and 
the company used to lose several thousand dollars' worth of orders 
eachyear through cancellations. A salespersonwould take a large order, 
drive to Widget headquarters, and submit the order to the sales 
manager. Only after the order was input into Widget's mainframe 
computerwould the salesperson learn that several ofthe ordered items 
were backordered. When customers were informed that there would be 
a substantial delay before delivery, they usually cancelled the entire 
order. 

Now the situation has changed dramatically. Widget's LAN con
tains a remote bridge, a communications link between the network and 
the outside world. The salespeople use their portable computers to 
connect to the network using their customers' regular telephone lines. 
They enter an order while talking with the customer. If an item is 
backordered, the computer indicates a possible alternative: The yellow 
widgets are backordered two weeks, but green is very popular this time 
of year, and it is available immediately. Since the customer is in a buying 
mood, and the salesperson is present (and very persuasive), it is not 
surprising that many customers choose an alternative or agree to wait 
for a backordered item. 

Whenever a customer's order is entered into the computer, a file 
is established for that customer. Salespeople find this information 
invaluable, since they are able to determine buying trends and prefer
ences. Frequently they will send out individualized form letters to 
announce new product releases, or to indicate that the old widget 
might need an overhauL 

Because the customer list is integrated with the company's ac
counting programs-including accounts receivable-occasionally the 
Accounting Department will ask a salesperson to contact a delinquent 
customer about an overdue account. The receivables clerk simplysends 
the account information by electronic mail to the salesperson. Widget's 
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Acommon database is 
particularly valuable for 
marketing functions. 
Researchers are able to 
download network 
information into Lotus 1-2·3 
spreadsheets, analyze the 
data, and then save these 
spreadsheets on the network 
file server for later consolida
tion into one report. 

The Accounting Department's 
use of the LAN illustrates the 
flexibility that a LAN proVides. 
Since programs contain 
record locking, it is possible 
for several employees to use 
the same program during 
peak periods. 

accounting program on the LAN contains one useful safeguard to keep 
its receivables low. When a salesperson inputs an order from a customer 
site, the order entry program will flash a message on the screen if the 
customer has an overdue account. Frequently the salesperson can 
collect a check and then override the message to enter the new order. 

Sharing Database Information on aLAN 
While Widget's salespeople are transmitting orders from customer 
locations, the Marketing Department's researchers and analysts are 
busy sifting through sales reports to discover trends and develop 
market forecasts. The department's personnel share all theirdata on the 
LAN. Three analysts, for example, have used a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet 
program to analyze the buying patterns of the company's major dis
tributors. Traditionally, Widget has offered volume discounts to en
courage large purchases, but now it is considering offering monthly 
sales specials to help balance its inventory. By identifying specific items 
and the month when major customers purchase them, the marketing 
analysts will develop a 12-month sales plan. 

Because the analysts are using the same Lotus 1-2-3 program-and 
then saving their spreadsheet data on the network file server-the 
information can be shared among them. This means that after the 
researchers develop an item-by-item sales analysis, one researcher can 
access all three spreadsheets to develop a composite report that 
summarizes the information by product group. Using the Lotus 1-2-3 
spreadsheet and the LAN, the researcher commands the six-pen plotter 
in the sales office to print a series of detailed graphs. 

Accounting on aLAN 
The Widget Company's accounting information is on the LAN, but many 
ofthe programs havepasswordsecurity beyond the usual network level 
of security. For example, only a few employees in the Accounting and 
Personnel Departments have access to payroll records. The information' 
on customer orders and inventory usage is available only to certain 
employees in Marketing, Sales, and Manufacturing. 

The marketing analysts were able to use a special inteiface 
program to take information on sales orders and customers from the 
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\X orel processing on a IAN 
prm'ieles the user with a 
number of advantages, 
including print spooling and 
the choice of several different 
kill(;s of printers, 

accounting programs, and convert this data into a form that could be 
used in a Lotus 1-2-3 program. Note that while a copy of this valuable 
accounting information can be moved to another program, the original 
accounting data is protected from tampering or change. This is neces
sary in order to ensure that the Accounting Department maintains a 
clear audit trail, which means that all changes and/or additions to 
accounting program data must be done by the Accounting Department, 
using a journal entry. This method leaves a permanent record that can 
be traced to answer future questions. 

The Comptroller has been delighted with the advantages ofhaving 
all accounting programs available on the company LAN. During peak 
periods, accounting clerks can be shifted from doing payables to doing 
receivables. Each workstation in the department can access any ac
counting program, assuming the user has the proper level ofpassword 
security. Most of the clerks only have the network security level that 
permits them to perform routine tasks. Payroll clerks, for example, 
cannot change employee salaries, though they can prepare the monthly 
printing of salary checks. 

Every LAN requires a network administrator, who is responsible 
for the network's overall management. The Comptroller must consult 
the LAN administrator before providing newly hired accounting clerks 
with new workstations. The administrator's tasks include adding new 
users and providing them with new passwords. If a department wants 
to add a new program to the LAN, the network administrator will 
analyze the effect of the program on the network as a whole, making 
sure (prior to approving it) that the new program will integrate 
completely with the other programs already present. 

Using Printers on aLAN 
Perhaps the major use of the LAN requires the least amount of the 
network administrator's time. Secretaries, administrative assistants, 
and managers use the network's powerful word processing program 
every day. AllWidget's form letters- including direct sales solicitations, 
requests for additional warranty information, notification that service 
contracts are about to expire, and the actual service contracts-are 
printed. The LAN contains a couple of laser printers with triple-bin 
cut-sheet feeders. This means it is possible to print a cover letter on 
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Widget Companystationery, a second sheet on normal bond paper, and 
the corresponding envelope-all automatically. 

The company LAN has what is known as print spooling software, 
which enables a user to specify a specific printer for a job, and then 
"spool" the file to a storage areawhere it will be held until its turn comes 
to be printed. The LAN administrator can specify that a job requiring 
immediate attention exchange places with another file in the spooler in 
order to be printed immediately. The LAN is able to print several 
documents simultaneously on its various letter-quality and dot-matrix 
printers, without slowing down the network's performance signifi
cantly. 

The most sophisticated word processing is handled by the Tech
nical Publications Department, which supports Sales, Marketing, and 
Service, and works on special projects for the President's office. Four 
technical writers use many of the more advanced features of the word 
processing program, such as the ability to create multiple columns, 
indexes, and tables ofcontents. These materials require feedback from 
several individuals, including engineers, programmers, and trainers. 
Before beginning the revision stage, the technical writers use the LAN's 
electronic mail to send their rough drafts to appropriate departments 
for comments. Because they don't have to take the time to mail copies 
of the manuscript to the various departments, the technical writers 
have increased their productivity substantially. Now when the writers 
receive electronic mail informing them that a section has been read and 
revised for technical accuracy by an engineer, they simply load the 
revised section from the Engineering Department and then proofread 
for grammar and spelling. 

A technical writer and illustrator are assigned to support the 
Marketing Department; they develop brochures and other sales mate
rials. Since it is absolutely necessary for all sales materials to reflect the 
products accurately, the two send manuscript sections and illustration 
files to appropriate technical personnel for comments and corrections 
before moving on to the finished product. 
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Communications Between aLAN and 
aMainframe Computer 
The Manufacturing Department was the only department not to leave 
its mainframe environment. Located at the manufacturing facility, the 
mainframe computer runs a very sophisticated program for planning 
manufactUring resources. This program controls manufacturing costs 
by making sure the plant runs at maximum effiCiency. The computer 
makes sure the assembly line will not run out ofkey raw materials, and 
that all standing orders will be filled on time. 

Since Accounting nowruns all its programs on microcomputers as 
part of the LAN, Manufacturing needs access to all sales data now at the 
company headquarters. It needs to know what has been sold, in order 
to update its inventory file and revise its forecasts. This communication 
is accomplished using the same link to the LAN that salespeople use 
when communicating from customer sites. 

There is one critical difference, however. While the salespeople 
are using microcomputers to communicate with the company's micro
computer LAN, the Manufacturing Department needs to establish 
communications between micro- and mainframe computers-two 
machines that do not even speakthe same language. Widget Company's 
network administrator uses the LAN software interface to the account
ing programs to convert the appropriate data into an ASCII format that 
is easily transmitted. The administrator uses another program to 
emulate an IBM 3270 terminal, converting the information into the 
synchronous form the mainframe can understand. 

Every evening the LAN sends the day's sales information over a 
telephone line to the company's mainframe computer, which digests 
the data and produces a revised schedule for the next day's assembly
line work. When supervisory personnel arrive in the morning, they can 
use their terminals to read this information from the mainframe where 
it has been stored. 

All the LAN activities of Widget Company described here are 
available today. In the next few chapters you will learn how a LAN's 
hardware and software work together to produce this level ofinformation 
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integration. We will also survey the leading LANs currendy available, 
and discover differences that could prove significant in determining 
which kind of LAN would be best for your needs. 

What Have You Learned? 
1. 	A local area network (LAN) is a communications network used 

by a single organization over a limited distance which permits 
users to share information and resources. 

2. 	 Before microcomputers (personal computers), time-sharing 
with terminals and modems enabled companies to share main
frame resources. 

3. Minicomputers were the first computers to permit distributed 
processing in a cost-effective way. 

4. A dedicated file server is not used as a workstation because 

doing so impairs its efficiency. 


5. 	 Electronic mail is a major feature of many LANs. 

6. 	 Outside computers can use a remote bridge to communicate 
with computers on the LAN. 

7. 	 Print spooling software permits users to designate which 

printer will print their files. 


8. Record-locking software permits simultaneous access to the 

same data file by multiple users. 
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QuiZ for Chapter 1 
1. 	 Handing in program cards and receiving the results the next 

day is characteristic of 

a. 	 batch processing. 

b. on-line processing. 

c. 	 distributed processing. 

d. 	 remote processing. 

2. 	Time-sharing was not a very effective way for a company to do 
its data processing because 

a. 	 it required a computer at every station. 

b. communication over a phone line with a modem was too 
slow. 

c. 	 computers were constantly breaking down. 

d. 	computers do not like to share. 

3. 	 Distributed processing means 

a. 	 computers distributed to different users and departments. 

b. 	computer cards distributed to different departments. 

c. 	 a mainframe computer doing all the work. 

d. 	 a computer doing nothing but computing. 

4. The person who provides passwords for new computer users 
on the LAN is called 

a. 	 the chief of security. 

b. 	 the network administrator. 

c. 	 the department manager. 

d. 	 the president of the network user's group. 

5. 	A byte is composed of 

a. 	 2 bits. 

b. 4 bits. 

c. 	 6 bits. 

d. 8 bits. 
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6. A 5%-inch double-sided double-density disk, formatted for the 
IBM PC, will be able to hold approximately 

a. 360K. 

b. 180K. 

c. 256K. 

d. 512K. 

7. To attach a modem to an IBM PC or compatible, its expansion 
slot must contain a(n) 

a. parallel interface. 
b. synchronous communications adapter. 

c. asynchronous communications adapter. 

d. monochrome video adapter. 

8. Memory which retains information even after the computer is 
turned off is called 

a. RAM. 

b. ROM. 

c. RIM. 

d. REM. 



CHAPTER 

2 The Basics of aLocal Area Network 

About This Chapter 
This chapter describes the building blocks of a local area network 
(LAN). We will explore how computer workstations are cabled to
gether, and howthey share resources. We'll take a close lookat the rules 
that all LANs follow to ensure that information is not garbled or lost. 
Finally, we'll look at a number ofstandards that have begun to establish 
some order in what has been a very chaotic field. 

The Changing Focus of Local Area 
Networks 
As indicated in Chapter 1, a "local area network" is a system which 
allows microcomputers to share information and resources within a 
limited (local) area (generally less than one mile from the file server to 
a workstation). A LAN requires that the individual workstations (micro
computers) be physically tied together by cabling (usually coaxial or 
twisted pair), and that some networksoftware reside ontheworkstation's 
hard disk (this permits the sharing ofperipherals, data, and application 
programs). 
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The individual network 
workstation can work 
independently as a personal 
computer, or share network 
information and resources 
through the lAN, Usually it is 
linked to the network's file 
server or disk server by a 
network interface card and 
cabling, 

Until recently, sharing peripheral equipment (such as printers, 
hard disk drives, and plotters) was the major use of LANs. Since 
hardware represented the major microcomputer cost in most offices, 
these early, primitive networks more than justified their cost byensur
ing that valuable equipment did not remain idle. Today, some networks 
(such as Novell's) further increase office savings by allowing "diskless" 
workstations; these do not have a hard disk drive or floppy disk drives. 
A special "autoboot" ROM chip, inserted in the network workstation, 
permits the computer to become part of the network, and to use the 
network's disk drive when it is turned on. 

It is difficult to generalize about microcomputer networks; a lack 
ofcompatibility has plagued the industry, despite efforts by the Institute 
for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) to standardize the ways 
information can be transmittedwithin a network. In this chapterwe will 
look at the components that all networks require, and the various forms 
they can take. 

The Individual Network Workstation 
Most companies decide to install a LAN because they already have a 
major investment in microcomputers, peripherals, and software. Rather 
than scrap everything and start over again with a minicomputer, these 
companies opt to tie their existing equipment together to share hard
ware and software resources. 

Each microcomputer attached to the network retains its ability to 
work as an independent personal computer running its own software. 
It also becomes a network workstation, capable of accessing informa
tion located on the network disk server. As Figure 2.1 illustrates, this 
ability to function as a network station requires a special interface 
(almost always a circuit board) that plugs into oneofthe microcomputer's 
expansion slots and cables to link it to a server. 

While the Apple Macintosh is used as a network workstation in a 
number ofFortune 1000 companies, this chapter will focus on IBM and 
IBM-compatible personal computers. Chapter 6 is devoted to the 
Macintosh and Macintosh networks. 
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Disk Server 
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Figure 2.1 Workstations Connected with Network Interface Cards and 

Cabling to a Disk Server 

The workstations in Figure 2.1 are IBM-compatible pes containing 
network interface cards. The network program they are using works in 
conjunction with MS-DOS version 5.0. A cable connects each worksta
tion (through its network interface card) to the network disk server or 
file server. The user can choose to use the microcomputer as an 
independent unit or to be part of the network. Simply by running the 
network software program and "logging on" (identifying oneself with 
a password as an authorized user), the user becomes an active part of 
the network. 

Network Disk Servers 
Some early LANs used a disk server, a hard disk containing information 
that can be shared by the various workstations on the network. To the 
individual workstations, this disk server simply looks like another hard 
disk drive; if it were designated as drive E, for example, Frank Jones 
would save his business expense spreadsheet as E: busexp. The E tells 
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Afile allocation table (FAT) 
helps the disk server keep 
track of where a particular 
file is located. 

Disk servers partition their 
hard disk drives into separate 
volumes for each user. A 
public volume is available so 
that different workstations 
can share information. 

Jones's DOS software to send the data to the network hard disk for 
storage. 

This procedure, the workstation accessing a network drive E, is 
identical to the way a PC accesses its own disk drives for storage offiles. 
The procedure becomes a bit more complex, however, when a worksta
tion wants a particular file residing on the disk server. 

IBM and IBM-compatible PCs use afile allocation table (FAT) to 
keep track of exactly where a particular file is stored. Without seeing a 
copy ofthis valuable table, an individual workstation has no idea where 
its files are stored. The network disk server keeps its own FAT, and sends 
a copy to each workstation. Each workstation then stores the copy in 
RAM, which it uses as "work space" when running programs. As needed, 
the workstation'S operating system uses the network FAT to access its 
files on the disk server. 

Imagine what would happen if dozens of workstations received 
copies of the FAT and began saving documents back to the disk server. 
Each copyofthe FAT saved backon the disk server would overwrite (and 
thus erase) the FAT file that existed prior to the new copy's arrival. 
Without a safeguard for this important table's integrity, determining 
which was the Original FAT would prove almost impossible. 

With a simple disk server, the integrity of its FAT is maintained by 
dividing (partitioning) this hard disk drive into several user volumes. 
Each volume is reserved for a particular workstation's exclusive use, 
thus preserving the integrity of the FAT for that particular volume. 
Although certain volumes might be established as public volumes, 
usually they are classified as "read-only" to safeguard their integrity; 
individual workstations can view this information, but cannot change 
it. An example of a typical public volume use is the large customer 
database file for Widget Company described in Chapter 1. Several 
different departments might need to view this information, but the 
network administrator has declared the file "read-only" so that no one 
inadvertently changes or destroys the data. 



Afile server uses software to 
form a shell around the 
computer's normal DOS. To 
an individual workstation, 
the file server simply 
represents a very large disk 
drive. Workstations do not 
need to be concerned with 
where a particular file is 
located. 
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File Servers 

File servers are far more efficient and sophisticated than disk servers. A 
file server contains special software that forms a shell around the 
computer's normal diskoperating system. This shell software filters out 
commands to the file server before DOS can receive them. The file 
server maintains its own FAT. When a workstation demands a specific 
file, the file server already knows where the file is because of its FAT. It 
sends the file directly to the workstation. Note that the individual 
workstation does not designate the file server as another disk drive as 
is the case with a disk server. It simply requests a file, and the file server 
responds. 

The file server is much more efficient than the disk server because 
there is no longer a need to send copies of the FAT to each workstation 
requesting a file. Also, there is no longer a need to partition the network 
hard disk drive into volumes, since the individual workstations no 
longer need to worry aboutwhere a particular file resides. As Figure 2.2 
illustrates, a file server provides greater efficiency in aLAN. 
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Figure 2.2 Workstations Connected to a File Server 



Anetwork may contain one 
centralized file server or 
several distributed file 
servers. 
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Distributed File Servers 
For most office networks, a single file server is more than adequate. This 
is known as a centralized server. It functions very much like a minicom
puter; one unit handles all the file serving, with each workstation 
waiting its turn. If the LAN is designed to handle several different 
departments (as in the Widget Company example in Chapter 1), then 
adding more file servers to the network is usually more efficient. 

These additional units are known as distributed file servers 
because they divide up (or "distribute") the file serving duties for the 
entire network. Since (for example) all Accounting Department work
stations use the same accounting programs and access the same data, 
sending this information several hundred feet away to a file server is 
inefficient. A distributed file server, located right in the Accounting 
Department, can speed access time-and reduce the load on the rest of 
the network. This approach maintains optimum speed for other net
work users as well; Accounting personnel need no longer request files 
from a central file server that must also service other users' requests. 
Since the Accounting Department's distributed file server need only 
concern itselfwith accountingfiles, it has fewer files to search; it can find 
and deliver requested information much more quickly. Finally, the 
information arrives more promptly because the file server is located 
right in the department it services. 

Distributed file servers have one other important advantage. If one 
file server becomes inoperative, the LAN is not necessarily shut down. 
Another distributed file server (provided it has sufficient disk space) can 
service the entire LAN temporarily. 

While distributed file servers can provide a number ofadvantages, 
they can make security more difficult. The network administrator must 
now ensure that all file servers' hard disk drives are protected from 
unauthorized entry. Chapter 10 will address this major issue ofnetwork 
security. 



Adedicated file server is used 
only for that function, while a 
nondedicated file server also 
serves as a workstation. While 
more efficient, dedicated file 
servers are more expensive 
because they require a PC to 
be set aside for their use. 

Workstations on a peer-to
peer network can choose 
whether or not they wish to 
share their hard disk drives as 
file servers for other network 
users. 
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Dedicated and Nondedicated File Servers 
Adedicated file server is a microcomputer (with a hard disk drive) used 
exclusively as a file server. By dedicating all its memory and processing 
resources to file serving, the particular computer usually provides 
increased network speed and efficiency_ In the business world, ironi
cally, dedication is not always prized; it can be very expensive. Some 
LAN manufacturers brag about the price savings theyofferbecause their 
file servers need not be dedicated. 

When a file server is nondedicated, it is used as a workstation in 
addition to its file-serving functions. This means that RAM must be 
partitioned so that some of it is available for running programs. It also 
means that a networkworkstation might have to wait for a file to be sent 
while the file server user loads a program from memory using the 
machine's microprocessor. The faster the microprocessor, the faster 
the server can perform its tasks. Because file servers generally are the 
fastest and most expensive computers in the network, decidingwhether 
to dedicate the unit is difficult. Money that might be saved bymaking the 
machine nondedicated will be lost many times over by the degradation 
of the entire LAN; the time lost by users ofall the other workstations in 
the network soon shows the folly of trying to economize on this very 
critical network element. Generally, a centralized file server for more 
than three or four workstations should be dedicated. 

File Servers on a Peer-to-Peer Network 
On apeer-to-peer LAN, users determine which computer resources they 
wish to share with other network users. A user might wish to share his 
or her hard disk drive as a file server for other network users. A peer-to
peer network might consist of several nondedicated file-server work
stations whose resources the owners have decided to share with other 
network users. Similarly, other users might select their printers as 
resources they wish to share with network users. 
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Network print servers enable 
workstations to share several 
different printers. 

Some high-speed network 
printers contain their own 
network interface cards. 

Printers can be limited to 

certain users on a network 
These local printers usually 
perform very specific tasks. 

Print Servers 

Just as a network file server permits the sharing of a single network 
hard drive, a networkprint server can enable dozens of workstations 
to share various types of printers. A manager might use a letter
quality printer for his daily correspondence, but once a month he might 
need a wide-carriage dot-matrix printer to print a critical spreadsheet. 
An accountant on the very same network might use a wide-carnage dot
matrix printer daily to produce balance sheets, financial reports, and 
charts. Once or twice a month he might need to write a business letter 
using a letter-quality printer. With a LAN and its print server software, 
both the manager and the accountant may choose any printer on the 
network. 

To speed up the process of heavy-duty network printing, many 
network managers often install printers with their own network inter
face circuit cards. Such printers can receive data from the network at the 
rate of several million bits per second; they are particularly useful for 
printing large graphics files (which contain so much data that they can 
congest other network traffic while printing). 

Using print server software does not mean that a networkworksta
tion cannot have its own dedicated printer. Let's say that a marketing 
analyst uses a thermal color printer almost exclUSively to print transpar
encies of charts for presentations. This printer, connected by a parallel 
interface and cable to the analyst's workstation, can remain a dedicated 
localprinter and not a network printer so it is always available to the 
specific user. If the analyst needs to produce a letter-quality report, he 
can send his word processing file over the network to a letter-quality 
printer. 

There is a second major reason for dedicating a printer to a 
particular workstation and not including it as part of the network: a 
particular user may need to print special preprinted continuous-feed 
forms. A purchasing agent, for example, might need to print dozens of 
purchase order forms; an accounts payable clerk might need to print 
continuous-feed company checks. Itwould be a lot of trouble for these 
individuals to have to remove the continuous-feed forms in order to 
print an occasional letter. 

Usually the network administrator will ensure that when a pro
gram is installed on the network, it is installed with a default printer 
driver. This means that normally the program's files will be printed on 
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Print spooler software 
enables network users to 
place files in a buffer for 
printing at a later time. 

Twisted·pair cable is 
inexpensive and easy to 

install. It is an ideal selection 
when interference is not a 
major consideration. 

a particular printer. Word processing programs, for example, routinely 
might send files to the office letter-quality printer or a laser printer; 
spreadsheet programs might send files to a wide-carriage dot-matrix 
printer. 

Printer sharing software should contain a print spooler, software 
that creates a buffer where print jobs can be stored while awaiting their 
turn to be printed. Think of this as a list of print jobs; as each file is 
printed, the next file in line takes its place. Sophisticated print spoolers 
have additional capabilities, including the ability to move a job to the 
front of the line if it requires immediate printing. On a large office 
network, time-consuming printing jobs such as daily reports often are 
placed in the print spooler to be printed in the evening so they do not 
tie up a printer during peak hours. 

One occasional problem with printer server software is that some 
software defaults to a certain type ofprinter, even though there may be 
times when you require a different printer-a letter-quality rather than 
a dot-matrix, for example. The network administrator can solve this 
problem by creating a special batch file that automatically loads the 
appropriate printer driver when the program is loaded. 

AGuide to IAN Cabling 
The LAN must have cabling to link the individual workstations together 
with the file server and other peripherals. If there were only one type 
ofcabling available, then the decision would be simple. Unfortunately, 
there are a number of different types of cabling-each with its own 
vocal supporters. Since there is a considerable range in cost and in 
capability, this is not a trivial issue. This section will examine the 
advantages and disadvantages of twisted-pair, baseband and broad
band coaxial cable, as well as fiber-optic cabling. 

Twisted-Pair Cable 
Twisted-pair cable is by far the least expensive type of network 
medium. As Figure 2.3 illustrates, this cabling consists of two insulated 
wires twisted together so that each wire faces the same amount of 
interference from the environment. This "noise" in the environment 
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becomes part of the signal being transmitted. Twisting the wires 
together reduces (but does not eliminate) this noise. Twisted-pair wire 
comes in a wide range ofpairs and gauges. Wires have anAmerican Wire 
Gauge number (AWG) based on their diameter; 26-gauge wire, for 
example, has a diameter of 0.01594 inch. For network purposes, 
22- and 24-gauge are the two most common types of twisted-pair 
cabling. 

Figure 2.3 Twisted-Pair Wire (Two Pair) 

Twisted-pair cable is bundled in groups of pairs. The number of 
twisted pairs per group can range from 2 to 3,000; many LANs use 25 
pairs. Some LANs utilize the verysame inexpensive, unshielded twisted
pair cable used for telephones; others require higher data-grade qual
ity. As one option for its Token Ring Network, for example, IBM 
supports Type 3 unshielded twisted-pair (telephone wire) for its Token 
Ring Network, but requires 22 AWG or 24 AWG with a minimum of two 
twists per linear foot (the more twists, the less interference). It recom
mends four twisted pairs when new wire is installed, but existing 
telephone twisted-pair wire must have two spare pairs which can be 
dedicated to the Token Ring Network. 

On the other hand, AT&T's STARLAN requires higher data-grade 
quality. AT&T specifies that its network requires 24-gauge shielded 
two-twisted-pairwire-one pair ofwires to transmit data and one pair 
to receive data. Higher-grade cabling makes a difference in data trans
mission quality over longer distances. For example, compare AT&T's 
higher-grade twisted-pair standard and IBM's Type 3 twisted-pair 
telephone-wire standard. AT&T's workstations may be up to 990 feet 
from a wiring closet, while IBM's workstations must be within 330 feet. 

The major limitations of twisted-pair wiring are its limited range 
and its sensitivity to electrical interference. When standards were first 
proposed for twisted-pair networks, the medium was able to handle 
transmission speeds of approximately one million bits per second 
(Mbs) over several hundred feet. Today, a newindustrystandard known 
as 10baseT reflects the technological advances that make it possible to 
transmit information at 10 Mbs over twisted-pair wire. 



Coaxial cable is used in both 
baseband and broadband 
networks. While more 
expensive than twisted·pair, 
it can transmit data 
significantly faster over a 
much longer distance. 

Baseband cable can send 
data very fast (10-80 Mbs), 
but is limited to a single 
channel. It isn't possible to 

send integrated voice, data, 
and video signals over 
baseband cables. 
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Coaxial Cable 
Coaxialcable is almost as easy to install as twisted-pair; it is the medium 
of choice in many major IANs. As Figure 2.4 illustrates, "coax" is 
composed of a copper conductor surrounded by insulation. An outer 
jacket composed ofcopper or aluminum acts as a conductor, and also 
provides protection. This type ofcable is commonly found in the home 
as an integral part of cable television. 
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Figure 2.4 Coaxial Cable 

Baseband Cable 
Baseband coaxial cable has one channel that carries a single message 
at a time at very high speed. Its carrier wire is surrounded by a copper 
mesh, and usually the entire cable's diameter is approximately 3/8 inch. 
Digital information is sent across a baseband cable's bandwidth in serial 
fashion, one bit at a time. Depending upon the IAN, it is possible for 
baseband coaxial cable to handle a data rate of 10-80 Mbs. EtherNet 
(which was the first major IAN with nonproprietary communications 
interfaces and protocols) uses baseband coaxial cable. Since the EtherNet 
standard has been supported by both Xerox Corporation and Digital 
Equipment Corporation, baseband cabling is a popularchoice for a IAN 
medium. Because of baseband's single channel limitation, it isn't 
possible to send integrated signals composed ofvoice, data, and even 
video over baseband cable. One advantage of baseband cabling is that 
it is easy to tap into this cable, and connect or disconnect workstations 
without disturbing network operations. Although the maximum rec
ommended distance for a baseband IAN is approximately 1.8 miles 
(3 kilometers), 1,500 feet (500 meters) might prove to be a more 
realistic figure ifthe network is heavily used. While baseband's inability 
to send integrated signals-as well as its distance limitations-must be 
considered when configuring a network, these disadvantages may not 
be significant if speed ofdata transmission and cost are primary criteria 
in media selection. 
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Broadband cables can carry 
integrated voice, data, and 
even video signals. Because 
amplifkrs an: used, 
broadband has a greater 
range than baseband. 

Broadband Cables 
Unlike baseband, broadband coaxial cables have the capacity to carry 
several different signals broadcast at different frequencies at the same 
time. This is the approach cable television companies have taken, using 
75-ohm broadband coaxial cable. Subscribers can select from several 
different stations, each broadcasting on its own designated frequency. 
All broadband systems can utilize a single cable with bidirectional 
amplifiers, as shown in Figure 2.5, or a dual cable system. In either case, 
carrier signals are sent to a central point known as the headend, from 
which they are retransmitted to all points on the network. 
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Figure 2.5 Single Broadband Coaxial Cable with Bidirectional Amplifiers 

The single-cable approach splits a cable by frequency, in order to 
achieve bidirectional transmission of data. Commercial cable compa
nies use 6-MHz channels for each communication path. Even with some 
frequencies designed as "guard bands" between the different channels, 
it is possible to allocate 346 MHz for forward communications 
(6 MHz/channel x 56 channels) and 25 MHz for the return data path 
(6 MHz/channel x 4 channels). This 25 MHz devoted to returning data 
can be used for several narrow-band channels. 
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Dual-broadband cable uses one cable for inbound data moving 
toward the headend, and a second cable (looped at the headend) for the 
outbound carriers. The full frequency spectrum is available for both 
inbound and outbound signals. Because of the duplication of cabling, 
amplifiers, and hardware, dual-broadband cable is much more expen
sive than the single cable approach, but it makes twice as many usable 
channels available, and some networks might require them. Let's take 
a closer look at this particular broadband approach. 

With a dual-cable configuration, coaxial cable forms a two-way 
highway composed of two bands. Each of these bands contains several 
channels. Standard television channels transmit at 6 MHz. Since we 
have a band with a range of approximately 300 MHz, this means that it 
is possible to have as many as 50 channels broadcasting at a data rate of 
5 Mbs. The inbound band carries data from the LAN's nodes (individual 
workstations) to the headend, (which is a translating and broadcasting 
device); the outbound band carries data to the network nodes, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 Dual-Broadband Cable Configuration 

Broadband cable installation requires far more planning than 
baseband. Since the broadband signals are being broadcast, amplifiers 
need to be installed to maintain the strength of the signals. In a com
panywith several departments (such as Widget, described in Chapter 1), 
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each department would have a drop line, with tap lines coming off this 
line to each node (workstation). These taps contain resistors to ensure 
that all workstations receive signals at the same strength. If the Widget 
Company were planning to add another building in the near future, it 
would want to add a splitter (as shown in Figure 2.7), which divides the 
signal into two paths. Since the splitterwould be added to ensure future 
LAN growth, the unused port would be sealed until needed. Because 
splitters affect transmission quality across the entire network, splitters 
for later use should be included in the LAN's initial plan. 
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Figure 2.7 Coaxial Cable Configuration with Splitters 

Fiber-Optic Cable 
In recent years, one ofthe most exciting advances in media has been the 
use of fiber optics in LANs. This new type of data transmission has a 
number of advantages over twisted-pair and coaxial cable. Besides 
data transmission rates far in excess of either of these older media, 
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Fiber-optic technology offers 
immunity from electromag
netic interference and error
free transmission for several 
miles with the highest level 
of network security. 
Unfortunately, it currently is 
the most expensive medium 
to use for designing a LAN. 

fiber-optic cabling is immune to electromagnetic or radio-frequency 
interference, and capable ofsending signals several miles without loss. 
This mode of transmission is also virtually immune to unauthorized 
reception. 

A fiber-optic cable is made ofpure glass drawn into very thin fiber 
to form a core. As Figure 2.8 illustrates, these fibers are surrounded by 
cladding, a layer ofglass with a lower refractive index than the glass in 
the core. 
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Figure 2.8 Fiber-Optic Cabling 

A fiber-optic network uses a laser or LED (light-emitting diode) to 
send a signal through the core portion of the cable. Optical repeaters 
are often used along the path to amplify the signal, so it arrives at its 
destination at full strength. At the receiving end of the cable, the 
message is translated back into a digital or analog signal by a photo
diode. The cabling can consist of a single fiber (monomode), several 
fibers (multimode), or a variation of multimode (graded index) in 
which the index of refraction drops slowly from the center of the fiber 
towards the outside. 

Monomode fiber has a very wide bandwidth, but its tiny core 
makes it extremely difficult to splice without special kits and technical 
expertise. Also, monomode requires a laser (rather than an LED) as a 
signaling source, which is more expensive. Multimode fiber has a 
smaller bandwidth but is much easier to splice. Graded-index multi
mode fiber is the most expensive medium, but it provides the highest 
transmission rate over the greatest distance. 

Multimode fiber optics for network cabling come in groups of2 to 
24 fibers, with groups of 2 to 4 fibers being the norm. Each fiber is 
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In some environments, 
cabling is not desirable-
or even possible. Wireless 
networks are becoming more 
popular. 

unidirectional, since a beam oflight is transmitted in onlyone direction. 
Two-way communication requires another fiber within the cable, so 
that light can also travel in the opposite direction. The American 
National Standards Institute has established a standard for thephysical 
media-dependent (PMD) layer of the fiber data distributed interface 
(FDDI) to work in conjunction with data transmission of 100 Mbs. It is 
possible to achieve rates up to 1 gigabit/second (Gbs). 

This newfiber-optic standard is consistentwith the AT&T Premises 
Distribution Scheme's ratio of cladding to core (62.5/125 multimode 
fiber). Therefore, companies that have installed AT&T fiber-optic equip
ment for voice transmission already are cabled for data transmission by 
LANs that utilize fiber-optic technology. 

At present, fiber-optic cabling is too expensive for most installa
tions, and its sophisticated technology makes it difficult to add new 
workstations after initial installation. If a company has a serious inter
ference problem, however-or needs absolute network securityor the 
capability of sending signals several miles-fiber optics might be the 
only solution. 

Wireless Networks 
Some environments are very difficult to cable. For instance, offices 
where personnel are frequently relocated might find it difficult to use 
conventional network cabling schemes. One solution is the "wireless" 
network. Microcomputers can be outfitted with small microwave trans
mitting circuit cards. These units transmit their networksignals through 
the air to other network workstations (which also have microwave 
equipment). Token ring and EtherNet LANs are growing in popularity, 
but their cost is still prohibitive compared with systems using conven
tional cabling. 

Network Architecture 

Just as there are several different ways to cable a LAN, there are also 
several different forms a network can take. These different shapes are 
known as networkarchitecture or topology. Keep in mind that the form 



The star topology makes it 
easy to add new workstatiot1 s 
and to provide detailed 
network analysis. 
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of the LAN does not limit the media of transmission. Twisted-pair, 
coaxial, and fiber-optic cables all lend themselves to these different 
topologies. 

The Star 
One ofthe oldest types ofnetwork topologies is the star, which uses the 
same approach to sending and receiving messages as a telephone 
system. Just as telephone calls from one customer (workstation) to 
another customer (workstation) are handled by a central switching 
station, all messages in a LAN star topology must go through a central 
computer that controls the flow ofdata. AT&T's STARLAN is an example 
of a network utilizing this approach. As Figure 2.9 illustrates, this 
architecture makes it easy to add new workstations to the LAN; all that 
is needed is a cable from the central computer to each new micro
computer's network interface card. 
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Figure 2.9 A Star Network Topology 

Another advantage ofstar topology is that the network administra
tor can give certain nodes higher status than others. The central 
computer will then look for signals from these higher-priority worksta
tions before recognizing other nodes. For networks where a few key 
users require immediate response from on-line inquiries, this feature of 
star topology can be extremely useful. 



The failure of the central 
computer results in the 
entire network's failure. 

An alternative to the star is 
the clustered star topology. 
Several stars can be linked 
together. 

Abus topology is like a data 
highway. It is easy to add new 
workstations, but difficult to 

maintain network security. It 
requires the least amount of 
cabling of any topology. 
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Finally, a star architecture makes it easier to have centralized 
diagnostics of all network functions. Since all messages come through 
the central computer, it is easy to analyze all workstation messages, and 
produce reports that reveal the files each node utilizes. This type of 
report can prove valuable as a means of ensuring network security. 

The majorweakness ofa star architecture is that the entire LAN fails 
if anything happens to the central computer. This is precisely the same 
weakness of multiuser minicomputer systems that rely on a central 
processor. 

The Clustered Star 
The clustered star topology consists of several stars linked together. 
The failure of anyone star does not result in the failure of the entire 
network, though workstations linked to the failed star will not be able 
to operate on the network. 

The Bus 
Another major network topology is the bus, shown in Figure 2.10; think 
of it as a data "highway" that connects several LAN workstations. In 
many such networks, the workstations check whether a message is 
coming down the highway before sending their messages. Since all 
workstations share this bus, all messages pass otherworkstations on the 
way to their destinations. Each workstation checks the address on the 
message to see if it matches its own address. A workstation will copy a 
message addressed to it to the RAM on its network interface card and 
then process the information. 

Unlike the star topology-where dozens of cables can cause 
logistiCal problems when they congregate near the central computer
bus cabling is simple. It requires the least amount of cabling of any 
major topology; manylow-cost LANs use a bus architecture and twisted
pair wire cabling. Another advantage of the bus topology is that the 
failure of a single workstation will not cripple the rest of the network. 
EtherNet is an example of a network that uses the bus approach. 
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The ring topology combines 
advantages of the star and 
the bus. Aworkstation 
assumes the role of 
monitoring all network 
functions. The failure of one 
workstation does not result 
in the failure of the entire 
network. 
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Figure 2.10 A Bus Network Topology 

A disadvantage of the bus topology is that generally there must be 
a minimum distance between taps for workstations to avoid signal 
interference. Also, there is no easywayfor a system administrator to run 
diagnostics on the entire network. Finally, a bus architecture does not 
have the network security features inherent in a star topology; since all 
messages are sent along a common data highway, security could be 
compromised by an unauthorized network user. 

The Ring 
Figure 2.11 illustrates yet another major type of network architecture: 
the ring. Aring topology consists ofseveral nodes (workstations) joined 
together to form a circle. Messages proceed from node to node, in one 
direction only. (Some ring networks are capable of sending messages 
bidirectionally, but still they can only send a message in one direction 
at a time.) 
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Figure 2.11 A Ring Network Topolo!,,'Y 

The ring topology permits verification that a message has been 
received. When a node receives a message addressed to itself, it copies 
the message and then sends the message back to the sender with a flag 
that indicates its receipt. 

One of the major issues in a ring topology is the necessity of 
ensuring that all workstations have equal access to the network. In a 
token ring LAN, a data packet known as a token is sent from the 
transmitting workstation throughout the network. The token contains 
the address of the sender and the address of the node to receive the 
message. When the receiving station has copied its message, it returns 
the token to the originating workstation, which then sends the token on 
to the next workstation in the ring. If it has nothing to send, the token 
goes to the nextworkstation. (The intricacies ofhowa token is designed 
will be discussed in Chapter 4, which includes an examination ofIBM's 
Token Ring Network.) 

For system administration purposes, one workstation is desig· 
nated as the monitoring node in the network. The monitoring node 
handles all diagnostic functions, 



Over the past few years a 
number of network 
standards have been 
developed. Some governing 
organizations in this field 
have deveioped protocols, or 
rules, that ensure compatibil. 
ity for different vendors' 
network hardware and 
software. 
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There are many advantages to a ring topology. Should the moni
toring node fail, the network remains operative, since it is possible to 
designate another workstation for this task. With bypass software, the 
network maywithstand the failure ofvarious workstations by bypassing 
them. Additional ring networks can be linked together through bridges 
that switch data from one ring to another. (We will discuss the mechan
ics of how a bridge works in Chapter 3.) 

If several workstations are cabled together to form a ring, it is 
extremely difficult to add newworkstations. The entire network has to 
be shut down while a new node is added and the cabling reattached. 
There is a simple solution, however. Most token ring networks now 
come with connectors called wire centers (displayed in Figure 2.11). 
These enable network administrators to add and remove workstations 
by connecting them to (or disconnecting them from) the appropriate 
wire centers; the network remains intact and in operation. 

Network Standards and Protocols 
So far in this chapterwe have examined the major components ofa LAN. 
If the computers, application software, network software, and cabling 
were all manufactured by the same vendor, there would be few 
problems in making everything work together smoothly. Today's real
ity, however, is usually that network software from one LAN manufac
turer will not work on a competitor's network, while application 
programs-and even cabling-must be selected for a specific LAN. 

To provide some level ofuniformity among network vendors, the 
International Standards Organization (ISO) has developed Open Sys
temsInterconnection (051) standards. Different computers networked 
together need to know in what form they will receive information. 
When will a particular word begin, when will it end, and when will the 
next word begin? Is there a way for one computer to check whether its 
message was garbled in transmission? The OSI model answers these 
questions (and more) with a set ofstandards that may enable the public 
(in the future) to buy network products from different vendors with 
some assurance that they will work together. 



The Open Systems 
Interconnection (OSI) 
standards consist of a seven· 
layer model that ensures 
efficient communication 
within a LAN and among 
different networks. 
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The OSI Model 
As Figure 2.12 illustrates, the OSI model consists of seven layers of 
specifications which describe howdata is to be handled during different 
stages of its transmission. Each layer provides a service for the layer 
immediately above it. 

APPLICATION 

PRESENTATION 

SESSION 

TRANSPORT 

NETWORK 

DATA LINK 

PHYSICAL 

Figure 2.12 The OSI Model 

Perhaps an example will illustrate this principle. Whenever some
one uses a citizen's band radio (CB) to communicate with another 
person, he or she is using a set ofagreed-upon standards very much like 
the OSI model. Let's look more closely at how Frank's call to Betty 
follows a series of uniform standards. 

By pressing his send button and announcing "Breaker breaker," 
Frank indicates that he wishes to send a message. He then uses his 
commonly agreed-upon nickname to identify himselfbefore asking for 
his friend Betty by her particular nickname: "This is Happy Hacker, can 
you read me PC Woman?" After establishing communication with Betty, 
Frank tells her to "switch over to Channel 25 because it's clearer." Betty 
acknowledges her understanding of the message with a "That's 10-4, 
Happy Hacker." 

At the physical level, Frank had to press certain buttons to broad
cast a message, using radio hardware equipment which includes tran
sistors. His use of nicknames established a concrete address for the 
recipient of his message, and identified him as the sender. Frank then 
established that his communication was being received clearly (identi
fied the quality of transmission). After establishing an error-free chan
nel of communication, Frank began talking (with a slight Brooklyn 
accent) to Betty about his new communications program. Betty was 
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The Physical layer's standards 
cover the hardware standards 
for network compatibility. 
These include the voltage 
used, the timing of the data 
transmission, and handshak
ing requirements. 

The Data Link layer is 
concerned with packaging 
data into data frames for 
transmission. 

kept very busy translating Frank's technical jargon and his Brooklyn 
slang into standard American English. She was able to do this because 
Frank followed certain rules; he used American English grammatical 
patterns. 

Frank followed a series of generally accepted standards while 
conversing with Betty over their CB radios. The OSI layers ofstandards 
onlyworkwhen all vendors adhere to them, and do not bypass any with 
"shortcuts." Note that these standards are not hardware, and they are 
not software; they are simply a set of generally accepted conventions. 

The OSI model assigns seven different layers to the complex 
procedures necessary for data communications along a network. The 
model is designed to make it easier to achieve initial agreement on the 
lower layers-and ultimately on the entire seven layers. 

The Physical Layer 
The first layer of standards-the Physical layer-is a set of rules 
regarding the hardware used to transmit data. Among the items covered 
at this level are the voltages used, the timing of the data transmission, 
and the rules for establishing the initial "handshaking" communication 
connection. The Physical layer establishes whether bits are going to be 
sent halfduplex (very similar to the way data is sent across a CB) orfull 
duplex (which requires simultaneous sending and receiving of data). 
(You will get a closer look at this process in the next chapter, when we 
examine communications between LANs and mainframe computers.) 

Other hardware descriptions covered in the Physical layer stan
dards include the acceptable connectors and interfaces to media. At this 
layer, the OSI model is concerned with electrical considerations and 
bits (Is and Os). The bits do not really have any meaning at this level; 
assigning meaning is the responsibility of the next OSI layer. 

The Data Link Layer 
Earlier you saw that the OSI model has been developed so that each 
layer provides the layer above it with a key element. The Physical layer 
provides the Data Link layer with bits. Now it is time to give these raw 
bits some meaning. At this point we no longer deal with bits but with 
data frames, packets containing data as well as control information. 
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The Network layer is 
concerned with packet 
switching. It establishes 
virtual circuits between 
computers or terminals for 
data communication. 

The Transport layer is 
primarily concerned with 
error recognition and 
recovery but also handles the 
multiplexing of messages and 
the regulating of information 
flow. 

The Session layer is 
concerned with network 
management. It handles 
password recognition. logon 
and logoff procedures. and 
nern'ork monitoring and 
reporting. 

The Data Link layer adds flags to indicate the beginning and ending 
of messages. This layer's standards perform two important functions: 
they ensure that data is not mistaken for flags, and they check for errors 
within the data frame. This error-checking can take the form ofsending 
information about a data frame to the receiving machine, and receiving 
an acknowledgement if everything has been received correctly. 

The Network Layer 
This third layer ofthe OSI model, the Network layer, is concerned with 
packet switching. It establishes virtual circuits (paths between two 
computers or terminals) for data communications. At the sending end, 
the Network layer repackages messages from the Transport layer (above 
it) into data packets, so that the lower two layers can transmit them. At 
the receiving end, the Network layer reassembles the message. To 
understand this use ofdata packets, it is necessary to look at an industry 
standard found at the lower three OSI model layers: the X.25 standard. 

The Transport Layer 
The Transport layer of the OSI model has many functions, including 
several orders of error recognition and recovery. At the highest order, 
the Transport layer can detect (and even correct) errors, identify 
packets that have been sent in incorrect order, and rearrange them in 
correct order. This layer also multiplexes several messages onto one 
circuit, thenwrites a header to indicate which message belongs towhich 
circuit. The Transport layer also regulates information flow by control
ling the messages' movement. 

The Session Layer 
So far, you've seen that the OSI model is concerned with bits and data 
messages, not with recognizing particular users on the network. Think 
of the Session layer as the layer concerned with network management. 
It has the ability to abort a session, and controls the orderly termination 
of a session. The user communicates directly with this layer. 
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the Presentation layer. 
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The Session layer can verify a password typed in by a user, and 
enable a user to switch from half-duplex transmission to full duplex. It 
can determine who speaks, how often, and for how long. It controls 
data transfers, and even handles recovery from a system crash. Finally, 
the Session layer can monitor system usage and bill users for their time. 

The Presentation Layer 
The Presentation layer of the OSI model is concerned with network 
security, file transfers, and formatting functions. At the bit level, the 
presentation layer is capable of encoding data in a variety of different 
forms, including ASCII and EBCDIC. 

The American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) 
is a seven-bit-plus-parity-bit character code for the transmission ofdata. 
It is the convention used most universally. Many of the larger IBM 
computers use Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code 
(EBCDIC). The Presentation layer must be able to handle both of these 
standards for data transmission. 

For true communication, both communicating computers' Pre
sentation layers must contain the same protocols, or rules for handling 
data. This layer handles protocol conversion between different com
puters using different formats. Most word processing functions we 
associate with formatting text (including pagination, number of lines 
per screen, and even cursor movement across the screen) are also 
handled in the Presentation layer. 

The proliferation of terminals with incompatible codes is treated 
at this level. A terminalprotocol resolves these differences by enabling 
each data terminal to map the same virtual terminal. In effect, this 
procedure means that a set of translation tables exists between a local 
terminal and a remote terminal. The local terminal sends a data 
structure that defines its current screen in terms of how many charac
ters;1ine will be displayed. (This number can vary considerably; many 
terminals display 132 characters;1ine, but other formats are available.) 
The data structure goes to the remote terminal's corresponding control 
object, which translates this number into a code that its terminal can 
understand and implement. Other codes indicate boldface, underline, 
graphics, etc. 



Network programs found at 
the Application layer include 
electronic mail, database 
managers, file server 
software, and printer server 
software. 

The CCITT X.25 standard 
establishes rules for data 
packets that are to be sent to 
public switched networks. 
The X.25 set of three layers 
corresponds to the first three 
protocol layers of the OS1 
model. 
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The Application Layer 
The Application layer handles messages, remote logons, and the 
responsibility for network management statistics. At this level, you will 
find database management programs, electronic mail, file server and 
printer server programs, and the operating system's command and 
response language. 

For the most part, the functions performed in this layer are user
specified. Since different user programs establish different needs, it is 
difficult to generalize about the protocols found here. Certain indus
tries (such as banking) have developed sets of standards for this level. 

CCITT X.25 Standard 
The Consultative Committee for International Telephony and Telegra
phy (CCITT) has developed a set of international telecommunications 
standards. As Figure 2.13 illustrates, the first three layers of the X25 
standard (Physical, Frame, and Packet) correspond to the OSI model's 
first three layers (Physical, Data Link, and Network). 

APPLICATION 

PRESENTATlON 

SESSION 

TRANSPORT ----- PACKET 
NETWORK ---- FRAME 
DATA LINK 

PHYSICAL • PHYSICAL 

Figure 2.13 The X.25 Standard and the OS1 Model 

• X.25's Physical layer corresponds to OSI's Physical layer. It 
uses the CCITT's X.21 recommendation to define the RS-232 
standard for asynchronous data transmission, as well as full
duplex point-to-point synchronous transmission between the 
DTE and a public switched network. These are communications 
standards discussed at length in Understanding Data Commu
nications, published by Sams. 
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High-level Data Link Control 
procedure (HDLC) defines 
the standards for linking a 
DTE and a DCE. 

• X.25's Frame layer corresponds to the OSI model's Data Link 
layer. Here the data is actually exchanged between a DTE and 
the network. 

• 	 In X.25's Packet layer (corresponding to the OSI's Network 
layer), data is in packet form, which is a requirement for public 
switched networks. The X.25 standard ensures that information 
sent from data termination equipment (DTE) can be under
stood when received by a public packet network. 

These data packets contain several discrete types of information 
that distinguish one message from another. A packet contains an 
ADDRESS field indicating its destination. A CONTROL field provides 
several kinds of information, including indications that a message is 
beginning or ending, that the message has been received successfully, 
or that an error has occurred and is acknowledged. 

The X.25 standard is designed for packet switching; using this 
particular convention, the Network layer of the OSI model functions 
very much like a gigantic mail room. Messages from a host computer are 
placed in packets, addressed, and sent to the bottom two layers for 
transmission. Since there may be several different ways (circuits) to 
route a message to a particularworkstation, special routing tables keep 
track of traffic in order to balance the workload. The major use of the 
X.25 standard is in conjunction with mainframe communications and 
public switched networks-a subject covered when Chapter 3 looks at 
communications between LANs and mainframe computers. 

The Network layer contains other conventions besides X.2 5. There 
are procedures for recognizing message priorities and sending mes
sages in proper order. Finally, this layer controls network congestion by 
preventing the sending computer from sending information faster than 
it can be received or stored. 

High-Level Data Link Control Procedure (HDLC) 

The X.25 standard, found particularly at the Data Link and Network 
layers of the OSI model, defines the standards for linking a DTE device 
such as a computer and a DCE device such as a modem utilizing High
level Data Link Control procedure (HDLC). 
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"Bit stuffing" ensures that 
data in a packet will not be 
mistaken for control bits. 

Under HOLC, all information is sent in frames; aframe consists of 
six fields, with flags composing the beginning and ending fields. As 
Figure 2.14 illustrates, the flags are identical bit patterns, characterized 
by six straight one-bits. 

FRAME-
OlllillO ADDRESS CONTROL INFORMATION CHECK 0111110 

SEQUENCE 

Figure 2.14 An HDLe I~rame's Format 

The ADORESS field consists ofthe destination address if the frame 
is a command, and a source address if the frame is a response. The 
CONTROL field contains information indicating whether the frame 
actually contains a command or a response. The INFORMATION field 
usually contains integral multiples of 8-bit characters, but this is not 
always the case. You will see in a few minutes that this is a significant 
difference between HOLC and the subset of it used by IBM (called 
SOLC). 

The FRAME-CHECK SEQUENCE field is used to ensure that the 
receiving station can distinguish information from garbage. It is neces
sary to have a way to handle situations where information might contain 
more than five straight one-bits. How can the receiving station deter
mine whether the data is really information or simply a flag indicating 
the end of a frame? 

The solution to this problem is called bit stuffing. The HOLC 
protocol ensures that a zero-bit is inserted in any word that contains 
more than five straight one-bits. The information contained in the 
FRAME-CHECK SEQUENCE field tells the receiving station where to 
eliminate the zero-bits that have been stuffed into the frame before 
reading the information. 

The HOLC protocol is designed to handle data exchange between 
a controlling central computer and its secondary stations. The central 
computer is responsible for error checking, as well as for polling the 
secondary stations at designated times. When it receives a signal that a 
station has a message to send, it sends apoll bit that permits a response 
from that station. This mode of operation is called Normal Response 
Mode (NRM). 
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Asecond mode ofoperation permits all secondary stations to send 
messages whenever they desire, without waiting for a poll bit from the 
central computer. This method is called Asynchronous Response Mode 
(ARM). 

Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) 

IBM's computers that run under its Systems Network Architecture use 
Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) , a subset of HDLC. While it 
contains the same basic HDLC frame-consisting of beginning and 
ending flags, with the same HDLC bit pattern-there are some differ
ences. SDLC's information field contains data that can only be integral 
multiples of 8-bit characters. An equally significant difference is that 
SDLC contains several commands and responses not found under 
HDLC. (Chapter 3 will return to SDLC when it examines the link 
between LANs and the IBM mainframe world of Systems Network 
Architecture. ) 

IEEE Network Standards 
Several IEEE committees have developed standards for LAN topologies 
and access methods, using the OSI set of layered standards as a 
foundation. Three ofthese IEEE 802 standards are ofparticular interest 
to us: 802.3 (the CSMNCD bus standard), 802.4 (the token bus 
standard), and 802.5 (the token ring standard). A fourth standard, 
802.6, is concerned with standards for a metropolitan area network, a 
subject beyond the scope of this book. The complete set of 802 
standards can be ordered directly from the IEEE, whose address is listed 
in the bibliography. 

Why did IEEE develop four different-and even contradictory
standards? The reason is that by 1980, when the 802 committee's 
subcommittees first met, a wide range of incompatible LAN products 
already existed. Some vendors had opted for bus topologies, while 
others had chosen token rings or stars. The vendors had also chosen 
widely divergent methods ofhandling a very significant problem facing 
a LAN: avoiding data collisions among network nodes that have infor
mation to send. 
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The IEEE 802.3 committee 
defined an EtherNet data 
packet's format, the cabling 
to be used, and the 
maximum distance for the 
network. 

So many different kinds ofLANs had proliferated because no one 
topology or data access method is best for all LAN applications. IBM has 
illustrated this fact by offering a bus topology network (PC Network) as 
well as a token ring topology (Token Ring Network); each networkwas 
designed to meet a different set of customers' needs. (Chapter 4 will 
discuss IBM's networks.) 

For the end user, the major advantage of the IEEE 802 standards 
is that they will eventually result in the standardization of the Physical 
and Data Link layers in the OSI model. This means different manufac
turerswho complywith these standards will produce hardware that can 
work in the same system. For network software to work, however, 
vendors will have to follow the standards established by the higher 
layers of the OSI model. This may take some time. 

IEEE 802.3 and EtherNet 
When the IEEE 802 committees began their deliberations, they were 
faced with adefacto standard, Xerox's EtherNet LocalArea Network. By 
1980, Intel and Digital Equipment Corporation had joined Xerox in 
indicating that all their products would be EtherNet compatible. Rather 
than requiring that all LANs follow the EtherNet standard, a subcommit
tee provided 802.3 as an acceptable EtherNet-like standard. 

As discussed earlier, the IEEE 802 subcommittees developed 
standards based upon the first three layers of the OSI model. They 
developed the Data Link layer into two sublayers: a Logical Link 
Control (LIC) sublayer and aMedia Access Control (MAC) sublayer. The 
LLC standard is very like the HDLC standard we described earlier, while 
the MAC sublayer is concerned with detecting data collisions. 

The EtherNet Data Packet 

The IEEE 802.3 standard describes a LAN using a bus topology. This 
network uses 50-ohm coaxial baseband cable, capable of sending data 
at 10 Mbs. As Figure 2.15 illustrates, the committee specified exactly 
how a frame should be composed. Notice the similarity between this 
frame and the HDLC protocol discussed earlier in this chapter. 
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FRAMEDESTINATION SOURCEPREAMBLE TYPE DATA CHECKADDRESS ADDRESS SEQUENCE 

Figure 2.15 The EtherNet Frame Format 

The EtherNet packet begins with a PREAMBLE, consisting ofeight 
bytes, used for synchronization. The DESTINATION ADDRESS can be a 
single workstation's address, a group of workstations, or even several 
groups of workstations. The SOURCE ADDRESS is critical so that the 
workstation receiving the message recognizes where it came from. The 
1YPE field is important because there must be a way of designating 
which type of format the data is using. Without this information, it is 
impossible to decipher the packet when it arrives. The DATA field is 
strictly limited; it can only hold a minimum of46 bytes and a maximum 
of 1,500 bytes of information. Finally, the FRAME-CHECK SEQUENCE 
field ensures that the data in the other fields arrives safely. In addition 
to specifying the type ofdata frames that can be packed in a packet and 
the type of cable that can be used to send this information, the 
committee also specified the maximum length of a single cable (1,500 
feet), and the ways that repeaters could be used to boost the signal 
throughout the network. 

The CSMNCD Protocol 
The IEEE 802.3 subcommittee specified the way a LAN using the bus 
topology should construct its frames of information (and send them 
over the network) in order to avoid collisions. The protocol is known 
as Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD). 

To illustrate the CSMAportion ofthis protocol, imagine a network 
user who wishes to send a message. In terms of the OSI model 
(incorporated into the IEEE 802.3 standard), the Physical layer of the 
user's workstation model generates a signal. It listens to detect another 
carrier signal from another user who is about to send a message. If no 
other signal is detected, the first user's message is sent. 

There are problems with this seemingly tidy solution to traffic 
control on a network. What happens if two network users are located 
fairly far apart? It is possible for their network interface cards to issue a 
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carrier-sense signal, listen and hear nothing, and then send their 
messages-only to have the data collide. To avoid this type ofaccident, 
the committee added Collision Detection (CD) to the Carrier-Sense 
Multiple Access approach. This means that two users' network interface 
cards listen while they transmit a message. If a user detects a collision, 
the card listens for the other workstation to send a transmission and 
then transmits the message again. 

There is still another problem with this approach. Imagine two 
drivers who arrive at the same intersection where there are four-way 
stop signs. Both drivers arrive simultaneously, come to a complete stop, 
wait a reasonable time, and then begin to move again, only to have to 
slam on their brakes to avoid a collision. Embarrassed by the near 
collision, the two drivers pause before starting again. Unfortunately, 
they start again at precisely the same time, and once again narrowly 
avoid a collision. 

While the two drivers' adventure at an intersection sounds like a 
silent-movie comedy plot, the reality of collision after collision is 
certainly not funny to network administrators. To avoid this possibility, 
network planners have designed their CSMNCD approach so that each 
workstation waits a different random amount of time after a data 
collision before once again transmitting a message. After a collision, a 
special signal called a jam is sent through the network. This signal 
ensures that all network stations-no matter how far apart-are aware 
there has been a collision. 

After repeated collisions, the network will double its random 
delays before permitting stations to transmit once again. This approach 
does not eliminate collisions completely, since it is still theoretically 
possible for two well-separated workstations to wait different amounts 
of time and still transmit messages that collide. These accidents, 
however, become much less frequent, thus more manageable. 

Despite the ingenuity of this approach to collision avoidance, 
there is one additional consideration. A heavily used bus network 
utilizing CSMNCD can begin to look very much like a Los Angeles 
freeway during rush hour. Even though data is supposed to move at 10 
Mbs, the doubling and redoubling of the delay duration after a few 
collisions could reduce the network's throughput to as low as 1-3 Mbs. 



The IEEE 802.3 bus standard 
originally was developed for 
thick baseband coaxial 
cabling. 

The IEEE 802.3 "lOBase2" 
standard describes a bus 
network that can transmit 
data at 10 Mbs over thin 
baseband coaxial cabling 
for a maximum distance of 
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The 802 committee has 
approved an IEEE 802.3 
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IEEE 802.3 10Base5 
When the 802 committee developed its standard for a bus network, 
thick coaxial cabling was the norm for EtherNet. As a result, sometimes 
the original set ofIEEE 802.3 specifications is referred to as "10Base5" 
because it describes a bus network with thick baseband coaxial cabling 
that can transmit data at 1 0 Mbs over a maximum distance of500 meters. 

IEEE 802.3 10Base2 
Many networkvendors have found it much easier and less expensive to 
use thin baseband coaxial cabling when installing an 802.3 bus net
work. The IEEE 802.3 "lOBase2" specifications describe a bus network 
composed of thin coaxial cabling that can transmit data at lO Mbs for a 
maximum distance of 200 meters. 

The IEEE 802.3 STARLAN Standard 
The IEEE 802 committee has developed a standard for a CSMA network 
that uses a clustered star topology in which stars are linked to each 
other. Sometimes known as "lBaseS," this set of specifications de
scribes a network that can transmit data at 1 Mbs for a distance of 500 
meters using two pairs of 24-gauge twisted-pair unshielded wire. 

IEEE 802.3 10BaseT 
The IEEE 802.3 "10BaseT" set of specifications combines the best 
features ofa star and a bus network. While the network is logically a bus 
with data being transmitted over the entire network, it is configured as 
a physical distributed star, using inexpensive twisted-pair wire. lOBaseT 
networks can transmit data at lO Mbs for a maximum distance of 100 
meters. 

What makes 10BaseT so attractive to network managers is that 
workstations are linked to a hub that contains built-in diagnostics. 
When a hub recognizes that a workstation is faulty, it can bypass that 
workstation so that the entire network is not disrupted. 
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IEEE 802.4 defines a bus 
topology using a data packet 
"token" that is passed from 
workstation to workstation. 
Since only the work~tation 
owning the token can 
transmit information. this 
effectively eliminates the 
possibility of data collisions. 

IEEE 802.4 Token Bus 
The IEEE 802.4 subcommittee developed a standard for a different type 
ofbus network that does not have the contention approach ofthe 802.3 
model. This type ofnetwork is desirable if it is absolutely necessary that 
there be no data collisions. 

To understand how this token approach is in sharp contrast to the 
CSMNCD bus approach, imagine a public forum on a very controversial 
issue. Under the CSMNCD method (by analogy), several people might 
try to speak simultaneously-only to stop politely when they heard 
another speaker begin. With dozens ofspeakers trying to speak (but not 
wanting to interrupt each other), the process would become chaotic 
and inefficient. Under the token approach, there would be a token 
which serves as a symbol of authority, enabling a particular person to 
speak. A speaker would hold the token and make his or her speech. 
When finished, the speakerwould pass the symbol ofauthority through 
the room to the next person who had indicated a desire to speak. No 
one who did not have the token physically in hand would attempt to 
speak. The token bus approach works in much the same way. 

Figure 2.16 illustrates the token bus frame format under IEEE 
802.4. The PREAMBLE field is used primarily to synchronize the signal. 
The START FRAME DELIMITER and END FRAME DELIMITER fields 
define the limits of the frame. The FRAME CONTROL field carries 
information from either the Logical Link Control (LLC) or Media Access 
Control (MAC) sublayers, while the DESTINATION and SOURCE AD
DRESS fields function identically with those found in the 802.3 EtherNet 
frame. The DESTINATION ADDRESS field can contain a specific 
workstation's address, a group address for several workstations, or 
addresses for several different groups (a broadcast address). The 
INFORMATION field and the FRAME-CHECK SEQUENCE fields both 
are identical to those discussed under the 802.3 model. 

START FRAME FRAME DESTINATION SOURCE FRAME·CHECK END FRAMEPREAMBLE INFORMATIONDELIMITER CONTROL ADDRESS ADDRESS SEQUENCE DELIMITER 

Figure 2.16 The Token Bus Frame Format 
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The token is actually a data packet. A workstation sends the token 
to the address of the workstation designated to receive it. This station 
copies the message and then returns the token to the sending station. 
Figure 2.17 illustrates how a token is actually passed in a bus topology. 

J 


Figure 2.17 How a Token Is Passed in a Bus Topology 

The network maintains a table comprised of addresses for each 
workstation. These addresses may bear no resemblance to the station's 
physical location on the bus network; they indicate the order in which 
each station will receive the token. 

The token is passed from station to the station with the next lower 
address. When the station at address 100 sends the token to address 75, 
it listens to make sure that the token was received satisfactorily. If a 
workstation needs to use the network more than other workstations
and so requires the token more frequently-it can be listed several 
times in the network table ofaddresses, so it will receive the token more 
often. 

Remember that the token is really a bit pattern. Ifa station does not 
receive a reply from the station to which it sent a token, it sends a second 
token. If there is still no reply, the sending station sends a special 
message down the network, requesting the address of the next station 
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IEEE 802.5 defines a token 
ring network in which 
workstations pass a token 
around a physical and logical 
ring. The token ring uses 
amplifiers to boost Signals, so 
it has a greater range than a 
bus network. 

to receive the token by sending what is called a "who follows "frame. If 
this fails to invoke a response, it sends a general request through the 
network, asking any station that wants to send a message to respond to 
receive the token. This is known as a "solicit successor" frame. The 
sending workstation then changes the token's address to match this 
address, and sends the token. 

Notice that the topology of this 802.4 standard is a bus, yet the 
token passing is in the form of a logical ring. The last address worksta
tion to receive the token will send it back to begin the process all over 
again. In a smoothly working token bus, each workstation receives the 
token, inserts the information it wishes to send, and then sends it to its 
destination, where the workstation copies the information before once 
again sending the token through the network. 

Problems can occur with this approach. The most serious are 
caused by malfunctioning hardware, which can result in missing tokens 
or even multiple tokens. To keep such a situation from crippling the 
network, the network controller assumes responsibility for monitoring 
and error checking. 

Other weaknesses inherent in the token bus approach include 
some specific distance limitations, as well as limitations on how many 
new workstations can be "tapped" into the bus. Under EtherNet, for 
example, there are minimum distances required between individual 
workstations. There are also limitations on howmany newworkstations 
can be added to the bus, because each newworkstation creates a certain 
amount of signal distortion. 

IEEE 802.5 Token Ring Network 
The IEEE 802.5 standard was developed to cover LANs with ring 
topologies that use a token to pass information from one workstation 
to another. At this point, we will examine the theory behind this set of 
standards; Chapter 4 will take a closerlook at IBM's token ring network. 

As Figure 2.18 illustrates, the sending workstation in a token ring 
network places a message on the token, and directs it to its destination 
address. The receiving workstation copies the message and then sends 
the token back to the originatingworkstation-which (in turn) removes 
its message and passes the token to the next station. 
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100 WORKSTATION 75 
RECOGNIZES DESTINATION 

ADDRESS; COPIES MESSAGE; 
SENDS TOKEN BACK 

TO SOURCE 

I 75 

Figure 2.18 How a Token Is Transmitted on a Token Ring Network 

Because it is crucial that an originating station know whether or 
not its message has been received, the frame format is slightly different. 
Figure 2.19 reveals that there is an ACCESS CONTROL field. 

STARTING ACCESS ENDING 
DELIMITER CONTROL DELIMITER 

Figure 2.19 Format for a Token 

This field controls the actual passing of the token. The ENDING 
FRAME DEllMITERfield also contains a new wrinkle. Two bits in this 
frame are used to indicate whether the station receiving a message 
recognized the address, and whether it actually copied the message 
successfully. 

In a smoothly running token ring network, each station receives 
the token and checks to see if the message address matches its own. If 
its address matches, it copies the message and sends the token on by 
repeating the signal. Ifthe message is for anotherworkstation, it repeats 
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the signal and sends it on. There has to be provision in the network to 
handle an inactive or defective workstation; otherwise, the entire 
networkwould fail ifone workstationwere disabled. One wayto handle 
this situation is to use hardware that enables the network to bypass a 
nontransmitting workstation. Earlier we discussed the use of wire 
centers as a method to keep the token moving past inactive stations. 

A major advantage of a token-ring over a token bus is that it can 
cover a greater distance without loss of signal (since each workstation 
repeats the signal). 

Besides the potential problem of a malfunctioning station that is 
not able to receive or send a message, another major negative feature 
of a token ring network is that large installations require Significantly 
more cable than a corresponding bus topology. In a very large network, 
however, there may not be another viable alternative. Because ofIBM's 
token ring topology, this type ofnetwork is expected to gain at least 70% 
of the LAN market within the next few years. 

What Have You Learned? 
1. 	 File servers offer many advantages over disk servers in aLAN. 

2. 	 The major LAN media include twisted-pair wire, coaxial cable, 
and fiber optics. 

3. 	 Broadband coaxial cable can transmit several different messages 
Simultaneously using different frequencies. 

4. 	 In a star topology, the entire LAN fails if the central computer 
fails. 

5. 	 CSMA/CD is a method for detecting and avoiding data collisions 
on aLAN. 

6. X.25 is a standard for packet switching with layers of standards 
corresponding to the first three layers of the OSI model. 

7. 	 The OSI model consists of seven layers of standards designed to 
ensure LAN compatibility of hardware and software. 

8. 	 HDLC consists of protocols for placing a message in a packet 
for transmission. 
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Quiz for Chapter 2 
1. 	The X.25 set of standards covers how many layers of the OSI 

model? 

a. 	 One 

b. Two 

c. 	 Three 

d. 	Four 

2. 	 Which OSI model layer concerns itself with hardware 

specifications? 


a. 	 Data Link 

b. 	Network 

c. 	 Physical 

d. Presentation 

3. 	 Bit stuffing is used to 

a. 	 pad insufficient information. 

b. distinguish beginning and ending flags from information. 

c. 	 convert 8-bit words into 16-bit words. 

d. fill a data turkey. 

4. 	 When a central computer polls a station to see if it has a mes
sage to send, this is an example of 

a. 	Asynchronous Response Mode (ARM). 

b. Normal Response Mode (NRM). 

c. 	 Infrequent Polling Procedure (IPP). 

d. 	Polling by Authorization (PBA). 

5. 	A protocol is really 

a. 	 a set of demands. 

b. 	a set of rules. 

c. 	 a translation book for diplomats. 

d. 	 a call with very high authorization. 
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6. A CB radio call is very much like 

a. 	 full-duplex transmission. 

b. half-duplex transmission. 

c. 	 quarter-duplex transmission. 

d. 	no duplex transmission. 

7. 	 In the OSI model, error recognition and recovery is really the 
responsibility of 

a. 	 the Physical layer. 

b. 	 the Application layer. 

c. 	 the Session layer. 

d. 	 the Transport layer. 

S. In the OSI model, password verification is the responsibility of 

a. 	 the Session layer. 

b. 	the Physical layer. 

c. 	 the Data Link layer. 

d. 	 the Network layer. 

9. 	 Distributed file servers are 

a. 	 special file servers designed for IANs. 

b. 	 multiple file servers designed to speed up the network. 

c. 	 inexpensive file servers. 

d. file servers also used as workstations. 

10. A dedicated file server is 

a. 	 a hard working file server. 

b. 	a file server used as a workstation and as a file server. 

c. 	 a file server used only for serving files to workstations in a 
IAN. 

d. 	 a file server that never breaks down. 

11. A print spooler is really 

a. 	 a buffer used to store files for printing. 

b. 	the central processing unit. 

c. 	 a printer's spooling mechanism. 

d. 	 a place for assembling and disassembling printer material. 
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"' 

12. 	 To send simultaneous voice and data signals, a LAN should use 

a. twisted-pair wire. 

b. baseband coaxial cable. 

c. broadband coaxial cable. 

d. two coffee cans with lots of string. 

13. 	 A data highway is a good description of which network 
topology? 

a. A bus 

b. A star 

c. A ring 

d. A token ring 

14. 	 A dead workstation on a token ring network can cripple the 
network without 

a. special software. 

b. wire centers or special bypass hardware. 

c. extra tokens. 

d. a dead station token CDST). 

15. A broadcast address enables a message to go to 

a. a single workstation. 

b. a single group of workstations. 

c. several groups of workstations. 

d. a selected peripheral. 

16. A jam signal sent through a network means 

a. the network traffic is too congested. 

b. there has been a data collision. 

c. it's time to go. 

d. the printer's paper feeder is jammed. 

17. 	 The IEEE 802.3 standard is closest to 

a. IBM's Token Ring network. 

b. Xerox's EtherNet LAN. 

c. a generic star network. 

d. a generic token ring network. 
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18. 	 For a relatively large network covering a long distance, probably 
the best network topology would be 

a. a bus. 

b. a token ring. 

c. a token bus. 

d. a superbus. 

19. 	 If interference is a major problem, a network designer should 

consider 


a. baseband coaxial cable. 

b. broadband coaxial cable. 

c. twisted-pair wire. 

d. fiber optiCS. 

20. 	 Database management software and electronic mail software 

would be found in which layer of the OSI model? 


a. The Application layer 

b. The Presentation layer 

c. The Data Link layer 

d. The Network layer 



CHAPTER 

3 Bridges, Routers, and Gateways 


About This Chapter 
The major problem many companies face is how to link their various 
computernetworks. TheAccountingDepartmentmight have anEtherNet 
LAN that uses thin coaxial cabling, while PCs in the corporate offices are 
linked via a lOBaseT LAN that uses twisted-pair wire. Manufacturing 
might be using an IBM mainframe computer, while Research & Devel
opment has a DEC minicomputer. 

In this chapter we will examine how different LANs can be linked 
via bridges or routers. We will also look at how mainframes and 
minicomputers can communicate via gateways that can link together 
these very different worlds. 

We will take a close look at this mainframe world and how 
information is handled there-including the most common protocols 
used; new standards are emerging for communications between micro
computers and mainframes. We also will examine the possible levels of 
communications between microcomputers and minicomputers. 

Finally, we will examine how some companies are using their PBX 
phone systems as limited LANs, communicating over these switches 
with their mainframe computers-as well as with several different 
packet-switched networks. 



Bridges are devices that 
connect IANs at the Data 
Link layer of the OS! model. 
They do not concern 
themselves with higher-level 
protocols. 

The major function of J 

bridge is to forward and filter 
packets, depending upon 
their destination addresses. 

Aspanning tree approach to 
bridging multiple networks 
results in a single path from 
one IAN to the next. 
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Bridges 
Bridges are devices that function at the Data Link layer ofthe OSI Model 
(a topic we discussed in Chapter 2). At this level, there is a concern with 
packets' source and destination addresses, but not with any higher
level protocols. Packets that have the same Data Link layer can travel 
through a bridge, regardless ofwhether they use Novell's IPX protocol 
or the XNS protocol (which several major network operating systems 
use). 

A bridge keeps a table that lists the addresses ofthe microcomput
ers found on its LAN. It examines a packet to see if its destination 
address is found on this particular LAN. If the packet is addressed to a 
local microcomputer, the bridgefilters it from the packets transmitted 
to the bridge, and redirects it to its final destination on the local LAN. 
Packets addressed to microcomputers not found on this local LAN are 
forwarded across the bridge, to the bridge on the otherside. This bridge 
goes through the same process of determining whether this same 
packet needs to be filtered or forwarded to still another LAN_ 

Bridges are usually very fast because they do not need to do any 
reformatting. They simply read a destination address and make the 
decision to filter or forward the packet. Bridges can have different types 
of cabling interfaces so that, for example, an EtherNet LAN with thick 
coaxial cabling can be bridged to a second EtherNet LAN that uses 
twisted-pair wire. 

Spanning Tree Bridges 
A spanning tree bridge has been adopted as a standard by the IEEE 
802.1 committee. The spanning tree method describes how to bridge 
multiple networks in which more than one loop might exist. The 
bridges "negotiate" among themselves to ensure that only one bridge 
port is available in each direction on aLAN, and that the path selected 
is the most efficient (given network traffic conditions). Figure 3.1 
illustrates the spanning tree approach to bridging multiple networks. 



Source routing bridges are 
utilized by IBM's Token Ring 
Network. Aworkstation 
determines the compiete 
route a packet must take, and 
includes this information as 
part of the packet. 

Because EtherNet and Token 
Ring packets have different 
structures, a bridge 
connecting these two 
networks must do more than 
simply forward and filter 
packets. 
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r------::::----,Br1 dge 

~ 1 ~LANA 
~:J _ -, LAN B 

-~ -, LAN C 

Figure 3.1 The Spanning Tree Algorithm Determines the Direction in Which Data 
Will Flow to and from a Network Bridge 

Source Routing Bridges 
IBM's Token Ring Networks use a source routing approach when they 
are bridged. Each LAN ring is assigned a unique number. Aworkstation 
sends out an all-routes broadcast frame, and requests information on 
the address of the workstation that will receive the packet. Each ring 
adds its number to this all-routes broadcast frame and forwards it on. 
The destination workstation receives this frame and sends it back to the 
transmitting microcomputer. This frame now includes a complete set 
of routing directions, including which rings must be crossed to reach 
the destination address. 

Bridging EtherNet and Token Ring Networks 
Some companies have both EtherNet and Token Ring LANs, and wish 
to link the two. As discussed in Chapter 2, these two networks use very 
different packet structures. An EtherNet packet has a maximum size of 
only 1,500 bytes; a 4-Mbs (megabits per second) Token Ring packet 
might contain 4,000 bytes, while a packet from a 16-Mbs Token Ring 
Network might have close to 18,000 bytes. To make matters even more 
complicated, a bridge connecting these very different environments 



Routers function at the 
Network layer of the OS1 
model and are protocol· 
specific. 
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must reconcile EtherNet's spanning tree approach to routing packets 
with the Token Ring Network's source routing approach. 

A bridge connecting Token Ring and EtherNet networks must 
segment the large Token Ring packets into several smaller packets for 
transmission over EtherNet networks. When source routing informa
tion crosses an EtherNet bridge, it is stripped off so that the packet 
resembles a conventional EtherNet packet. IBM's 8209 bridge, for 
example, is designed to connect these two very different worlds. It 
operates in three different modes: 

• Token Ring to EtherNet version 2 

• Token Ring to IEEE 802.3 LANs 

• A mode in which the bridge detects the type of LAN, and then 
switches to mode 1 or mode 2 

Routers 
Routers function at the Network layer of the OSI model, and thus are 
protocol-specific. A router might route TCP/IP protocol packets, for 
example, or NetWare packets. 

One major advantage ofa router over a bridge is that it builds a "fire 
wall" that protects one network from packets generated by another 
network, thereby reducing message traffic at the workstation level. 

Bridges connect LANs so that they form one very large network. 
Connecting several EtherNet LANs via bridges, for example, results in 
every workstation on every connected LAN receiving all packets. 

Naturally, traffic is very heavy on all these connected LANs. If a 
network interface card goes bad on one workstation-and begins 
generating thousands of bad packets (a broadcast storm)-it can 
congest all the bridged LANs. A router, on the other hand, is protocol
specific; it can be programmed to permit only those packets which 
match certain profiles. 

Routers are much more sophisticated-and much more expen
sive-than bridges. Before transmitting a packet to its destination, a 
router can analyze current traffic conditions and determine the best 
route for the packet to take. If traffic conditions change (for example, 
ifa router down the road fails), the router can change its proposed route 
and redirect its packets over this revised path. 
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IBM's SNA contains several 
layers of protocols which are 
very similar to those of the 
OS! model discussed in the 
last chapter. SNA uses SOLe, 
a subset of HDLC. 

If it becomes necessary to link LANs that run different network 
operating systems which utilize different protocols, routers are re
quired. For example, a companywhich has a NetWareLAN, a Vines LAN, 
and an IBM LAN Server network would need routers that understand 
these different protocols, so it could translate packets into the appro
priate fomlat before forwarding them to the destination network. 
Bridges operating at a far less sophisticated level would not be able to 
distinguish a Vines packet from a NetWare packet. 

A second solution to this problem would be to have each of these 
three different LANs use a common protocol-such as the Transmis
sion Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (known as the TCP!IP proto
col)-on top of its file server protocol. Then install routers that only 
need to understand TCP!IP protocol. 

The World of Systems Network 
Architecture (SNA) 
Any discussion of the mainframe world has to begin with IBM's set of 
specifications for distributed data processing networks. As Figure 3.2 
illustrates, Systems Network Architecture (SNA) provides a model 
composed ofnetwork layers, very much like the OSI model we surveyed 
in the last chapter. The data flow through this modelis virtually identical 
to that of the OSI model, except that the frames use the Synchronous 
Data Link Control format (SDLC) rather than the High-Level Data Link 
Control (HDLC). As pointed out in the last chapter, the SDLC frames 
contain some frames that are transmitted from one node to another 
throughout an SNA network. 

TRANSACTION SERVICES 
controls document exchange 
distributed database access 

PRESENTATION SERVICES formats data 

DATA FLOW CONTROL synchronous exchange of 
data 

TRANSMISSION CONTROL matches data exchange rate 

PATH CONTROL routes data packets between 
source and destination 

DATA LINK CONTROL transmits data,*- nodes 

PHYSICAL provides physical connections 

Figure 3.2 Systems Network Architecture (SNA) 
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While asynchronous 
transmission sends data one 
b}tc at a rime, synchronous 
transmission uses frames that 
permit a ,tream of elata. 

IBM's NewView provides a centralized management system that 
performs diagnostics on SNA protocols, communication sessions, and 
network accounting procedures. It also displays network diagnostic 
alerts, and determines network component failures. NetView also has 
the capability ofmonitoring X.25 traffic in the SNA environment. IBM's 
X.25 SNA Interconnection program allows SNA networks to carry data 
under X.25 packet-switching protocols. 

Synchronous Versus Asynchronous Data 
Transmission 
Data transmission in the microcomputer world has long taken the form 
of asynchronous transmission. Serial printers and modems are every
day reminders ofhowcommon this form ofdata communications really 
is. The SNA mainframe world uses the Synchronous Data Link Control 
(SDLC) protocol, a synchronous method of data transmission we 
discussed briefly in Chapter 2. As Figure 3.3 illustrates, asynchronous 
transmission is limited to sending characters a byte at a time, while the 
synchronous approach sends continuous information until the entire 
transmission is concluded. 

Asynchronous Transmission 

START BIT '-'_______....-______--.J' STOP BIT 

1 BYTE OF INFORMATION 

Synchronous Transmission 

START ADDRESS '-----------------" FRAME CHECK END 

MESSAGE 

Figure 3.3 Asynchronous Vl.'fSUS Synchronous Transmission 



Logical units (LUs) can 
represent end users or 
application programs. 

Network·addressable units 
(NAUs) consist oflogical 
units (LUs), physical units 
(PUs), and System Services 
Control Points (SSCPs). 
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Some older IBM mainframes use Binary Synchronous Communi
cation (BSC), a protocol which is synchronous but is not SDLC. This 
protocol is character-oriented (rather than bit-oriented, as is SDLC); it 
assumes eight-bit characters. Wewillfocus ourefforts on SDLC protocol 
machines in this chapter. 

Note: Several companies-including IBM-market a Binary 
Synchronous Communication Adapter card and Binary Synchro
nous 3270 Emulation program. These two items are the keys to 
tying a microcomputer LAN to an older IBM that uses BSC pro
tocol. 

Logical Units (LU) 
Communication in an SNA network takes place between logical units 
(LUs). Logical units can represent end users (as is the case with the 
firmware associated with IBM 3270 terminals) or application programs 
(such as an accounting program or database program). The application 
programs do not concern themselves with where the terminals are 
physically located but rather with the terminal's network name. SNA is 
capable oftranslating this network name into a corresponding address. 

Network-Addressable Units (NAUs) 
SNA uses network-addressable units (NAUs) to perform a number of 
network management functions; these include handling the communi
cations portions of application programs and providing network con
trol. There are three types of network-addressable units. These NAUs 
can be logical units, physical units (PUs), and System Services Control 
Points (SSCPs). We will examine the latter two types briefly before 
looking at an actual SNA network in operation. 

A physical unit is not actually a physical device. It represents 
something tangible (a terminal or an intelligent controller, for ex
ample) to Systems Network Architecture-which deals (in effect) with 
this PU rather than with the device itself. 
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The Path Control Network is 
responsible for identjfying 
the addresses of devices that 
wish to converse on the 
network, and then 
establishing a network path 
for their conversation. 

Asession consists of a logical 
and physical path connecting 
two "AUs for data transmis
sion. NAUs can have multiple 
sessions. 

Finally, a System Services Control Point (SSCP) serves as the SNA 
network manager for a single SNA domain. It coordinates communica
tions among networkelements, makes sure the corresponding physical 
devices are active when two logical units wish to converse, and provides 
error-checking information. 

The Path Control Network 
Under SNA, thePath ControlNetwork contains a path control layer and 
a data link control layer. This network is concerned with traffic flow, 
transmission priorities, and error recovery. 

The Path Control Network is responsible for identifying the 
correct addresses ofunits that wish to converse, and then establishing 
a network path for their conversation. 

Note: Remember that all LUs, PUs, and even SSCPs have differ
ent network addresses under SNA. 

Sessions 
Asession under SNA is a logical and physical path connecting two NAUs 
for data transmission. SNAthinks ofits terminals, controllers, and front
end communication processors as nodes. Each of these pieces of 
hardware has a corresponding PU. Ifa terminal wishes to communicate 
with a front-end communication processor, for example, the SSCP 
would establish a session between the two nodes. Two end users would 
establish an LU-LU session. 

The SSCP controls the activating and deactivating of a session. An 
application program can maintain several different sessions with differ
ent terminals simultaneously under SNA. Figure 3.4 illustrates the NAU 
elements found under SNA. 



LU 6,2 contains specifications 
that ultimately will enahle 
programs written in different 
languages under different 
operating systems to 
communicate with each 
other, 
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IBM 
MAINFRAME 

(SSCP) 

3270 CONTROL UNIT 
LU 
PU 

3270 TERMINAL 
lU 
PU 

Figure 3.4 The NAU Elements Found Under SNA 

LV 6.2 
Earlier we described how it was possible to have a session between a 
program and a terminal; someday it will be possible to have transparent 
communication between two programs. IBM has added Advanced 
Program-to-Program Communications (APPC) to SNA, resulting in 
two new protocols (LV 6.2 and PV 2.1). 

LV 6.2, when fully implemented by program developers, will 
enable a microcomputer running a program under an operating system 
such as DOS to communicate with a mainframe computer that runs 
under a different operating system-while still retaining full stand
alone processing capabilities. The revolutionary concept behind this 
protocol is that different computers running different programs (writ
ten in different languages under different operating systems) can 
interact with each other. 

For years corporations have longed for the ability to download 
information from a mainframe direcdy into an IBM personal computer 
running Lotus 1-2-3. Similarly, there is a real need to be able to upload 
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customer files created under a DOS program (such as dBASE Nor 
Paradox) directly into a mainframe database. LV 6.2 promises to 
provide this capability. 

IBM developed SNA before personal computers were popular; its 
concept ofdistributed processing (which was incorporated under SNA) 
was a master-slave relationship. All communication under SNA goes 
through the main computer. Two end users who wish to send informa
tion to each other can do so only by going through the mainframe 
computer. Vnder LV 6.2, theoretically, true peer-to-peer communica
tions would be possible. A personal computer as part ofan SNA network 
would be able to address a second personal computer directly, without 
going through the mainframe. Such a path might be particularly 
valuable if the mainframe should fail. 

LV 6.2 overcomes many of the limitations of SNA because it 
provides a true generic application program inteiface (API) between 
application programs and Systems Network Architecture. Since this 
interface includes hardware specifications, the network can be thought 
of as machine-independent-as long as all vendors adhere to these 
requirements. Rather than establishing a traditional master-slave rela
tionship (the historical norm under SNA), LV 6.2 allows either node in 
a network session to initiate the session. 

IBM has begun to provide tools that will help implement LV 6.2. 
The Server/Requester Programming Inteiface (SRPI) is a protocol that 
allows PC applications to issue requests for services and receive replies 
from IBM mainframe computers. This interface permits program-to
program communications under terminal emulation conditions (dis
cussed in the next section of this chapter). SRPI is a subset of IBM's 
Advanced Program-to-Program Communications programming inter
face. IBM has upgraded its mainframe operating systems to work in 
conjunction with LV 6.2. 

TSOIE Release 3 is an operating environment upgrade for main
frames that run under the MVS/XA TSOIE environment; this version 
implements SRPI, and allows the product to handle requests for data 
and services from PCs. IBM has also developed IBM PC Requesters, a 
product that runs under the new SRPI interface. With this product, an 
IBM PC will have a DOS menu with which to access data from databases. 
The workstation will be able to request data on a record-by-record basis 
if necessary. 



Until the software and 
hardware that follows Lli 6.2 
comes along, the main 
method for micro-mainframe 
communications will 
continue to be the emulation 
of various IBM terminals. 
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The major problem with LV 6.2 is that existing software packages 
and hardware do not follow the APPC guidelines. It will take some time 
before there are enough programs available to make this new protocol 
a major force in the SNA world. 

Micro-Mainframe Communications 
The main areas of emphasis in this book are LANs, and how microcom
puters within a network can communicate with each other (as well as 
with mainframes). Various important options are, however, available 
today-including some that are limited to a single microcomputer 
emulating an IBM terminal. 

Despite the exciting possibilities of LV 6.2, the dearth of software 
written for the interface means that for the foreseeable future, micro
computers will continue to communicate with the mainframe world by 
terminal emulation. Let's examine several ways-both local and re
mote-of tying the two worlds together. 

327X Terminal Emulation via Cluster Controller 
An IBM mainframe computer can communicate with various peripher
als through a 3274 or 3276 cluster controller. The 3274 controller can 
connect up to 32 terminals and/or printers to the mainframe; only seven 
devices can be connected to the 3276. As Figure 3.5 illustrates, an IBM 
PC can be connected directly to the mainframe through the cluster 
controller, using coaxial cable and special software and hardware for 
emulating the IBM 3278 terminal. 

Figure 3.5 shows DCA's IRMA card, which fits into an IBM PC's full
size slot. The IRMA card contains RAM, ROM, a 3270 coaxial interface, 
and a high-speed processor capable of handling 4 million instructions 
per second. By pressing the PC's two shift keys simultaneously, a user 
can shift between a DOS application and 3270 terminal emulation. 

Anyone who has used an IBM 3278 terminal knows that its 
keyboard and screen are both very different from those found on an IBM 
Pc. Terminal emulation software allows the PC user to press standard 
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PC keys and have the equivalent 3278 keystrokes sent to the cluster 
controller. Similarly, the software "paints" the IBM monitor's screen 
with what appears to be an IBM 3278 display. 

IBM MAINFRAME 


COMMUNICATIONS 

CONTROLLER 


3274/3276 
CLUSTER CONTROLLER 

I-----i-_=''' COAXIAL CABLE 

Figure 3.5 An IBM PC Connected to a Cluster Controller 

While the 3278 monochrome is the terminal most commonly 
emulated, there is also software to emulate the 3279 color terminal. At 
one time, IBM even offered a 3270-PC; this PC model had a built-in 3270 
terminal emulation board, and a hybrid keyboard that provided some 
features of these two very different keyboards. 

Local LAN Gateways 
A single IBM PC in 3278 terminal emulation, connected directly to the 
cluster controller by coaxial cable, is using one ofthe controller'S ports; 
that is a major limitation. Several PCs connected in this way would 
severely limit the mainframe's ability to serve all company users. Using 
coaxial cable, it is possible to connect an entire microcomputer IAN to 
an IBM cluster controllerportvia a gateway. As Figure 3.6 illustrates, any 
PC in such a network has access to 3270 terminal emulation. DCAis one 
of many companies that currently offer this coaxial-connect gateway. 
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Remote gateways enable LAN 
users to communicate with a 
mainframe computer by 
using 3278 terminal 
emulation over a gateway Pc. 
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mainframe computer via 
modem. 
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PC 

Figure 3.6 An IBM PC with 3270 Terminal Emulation 

Remote Gateways 
Useful as coaxial-connect gateways might be, many companies have 
their local area microcomputer network at one location, and their 
mainframe facilities elsewhere. In this situation, remote LAN gateways 
prove particularly valuable. Widget Company (our example in Chapter 
1) illustrates this likelier instance ofmicro-mainframe communications. 

At the remote site, the designated "gateway" PC is equipped with 
a gateway interface board and special gateway software to emulate a 
cluster controller. As Figure 3.7 illustrates, each remote PC can emulate 
a 3278 terminal, using the gateway PC's synchronous modem to 
communicate over a phone line with a mainframe computer. This one 
gateway server is capable of running as many as 64 3270 emulation 
sessions. CXI permits 64 concurrent host sessions-and a data rate as 
fast as 56 Kbs (kilobits per second) via synchronous modems attached 
to IBM 3705 or 3725 controllers. 
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Figure 3.7 Remote 3270 Emulation with a Gateway PC 

IBM's 3720 communications controller links the mainframe with 
LANs. IBM currently offers a special Token-Ring interface to its 3720 
controller. You may recall (from our discussion of the SNA world and 
the nature ofSNAsessions) that one user can find himself needing three 
or four editing sessions simultaneously. These mainframe sessions are 
very valuable; often the network administrator will establish some 
order of priority for using them. 

All network users can emulate a 3278 terminal and communicate 
with the mainframe computerthrough the gateway PC (theoretically, at 
least)- but if several network workstations need to establish micro
mainframe communications, a traffic jam ensues quickly. A single 
gateway PC, processing information and transmitting it through a 
modem which communicates over a single telephone lin~, will prove 
inadequate for this workload. There are a number of ways to alleviate 
this problem. 

• 	 If the gateway PC is also being used as a workstation, it can be 
designated a dedicated gateway, to be used only for that 
purpose. 

• 	 If the processing speed of the dedicated gateway PC is still not 
adequate to handle the communications workload, a second 
gateway file server can be installed. (Remember, however, that 
these two servers will be sharing a single modem and a single 
telephone line.) 
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• 	 If the second remedy proves inadequate, the only solution is to 
install a second network-complete with PC workstations, 
gateway PC, modem, and a second telephone line, (It is pos
sible to connect the two networks together using a bridge, 
which was discussed earlier in this chapter.) 

Micro-Mainframe File Transfers 
We have seen that it is possible to link workstations in a LAN to a 
mainframe computer by using 3270 terminal emulation and a gateway. 
The major limitation of this emulation is that an intelligent PC is forced 
to assume the role of a "dumb" terminal. The terminal emulation 
software normally permits on-line inquiry using the mainframe pro
grams and has the capability to save each screen of 3270 terminal 
information. 

Unfortunately, this is not the major reason companies want to link 
their microcomputers with their mainframe computer. Userswant to be 
able to download and upload selected information, not merely dump 
screenfuls of information. 

Since microcomputer and mainframe computer are running dif
ferent programs under different operating systems, however, file trans
fers in both directions create enormous problems. Even more serious, 
the very file structure of micro and mainframe application programs 
usually differ. IBM mainframe computers use an EBCDIC format, while 
microcomputers use an ASCII format. 

Also a problem is the file-size limitation ofa microcomputer; there 
is a fundamental difference in size between a micro and a mainframe. 
Mainframe files may not be downloadable simply because the micro
computer does not have enough disk space to handle them; the micro's 
software may not be able to handle the large number of records found 
within a mainframe file. 

Many ofthe leaders in micro-mainframe communications offerfile 
transfer programs with their 3270 terminal emulation products. These 
programs do not permit a user to manipulate the data within a 
mainframe's application program and select certain fields; they merely 
enable a microcomputer user to download or upload complete files. 
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With DCA's IRMAlink FT /370, for example, it is possible to transfer 
files between an IRMA-equipped PC and an IBM mainframe running 
under CICS, VM/CMS, or MVS/TSO. DCA also requires that a magnetic 
tape be installed on the mainframe side, and that it be linked to a 
terminal controller. Once this is accomplished, it is possible to transfer 
files simply byentering the source filename and the destination filename. 
AST offers the AST-3270/FTS-R advanced file transfer system for the 
MVS/TSO and VM/CMS environments. Basically this provides bidirec
tional transfer of binary or text files. 

Several companies have developed intelligent links that tie to
gether their own mainframe computer programs with major microcom
puter software. Information Builders, for example, offers FOCUS for 
the IBM mainframe environment and PC/FOCUS for microcomputers. 
Using this program, it is possible to use the mainframe data base for 
distributed processing. PCs tied to a LAN can be used as transaction 
workstations to enter data. Management Science of America offers 
Executive Peachpack II, for example, which ties together its mainframe 
MSA application programs data with Lotus 1-2-3's formats running on 
a Pc. Several vendors offer links to spreadsheets that will accept Data 
Interchange Format (DIF). 

Up until now, the lack of uniformity in microcomputer and 
mainframe software has made it necessary to purchase separate inter
faces (provided they were available) for each vendor's programs. On
Line Software's OMNILINK is a micro-mainframe link that includes 
software for both the micro and mainframe to address this problem. It 
includes a file reformat utility; this program automatically converts 
downloaded data into formats used by Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE N, and 
several other leading programs. It is possible to select criteria, and then 
download only those records within a file that meet the selected 
standards. 

There are a few vendors who have begun to address the possibili
ties of LU 6.2 and its potential for facilitating data transfer from 
microcomputer to mainframe. Network Software Associates' AdaptSNA 
LU6.2/APPC is just what the name implies-an implementation of LU 
6.2 and PU 2.1. The software enables a DOS program to communicate 
directly with a partner program running on a mainframe or minicom
puter. 'This implementation does away with the traditional SNA master
slave relationship, permitting peer-to-peer communication. 
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There are many times when 
remote pes need to send 
information to mainframe 
computers unattended in 
batch form. While 3270 
terminal emulation has 
become a very popular way 
to communicate with 
mainframes, this older 
method is often preferable. 

PCs can also be configured to participate in IBM's Distributed 
Office Support System (DIOSS) or other host-basedAPPC system. CXI's 
Application Program Interface enables microcomputers to transfer data 
directly to a mainframe using computer-to-computer communica
tion-and not simply "dumb" terminal emulation. Similarly, Rabbit 
Software has developed Program Interface Module (PIM), which also 
permits direct transfer of data. Microcomputer users find this process 
transparent; theydo not have to learn mainframe computer procedures 
in order to use a microcomputer program. 

Remote Job Entry (RJE) 
In many situations, micro-mainframe communications are needed 
primarily for uploading data after business hours. A company with 
several retail outlets, for example, might require each branch to upload 
sales figures during the evening, so the mainframe computer can digest 
the information and update its accounting files. As a method of 
transferring large amounts of data, IBM originally designed the 3270 
terminal emulation protocol for on-line inquiry and RJE. RJE contains 
such features as data compression and compaction to minimize line 
charges for data transmission. 

Network Software Associates' AdaptSNA RJE is a good example of 
an RJE SNAcommunications emulator. Emulating an IBM 3770 Remote 
Job Entryworkstation, this hardware/software package offers a number 
of powerful features that RJE users expect. An Applications Program
ming interface permits unattended operation, as well as automatic 
error recovery. In addition to supporting LU-LU and SSCP-LU sessions, 
the package contains EBCDIC/ASCII conversion tables. It uses "on-the
fly" processing to reformat data received from the host computer 
automatically. 

Clearly, 3270 terminal emulation has inherent limitations (in 
particular, the method of dumping one screenful of information at a 
time). So much effort has been expended to get around these that many 
people have forgotten the very useful niche RJE can fill in micro
mainframe communications. 
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Micro-Mini Communications 
Many microcomputer users are far more anxious to communicate with 
their departmental minicomputer than with a corporate mainframe. 
This process is very similar to 3270 terminal emulation, except that the 
microcomputers need to be equipped with 

• 	 5250 emulator boards. 

• 	 file transfer software to communicate with IBM minicomputers. 

• 	 corresponding software and hardware to communicate with 
DEC, Hewlett-Packard, and other major minicomputers. 

Several major vendors offer this combination of hardware and 
software. AST, for example, offers the AST-5250/Local Cluster, which 
enables a PC to function as a local cluster controller. It provides 5250 
terminal emulation for up to four clustered PCs connected serially to a 
"master" controller Pc. 

As Figure 3.8 illustrates, this controller is connected via standard 
twinax cable to a host minicomputer (whether AS/400, System 34, 36, 
or 38). This "master" PC can also be connected to a minicomputer via 
asynchronous modems with remote PCs. These, in turn, can also use 
5250 terminal emulation; such modems are capable of supporting 
speeds up to 9,600 bits per second (Bps). 

System 34/36/38 
or 

AS 1400 

TWINAX CABLE 

AST 52511110 	 0or 
= 5251/11 PLUS = "."ul /iil1i\\\\1 

PC 	 PC 

0 

= 


'~I 
PC 

Figure 3.8 Local Microcomputers Linked to an IBM Minicomputer 
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Clustered PCs operate in a background mode relative to the master 
Pc. This means that one or more clustered PCs operate in 5250 
emulation mode, while the master PC is operating in DOS mode. It is 
also possible to have concurrent DOS and host sessions on a Pc. 

Many of the same file transfer limitations found in micro
mainframe communications are also present in micro-mini communi
cations. Techland Systems addresses many of these problems with its 
Blue Lynx hardware and software. When this board is used with 
Decisionlink's file transfer software, the micro user is able to perform 
bidirectional file transfer. Four concurrent host sessions are supported. 
On-line's OMNILINK facilitates micro-minicomputer file transfers in 
much the same way; key fields within a minicomputer database can be 
selected for downloading to a microcomputer. Even more sophisti
cated software (available from companies such as Fusion) permits the 
transfer of selected data from as many as eight different files on an IBM 
minicomputer. 

Virtual Networking Systems 
On a virtual network all resources appear to be local so that the 
differences between microcomputers, minicomputers, and even main
frames are oflimited importance to the end user. Banyan Systems, for 
example, has developed Vines software in conjunction with its family of 
network file servers. As Figure 3.9 illustrates, Vines permits the sharing 
of resources, applications, and information wherever they are located 
on a virtual network. 

A microcomputer user can access files from a mainframe as easily 
as if this information were on his Pc. The microcomputer can save 
information onto the "virtual disk" of the mainframe or minicomputer 
that is also attached to the Banyan file server. Since the software 
supports LU 6.2, it is extremely easy to communicate with other users, 
even ifyou do not know precisely where they are on the network. The 
software keeps track of users' addresses, and permits electronic mail 
transfer simply by indicating the receiver's name. 
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Figure 3.9 Banyan's Virtual Networking System 
(Courtesy of Banyan Systems, Inc.) 

The PBX 
One ofthe major capabilities offered by Banyan's virtual network is the 
ability to transmit and receive information from different networks 
without becoming too concerned with the mechanics ofthe process. To 
the end user, this complex system seems simple, since the complexities 
are handled by the Vines software. For several years, data processing 
professionals and telecommunication managers have speculated about 
the possibilityofusing an office's telephone system-itsprivate branch 
exchange (PBX)-to accomplish not only what Banyan has done, but 
also the integration of voice and data. 
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coaxial cable and (less 
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PBX History 
The PBX has a long history. To understand the concept of a PBX, 
imagine an office before it. As Figure 3.10 illustrates, each phone was 
directly connected into the trunk cable that carried the signals back to 
the central office exchange. 

ABC COMPANY 

XYZ COMPANY 

Figure 3.10 A Phone System Before the PBX 

The PBX simplified this situation. As Figure 3.11 shows, only a few 
wires are required to connect the PBX to the trunk. In the late 1800s a 
first-generation PBX phone system was in operation. Bell's 701 family 
ofPBXs (launched in 1929) represents the second generation, in which 
operators were no longer needed to handle outgoing calls. A third
generation PBX arrived around 1980; it featured distributed architec
ture, nonblocking operation, and integrated voice and data. 

Note: Sometimes the term PABX (private automatic branch ex
change) is used to differentiate a PBX in which all in-house and 
outgoing calls are automatically switched. To avoid confusion, 
we will use the generic PBX term to encompass the newer 
PABXs in our discussion of the newer digital switches. 
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Figure 3.11 A PBX Phone System 

This kind ofPBX is attractive to manycollege administrators whose 
buildings are spread over a wide area. Such a system's advantage is its 
distributed architecture-which simply means that switching modules 
are distributed over coaxial cable or optic-fiber media. 

These new systems promised that their additional channel capac
ity would make overloading impossible, and that they would always be 
able to access a call. Nonblocking operation is, however, more a 
promise than a reality. AT&T allows users the opportunity to select a 
configuration that can be blocking, nonblocking, or "essentially 
nonblocking" (one in one million attempts to access a call will be 
blocked). 

Today there is some debate over whether we now have a fourth 
generationofPBX. AT&T points with pride to its System 85's high-speed 
data bus, which can handle voice and data simultaneouslyover the same 
wire. Other vendors insist that their digital switches are just as sophis
ticated. For our purposes, however, what really matters is how the new 
PBXs work-and why they are increasingly popular as alternatives to 
LANs. 
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The coder-decoder is 
essential to a PBX, since it 
converts a digital signal to 
analog, and an analog signal 
to digital. 

To understand how data is 
switched within a digital PBX 
switch, it is necessary to look 
at PAM (pulse amplitude 
modulation) and PC\1 (pulse 
code modulation). 

To understand how a PBX digital switch works, it is important to 
remember that our telephone system sends analog signals (defined in 
the next subsection) over phone lines. A device called a coder-decoder, 
or CODEC, converts the voice analog signals into digital form. Many of 
the newer PBX systems place this CODEC in the telephone handset. As 
Figure 3.12 illustrates, this means that all communication to and from 
the PBX is digital. 

Figure 3.12 A Digital PBX with the CODEC in the Telephone Handset 

Data Switching Within the PBX 
The analog transmission of voice signals is really the transmission of 
audio frequency sine waves which are equal in frequency and amplitude 
to the original voice tones. USingpulse amplitude modulation (PAM), 
a telephone system samples the analog voice signal 8,000 times/second. 
This sampling produces pulses of varying amplitude; these represent 
the original signal. As Figure 3.13 illustrates, the switch amplifies the 
voice call to regenerate this original signal. 

SAMPLED SINE WAVE PAM PULSE STREAM 

Figure 3.13 Regeneration of a Sampled Sine Wave as a PAM Pulse Stream 
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APBX transmits the POI data 
stream along a coaxial cable 
data bus. This data highway 
assigns the conversations to 
time slots using a technique 
known as time division 
multiplexing (TOM). 

There is a problem with this type ofsignal transmission, however. 
It is possible to experience line noise, which can become enhanced as 
it is regenerated, distorting the original signal. Today, digital PBXs have 
moved a step beyond this method of transmission. 

The newer method, pulse code modulation (PCM), measures the 
sampled signals and then digitally encodes them. The signals are 
sampled at 8,000 times per second, and then translated into 8-bit 
words. This means PCM produces a bit stream (also called a data 
stream) of 64,000 bits/second. As Figure 3.14 illustrates, this process 
reproduces the voice signal very clearly. 

Figure 3.14 The PCM Bit Stream 

Transmitting the PCM Data Stream 
A PBX uses a high-speed data bus to transmit the PCM data stream. The 
digital switch's network controller is responsible for monitoring the 
data bus. Since this coaxial cable "highway" is capable of transmitting 
data much faster than the 64-Kbs PCM voice signal, several messages are 
multiplexed over the same path. A multiplexer is a device that transmits 
data at high speeds so that systems run with greater efficiency. 

Each conversation multiplexed onto the data bus is given a time 
slot. Because this technique is known as time division multiplexing 
(TDM), the data bus is sometimes called the TDM bus. AT&T's System 
75 PBX, for example, has two TDM buses with 512 available time slots. 
Since two time slots are required for a conversation-and some slots are 
lost in overhead considerations-it is possible to have 236 simulta
neous voice conversations. (A data conversation takes up three time 
slots, and even more slots on some other PBXs.) 
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PBXs can communicate over 
very high-speed Tllines at 
1.544 Mbs. The data is 
multiplexed, using either time 
division multiplexing (TDM) 
or frequency division 
multiplexing (FDM). 

Connecting the PBX to Other PBXs 
and Computer Networks 
There are several different ways to connect digital PBXs to other PBXs, 
as well as to other computer networks. The digital multiplex interfaces 
in most oftoday' s PBXs enable them to send data to host computers (or 
other PBXs) over very high-speed T1 links provided by common 
carriers_ These links can handle 1.544 Mbs. Each ofthe 24 T1 channels 
can support one asynchronous connection of up to 19.2 Kbs, or a 
synchronous connection of up to 56 Kbs. 

Time division multiplexing (TDM), discussed previously, is one 
way to move data through T1 lines. A second method, frequency 
division mUltiplexing(FDM), divides the T1 channels into subchannels 
by frequency (rather than assigning data specific time slots along the 
data highway). Voice and data can then be sent simultaneously over 
different frequencies. Figure 3.15 illustrates the difference between 
these two approaches to transmitting data. 

In Chapter 2 we discussed the significance of the CCITT's X.25 
protocol for communication between a computer (DTE) and a public 
data network (PDN). We saw that X.25 provided a standard for the 
packets of information that are transmitted synchronously over a 
network. In the example that follows, we will be transmitting informa
tion from a PBX, in X.25 packet form, to such public data networks as 
GTE-TYMNETand TELENET. 

Assume that our microcomputer is connected to a digital PBX, and 
we wish to send a message to a public data network (PDN). In addition 
to X.25, several other CCITT standards would have to be observed for 
this to work: 

• 	 X.3 Packet AssemblylDisassembly facility (PAD) in a public data 
network 

• 	 X.25 Interface between DTE and DCE for terminals operating in 
the packet mode on public data networks 

• 	 X.28 DTEIDCE Interface for a start-stop mode DTE assessing the 
PAD in a public data network situated in the same country 

• 	 X.29 Procedures for the exchange of control information and 
user data between a PAD and a packet-mode DTE or another 
PAD 
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Figure 3.15 Frequency Division Multiplexing and Time Division Multiplexing 

The PBX functioning as a LAN contains an X.25 gateway; our 
microcomputer tied to the PBX sends an asynchronous transmission 
(over RS-232 cable) to a PBX serial port. The PBXX.25 gateway places 
this information into X.25 packets and transmits them to the public data 
network (PDN). Packet messages received from the PDN are stripped of 
headers and trailers, and then transmitted to the microcomputer in 
asynchronous form. 
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APBX offers substantial 
savings for companies using it 
for micro-mainframe 
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One particular case we have not considered is the communication 
between two public data networks. The CCITT's X.75 standard handles 
this situation by providing a common format for communication: 

• X.75 Terminal and transit call control procedures and data 

transfer system on international circuits between packet

switched data networks 


Figure 3.16 illustrates how the CCITT standards work together to 
ensure effective data communications among network components, as 
well as between dissimilar networks. 

LEGEND 

VIRTUAl
PACKET CONNECTION 
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I 

STARJ.STOP OTE 
X.25 
AND X.29 

PACKET·MODE DTE 

o 
Figure 3.16 The CCITT Standards 

PBX Communication with IBM 
Mainframe Computers 
Normally, when 3270 terminals (or microcomputers using 3270 termi
nal emulation) communicate with IBM mainframes, a principal cost is 
the coaxial cabling required. Using a PBX as a gateway to an IBM 
mainframe, on the other hand, has a major cost advantage: the termi
nals or microcomputers can be connected to the PBX by twisted-pair 
wire. 



conversions from ASCII 
asynchronous data to 
EBCDIC synchronous data 
using SDLC format. 

PBX resource management 
tools such as modem 
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Message Detail Reporting) 
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Selection) provide effective 
controls for cost-effective 
management. 
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When data from a 3270 terminal is transmitted to the PBX, a special 
data module converts the speed of the data stream; 2.36 Mbs (coaxial
cable speed) becomes 64 Kbs-a speed that twisted-pair wire can 
handle. Figure 3.17 illustrates this relationship. 
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Figure 3.17 Data Can Travel from a Mainframe to a PBX 

Note also, in Figure 3.17, that a PBX can also transmit data to an 
IBM mainframe. Using 3270 circuit packs and a 3270 data module, a 
System 75 PBX communicates with an IBM cluster controller. 

Let's assume that the uploading and downloading of data (rather 
than on-line inquiry and communicationwith an IBM mainframe) is the 
primary reason many of the microcomputers linked to the PBX. In that 
case, the microcomputers can connect to the PBX asynchronously, 
through its asynchronous RS-232C ports. The PBX is capable ofprovid
ing protocol conversions from the micro's ASCII data to IBM EBCDIC 
coded 3270 BSC, or to 3270 synchronous data using the SDLC format. 

If the PBX is remote from the mainframe, it offers several advan
tages as a gateway for micro-mainframe communications. One major 
advantage is modem pooling. This PBX feature means modems can be 
accessed through hardware (by dialing a specific number for a specific 
modem) or by software (automatic selection of the fastest modem the 
connection between terminal and host can support). 
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Adigital PBX can integrate 
voice and data. Some are 
able to provide voice 
messages accompanying the 
text that flashes across a 
computer terminal. 

One area where most LANs have been weak-and PBXs strong
is network record-keeping. For several years, PBXs have featured SMDR 
(Station Message Detail Reporting) software, which enables offices to 
track each person's phone calls. Law offices, for example, can use this 
software to charge each call an attorney makes to the client automati
cally. This same SMDRfunction within a PBX can monitor all microcom
puter use of resources-and, if desired, record charges to various 
workstations or departments for usage of long-distance data lines. 

Another strong PBX resource management tool isARS (Automatic 
Route Selection). Since so many different kinds of long distance lines 
are available, ARS can provide substantial savings by automatically 
selecting the most economical route for dial-out data calls. 

Integrating Voice and Data 
Slowly the dream ofintegrated voice and data, long envisioned by many 
telecommunications pioneers, is becoming a reality. The digital PBXs 
are able to integrate voice and data information; some are even able to 
send this information simultaneously over the same line. Today a 
salesperson can call his sales manager using the company's PBX, leave 
a customer proposal drawn up on a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet, and leave 
a voice message to accompany it. The sales manager can call up the 
spreadsheet on a terminal and hear the accompanying message ("This 
proposal looks strange because of one complication. Let me ex
plain... "). 

One integrated voice/data feature that shows the utility ofa PBX as 
a LAN is its ability to match an internal caller with a company directory. 
(In many large companies, a middle manager is likely to receive as many 
internal calls from departments as external calls from customers.) 
Imagine how much more efficient communication can be when a caller 
is greeted by name before introducing himself. The receiver's voice 
terminal flashed the name as it began ringing. 



The Integrated Services 
Digital Network (ISDN) is a 
cern model that provides 
for the integration of voice 
and data, as well as tor a 
universal interface between 
different networks. The 
model consists of several 
channels of multiplexed 
information, transmitted 
at 64 Kbs. 

The two major ISD~ 
interfaces are the Basic Rate 
Interface (BRI) designed for 
relatively small-capacity 
devices and the Primary Rate 
Interface (PRI) designed for 
high-capacity devices such 
as PBXs. 
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ISDNand the Future Office 
Study Group XVII of the CCITT worked four years (1980-1984) to 
develop a set ofstandards for future voice and data integration. Taking 
a broad view of future global telecommunications, the committee 
planned an architecture thatwould provide integrated access to circuit
switched and packet-switched networks, as well as end-to-end digital 
transport ofdata. The resulting model-the Integrated Services Digital 
Network (1SDNJ-represents a network of the future_ It will include 
truly integrated voice, data, and even video, travelling smoothly (over 
the same pathways) from one type of network to another_ 

The ISDN concept of a universal interface means that each 
terminal will understand everyother terminaL Itwill be possible to send 
information such as interactive videotex and facsimiles at the relatively 
high speed of64 Kbs. ISDN standards define a digital interface divided 
into two types ofchannels: B channels for customer information (voice, 
data, and video) and D channels for sending signals and control 
information. These D channels utilize a packet-mode layered protocol 
based upon the CCITT's X.25 standard. 

The CCITT committee defined two major interfaces that use these 
BandD channels_ The Basic Rate Interface (BRI) is used to serve devices 
with relatively small capacity such as terminals_ A second interface, 
Primary Rate Interface (PRJ), is used for large-capacity devices such as 
PBXs_ Both interfaces utilize one D channel and several B channels, 
transmitting at 64 Kbs. 

Since the PRI channel structure represents the form most PBXs will 
take in the future, let's take a closer look at this modeL The CCITT 
model consists of24 slots, with 23 B channels and one D channel. Like 
the current T1, the maximum transfer rate on the PRI is 1.536 Mbs. 
Perhaps this ISDN framework will become clearer if we view it within 
the context of the AT&T 510 Personal Terminal that combines both 
voice and data. 

As Figure 3.18 illustrates, the terminal is connected by a Basic Rate 
Interface (AT&T's Digital Communication Protocol) to the digital PBX 
(System 75)- Then, through a Primary Rate Interface (AT&T's Digital 
Multiplexed Interface), the data is transmitted to a carrier network 
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Figure 3.18 AT&T's Integration of Voice and Data 
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What Have You Learned? 

1. 	 Bridges connect LANs at the Data Link layer of the OSI model 


and filter or forward packets. 


2. 	 Routers connect networks at the Network layer of the OSI 

model and are protocol-specific. 


3. 	 IBM's mainframe and minicomputers utilize Systems Network 
Architecture (SNA). 

4. 	 Network-addressable units (NAUs) consist oflogical units (LUs), 
physical units (PUs), and System Services Control Points 
(SSCPs). 

5. 	 LU 6.2 provides an application program interface (API) that will 
permit peer-to-peer communication. 

6. With appropriate hardware and software, an IBM PC or compat
ible can emulate an IBM 3270 terminal and communicate with a 
mainframe via a 3274 or 3276 cluster controller. 

7. 	 An IBM PC or compatible can serve as a LAN gateway. The PC is 
connected via coaxial cable with the cluster controller and 
provides terminal emulation for an entire LAN. 

8. 	 From a remote site, an IBM PC or compatible can emulate a 

cluster controller and serve as a gateway for a LAN. 


9. 	An IBM PC or compatible can perform remote job entry (RJE) 

for a LAN. 


10. A private branch network (PBX) telephone system can serve as a 
LAN, linking together voice and data communications. 
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Quiz for Chapter 3 
1. 	 Which of these devices transmits packets most quickly? 

a. 	 Gateway 

b. Bridge 

c. 	 Router 

d. IMOK 

2. A device operating at the Network layer of the OSI model is the 

a. 	 bridge. 

b. 	 router. 

c. 	 gateway. 

d. 	repeater. 

3. 	 Under SNA, the Path Control Network is concerned with 

a. 	 traffic flow. 

b. 	transmission priorities. 

c. 	 error recovery. 

d. all ofthe above. 

4. An IBM PC or compatible can communicate with a mainframe 
computer via a cluster controller if the PC is equipped with 

a. 	 a dot-matrix printer. 

b. 	a 30-megabyte hard disk. 

c. 	 3270 terminal emulation hardware and software. 

d. 	a communications front-end processor. 

5. 	 Microcomputers that are part of a LAN can communicate with a 
mainframe located in the same building by using 

a. 	 communications software. 

b. 	an IBM PC or compatible LAN gateway, connected via 
coaxial cable with a cluster controller. 

c. 	 laser technology. 

d. fiber optics. 
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6. A gateway PC that is used only for this function is known as a 

a. 	 gateway server. 

b. distributed server. 

c. 	 dedicated gateway. 

d. 	 remote job entry station. 

7. 	 A mainframe database file is likely to consist of 

a. 	 EBCDIC characters. 

b. 	ASCII characters. 

c. 	 ANSI characters. 

d. 8-bit words. 

8. 	 For the uploading of microcomputer information to a main
frame computer, a very efficient method is to have the PC 
emulate a 

a. 	 3278 monochrome terminal. 

b. 	 3279 color terminal. 

c. 	 3770 remote job entry workstation. 

d. 	3705 front-end processor. 

9. 	 To communicate with an IBM System 34/36/38, the PC should 
emulate a 

a. 	 3770 remote job entry workstation. 

b. 	 3278 monochrome terminal. 

c. 	 3279 color terminal. 

d. 	 5250 terminal. 

10. 	 PBX stands for a 

a. 	 public broadcasting exchange. 

b. public branch exchange. 

c. 	 private branch exchange. 

d. preferential broadband exchange. 

11. 	 Converting analog signals to digital transmission (and digital 
signals back to analog) is performed bya(n) 

a. 	 operator. 

b. transformer. 

c. 	 coder-decoder. 
d. 	 switchboard. 
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12. A digital PBX measures and samples signals 8,000 times per 
second, and translates these signals into 8-bit words using a 
process called 

a. Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM). 

b. Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). 

c. Public Data Network (PDN). 

d. Pulse Amplitude Authorization (PAA). 

13. 	A technique for transmitting a data stream through a coaxial 
cable bus by assigning time slots is known as 

a. Pulse Code Amplification (PCA). 

b. Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). 

c. Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM). 

d. Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). 

14. A Tl high-speed link is capable oftransmitting data at a maxi
mum speed of 

a. 64 Kbs. 

b. 19.2 Kbs. 

c. 1.544 Mbs. 

d. 15 Mbs. 

15. 	The standard used for transmitting packets of information to a 
public data network is 

a. 802.3. 

b. X.25. 

c. X.3. 

d. 802.6. 

16. 	When a PBX serves as a LAN, a network manager can monitor 
the data usage of each network user by using the following PBX 
feature: 

a. ARS 

b. SMDR 

c. CCITT 

d. X.25 
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17. 	The Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) will provide 

a. integrated voice and data information. 

b. an interface between different networks. 

c. several channels of multiplexed information at 64 Kbs. 

d. all of the above 

18. 	Under the ISDN model, small-capacity devices such as terminals 
will use the 

a. Basic Rate Interface (BRI). 

b. Primary Rate Interface (PRI). 

c. Universal Rate Interface (URI). 

d. Terminal Rate Interface (TRI). 

19. 	The maximum transfer rate under PRJ is 

a. 1.536 Mbs. 

b. 64 Kbs. 

c. 19.2 Kbs. 

d. 56 Kbs. 

20. 	Under the ISDN model, a high-capacity device such as a PBX 
would use a 

a. Primary Rate Interface (PRI). 

b. Basic Rate Interface (BRI). 

c. TIline. 

d. all B channels. 



CHAPTER 4 Microsoft's LAN Manager 
and IBM's LANs 

About This Chapter 
Having discussed how LANswork in theory, it is time to look at howthey 
work in actual practice. In this chapter we will look at Microsoft's LAN 
Manager, the leading competitor to Novell's NetWare (which domi
nates the network operating system market). We will also examine 
IBM's LAN Server-which started as a derivative ofLAN Manager but has 
begun to differentiate itself. 

We will look at IBM's DOS-based LANs, as well as its OS/2-based 
LAN Server. Since IBM's major LAN architecture is the token ring, we'll 
take a close look at how this approach transmits information. 

Microsoft's LAN Manager 
Microsoft's LAN Manager requires the OS/2 operating system on its file 
server, but network workstations can run DOS or OS/2. They also can 
run Microsoft Windows. LAN Manager is the first network operating 
system designed specifically for a client-servercomputing environment 
(which will be defined shortly). 
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Network workstations under 
LAN Manager run the LAN 
Redirector software, while 
the file server runs server 
software. 

OS/2 is a true multitasking 
operating system. Aprogram 
failing under protected mode 
will not clisrupt other 
programs running. 

LAN Manager optimizes itself 
to take advantage of 32-bit 
microprocessors. It uses the 
HPF)86 high-performance file 
management system. 

The two key components of LAN Manager are the Redirector and 
the Server. Each network workstation runs the Redirector software so 
that it can intercept and redirect input/output operating system calls to 
the network. This Redirector software also is responsible for configur
ing the individual workstation's use of network resources. 

The Server portion of LAN Manager resides on a file server, where 
it is responsible for file management, scheduling, security, and printer 
services. This software also serves as a network monitor, alerting the 
network supervisor to any network alarms. 

Microsoft has licensed its LAN Manager software to a number of 
companies, including 3Com, AT&T, and Hewlett-Packard. Microsoft 
itself has taken over responsibility for supporting 3Com's version of 
LAN Manager (3+ Open), because 3Com has decided to focus on 
internetworking products such as bridges and routers. 

Advantages of OS/2 
LAN Manager comes with a version of OS/2 which is optimized for use 
in a network environment. Running the LAN Manager network operat
ing system on top of the OS/2 operating system (rather than DOS) 
provides a number of advantages: 

• 	 OS/2 is a true multitasking operating system. Protected mode 
operation means that if a program fails, other applications are 
not affected. 

• 	 OS/2's sophisticated scheduling program ensures that all net
work programs receive equal access to the file server's central 
processor_ 

• 	 Because OS/2 was developed to take advantage of 16-bit and 
32-bit computers, it is able to address 16 megabytes of RAM and 
up to 1 gigabyte of virtual memory. This means that programs 
requiring very large amounts of memory can utilize secondary 
storage (such as disk space) as if it were a part of RAM. 

LAN Manager can take advantage of Intel-based 32-bit micropro
cessors (80386 and 80486) by configuring itself during installation, 
depending upon the type of server installed_ For 32-bit servers, LAN 
Manager installs a 32-bit version of the OS/2 high-performance file 
system (HPF386) _The HPF386 file system can optimize the file server 
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by caching directories and data. These techniques speed up file re
trieval, because the file server can examine a directory in RAM before 
immediately retrieving the requested file. It does not have to bring in a 
directory stored on disk before retrieving the desired file. 

LAN Manager as aPlatform 
As a network operating system running on top of OS/2, LAN Manager 
serves as a platform for modules that provide additional network 
functions. As Figure 4.1 illustrates, DCNMicrosoft's Communications 
Server can connect LAN Manager to host as well as peer computers. 

SQL Communlcettons Other 
Server Server Servers 

LAN Mllnager 

OS/2 

Figure 4.1 LAN Manager Is a Platform for Modules That Provide Additional 


Network Functions 


Microsoft has also developed LAN Manager implementations for 
DEC's VMS operating system and for UNIX. Microsoft is currently 
working on LAN Manager implementations for the IBM mainframe 
operating systems MVS and VM. 

Client-Server Computing 
Client-server computing consists of a "front-end" client application 
program accessing a "back-end" server. While these applications can 
take many formS-including E-mail, spreadsheets, project manage
ment, etc., the first major client-server products have focused on 
database management programs. Microsoft's own SQL Server is an 
example of a client-server database server designed to run in conjunc
tion with LAN Manager. 



Adatabase server running a 
database program provides 
the key records requested by 
a client workstation running 
"front·end" c1ient·server 
software. 

The LAN Manager Replicator 
service permits copying of 
files from one file server to 
multiple file servers. 
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When running a client-server database management program on 
a LAN Manager network, a client workstation would request certain 
records from anotherworkstation which serves as the database server. 
This database server, rather than sending the client workstation all its 
database records (as well as the entire program), would send the 
specific records requested. The client workstation would then use its 
"front-end" software to display these records. 

The advantages of client-servers running under LAN Manager 
include a significant reduction in network traffic; fewer records need be 
transmitted, and the program itselfneed not be transmitted to the client 
workstation. Client workstations need not have powerful and expen
sive high-speed microprocessors (Intel 80386, 80486, etc.), because 
they need run only their "front-end" software, not sophisticated data
base programs. 

LAN Manager permits an OS/2 workstation to prOvide network 
peer services. This means a user's workstation could also serve as a 
database server, printer server, or communications server. One limita
tion of this service is that only one other network user (besides the 
workstation's own user) can access the peer service for resource 
sharing. 

LAN Manager's Network Administration Tools 
LAN Manager contains a number of tools to make network administra
tion more efficient. For example, several servers can be grouped into a 
single domain and treated as one server; users with proper authoriza
tion need only one password to access all these servers. 

The LAN Manager Replicator service enables a network manager 
to copy changes in files (or in a single server) to other servers. This 
service could be used, for example, to replicate a network utility 
running on one server to a selected group of servers. The Replication 
service is also useful to ensure that all file servers are running the same 
version of an executable file. The network supervisor can specify that 
certain frequently changed files must be replicated at short intervals, 
while files that change infrequently can be replicated each evening. 

Network managers can manage a LAN Manager remotely from any 
OS/2 workstation. They also can assign specific duties (such as printer 
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management, communications management, or workgroup manage
ment) to designated operators. These operators can be delegated 
network supervisor rights over these specific areas. 

IAN Manager also provides network auditing; a network supervi
sor can track any network resource selectively. Because this informa
tion is stored in text files, it can be accessed by any standard network 
performance program. 

Network Security Under LAN Manager 
IAN Manager provides a high level of network security. A network 
supervisor can limit users to specific login times and specific worksta
tions, specify the minimum number of characters required for a pass
word, and prevent users from going back to previouslyused passwords. 
IAN Manager uses the U.S. government's Data Encryption Standard 
(DES) to encrypt passwords. 

IAN Manager also provides a clear audit trail of all network 
transactions. A network supervisor can trackwhat files a particular user 
accessed, and when these transactions took place. 

A network supervisor can restrict network use offiles, directories, 
printer queues, and named pipes. (These resources also can be allo
cated to specific groups.) In areas where there is public access, diskless 
workstations can be installed; IAN Manager's Remote Program Load
ing (RPL) feature can configure them to boot under either DOS or 
OS/2. 

IAN Manager's hotfix feature prevents it from writing to a bad 
block; instead, it will write the data to a safe storage area if it detects a 
bad block. Network supervisors ca,n add a duplicate disk drive (disk 
mirroring) so this feature can be used ifthe primary file server disk fails. 
Similarly, for additional protection, IAN Manager supports duplicate 
drives and controllers (disk duplexing). If the file server's disk control
ler card fails, itwill switch to the duplexed controller card and duplexed 
drive, and continue operations. 

For even greater network security, IAN Manager has a UPS service 
which protects the network's data. This service sends out warning 
messages when the UPS's batterypower begins to fail, and then initiates 
a proper file server shutdown prior to the loss of battery power. 
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LAN Manager's Printer Support 
LAN Manager enables a network supervisor to create several print 
queues for temporary storage offiles to be printed. Several print queues 
can be created for the same printer; conversely, a single print queue can 
feed several printers. The network supervisor can specify the priority of 
different jobs; memos, for example, might receive a higher priority than 
reports. Networksupervisors, as well as print queue operators, have the 
ability to delete, pause, or reprioritize print jobs. 

LAN Manager's Optional Features 
Microsoft furnishes a number ofoptional features for LAN Manager that 
provide additional connectivity, programmers' tools, and administra
tive utilities: 

• 	 Macintosh computer users can connect to LAN Manager net
works and access file and print services by using Services for 
Macintosh. This program also permits automatic backup and 
restoration of AppleTalk volumes on a LAN Manager server. 

• 	 TCPIIP protocol is included with LAN Manager. It runs as a 
demand protocol architecture, which means users can change 
protocols simply by typing Load TCP or Unload TCP on the com
mand line. 

• 	 Optional TCPIIP Utilities enable a user on a LAN Manager 
network to access networks running TCP/IP by using TCP/lP's 
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Telnet terminal emulation 
services. 

• ALAN Manager Toolkit for Visual Basic enables programmers 
to develop LAN Manager applications running with Microsoft 
Windows' graphical user interface. The toolkit includes 
Windows-based network management software, as well as 
several utilities for monitoring network performance. 

• A General Upgrade LAN Program provides a migration path for 
users of 3Com's 3+ and 3+ Open network operating systems. 
This feature allows these users to attain complete compatibility 
with LAN Manager, without having to rekey any data they have 
already created. 
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LAN Manager and NetWare 
Since NetWare dominates the current network market, Microsoft has 
had to add features to LAN Manager to provide some measure of 
interoperability. LAN Manager 2.1, for example, enables network man
agers to cut and paste files from NetWare servers to LAN Manager 
servers-even though these two very different types of servers cannot 
communicate directly. 

The IBM PC Network Program 
For companies with small, DOS-based networks, IBM offers its IBM PC 
Local Area Network Program, running on Token Ring Network hard
ware. This powerful (yet easy-to-use) software package warrants a close 
look at its many features. 

Note: Recently IBM changed this program's name (it was origi
nally called the PC Network Program) to the PC Local Area Net
work Program. Since so much literature refers to the program 
by its original name, we will continue to do so, though you 
should be aware of this change in terminology when shopping 
for the system. 

The program permits disk drive and printer sharing, as well as the 
sending and receiving of messages and files. For beginning network 
users, there is a series ofmenus within menus; more experienced users 
may simply use network commands to send and receive information. 

There are two different installation options: Basic Services and 
Extended Services. Basic Services uses the command-line-and-menu
driven functions found in all earlier versions ofthis program. Extended 
Services lets you define, name, and access the resources of multiple 
servers as a single set of resources. Amaster server, known as a domain 
controller, controls security for this single set of resources. Figure 4.2 
illustrates how Extended Services requires users to log in to a domain 
controller to gain access to the network. The remainder of the discus
sion will center on the Basic Services version of the program, which is 
still in the majority on most networks. 



The PC Network Program 
requires Wiers to indicate. 
when entering the network. 
how they wish to configure 
their \\·orkstations. The four 
configuration options are 
Redirector, ,\1essenger, 
Receiler. and Server. 
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PCLP Extended Services - User Logon 

PC Local Area Network Program 
Version 1.31 

(c) Copyright IBM Corporation 1984, 1988 All rights reserved. 

Type in your Userid, and change Domain if required, then Enter: 

Userid ... [ 

Domain ... DOMAINI 


It is the responsibil ity of the user to ensure that this machine is 
used only with programs which the user is authorized to download 
into the machine, or which have been written by the user. 

Enter F1=Hel p 

Figure 4.2 Logging In Using the Extended Services Version of the PC LAN Program 

(Courtesy of IBYl Corporation) 

PC Network Program Configurations 
The PC Network Program has four different configurations: 

Redirector (RDR) 


Messenger (MSG) 


Receiver (RCV) 


Server (SRV) 

The Redirector configuration really restricts the user to certain 
activities; it is not recommended as a user configuration. It accepts 
requests for applications directed to servers, and passes these requests 
along to the servers. It accepts and passes along data, and it sends 
messages. The Redirector can be used for workstations with limited 
memory resources. 

The Receiver configuration includes all Redirector activities; it 
also receives and logs in messages. The Receiver represents a minimum 
user configuration; a user needs to be able to receive and edit messages, 
as well as transmit them. 
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Experienced users will 
change their network 
configuration based upon the 
amount of available memory 
needed to run specific 
application programs, the 
need to share additional 
resources, and the need for 
additionalmemorl' to hold 
long messages ina buffer. 

A full user would usually opt for the Messenger configuration
which provides full-screen message editing and message forwarding 
capabilities, as well as all the functions of the Redirector and Receiver. 

The Server configuration includes all the functions ofthe Messen
ger, Redirector, and Messenger configurations, as well as the ability to 
control disk drives, directories, and printers. 

Users can choose to go to the program's Main menu (Figure 4.3), 
using the normal defaults built into the network. Other users might 
prefer a command line, where they can issue the NET START command. 

IBM PC Local Area Network 

Ma1n Menu - Task Select10n 

I. Message Tasks 

2. Pr1nter Tasks 

3. Disk or Directory Tasks 

4. Print Queue Tasks 

5. Network Status Tasks 

6. Pause or Cancel the Network Setup 

Enter - Cant i nue FI-Hel p 

Esc - Exit 

Figure 4.3 	 The IBM PC Local Area Network Main Menu 
(Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

Why would an experienced user want to reconfigure his network 
workstation? There are many reasons for changing the normal default 
values. The network default value for use of network devices, for 
example, is five. Ifyou needed to use more than five network devices to 
perform certain operations, you would need to reconfigure your 
workstation. Similarly, if you needed to share more than five of your 
workstation devices with the network, you would also reconfigure. 
Finally, networkdefault values for the size ofthe buffer used for printing 
(512 characters), the size ofthe buffer used for waiting messages (1,600 
characters), and the number of network computers that will be using 
your devices (10) are also likely to need to be changed from time to time. 
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The RAM installed on a network workstation has certain limits on 
its ability to serve other network functions. To serve as a file server, for 
example, a network workstation needs to have at least 320K ofRAM for 
DOS and the PC Network Program. A network user who wanted to run 
a program that requires 320K-while still keeping the workstation's 
file-server capability-would need 640K of RAM in order to serve both 
purposes. As a file server, this workstation could then share its disk 
drives, directories and printers; as a workstation, it could still share 
those resources found on other workstations. 

Note: The PC Network Program cannot utilize extended or ex
panded RAM on a file server or a workstation, and the RAM allo
cated for the program is not available to other programs. 

The Messenger configuration requires a minimum of256K ofRAM 
for the PC Network Program and DOS. A workstation with this configu
ration can send and receive messages, and transfer them to other 
computers. (Transfer involves saving messages directly to a file by 
logging them in.) We will see very shortly how easy it is to send a 
message on this network. 

Configuring your workstation as a Receiver requires 192K ofRAM 
for the PC Network Program and DOS. As a receiver, you can send and 
receive messages, save these messages by placing them into a log file 
(you need not view them the moment they are received), and share 
resources such as network disk drives, directOries, and printers. 

The Redirector configuration requires only 128K ofRAM. It allows 
a workstation to send messages and to share network disk drives, 
directories, and printers. 

Table 4.1 shows a handy summary ofthese different configurations 
and their major functions, as found in The IBM PC Network Program 
User's Guide (reprinted here courtesy of IBM Corporation): 
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Table 4.1. Summary of Workstation Configurations for the IBM PC 

Network Program 


Configuration 


SERVER (320K RAM required) 


MESSENGER (256K RAM required) 

RECEIVER (192K RAM required) 

REDIRECTOR (128K RAM required) 

You Can Use the PC Network Program to 

Send messages 

Use network disks, directories, 
and printers 

Receive messages 

Save (log) messages 

Use network request keys 

Receive messages for other names 

Transfer messages to other 
computers 

Share your disks, directories, and 
printers 

Send messages 

Use network disks, directories, and 
printers 

Receive messages 

Save (log) messages 

Use network request keys 

Receive messages for other names 

Transfer messages to other 
computers 

Send messages 

Use network disks, directories, and 
printers 

Receive messages 

Save (log) messages 

Send messages 

Use network disks, directories, and 
printers 

New users first encounter the options shown in Table 4.1 in a 
menu format (see Figure 4.3); examining the way the configurations are 
presented will demonstrate why network users would choose one over 
another. Later in this chapter, we'll examine each ofthese options-and 
the network operations behind them. For now, notice that help is 
available simply by pressing the F1 key. 

Let's take a look at how messages are sent and received on the 
network. First, it is important to realize that the PC Network keeps track 
of machines, not people. Each network workstation must have a name 
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(up to 15 letters) so that other network users can address it. This is an 
unusual approach; in the other network operating systems we will 
examine, a user ID serves as a login. 

Sometimes more than one person uses a workstation. The PC 
Network Program permits a maximum of 16 names to be assigned to a 
particular workstation. Iffive people inAccounting share a workstation, 
for example, it could have six names-the name "ACCOUNT" and each 
ofthe five users' names. 

Message Tasks Available Under the PC 
Network Program 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the way that messages are edited prior to being 
sent on the PC Network. Notice that the use of the asterisk (*) results 
in the message being sent to all network workstations. A message can 
be up to 1,600 characters in length (80 characters per line x 20 lines). 
The one exception is a broadcast message. Broadcast messages are sent 
to all computers on the network, and are limited to 128 characters. 

Send Messages 

Send the Message to: (* tor all computers) Bi II 

Type tne message below: 

This is a test to see it work. 

Ctrl-Enter Send Illes sage Esc- Previous menu or Exit 
Tab- cursor to next field Ctrt-PgOn - Erase message 
Ctrl-Home - Return to Main Menu F3 ADJUST PARAGRAPH f4 VIEW MESSAGES 
fl - HELP f2 - COMMAND LINE 

Message sent ... and successfully received Characters free 1571 

Figure 4.4 Screen for Editing Messages (Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

The message screen editor is capable of "word wrap," so that all 
lines contain complete words. Because of this feature, some messages 
might start to look unprofeSSional, interspersing short lines with long 
lines. Pressing the F3 key will hyphenate words, making the paragraph 
look more even and more professional. (Notice that the lower right 
corner of the screen keeps track of the number of free characters by 
subtracting the characters found in a message from 1,600.) 
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The message function of the PC Network Program is a good 
example of how the program uses the IBM PC's special keys and 
function keys: 

• Use the F1 key when requesting additional information. 

• Use the Tab key to move the cursor from field to field. 

• Use the Esc key as a way to exit a menu, or to move backwards 
and view a previous menu screen. 

• Press the Ctr! and Home keys Simultaneously to return to the 
program's Main menu. 

• 	When the editing of a message is complete, send it by pressing 
the Ctr! and Enter keys simultaneously. 

The PC Network Program does have a number of safety features 
built in to help network users avoid making serious mistakes. A user 
who inadvertently presses the Esc key before sending the message (for 
example) does not lose the entire message; the program asks him to 
press the key again to confirm that he meant to leave the menu without 
sending the message. 

Notice that the PC Network Program asks for a specific name for 
the addressee (the message's destination). Many network administra
tors will publish a network directory (ofusers and their network names) 
to prevent confusion when it comes to sending messages. It is very 
unlikely, for example, that a large company would have only one Bob; 
users in other departments may know Bob, but not his last name. This 
is why it is sopractical for a workstation's network adapter card to be 
able to handle 16 different names. Since Bob handles payroll for the 
XYZ company, his workstation might have PAYROLL as one ofits names. 

The PC Network Program has a number of ways of handling 
incoming messages. These depend upon how users have configured 
their network workstations. Figure 4.5 illustrates the way a message's 
arrival is signaled. 

MESSAGE FROM SALES, 

Press Ctrl-8reak to Continue 

Press Ctrl-Alt-8r••k to View Message 

Figure 4.5 The PC IAN Program Signals an Incoming Message 
(Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 
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As a user, you have several choices regarding how to handle a 
message once it is received: 

• You could choose to erase the message and continue working; 
pressing Ctrl and Break will put the message into a waiting 
area. The message will be accessible through the Message Tasks 
menus at a later time. (Because buffer room is limited, how
ever, users should view their messages frequently, and then 
erase them.) 

• You could view the message by pressing the Ctrl-Alt-Break keys, 
after which, pressing the Esc key would return you to your 
work. 

Note: Except in the instance when you receive a "message wait
ing" signal, these three network-request keys (Ctrl-Alt-Break) 
perform a far diff~rent function normally. Pressed simulta
neously, they will interrupt whatever you are doing, and take 
you directly to the network menus. After making the desired 
network menu selections, you are returned to whatever you 
were doing prior to pressing the three keys. 

• Your third alternative when receiving messages is to configure 
your workstation to save incoming messages to a "log" file 
automatically. Then, at your convenience, you simply use the 
DOS command TYPE to view your saved messages. With this 
option, your workstation will "beep" when a message arrives, 
but will not disrupt your current activities. 

Ifyou are using a Receiver configuration, messages are automati
cally logged to your workstation console and displayed, unless you 
specifyanother location to which they should be sent (such as a log file). 
Not using such a log file can result in the disruption of your current 
work, and you will need to refresh your screen continually to eliminate 
message "garbage." 

Tip: It is also possible to have messages sent to a logged printer 
rather than a log file, but the printer would need to be dedi
cated to this function and could not be shared with other net
work users. 



It is possible to have the 
network save all incoming 
messages so you will not be 
disturbed. It is also possible 
to receive messages for 
another name assigned to the 
workstation. Athird option 
permits users to forward their 
messages to another 
computer if they need to 
work at another network 
node. 
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Figure 4.6 illustrates howmessages are viewed on the PC Network. 
Notice that the same function keys used on the Send Messages screen 
are used on this View Messages screen. Two additional options (Save 
Message and Print Message) can also be performed by using function 
keys. Notice that PC Network distinguishes between waiting messages 
(those stored in memory) and saved messages (those already saved and 
logged to a file). 

MESSAGE FROM Bill TO PETER AT 15:12 IBM PC NETWORK 

Press F3 to view walting messages 

Press F6 to \liew next saved messages 


I will send you the revised budget tomorrow. I need to 

know where the RFP ;s because Susan will be handling it. 


Esc - Previous menu or hit CtrL- tiome - Return to Main Menu 
Ctrl- PgUp - Delete saved message Ctrl~PgOn - Erase viewed message 

F1_F5 F2 F7
1_:'==*;aF3rj+4i F'44=M==="I.~F61 FS"· 

Figure 4.6 Receiving Messages on the PC LAN Program 

(Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

Some additional message commands indicate the power ofthis PC 
Network feature. Ifyou are faced with a deadline (for example) and do 
not want to be interrupted, you can tell the network to start saving 
messages. The network will continue to do this until told otherwise. 
Let's say that you expect a very important message and need to see it the 
instant it arrives. You may give the command to stop saving messages. 
At this time the network will begin displayingyour messages as they are 
received. 

Another very common need in an office is for someone to "cover" 
for another employee. Let's say that Bill and Susan are working on a very 
important project. Susan must go to a meeting, telling Bill to "cover" for 
her so they can act on the message as soon as it arrives. Bill can give the 
network the command to let him Start Receiving Messages for Another 
Name; then he can indicate that Susan's messages should be sent to 
him. When Susan returns, Bill simply selects the Message Task entitled 
Stop Receiving Messages for Another Name. 

Many large firms have the call forwarding option on their PBX 
telephone systems. PC Network has a similar feature in its message 
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program. If Bill needs to spend the day working in the Accounting 
department, he can use the Forward Messages to Another Computer 
option, and have all messages sent to that particular computer 
(ACCOUNT). Figure 4.7 illustrates the PC Network menu that would be 
used for this purpose. When he returns the following day, he selects 
Stop forwarding messages. Up to 12 names may be in use for call 
forwarding on a network workstation at any given time. 

Start or Stop Forwarding Messages 

1. Start forward, ng .essages 

2. Stop forwarding ..essages 

1 Choice 

Forward Messages for (name on your computer) 

[Ilill] 

To (name on another computer) 

Tab- cursor to next field F1 - Help 
Enter - Cont i nue Ctrl - Home - Return to Main Menu 

Esc - Previous lIIenu 

It is possible to share up to 
three printers with the 
network Printers may be 
designated as shared or as 
local. There are queues for 
each printer. 

Figure 4.7 Message Forwarding with PC LAN Program 

(Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

Printer Tasks Under the PC Network Program 
Refer again to Figure 4.3; note that the second and fourth options 
available from the PC Network Main Menu refer to Printer Tasks and 
Print Queue Tasks, respectively. Both options illustrate the degree of 
control over networkprinters available under the PC Network Program. 

Every printer attached to a workstation using the PC Network has 
to be designated as either a local printer (limited to that particular 
workstation) or a network printer. Even more Significant, the PC 
Network Program's print management functions control all printing so 
that network print commands must be used. Aworkstation user cannot 
simply use a PRINT command, even with his own local printer; he'must 
use the network's NET PRINT command, 
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As Figure 4.8 illustrates, there are six printer options covered 
under the Printer Tasks Menu. A user may share up to three printers 
with the network. It is possible to declare a printer a shared printer 
without providing the name ofthis printer to otherusers. The result will 
be a printer that performs like a local printer, but utilizes the network's 
print management program. 

1. Start or stop sharing your printer 

2. Start or stop using a network printer 

3. Print a fi le 

4. Change the print 5i ze on a network printer 

5. Display devices you are sharing 

6. Oisplay network devices you are using 

, Choice 

Enter - Conti nue F1 - Help 

Ctrl-Home - Return to Main Menu Esc - Previous menu 

Figure 4.8 Printer Tasks Menu (Courtesy of iBM Corporation) 

Why would anyone ever decide not to share a printer with the 
network? First, ifyou have a major printing job that must be completed 
as quickly as possible, obviously you do not want to wait your turn. 
Second, there is a limit to the number ofdevices that can be shared with 
the network at any given time. You might want to share a different 
device (such as a plotter or modem), and thus need to remove one of 
your printers from the network. 

There are also some print server restrictions. Each server requires 
256K ofRAM and supports three printers. Up to 100 files can be placed 
in a printer queue table, where they will be printed in background 
mode while the computer's processor continues to perform other 
functions. 

Network application programs are typically installed so that they 
send print jobs to the printerqueue automatically. The newuser is often 
unaware of this process, since (with low levels of network printing 
activity) the printing of a file may seem almost instantaneous. 

The PC Network Program permits separate queues for each of the 
network printers. Auser can request the status of any printer queue. As 
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Figure 4.9 illustrates, it is possible to check or change the print queue 
from a menu. Option 6 will cause the particular entry you have 
highlighted to Print Now (rather than waiting for its tum in the queue). 
The program allows users to set up a Separator Page that will print out 
between files, indicating who printed the file, the name ofthe file itself, 
and the current date and time. Files that are "spooling" are still being 
sent to the printer queue. Their status cannot be changed until they 
finish spooling. 

Cneck or Cnange the Print Queue J8fiII PC NETWORK 

1. Update queue IO User Nallle Size Device Status 

-Start of Queue

2. Hold 010 FRED 16422 LPTl Printing 

3. Rel••se 019 PAUL 12350 LPT1 Spool i09 

020 SUSAN 546 LPT2 Waiting 
4. Cancel 

021 FRED 20195 LPT2 Waiting 
5. Print Next 

-End of Queue

6. Print now 

1 ehoi ce 
PgUp and PgDn - Scret l List 

tondl - Select Fil. Fl - Help 
Enter - Change queue Esc - Previous Menu 
Ctrl-Home - Return to Main Menu 

Figure 4.9 Printer Server's Print Queue 
(Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

The IBM PC Network Program has a number of printer control 
commands. The NET PAUSE PRINT [=printdevice] pauses the network 
sharing ofa specific printer. The NET CONTINUE PRINT [ = printdevice ] 
resumes network printing. There are companion servercommands that 
would also cause this result, butwe will look at those when we examine 
the Server functions found on the PC Network. 

Sharing Disks and Directories with the Network 
The third option under the PC Network Program's Main Menu is "Disk 
or directory tasks." The tasks consist of the following choices: 

• Start or stop sharing your disk or directory. 

• Start or stop using a network disk or directory. 
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• Display devices you are sharing. 

• Display devices you are using. 

The PC NetworkProgram permits directorysharing, but it does not 
permit you to designate that a particular file is to be shared. The result 
ofthis restriction is that you will need to place a file in its own directory 
if you wish to share only that particular file. Your decision to share a 
directory is not automatically sent as a message to other network users. 
The PC Network Program assumes you will make the availability of this 
directory known to the people who need to know about its existence, 
and who have legitimate reasons to use it. 

To share application programs with other users, IBM suggests 
placing these programs in one subdirectory. The PC Network Program 
has an InstallationAid utility; this program will create the subdirectory, 
install the application programs, and mark each program file as "Read 
Only." Because some application programs have program files that 
require read/write/create access, the usual practice with the PC Network 
Program is to create several user subdirectories, each ofwhich contains 
copies of these files. The Installation Aid utility can create these private 
subdirectories for each computer user who wants to run these applica
tion programs. 

You can establish a password for a particular directory or 
subdirectory that you are sharing. Let's assume that we wished to share 
a very sensitive directory (TOPSEC) with a remote computer user 
named FRANK. You have decided to use the password ABCXYZ. You 
would enter the following: 

NET SHARE FRANK=C:\TOPSEC ABCXYZ 

This information could be placed in an AUTOEXEC.BAT file with 
an asterisk (*) replacing the secret password. When the batch file 
actually runs, the network will prompt you for the password. 

You can take some additional steps to increase the security found 
under PC Network. A file server's physical location, for example, offers 
some additional control. Some PCs can be locked with a key to disable 
startup and/or keyboard use. A Controller who has sensitive payroll 
records on a PC which is being used as a file server could take the simple 
precaution of locking the machine with the key. Some companies save 
sensitive data onto diskettes, which are then stored under lock and key. 

Virtually all network activities under the IBM PC Network Program 
can be accessed by direct commands, as well as through the system of 
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nested menus. This means that an experienced user who wished to 
share a directory with the network could use a command (NET SHARE) 
to accomplish this task. The network command structure uses the 
naming conventions of the DOS hierarchical file structure. This means 
that if Bill wished to make his budget reports (found on his drive C, in 
a directory named \BUD\BUDRPT) available to the entire network, he 
would use the follOwing command: 

NET SHARE C:\BUD\BUDRPT 

The problem with this arrangement is that network users who 
want to access this file will have to provide its exact path. A user who 
wanted to treat Bill's directory as his own drive D, for example, would 
have to type the following: 

NET USE D:\BILL\BUD\BUDRPT 

Bill could make everyone else's work much easier by using a 
network name for his directory. Let's assume that the network users 
already refer to Bill's famous budget reports as "The '93 Budget 
Report." He could provide the network name BUDGET to replace the 
SHARE command: 

NET USE BUDGET=C:\BUD\BUDRPT 

Now other network users who want to access this directory (as 
their "D" directories, for example) could type the following: 

NET USE D:\BILL\BUDGET 

Users who wish to share their entire disk, rather than certain 
directories, can do so by sharing their root directory (C:\). Everything 
in this C-drive directory will then be available to other network users
including all subdirectories found on drive C. Figure 4.10 illustrates 
how Bill could go about sharing a customer list (found in one of his 
subdirectories) with the rest of the network. 

As Figure 4.10 illustrates, the IBM PC Network Program permits 
five different combinations ofuser access to the directories you wish to 
share with the network: 

Read Only 

Read;Write 

Write Only 

W rite/Create;Delete 

Read;Write/Create;Delete 
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Stlrt Sharing Your Disk or 01 rectory IBM PC NETWORK 

DOS n... for disk or directory 
c: 'BILL 'SALES'CUSLST 

Network n••• for your dhk or directory 
CUSTMR 

Password for disk or directory (OptionaL> 
PRQHT 

Other us.rs can 
,. Read only 4. Write/Create/Delete 
Z. Read/Write S. Read/Wri teterelt./Oelete 
3. Write only 

4 Cho; ce 
Tlb - Cursor to next field Fl - Help 
Ent.r - Cont inue Ctrl-HOfIte - Return to Main Menu 
Esc - Previous Clenu 

Figure 4.10 Sharing a Directory with the Network (Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

The program's default value is Read;Write/Create;Delete. A user 
who wanted to share a directory and simplypressed the Enterkey at this 
pOint, would provide this level of access for all network users without 
realizing it. Users who need only view information can be limited to 
"Read Only" status, while other members of your particular project 
or department might require the full "Read;Write/Create;Delete" 
privileges. 

The PC Network Program does not provide the level of security 
that a more sophisticated program (such as Novell's NetWare) provides. 
Any user who knows the password (PROFIT) for Bill's device (in this 
case his disk drive containing this subdirectory) will be able to access 
this material with the same level ofaccess as anyone else. Ofcourse, Bill 
could decide not to share this particular directory-in which case 
networkusers would notbe able to access the files in the directory, even 
though they might have access to the disk drive. 

The PC Network Program's providing the same level ofsecurity for 
all network users can be seen as a limitation; there is one additional way 
around it. It is possible to offer this same subdirectory to the network 
several times-with several different network names and device pass
words. A company controller, for example, might want to set up his 
payroll subdirectory so that certain individuals would access it under 
one network name with "Read Only" privileges, while his payroll clerk 
(who needs to change the "hours worked" and "hourly rate" fields) 
would use a different network name and have greater privileges
including the ability to change key fields. 
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Saving Time When Starting the PC 
Network Program 
The PC Network Program permits you to save your configuration values 
(established whenyou first entered the network) in anAUTOEXEC.BAT 
file. Ifyou indicate you wish to save your network setup, the program 
saves the optional parameters you have established-including which 
resources you wish to share with the network and which resources you 
are using currently. If you are receiving messages for additional names 
when you save your configuration values, this will continue when you 
enter the network the next time. 

You will need to ask yourself several questions before saving your 
network setup under the PC Network Program. Since memory is a very 
valuable resource (affecting the network's speed and its ability to 
respond to users ' requests), you need to decide precisely whatyou plan 
to be doing the next time you enter the network. To accommodate a 
very important and lengthy report, for example (which will take up a 
large amount of memory), you might have to reduce the buffer size for 
your messages from 512K to 60K. This decision, in turn, may reduce 
your workstation's ability to run a large application program (such as 
Symphony) and still serve as a network server. 

The IBM PC Network Program permits the user who is sharing 
resources to adjust the allocation oftime and memory used for network 
functions against the amount used for local functions performed on 
that particular machine. The tasks the user performs on his own 
machine are known as foreground tasks; those performed by other 
network users are called background tasks. A network timer provides 
intervals composed oftimer ticks of18.175 milliseconds. The network's 
normal default value of5/4 allocates approximately equal time to both 
foreground (5 intervals) and background (4 intervals) tasks. Five 
intervals are equivalent to 90.875 milliseconds (5 x 18.175 millisec
onds). The Time Slice Intervals (TSI) parameter defines the way the 
server will divide its time. The file server performs a foreground task 
until it reaches the time to perform a background task. It then checks 
to see if there is a background task to perform. If there is, it temporarily 
halts what it is dOing, and begins performing the background task. 

While the file server is incapable of multitasking-and really only 
performs one task at a time-it switches back and forth so many times 
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within a second that the results may seem to be multitasking. Despite 
this speed, there are some me server tasks that can cripple the entire 
network's speed. One example is diskette formatting. During this 
relatively lengthy procedure, the me server will not release DOS to 
enable the time slicing procedure to work. (Obviously, file servers 
should not be used to format diskettes.) If foreground and background 
tasks are allocated larger time slices, the network response will seem 
erratic. It may seem to take forever for certain tasks to be performed. 

Other Ways to Boost Network Performance 
A number of additional parameters can be adjusted to maximize PC 
Network performance-including the amount ofmemoryused for disk 
sharing, print spooling, and background print performance. The Re
ceive Request Buffer (IRQB), for example, can be adjusted on the me 
server to specify the maximum buffer available for me transfer between 
me server and network workstations. The larger the number specified 
for IRQB, the more data the file server can send to the workstation at any 
given time. The result of this larger value for IRQB is that the me server 
does not need to perform as many "send" operations, and thus can 
perform other network procedures more quickly. 

The Request Buffers (IREQ) parameter determines how many user 
requests can be handled at any given time. This value can vary from 1 
to 3, with 2 serving as the default figure. The larger this parameter, the 
more requests can be processed-and the faster the network perfor
mance. A "I" requires 8K ofmemory, a "2" requires 16K, and a "3" will 
require 48K. 

Network print bufferparameters also can enhance performance 
under the PC Network Program. The Print Buffer Parameter (IPRB) 
specifies how much ofa print me the printer server can keep in memory 
at any given time before it has to retrieve more of this me. The default 
value of S12K is sufficient, unless there is very heavy printer activity on 
the network. Similarly, the Print Priority Parameter (IPRP) is used to 
specify how much of the foreground task interval is used for printing 
files while the server computer is performing other tasks. The default 
value for this parameter is "3," but a network user who wants greater 
responsiveness from his server computer should specify a "I" or "2." 
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LAN Server 
IAN Server runs under OS/2. This file server software provides what 
IBM terms "requester/server relationships" (and what the rest of the 
industry refers to as client-server relationships). Regardless ofthe term 
used, the software-when running under a truly multitasking operat
ing system-permits distributed data bases on a IAN to become a 
reality. Users need only request a particular record, and the actual 
processing will take place elsewhere on the network. IBM offers 
Extended Services (ES) for OS/2 (which replaced its OS/2 Extended 
Edition). ES includes the Communications Manager and the Database 
Manager, but not the OS/2 software itself. The Communications Man
ager provides Advanced Peer-to-Peer Communications for OS/2. The 
Database Manager supports the ANSI SQL II standard. 

IAN Server offers enhanced database access functions because of 
the availability of the optional Distributed Database Connections Ser
vices/2 (a component ofIBM's Systems Applications Architecture). This 
feature permits connections between host databases and the databases 
on remote network client stations. 

As in the case ofthe Extended Services vers'ion ofPC IAN Program, 
IAN Server requires that a minimum ofone domain be created, and that 
a server act as a domain controller. One very valuable feature of IAN 
Server (known as location independence) enables the network admin
istrator to treat a group of network servers as a single server; in such a 
case, users can access files on any server, without being required to 
know on which server that information resides. 

Figure 4.11 illustrates a typical IAN Server screen. Unlike the DOS
based PC IAN Program, this program can utilize OS/2's greater power 
to track network activity and issue alerts. Its graphics-oriented user 
interface is consistent with IBM's Systems Application Architecture 
(SAA), the company's long-range plan for providing a uniform interface 
across its product line. Another SAA goal is to provide transparent 
movement ofinformation across IBM's range ofcomputers. IAN Server 
is preferable to IAN Manager for customers who have a heavy invest
ment in IBM mainframe equipment; it offers enhanced micro-main
frame communications with its Communications Manager, and 
enhanced access to mainframe databases with its Database Manager. 
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Actions Deftntttons Utilities Edit n-He1p 

Panel 
Resource asstgnments .•• 
Resource sharing ... 
Manage serta1 devices ... 
Network services ... 
Statistics and logs ... .:01-13-92 
Active sessions and open files ... .: 11 :28 
Run a program remotely .. . 
Domain logon control .. . · :PS2REQ 
Requester parameters .. . • : STAN 
Server parameters ... · :Admin; strator 

.:Enabled 

Esc-Cancel F1-Help 

Figure 4.11 A Typical LAN Server Screen (Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

Customers can purchase an Entry Package or an Advanced Pack
age. The Advanced Package includes such system-fault-tolerant features 
as disk mirroring and disk duplexing. Both versions support the 
Network Device Interface Specification; this means that a number of 
network interface cards (not just IBM hardware) can be used with this 
software. 

LAN Server and OS/2 2.0 
While Microsoft's LAN Manager and IBM's LAN Server started out as very 
comparable products, the two companies have chosen to go their own 
separate ways. When LAN Server is run in conjunction with IBM's 
OS/2 version 2.0, differences with LAN Manager become apparent. LAN 
Server can take advantage of the fact that OS/2 version 2.0 is a true 
32-bit operating system. Users can run DOS, Microsoft Windows, a 
16-bit version ofOS/2, and the 32-bit version ofOS/2 as network users. 
IBM does not yet offer LAN Server support for Macintosh computers. 

LAN Servercan generate alerts about printers, nearly full disks, and 
power problems. These alerts can be interpreted by LAN Server's own 
network management program as well as by the NetView program 
running on a host computer. 
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IBM and NetWare 
While LAN Server is IBM's major network operating system, IBM has an 
agreement with Novell to also offer NetWare to its customers. The two 
companies have agreed that theywill link LAN Serverand NetWare more 
closely together so that communications between the two programs 
will be transparent to users. This agreement will benefit IBM's large 
customers who might have both LAN Server and NetWare running on 
LANs they wish to link. 

The IBM Token Ring Network: Overview 
Regardless of the network operating system software used, IBM offers 
a powerful, fast, LAN hardware platform that is capable of handling 
hundreds of workstations without degradation. The IBM Token Ring 
Network uses a star-wired ring topology, and follows the baseband 
signaling and token passing protocols of the IEEE 802.5 standard. The 
network utilizes unshielded twisted-pair telephone wire (designated 
by IBM as Type 3 cabling). It is also possible to use IBM's Type 1 or 
Type 2 cable, as well as fiber optics. The Token Ring Network operates 
at 4 megabits per second (Mbs) and supports up to 260 devices using 
shielded twisted pair, or 72 devices using telephone twisted pair. There 
is also a 16-Mbs version available, which we will discuss later in this 
chapter. 

While companies can run the PC LAN Program on a Token Ring 
Network, this hardware platform can also run LAN Server, or even 
Novell's NetWare network operating system. Token Ring Network uses 
a NETBIOS software program that is loaded into each machine. We will 
see that the hardware for this network differs from the simple bus 
architecture (in which there is always some danger of data collision). 
Token ring topology permits only one networkworkstation at a time to 
hold the token required to send messages. 
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The Token Ring Adapter 
Card contains microcode to 
provide error checking, 
token generation, address 
recognition, and data 
transmission. 

Token Ring Network Hardware 

The PC Adapter 
The Token Ring Network requires an adapter card in an expansion slot 
ofeach node (networkworkstation). Figure 4.12 illustrates the configu
ration of this circuit card. There is an exchange of data buffers and 
control blocks between the network workstation's memory (RAM) and 
the adapter card. The card's RAM is actuallymapped into theworkstation's 
memory, in a section IBM calls sharedRAM. This technique reduces the 
overhead required for I/O between adapter card and workstation. 

Data Link-LLC 
Interface 

Shared RAM Interfac;e to PC Memory 

I Direct Control 
Interface 

Control Program 

Ring Handler 

RING 

Figure 4.12 Token Ring Adapter Card Structure (Courtesy of IBM Corporation) 

Figure 4.12 also reveals the two interfaces found on the adapter 
card. The Data Link lie Interface contains some microcode (ROM) 
that supports these logical link control functions (as defined by the 
IEEE 802.2 standards). The Direct Interface provides a way for a user 
program to read logs (on such matters as error status information) 
maintained by the adapter card. 

The adapter card in each network workstation handles token 
recognition and data transmission. Among the adapter's network 
responsibilities are frame recognition, token generation, address rec
ognition, error checking and logging, time-out controls, and link fault 
detection. 
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The multistation access unit 
(MAL) is a wiring concentra
tor which permits up to eight 
network workstations to he 
either inserted or hypassed 
on the ring. 

One adapter on each network ring is designated as the active 
token monitor-in contrast to the other adapters, which function as 
passive monitors. Should normal token activity become disrupted, the 
station with the active token monitor becomes responsible for error 
recovery procedures. Note that anyone of the remaining adapter cards 
can assume an active role should something happen to the active token 
monitor. 

The adapter card comes with two different diagnostic programs. 
The Adapter Diagnostics Program is used before the adapter card is 
attached to the ring. It simply checks the adapter and the attaching 
cable, and ensures that the card can perform self-diagnostics success
fully. A second program checks the adapter card after it has been 
connected to the ring, and ensures it can perform the "Open" functions 
required to connect it to the ring media. 

The adapter itself can detect permanent errors (such as loss of 
receive signal) and then generate a notification signal to initiate auto
matic network recovery. The adapter detects recoverable errors (such 
as bit errors in the transmitted message) and reports them to a ring 
diagnostic program. 

IBM's Token-Ring Network PC Adapter is available for worksta
tions in a self-contained Token Ring Network. pes are attached directly 
to the token ring through this adapter, while the PS/2 family has its own 
Token Ring adapter cards. 

Multistation Access Unit (MAU) 
The mu/tistation access unit (MAll) is a wiring concentrator which 
permits up to eight network workstations to be either inserted or 
bypassed on the ring. This unit is mounted either on a rack (located in 
a nearbywiring closet) or in a housing (on a wall or tabletop). The MAU 
is actually a passive device; it contains bypass circuitry designed to 
detect the presence or absence ofa signal from a network workstation. 
Should the MAU detect a defective device or damaged cable, it will 
bypass this particular workstation, to avoid losing data and the token 
that circulates throughout the ring. 

Figure 4.13 illustrates how the workstations are actually attach
ed to the MAU. Although up to eight different workstations can be 
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connected inwhat looks like a star architecture, notice that the topology 
within the MAU is really a ring. 
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Figure 4.13 Three Multistation Access Units 

Each multistation access unit contains 10 connector jacks. Eight of 
these ports are used to connect network workstations, while the 
remaining two ports are used to connect other multistation access 
units. 

Token Ring Network Connectivity 
One of the major strengths of the IBM Token Ring Network is that IBM 
provides the hardware and software required to connect this network 
with other networks, PBX systems, remote pes, and mainframe com
puters. We will take a close look at how easy it is to connect this network 
to the rest of the world. 
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Network Bridges 
It is possible to join two Token Ring Networks using a bridge Pc. In fact, 
bridges can connect several Token Ring Networks-each ofwhich can 
contain up to 260 workstations. Bridges appear to be a normal node on 
a ring, but they route frames of information between rings, byexamin
ing the destination addresses contained on the frames. 

As we will see when we examine how the token is passed from 
node to node, the destination addresses found within the frames of 
information contain specific addresses which identify a specific ring as 
well as a workstation within that ring. To perform this high-speed data 
transfer, normally a bridge is 386- or 486-based, containing two Token
Ring Network Adapter cards and the IBM Bridge program. The RAM 
found in this bridge serves as a buffer to hold several frames while they 
await transfer to the networknodes that correspond to their destination 
addresses. 

Several bridges can be connected together via a high-speed link 
known as a backbone. Figure 4.14 illustrates three Token Ring Net
works joined together via a backbone-which is, in this case, actually a 
token ring itself. The backbone need not be a higher-speed token ring; 
it may also consist of other kinds of high-speed channels, including an 
RF (radio frequency) channel within a broadband CATV system. In this 
situation, each bridge would consist of a modem that would switch the 
data onto a broadband channel. 

Connecting PC Network and the Token 
Ring Network 
Many companies may find a need to connect a PC Network (perhaps 
performing a departmental function) with a larger Token Ring Network 
encompassing the entire company's activities. IBM offers the Token
RingNetwork/PCNetwork Interconnect Program to serve this purpose. 

It is necessary to dedicate an IBM PC to running the interconnect 
program and the NETBIOS program. Since adapter cards from each 
network are installed in two ofthe PC's expansion slots, it is possible for 
workstations in one network to share resources of the other network 
through this "bridge" Pc. 
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Figure 4.14 Backbone Ring Connecting Three Token Ring Networks 

This Interconnect Program can handle up to 16 application names 
for each network. This means that 16 is the maximum number of 
attaching devices on one network that can be identified to the other 
network. It is also true that some applications require the use of 
multiple names. Since the file server function on the PC Network 
Program requires the use ofthree names, a maximum offive file servers 
on one network can be identified to the other network. Because of this 
limitation, running multiple Interconnect programs might be necessary 
in order to identify all the devices that workstations need to address. 

The Interconnect program permits a maximum of 32 active ses
sions. When a name on one network connects with a name on the other 
network, two sessions are created-one for each network. During the 
program's configuration phase, it identifies the devices on each net
work, and stores them in a configuration file. The operational phase of 
the program concerns itself with actually receiving information from 
one network and forwarding it to the other network. 

While the Interconnect program is running, it monitors several 
kinds of on-line data. It is possible, for example, to check the status of 
any adapter on either network. Since PC Network and the Token Ring 
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Network require different kinds of status reports, there are different 
screens for each network's adapters. It is also possible to examine 
interconnect status. This means that the program will display a list of 
network names that are currently connected. The network administra
tor can select a connected network pair and examine traffic statistics 
involving this particular session. 

Connecting Token Ring Network with System /370 
It is possible to connect Token Ring Network workstations with IBM's 
System /370 world of Systems Network Architecture (SNA). A 3725 
Communication Controller with Token Ring adapters could connect as 
many as eight Token Ring Networks to an IBM mainframe computer. 
Workstations on these networks could then communicate with the 
mainframe computer by using 3270 emulation mode. A gateway 
workstation on these networks could be connected to an IBM System 
/370 via the network connection with the 3725, or directly (with an 
SDLC Adapter Card, the PC 3270 Emulation Program, and cabling). The 
gateway station can function as a normal networkworkstation, network 
print server, or file server, depending upon the amount of gateway 
activity the unit has to handle. 

The SNA Advanced Program-to-Program 
Communication (APPC/PC) 
The Advanced Program-to-Program Communications program pro
vides a program-to-program protocol (LU 6.2) that permits peer-to
peer conversations. These can take place between applications running 
on an IBM PC and such logical units as a System 36/38, System 370, 
Series 1, and another IBM Pc. While this program does not provide 
direct connectivity between sessions on the Token Ring Network and 
sessions on the SDLC link, it does provide an application programming 
interface; this allows a program to be written to communicate between 
these logical units. 
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Asynchronous Comrnunications for the Token Ring 
Network and PC Network 
IBM offers an Asynchronous Communications Server Program which 
allows workstations on the Token Ring Network or PC Network to 
access ASCII applications via switched communication lines. Using this 
program, network administrators can link workstations in their IBM 
network with a Rolm CBX II, a PBX, or public switched networks. Each 
Asynchronous Communications Server gateway station provides up to 
two dial lines, and it is possible to have more than one of these 
nondedicated gateway stations on a network. 

TheAsynchronous Communications Server program runs in back
ground mode. It can establish outbound calls to such valuable services 
as the IBM Information Network, The Source, and Dow Jones News/ 
Retrieval Services. Because modems are shared resources on the 
network, this program provides very cost-effective service to worksta
tions that need this type of information. If all phone lines are being 
used, the program provides queuing of these requests. 

The program also accepts inbound calls directed toward particular 
workstations on the network that run communication programs; it 
provides transparent ASCII data transfer between the caller and the 
network workstation. 

Note: While the Asynchronous Communications Server Pro
gram operates on both the PC Network and Token Ring Net
work, it will only work on the PC Network if the PC running the 
PC Network Program is configured as a Redirector. 

An external ASCII device, in order to communicate to a network 
workstation, will need to perform a two-step procedure that establishes 
communications. Remote asynchronous devices cannot have direct 
access to other resident server functions (such as file servers, print 
servers, or message servers). 

After establishing contactwith the asynchronous communications 
server, the caller must be able to provide the name of the network 
workstation. Some electronic mail programs that have their own private 
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protocols will not work with this software. Other programs that cannot 
use the asynchronous communications server (for the same reason) 
include host security applications, which require the ability to discon
nect and then immediately call back. 

Connecting aToken Ring Network with a PBX 
Just as AT&T has integrated its LANs with its PBX telephone systems, 
IBM has accomplished much the same thing between its Token Ring 
Network and Rolm's CBX II telephone equipment. Connection is 
possible through the Asynchronous Communications Server and a 
number of digital interfaces, such as these: 

Rolm's DataCom Module (DCM) 

Integrated Personal Computer Interface (lPCI) 

Integrated Personal Computer Interface AT (lPCI/AT) 

Data Terminal Interface (DT!) 

Attachment to a Rolm PBX (such as the CBX II) permits network 
workstations to share the CBX II's resources-including its modem
pooling report capability; An even more significant reason for consid
ering this connection is the CBX II's capability of switching among 
several different computer systems-including those with different 
protocols. An office which has several different types of office automa
tion equipment (including PCs and other ASCII terminals) can bridge 
the communication gap between the IBM world and the rest of the 
world that uses ASCII-provided it has this PBX and the necessary 
protocol converters (such as IBM's 3708, 3710, or 7171). 

IBM sees this Token Ring Network connection with Rolm's CBX II 
as a way for PC workstations to access IBM Office Systems-including 
DisplayWrite/370, PROFS, and Personal Services/370. Because of the 
CBX II's architecture, it can operate attached ASCII terminals at much 
higher speeds than in the past. An IBM 3161/3163 and Rolm worksta
tions (such as the Cedar, Cypress, orJuniper) can operate at up to 19.2 
Kbs through an IBM protocol converter. Figure 4.15 illustrates the many 
different devices, including Rolm's CBX II, that can be connected to the 
Token Ring Network. 
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Printing in the Token Ring Network 
As we pointed out earlier, the PC Network Program offers printer server 
functions which include a printer queue. IBM offers an additional 
program, the IBM LAN Print Manager to connect the Token Ring 
Network with its very fast and powerful 3820 laser printer. 

IBM's 16-Mbs Token Ring 
IBM offers a 16-Mbs version ofits Token Ring Network. Unlike the 4-Mbs 
version (which can run on unshielded twisted-pair wire), this version 
requires IBM type 1, 2, or9 shielded cabling. This network also requires 
its own network adapter cards, which have 64K of onboard RAM 
(compared to 8Kin earlier versions). The new version supports frame 
sizes up to 18K (compared to the previous limit of2K in the 4-Mbs ring). 
These larger frame sizes are ideal for transmission of images in an 
engineering environment. Because of their greater memory and addi
tional circuitry, these 16-Mbs network interface cards may also be run 
on 4-Mbs with greater network efficiency. 

The 16-Mbs network uses a technique known as early token 
release. A workstation may transmit a token immediately after sending 
a frame of data, instead of waiting for the return of the original token. 
The use of more than one token on the same ring at the same time 
increases network efficiency and speed; tokens are timed to avoid 
collision. 

Data Transmission on the 
Token Ring Network 
The PC Network is a bus topology, utilizing Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision Detection (CSMNCD) to avoid collisions; the 
Token Ring Network is, by contrast, a non-contention network. Be
cause ofthe nature ofa token ring architecture, only one network node 
can send information at any given time. We will take a close look at how 
information is actually transmitted and received on this network, and 
also at how network problems are diagnosed. 
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Information to be sent across the network is formatted into 
frames. Figure 4.16 illustrates the fields found within these frames. 
Notice that the frame contains both the destination node address and 
the address of the source workstation. In very large networks, in which 
multiple rings are tied together with bridges, an optional routing 
information subfield (RI) follows the address fields, indicating the 
sequence of bridges that must be traversed to reach the correct ring. 

STARTING STARTING DESTINATION SOURCE DATA fCS ENDING ENDING 
DELIMITER PHYSICAL ADDRESS ADDRESS DELIMITER PHYSICAL 

CONTROL CONTROL 
FIELD FIELD 

r--1 

, , , ,I 
15 BYTES VARIABLE LENGTH 6 BYTES 

Figure 4.16 Token Ring Information Frame 

When a mailbox's flag is up, the postman knows that there is a 
letter to be picked up. In much the same fashion, the token that 
circulates around the ring has a bit sequence that tells the various nodes 
whether it is carrying a message or is free to be used. The first byte of 
the physical control field, the starting delimiter field, and the ending 
delimiter field comprise a special token identifier. One of these bits is 
known as the token bit; when it is set to zero, it means the token is 
identified as a token, and is ready to be used. When a node has 
information to send, it captures this token and then adds the source and 
destination addresses, as well as the other fields seen in Figure 4.16. It 
then changes the zero to a one, meaning that this frame is now an 
information frame. 

The information frame moves through the ring until it reaches the 
destination node- a workstation which recognizes its own address in 
the destination address field. This workstation copies the information 
that has been sent and then returns the information frame to the sender 
as a token. 

Upon return receipt, the sender removes the header (first 15 
bytes) and issues a new token. This new token is ready to circulate to 
the next node that needs to send a message. Each network node gets a 
chance to use the token, because no one node is allowed to transmit 
continuously. 
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Errors can occuron a Token Ring Network, and IBM has developed 
safeguards to prevent network downtime. As we indicated earlier in our 
discussion of the adapter cards, the circuit cards required in each 
network node perform such tasks as frame recognition and token 
generation. Anode designated as the active token monitor runs the IBM 
Token-Ring Manager program. This program monitors the network for 
transient errors and permanent errors. 

Atransient error is a "soft" error, often intermittent, which usually 
can be corrected by retransmission. A node detects soft errors by 
monitoring all frames, verifying the validity of the frame-check se
quence which accompanies the message. Each node keeps track of 
these errors, and reports them if they exceed a threshold amount. An 
operator can use a function called Soft Error Conditions to display the 
conditions ofall stations reporting transient errors. The node detecting 
these errors sets the "error detected" flag in the physical trailer portion 
(6 bytes) of the frame. 

In contrast to these "soft" errors, there are also permanent errors 
that represent a serious threat to the network's continued operation. 
When a node sends a message and receives the token back, it examines 
it to see if the address-recognized flag has been set by the destination 
node. If the flag has not been set, the location of this defective node is 
identified. The wire concentrators are able to bypass such faults in the 
network, and keep the network operating. 

A complete disruption of the network signal can be caused by the 
complete failure of an active node's receiver and/or transmitter, or by 
a break in the wiring. The next network node downstream from the 
defective node sends out a special network signal called a beacon. This 
frame contains the address ofthe node sending this special message, as 
well as the address of the node immediately upstream from it (presum
ably the defective node). The normal response to this signal is for the 
wiring concentrator involved to bypass the defective node. 

Breaks in the actual wiring of the network may not be as easy to 
resolve. The entire ring may have to be reconfigured to bypass a 
particular break. Since each node has the ability to perform self
diagnostic tests (which can identify errors in its wiring), it is a good idea 
to run these tests if there is no obvious break apparent in the network 
wiring. 
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What Have You Learned? 

l. 	LAN Manager is Microsoft's OS/2-based network operating 

system that also features Microsoft's Windows graphics user 
interface. 

2. 	 LAN Server is IBM's OS/2-based network operating system that 
groups file servers by domains. 

3. A PC Network workstation can be configured as a Redirector, 
Receiver, Messenger, or Server. 

4. 	 Token Ring Network requires a NETBIOS software program. 

5. 	 It is possible to connect Token Ring Network and PC Network 
with the Token-Ring Network/PC Network Interconnect Pro
gram, using a dedicated workstation with adapter cards from 
both networks. 

6. 	 It is possible to connect Token Ring Network with a PBX 
through an asynchronous communications server and a digital 
interface. 

7. 	 Token Ring Network can be connected directly to IBM main
frames and minicomputers. 

8. 	 The Token Ring Manager program monitors the network for 
both transient and permanent errors. 
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Quiz for Chapter 4 

1. 	Microsoft's LAN Manager has a graphical user interface called 

a. 	 Presentation Manager. 

b. Windows. 

c. 	 the Finder. 

d. 	VIEW. 

2. 	 LAN Manager runs on a file server, which runs an operating 
system called 

a. 	 PC DOS. 

b. OS/2. 

c. 	 the Macintosh operating system. 

d. Windows. 

3. 	 LAN Server groups file servers into 

a. 	 logical units. 

b. 	 domains. 

c. 	 kingdoms. 

d. fiefdoms. 

4. A file server running LAN Server can be linked to an IBM main
frame using 

a. 	 Communications Manager. 

b. AC/DC. 

c. 	 twisted-pair wire. 

d. AppleTalk. 

5. 	 On PC Network, the interface between PC DOS applications 
and the network adapter controller is known as 

a. 	 SNA. 

b. 	BIOS. 

c. 	 UNIX. 

d. 	HDLC. 
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6. 	 The PC Network configuration that is limited to accepting 
requests for applications directed to servers, and passing these 
requests along to the servers, is 

a. 	 the Messenger. 

b. 	 the Redirector. 

c. 	 the Receiver. 

d. 	the Server. 

7. 	 Network-request keys on PC Network consist of 

a. 	 Ctrl-[ALT]-Break. 

b. Ctrl-[ALT]-[DELETE]. 

c. 	 Ctrl-Esc. 

d. 	 Ctrl-[PRTSCRN]. 

8. 	The PC Network command to share resources is 

a. 	 LINK. 

b. 	SHARE. 

c. 	 NET SHARE. 

d. 	JOIN. 

9. 	 Programs in PC Network normally are set up with the following 
default: 

a. 	 Read/Wdte/Create!Delete 

b. Read Only 

c. 	 Read;Write 

d. Write/Create!Delete 

10. Tasks a user performs on his own machine are known as 

a. 	 background tasks. 

b. 	foreground tasks. 

c. 	 remote tasks. 

d. server-initiated tasks. 

11. The Token Ring Network's topology follows IEEE standard 

a. 	 IEEE 802.3. 

b. IEEE 802.4. 

c. 	 IEEE 802.5. 

d. 	 IEEE 802.2. 
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12. 	Token Ring Network's wiring concentrators are found on its 

a. 	 adapter cards. 

b. 	 network translation cards. 

c. 	 multistation access units. 

d. active network monitors. 

13. Two Token Ring Networks can be joined together with a 

a. 	 backbone. 

b. bridge. 

c. 	 spinal tap. 

d. 	Tl high-speed connection. 

14. Several bridges can be joined together with a 

a. 	 backbone. 

b. bridge. 

c. 	 spinal tap. 

d. 	Tl high-speed connection. 

15. 	To establish peer-to-peer conversations between applications 
running on an IBM PC and a System 370, IBM provides 

a. 	 modems. 

b. 	 an Asynchronous Communications Server. 

c. 	 the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication 
Program. 

d. 	 synchronous connections. 

16. 	To establish cost-effective calls between network workstations 
and services such as The Source and DowJones News/lnforma
tion Network, IBM provides 

a. 	 SDLC protocol. 

b. 	 an Asynchronous Communications Server. 

c. 	 HDLC protocol. 

d. 	 DowJones software. 
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17. 	When a network workstation wishes to use a token, it must 

check to see 


a. if the token bit is set to zero. 

b. if the token bit is set to one. 

c. if the token bit has been removed. 

d. if the token beacon signal is on. 

18. Transient network errors are 

a. vagrant bits looking for a free transmission. 

b. errors caused by user error. 

c. errors normally corrected by retransmission. 

d. errors that extend across a bridge to a second network. 





CHAPTER 

5 Novell's NetWare 

About This Chapter 
In this chapter we'll survey the LAN software that dominates today's 
market, Novell's NetWare. We will examine its file-server software, 
sophisticated network security, and accounting options. In addition to 
viewing some of NetWare's powerful utility programs, we will take a 
look at Novell's blueprint for the future, and its newest product 
(NetWare Lite, designed for a small peer-to-peer network). 

Novell's Philosophy 
Novell's approach to serving the LAN user is unique in that it has chosen 
to concentrate its efforts on producing software that will run on other 
vendors' network hardware. NetWare runs on virtually any IBM or 
compatible, and supports all the major LAN vendor hardware discussed 
in this book-including the Apple Macintosh and ARCnet products. 
Novell's philosophy is to make itself a de facto industry standard by 
dominating the marketplace. Does a major corporation insist on 
purchasing IBM's Token Ring Network? Novell is happy to supply 
compatible NetWare to enhance the token ring's performance. 
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NetWare supports a variety 
of network architectures, 
including a star. a bus, a 
token ring, and a cluster of 
stars. 

Topology 

Novell's network operating system, NetWare, can run on a number of 
different topologies. Depending upon the hardwareyou select, N etWare 
can run on a network configured as a star, a string ofstars, a token ring, 
and even a bus. Running NetWare on 3Com's EtherNet bus hardware, 
for example, results in a bus topology; when running on ARCnet 
hardware, NetWare functions efficiently in a token bus environment. 
Northern Telecom and other PBX manufacturers offer their customers 
NetWare, utilizing the star topology of a PBX, while Proteon runs 
NetWare on hardware organized as a string of stars. 

NetWare and the Concept of aFile Server 
NetWare is designed for true network file-server support. To under
stand this approach, it is helpful to study how a file server functions 
under Novell's software. Under the OSI model, Novell's file-server 
software resides in the Application layer, while the disk-operating 
software (DOS) resides in the Presentation layer. In effect, the file-server 
software forms a shell around DOS, able to intercept commands from 
application programs before they can reach the DOS command proces
sor. As we will see in a moment, the workstation user is not aware of 
this phenomenon. The user simply asks for a data file or a program, 
without worrying about where either is located. 

To understand this interaction between the file server and the 
individual workstations, let's look at what happens when a workstation 
issues a request for a particular file. As Figure 5.1 illustrates, the network 
interface to the network file server (the interface shell) resides in each 
workstation. It is responsible for intercepting DOS commands from an 
application program. 

When an application program requests a specific file, the shell 
must first determine whether the request is for a local file (residing on 
the workstation's own disk drives) or a network request for information 
located on a file server. If the information is located on the workstation'S 
own drives, the request is passed back to the DOS command processor, 
where it is handled as a normal I/O operation. As a particular file is 
located and loaded into the workstation's CPU for processing, the user 
notices the red light on the disk drive go on. 
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Figure 5.1 Network Interface Shell (Copyright, 1986 Novell, Inc. 
All Rights Reserved) 

What if the requested file is located on a file server? In this case, 
the request translator issues a "read" request to the file server-which 
locates the file and transmits it to the workstation in the form ofa reply 
packet. The packet is received by a reply translator, which converts this 
information into a form that DOS on the local workstation can handle. 
DOS then provides the application program with this data. 

The workstation is completely unaware of the internal mechanics 
of this operation. The network file server is so fast that local and 
network responses will appear to be equally fast except in cases of 
unusually heavy network traffic. 

Techniques for Speeding Up the File Server 
Directory hashing is a method Novell's NetWare uses a number of techniques to speed up the re
of mapping and indexing sponse time of its file servers. One technique is directory hashing, 
directories and their files to which can be likened to an efficient indexing system. The software maps 
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all the directory files and keeps all this information in RAM. When a 
workstation requests a particular file, the file server need only examine 
a few directoryentries to locate that file. Since this information is in RAM 
and not on disk, it is a very fast procedure. 

Disk caching is a second technique Novell uses for rapid file-server 
response. It illustrates just how intelligent a Novell file server can be. In 
effect, the file server anticipates future workstation file requests and 
keeps an image of frequently requested portions of its drive in RAM. 
When a workstation makes a second request for additional material 
from this area ofthe server's hard disk drive, it is already located in RAM 
and does not require a second hard disk access. Since disk access is in 
milliseconds while RAM access is in microseconds, a "smart" file server's 
use of disk caching can represent significant time savings for network 
users. Second and third requests for cached information can be pro
cessed one hundred times faster. 

Another advantage of disk caching is that the file server can 
perform all disk writes as a "background" operation-which means it is 
capable ofperformingotherprocedures while sending this information 
to requesting workstations. 

Another technique used to speed up Novell's file-server response 
time is elevator seeking. Imagine a file clerk who is given a series offiles 
to locate. The first three files are Johnson, Anderson, andJackson. Ifthe 
clerk actually pulled the files in this order, it would be inefficient, since 
two of the files are located in the same drawer. Elevator seeking is a 
technique which allows the file server to execute requests in the most 
effective manner relative to the current position of the disk heads. The 
result is a throughput increase (up to 50%) and a decrease in wear and 
tear on the disk drives. 

File Management Under NetWare 
NetWare allows the supervisor to define directory access. In a moment, 
we'll take a look at how a department might establish its users; 
presently, an even more fundamental issue is the nature of the files 
themselves. 

Certain users may want to run single-user MS-DOS or PC DOS 
applications in a multiuser environment. The system administrator can 
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designate a program or file as shareable (capable of being shared) or 
non-shareable (restricted to one user at a time). NetWare also contains 
a default file-locking function, which means these single-user programs 
could be accessed by different users, one at a time. 

If a file is non-shareable, different users can view the file in Read 
Only mode, but they cannot write to it while it is being used in Read/ 
Write mode by a specific user. Programs or files designated as shareable 
with record-locking capability operate in true multiuser fashion; several 
users can read and write to them simultaneously, as long as only one 
user is writing to a specific record at a time. 

One feature ofNet Ware is that an application program can specify 
all the records it needs before telling the file server to lock these records. 
This technique ensures that two application programs which need 
overlapping records cannot create a deadlock in which both wait for 
unavailable records. 

Setting Up Directories Under NetWare 
NetWare uses a hierarchical file structure. A diagram ofthis structure 
would resemble a mature tree, with main branches having smaller 
branches (which, in turn, have even smaller branches of their own). As 
an example, imagine that the Widget Company has just installed a 
NetWare network with several distributed file servers. Now it is time to 
set up some directories on the first file server. 

Let's assume that Sales and Personnel will be using this file server. 
Beth and Barbara are the two sales administrators; Phil, Paul, and Peter 
handle personnel functions. As Figure 5.2 illustrates, Widget has named 
its first file server "FSl." Under the SALES directory are these two 
subdirectories: BETH and BARBARA. Each sales administrator has 
created subdirectories under her own directory. Beth has created the 
subdirectories EASTERN.RGN, CUSTOMER.LST, and WESTERN.RGN. 
Notice that under WESTERN.RGN Beth has created two additional 
subdirectories: SALES.RPTS and PROSPECTS. Barbara has not yet 
created as many subdirectories, but she certainly has that option in the 
future. 

The Personnel department has created directories for each of its 
administrators. Since Phil, Paul, and Peter all have distinct functions, 
each has created two subdirectories to handle his specialized reports. 
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Figure 5.2 NetWare's File Structure 

Within the directories and subdirectories of both departments, 
the system administrator will load appropriate files. Under Beth's 
CUSTOMER.LST directory, for example, will be found the following 
files: CURRCUST.E, CURRCUST.W, OLDCUST.E, and OLDCUST.W. To 
send a letter to former Widget customers living in the western region
to announce a new program designed to entice them to buy widgets 
again-Beth writes a form letter and performs a mail merge with the 
OLDCUST.W. and OLDCUST.E files. 

When designating subdirectories, Novell follows the convention 
that a slash (;) or a backs lash (\) must be used to separate a directory 
from its subdirectory. The names ofall succeeding subdirectories must 
also be separated in the same manner. To indicate the pathway for 
OLDCUST.W, for example, Beth would type 

FS1/SYS:SALES/BETH/CUSTOMER.LST/OLDCUST.W 
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Network drives are logical 
and not physical drives. By 
assigning directories to 

specific network drives, a user 
is able to move quickly from 
directory to directory, 
without having to remember 
the exact pathways. 

Search drives permit users to 
locate files, even though they 
might not know in which 
directory the files reside. 
They effectively add NetWare 
directories to the work· 
station's DOS path. It is even 
possible to locate files on 
other file servers using this 
technique. 

Since we have written a pathway for OLDCUST.W, the last direc
tory named is the directory we wished to specify. 

Mapping Network Drives: ANetWare Shortcut 
NetWare requires that network directories be accessed via specific 
network drives. Network drives point to network directories and not to 
physical disk drives; each workstation may assign 26 logical drive letters 
(A through Z). 

Let's assume we want to assign the WESTERN.RGN directory to 
network drive F. We would type the following: 

MAP F:=FS1/SYS:SALES/BETH/WESTERN.RGN 

Typing the colon following the drive letter assigns this directory to 
the drive. Now we can type F: from a DOS prompt to go directly to this 
directory. By assigning frequently used directories to different network 
drives, it becomes a simple matter to jump back and forth among 
network directories without haVing to remember pathways or type in 
their long names correctly. 

Search Drives Save Time 
One of the most common network error messages indicates that a file 
cannot be found. This usually means that the file doesn't exist in the 
directory in which you are working. Often you cannot remember 
exactly where it resides. To avoid this situation, use NetWare search 
drives; these enable the operating system to locate program files in 
directories other than your default directory. The software permits you 
to define up to 16 search drives (Searchl:, Search2:, etc.). By placing 
universally used programs in a public directory and then mapping a 
search drive, the file server locates the requested programs, even if they 
are not in the current directory from which the request is made. This 
approach has a major advantage: rather than having to copy the same 
program into several people's individual directories, you can map a 
single copy to a search directory, which allows everyone to access it 
from their current directories. 

Search drives also can be mapped to directories on different file 
servers. The result is that a system administrator can make file access 
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NetWare requires a valid 
username, file·serrer name, 
and password at login. 

painless for naive users; all they need do is specify a particular file or 
program that has been mapped to a search drive. Even if the file is 
located on a distant file server, it will appear on the user's screen as if 
it resided on his or her local disk drive. 

System Security 
While vendors who market only network security systems may offer 
more elaborate systems, Novell's NetWare offers by far the most 
extensive security system available as part of a network package. 
NetWare provides file-server security in four different ways: 

The login procedure 

Trustee rights 

Directory rights 

File attributes 

The Login Procedure 
NetWare provides security at the login stage by letting the supervisor 
require a valid usemame (user identity) and a valid password. As a 
matter ofconvenience, the network administrator normally allows the 
user to use his or her initials or name as the username. Fred Firestone's 
username, then, might be FREDF. 

The user must also know which file server he is using. Fred's login 
to file-server FSl, for example, might look like this (NetWare doesn't 
care if users use uppercase, lowercase, or a combination): 

LOGIN FS1/FREDF 

NetWare now waits for a password to be typed. The software 
doesn't announce the correctness or incorrectness of the login at this 
stage, but all three variables must be correct to clear this security level. 
In the event of an unacceptable login, NetWare will not indicate (for 
security reasons) whether the username, file server, or password is 
incorrectly typed. Let's observe Fred's login procedure. We'll begin 
with Fred's typing the command 
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Each user has up to eight 
usage rights assigned by the 
network supervisor. 

LOGIN <ENTER> 

Enter your login name: 

F51/FREDF <ENTER> 

Enter your password: 

For security reasons, Fred's password will not appear on the 
screen when he types it. One important point to make here is that the 
password is associated with the user, and notwith the machine. With his 
username and password, a user can work on any available workstation. 

Trustee Rights 
The network administrator (Novell's term is network supervisor) is 
responsible for the network's security as well as its operation. The 
supervisor makes each user a trustee, and provides each with specific 
rights in certain directories. These rights normally extend through all 
subordinate directories, unless the supervisor specifically limits a user's 
access. These rights may be extended to the user either as an individual 
or as part of a user group. The range of possible trustee rights is listed 
here (these vary from version to version): 

Read from open files 

Write to open files 

Open existing files 

Create (and simultaneously open) new files 

Delete existing files 

Parental (create, rename, and erase subdirectories of the 
directory) 

Set trustee and directory rights in the directory 

Set trustee and directory rights in its subdirectories 

Search the directory 

Modify file attributes 

Users can be given any combination of these rights in a directory. 
A user with Read, Open, and Write rights (for example) can open any 
file in that directory, read its contents, and write to the file. Without 
Search rights, however, the user would have to know the name of the 
file in order to access it; he or she would be unable to search for it with 
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the DOS DIR command. Notice, also, that without the Delete right, a 
user would be powerless to delete any existing files. 

NetWare trustee security has many different levels and potential 
combinations. A user needs Parental rights as well as Delete rights, for 
instance, to delete an entire subdirectory. The network supervisor also 
establishes directory security. Normally, when a directory is estab
lished, all trustees enjoy all directory rights, but the supervisor can, if 
needed, limit these trustee rights within the directory. For example, 
within a specific directory, all or certain users might be limited to simply 
reading information. 

Amaximum rights mask for a directory means that users enjoy all 
eight trustee rights within that directory. Since this is a mask, only those 
user rights that are also directory rights will match, and represent a 
particular user's rights within the directory. For security purposes, 
users must have rights to search a directory in order to "see" a file. 

The networksupervisor assigns each user to a user group, and then 
may assign trustee rights directly to the entire group. These rights may 
also be assigned to user groups indirectly, through equivalences. Auser 
or user group may have up to 32 security equivalences. 

A supervisor may establish, for example, that one user group may 
have all the rights already found within another user group; the two 
groups become equivalents. The supervisor may set up a group called 
"Everyone" and make all user groups' rights eqUivalent with this group. 
Obviously, this is more efficient than setting rights for each user. All 
members ofthe word processing pool, for example, are part ofthe same 
user group and share the same trustee rights. A NetWare supervisor, 
setting an assistant's rights as temporarily eqUivalent to his or her own, 
would enable the assistant to function as supervisor. 

A user's total rights comprise those as an individual user, plus 
those as part ofa user group, plus all the trustee rights ofany otherusers 
or user groups for which this user has a security equivalence. 

File Attributes Security 
NetWare security permits a user to determine whether an individual file 
may be modified. Let's assume that Frieda, the NetWare supervisor, has 
been having trouble with other network users changing the contents of 
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Auser who establishes a file 
can set the attributes for 
that flag using the FIAG 
command. File attributes 
prevail over individual trustee 
rights. 

a particular me (CSTCONFG). Her rights include Modify privileges for 
this file's directory. Using the FLAG command, she restricts the me's use 
to Read Only. Frieda is in her default directory (where the file resides), 
so to effect the change she types 

FLAG CSTCONFG SHAREABLE READ ONLY <ENTER> 

Now the CSTCONFG file can be shared by other users who can 
read-but not change-the contents. Frieda could have changed all the 
files in her default directory to the same shareable Read Only status by 
typing 

FLAG *.* SHAREABLE READ ONLY <ENTER> 

There are four combinations ofattributes that a user can select for 
a file (or group of files) with the FLAG command: 

Shareable, Read Only 

Shareable, Read;Write 

Non-Shareable, Read Only 

Non-Shareable, Read;Write 

By typing FLAG and pressing Enter within a directory, you can see 
a list of the flags on files within that directory. 

File attributes take precedence over trustee rights, because N etWare 
uses a logical "AND" function to determine rights. Let's assume that Stan 
has Read;Write rights to a particular directory. The CUST file in that 
directory has been flagged as Shareable, Read Only. NetWare examines 
Stan's user rights and the file's attributes, using an AND function that 
accepts only those terms that appear in both lists. Since the Read 
function appears in both lists, Stan can only read the CUST file. 

Network Utilities 
The four levels of network security we have been discussing are all 
handled by NetWare's powerful series ofutility programs. At this point, 
we'll examine the two utility programs used in conjunction with 
network security: SYSCON and FILER. 
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The SYSCON Utility 
The SYSCON utility is used for system configuration. It handles many of 
the security functions we have been discussing (such as establishing 
passwords, user groups, access to file servers, trustee rights, and 
equivalences) . 

Because some ofits functions canbe performed by nonsupervisors, 
SYSCON is loaded into the SYS:PUBLIC directory. SYSCON is a menu
driven program. From DOS, typing SYSCON and pressing Enter gives the 
Available Topics menu shown in Figure 5.3. 

Friday January 18, 
User SUPERVISOR On File Server SAHS_APPSW 

Figure 5.3 SYSCON's Available Topics Menu 

Notice that even though you might not be a network supervisor, 
you can still view information regarding your own status on the 
network. For example, you can view a list of user names (Figure 5.4). 
The Available Topics for users (as we sawin Figure 5.3) include Change 
Current Server, File Server Information, Group Information, Supervi
sor Options, and User Information. 

Figure 5.5 displays the groups to which a particular user belongs. 
An editorial department, for example, might want to make all staff 
members part ofthe WRITERS group, which entitles them to Read Only 
privileges. Any member ofthis group would be able to lookup a project 
file for basic information, but only certain members of the department 
would have individual trustee assignments enabling them to change a 
file. 
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Friday Ja.nuary ll!!. 
User SUPEJlUlSOR On Fi 1 .. Server SAflIU\PPSW 

Figure 5.4 Viewing Users on a file Server 

Friday January ll!!. 
User SUPEJlUISOR On File Server SA"S_APPSW 

I.UERVOtiE 

Figure 5.5 Identifying a t;ser's Group 

Novell's NetWare allows users to examine their own security 
equivalences and trustee assignments. In Figure 5.6, the supervisor has 
chosen to examine his security equivalences-and discovered he has 
security equivalences with Polands, as well as with the groups EVERY
ONE, SAMS_ACQ, SAMS_DEV, and SAMS_EDIT. 
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Friday January 18, 1992 
User SUPERVISOR On File Server SAKS~PSW 

POLAtW:: 

Figure 5.6 Displaying Security Equivalences 

As we saw earlier, this system makes it easy to add new users-and 
to duplicate trustee rights without having to list each of several dozen 
files that a user should be able to retrieve. A new Personnel Department 
clerk, who will cover Frieda's assignments during her summervacation, 
can be given security equivalence to Frieda-automatically giving the 
clerk all the group rights, as well as the individual rights Frieda now 
enjoys. When Frieda returns from vacation, the clerk can be given a 
security equivalence to another department clerk. 

Enhancing Security with SYSCON's 
Accounting Restrictions 
SYSCON contains a number of accounting functions that enable a 
supervisor to control the degree ofusers , network access, as well as the 
cost. We'll look at a couple of examples of how NetWare permits 
supervisors to perform these tasks. As Figure 5.7 reveals, a supervisor 
can designate the hours an employee can use the network. In this 
example, Carol has been restricted to logging into the networkbetween 
7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. on weekdays. 
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Login sCripts permit network 
users to have their network 
search drives automatically 
mapped, key information 
displayed upon logging in, 
and the proper disk operating 
system software loaded into 
their network workstation. 

Frida~ January 18, 1~ 
Use .. SUPERVISOR On File Server SAI1S_APPSW 

1 111 1 1 
2 123 4 5 & ? 898 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 & ? 8 9 8 1 

Sunda~ 
l10nday

tuesday """....H.............""""."...."""" 

Wednesda~ """""HU..U....'.....""............" 

thurada~ MHM.......UH"U............I...."""" 


Frida~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ """"".",""""""""""U""_."""
Saturda~ 

Figure 5.7 Carol May Log In Between 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. 

Monday Through Friday 


The supervisor can limit incorrect password attempts and lock an 
account that has exceeded the limit, as shown in Figure 5.8. Other 
accounting restrictions enable a supervisor to establish an account 
expiration date for an employee who is temporary. Supervisors can also 
require users to change passwords at certain intervals and use pass
words ofcertain lengths. Finally, additional options permit a supervisor 
to charge users for their disk storage and processing time. Users can 
even be charged higher rates during peakcomputingtime to discourage 
unnecessary file transfers and report printing. 

NetWare'sLogin Scripts 
At any given time, a user can utilize the NetWare utilities menu to 
examine his or her login script and make any necessary changes. The 
login script is a shortcut, a way to tell NetWare how to go through a 
preassigned set of steps to customize the network's environment, and 
to display certain infomlation whenyou log in to the network. We'll see 
in a moment that it is possible to have a different login script for each 
file server you use and for different days of the week as well. 
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Friday January 18. 
User SUPERVISOR On File Seruer SAI'IS_APPSW 

Days 1 Hours 

Figure 5.8 Intruder Detection Locks an Account After a Specitled Number of 


Incorrect Login Attempts 


While it is possible for each user to design an individual login 
script, one ofthe major advantages ofthis procedure is that the network 
supervisor can set up a login script for a new user that will shield the 
novice from the intricacies of a network environment. The SETLOGIN 
command defines a login script. 

While NetWare permits the mapping of different search network 
drives, this information is erased each time the user logs offthe system. 
One of the major uses of a login script is to provide NetWare with this 
information automatically when the login script is executed. A login 
script for Peter might include the following: 

map *1=sys:user/Peter 

map *2=sys:apps/sprdsht 

map *3=sys:pub1ic 

map *4=sys:apps/wp51 

map *5=sys:sa1es/cust.1st 


With this login script, Peter is able to access files in different 
directories, without even knowing where these files exist. By typing 
cust .1st, for example, Peter will retrieve this information without 
knowing the full pathname. As a new user, Peter need not even know 
what a pathname is, as long as his network supervisor has set up this 
login script for him. 
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The INCLUDE command 
enables you to link a number 
of text files and place them in 
a login script. 

NetWare provides that a number of different variables can be 
placed in a login sCript-including the time, day of the week, month, 
and year. The login script can also identify the specific file server the 
user is addressing. Scripts use a command language that is clearly 
explained in Novell's documentation. The commands include an 
"IF ... THEN" combination which permits you to individualize scripts for 
each day ofthe week. Frieda, for example, might want to remind herself 
of a staff meeting that is always held Mondays at 10:00 a.m. She could 
have the follOwing login script: 

IF DAY OF WEEK="Monday" THEN 

WRITE "Another week. Don't forget the staff meeting at 10 a.m." 


When Frieda logs in on a Monday morning, her computer screen 
will display the following: 

Another week. Don't forget the staff meeting at 10 a.m. 

You can individualize each day's script, not onlywith the date and 
time and standing appointments, but also with the actual set of 
procedures normally performed that day. A payroll clerk may only go 
through the actual check-printing routine on the 1st and 15th of a 
month. The script could specify that ifthe date were the 1st or the 15th, 
the network should log the clerk into a different file server where the 
check-printing program resides, load the program, and make sure the 
appropriate printer is on-line. The clerk would need only to use the 
correct login name and password to begin the check-writing procedure. 

Another useful login script command is INCLUDE. This command 
enables you to establish a series of text files that can serve as subscripts 
for your login. It is possible to have as many as 10 levels of INCLUDE 
commands, accessing different subscripts. 

There are a number ofvery practical uses for these subscripts. Let's 
say several people are working on a project with a tight deadline. 
Although some of these individuals are scattered throughout a large 
four-story building and others are at remote locations, it is essential that 
they all know the progress of the project on a daily basis. A project 
manager could establish a file for announcements under the PROJECT 
directory. Each night before leaving work (or even late at night from 
home, with the proper remote equipment), the project manager could 
use the word processing program to write a text file that addressed all 
members of the team. Each member's login script then would have an 
INCLUDE command to access this file. As a team member, Frieda might 
include the following in her login script: 
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IF DAY OF WEEK="Monday" THEN BEGIN 
WRITE "Another week. Don't forget the staff meeting at 10 a.m." 
INCLUDE SYS:PROJECT/ANNCMENT 
END 

NetWare-particularly its login script procedure-addresses a 
critical problem for many major companies: the proliferation of types 
of computers and of operating systems. On a NetWare file server, 
different operating systems can share files because of the interpretive 
shell. MS-DOS 5.0 files can coexist with PC DOS 2.2 and MS-DOS 3.3 
files. 

A company can establish an identifier macro command within 
users' login scripts to ensure that a user whose software is PC DOS 2.2 
(for example) loads the proper 2.2 versions ofhis programs, and not 3.3 
programs. Novell suggests the following login script to map search 
directories for differing machines and operating systems: 

MAP S2:=SYS:PUBLIC\%MACHINE\%OS VERSION 

The FILER Utility 
The FILER menu utility program controls volume, directory, file, and 
subdirectory information. Earlier we discussed a situation in which 
Frieda wanted to ensure that other users did not change a file within a 
directory she had established. To accomplish this, Frieda could change 
the directory's maximum rights mask or change the file's attributes. As 
the network supervisor, Frieda has absolute control of the network. 

Let's assume that Frieda wished to make the change at the 
directory level. Using the FILERutility, she could examine the maximum 
rights mask for that current directory. The maximum rights consist of 
the follOwing: 

Create New Files 


Delete Files 


Modify File Names/Flags 

Open Existing Files 


Parental Rights 


Read from Files 


Search for Files 


Write to Files 
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Frieda places the selection bar (displayed on the screen) on the 
right she wishes to delete, and then presses the Delete key. NetWare will 
ask if she wishes to revoke this particular right (Yes or No). When she 
presses her Select key, the right is revoked and removed from the 
maximum rights mask. 

The FILER utility also permits adding, viewing, or deleting trustee 
rights for a particular directory, as well as viewing and deleting file 
attributes. A security feature available under FILER is the ability to 
specify a directory exclusion pattern. 

A network supervisor, for example, could establish a network
wide directory exclusion pattern for all directories whose names begin 
with PRO]. This would mean that the even more secretive information 
for the Jove, Jupiter, and Saturn projects (PROJJOV, PROJJUP, and 
PROJSAT) would not be displayed with a directory listing. 

It is also possible to specify a file exclusion pattern within directo
ries. Let's say that within the directories ofeach of the secret projects is 
a budget file (PROJBUD) only the project manager needs to see or use. 
A file exclusion pattern for the .BUD pattern ensures that even those 
users with sufficient security to enter the project directories won't be 
able to see the budget files listed when they request a listing of all the 
files in that particular directory. 

Printing Utilities 
NetWare offers the PRINTDEF utility to define print devices, modes of 
printing, and types offorms. The CAPTURE/ENDCAP utility is designed 
to redirect a workstation's LPT ports, while the PRINTCON utility is 
used to set up print job configurations. 

PRlNTDEF 
PRINTDEF is a printer definition utility program which enables the 
network supervisor to define the types of network print devices 
(printers, plotters, etc.), the modes ofnetwork printing (draft quality or 
final printout), andeventypesofforms (wide, 8.5"x 11", etc.). By typing 
PRINTDEF and pressing Enter, you will see the PrintDef Options screen; 
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CAPTl RE is particularly 
valuable for a network 
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software that insists on 
sending all print data to LPTI. 

The PRlI\TCON utility can be 
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cont1gurations using the 
options available under the 
I\PRlNT and PCONSOLE 
utilities. 

selecting Print Devices at this point reveals a list of whatever print 
devices have been defined. 

Anetwork supervisor can define the control codes associated with 
the network's various printers once, and then use other NetWare 
printing utilities to create customized printing jobs. Using PRINTDEF, 
a supervisor can define several print modes required for a specific print 
job. A desktop publishing program's print definition might include 
emphasized printing and proportional spacing (for example), while 
budget analysts might want a print job defined for printing very wide 
spreadsheets in compressed mode. 

CAPTURE/ENDCAP 
The CAP1VRE/ENDCAP utility is designed to allow you to redirect a 
workstation's LPT ports to network printer devices, queues, and files. 
CAPTURE is capable ofredirecting up to three LPT ports; these ports are 
logical so that a PC need not have three physical ports. In fact, CAPTURE 
does not work with serial ports COMI and COM2. 

CAPTURE is particularly valuable for a network supervisor who 
must install software that insists on sending all print data to LPTl. You 
can redirect the print data to the network's print queue 2 as follows: 

CAPTURE LOCAL=1 QUEUE=PRINTQ_2 

Note that these CAPTURE commands are temporary and are 
effective onlyuntil another CAPTURE command is executed, an ENDCAP 
command is used, or you log out of the file server. 

PRINTCON 
The PRINTCON utility can be used to set up print job configurations 
using the options available under the NPRINT and PCONSOLE utilities. 
As a supervisor you may define standard configurations for specific 
users and their specific documents (since this data is stored in each 
user's mail directory on the server each one normally logs into). 
Figure 5.9 illustrates a typical print job for a routine text file using a laser 
printer. 
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Configure Print Jobs Vl.52 Friday January 18, 1992 1:19 pn 
User SUPERVISOR on .File Seruer SA"S_APPSW 

IIF==II NWllber of copi.... : _ Forllt nafllle: Portrait 
File contents: Byte strean Print banner: Ves 

1'1===11 Tab size: Nane: Superuisor 
Der Suppress rorn feed: No Banner nalllle: SA"S 

~tiry when done: No 

Local printer: 1 Enable tineout: No 
Auto endcap: Yes Tineout count: 

File seruer: SANS_APPSW 

Print 'lUeue: LASER_GlIB 

Print seruer: SA"S_APPS 


HP LaserJet II/lID 
CRe- in it ialize) 

Figure 5.9 A Typical Print Job Configuration 

Once these configurations are defined, a user simply selects one, 
without having to specify print options. As we'll see shortly, we can 
specify Carol's LOTUS standard printer configuration (as well as her 
WORDPERF configuration) once, and she will never have to grapple 
with answering printer definition questions. 

NPRINT 
NPRINT is a fast way to print 
a document on a network Once a job configuration has been set up under PRINTCON, it can be 
using print configurations used with the NPRINT command. Since PRINTCON contains a detailed 
already established. description ofyour form, printer, number of copies, etc., all you need 

specify with the NPRINT command is which file you want printed: 

NPRINT file job =BUDMONTH <ENTER> 

The specific parameters you defined in the BUDMONTH configu
ration will be used for printing the document. As another example, 
assume you wanted to print three copies ofthe file "WESTERN" without 
a banner. You would issue the following command: 

NPRINT SYS:MARKETNG\SALES\REGIONS\WESTERN C=3 NB <ENTER> 
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PCONSOLE 
The PCONSOLE utilitycontrols network printing. This program enables 
you to access and print files on other file servers, examine jobs waiting 
in a print queue for printing, change the way a job is printed, physically 
change the contents ofa print queue, and view information about both 
print servers and print queues. In Figure 5.10, the supervisor is both a 
user and a designated print queue operator (designated by her network 
supervisor) who may view a particular print job as it waits in a print 
queue for printing. 

HetWare Print Console Ul.51 Friday January lB, 1992 1:29 p~ 

User SUl'EllUlSOR On File Seruer SAIIS_APPSW ConnectiDn 2 


Print Queue Entry Inror~atian 

Print job: 4411 File size: 166&I'J 

Client: SUPERUISORI21 

Description: TEMl'rlLE TXT 

Status: Ready tD Be Seruiced, Waiting For Print Seruer 


Ho Job Entry Date: January lB. 1992 
11o Jab Entry tl"",,: 1:29:82 p .. 
1 

Hu..ber or copies: 1 For.. : Portrait 
File contents: Byte strea.. Print banner: Yes 
Tab size: Ha..e: Supervisor 

ppress ror~ reed: Mo Banner na..e: SAliS 
Hotiry when done: Mo 

Derer printing: Mo 
Target seruer: (Any Seruer) Target date: 

Target ti_: 

Figure 5.10 NetWare Displays Print Queue Information 

NetWare Bridges and Gateways 
to Other Networks 
NetWare not only allows intrasystem operation but supports bridges 
and gateways that link networks to other networks, as discussed in the 
following sections. 
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Novell's bridge software 
permits two networks to be 
linked. Abridge PC must 
contain the network interface 
cards for both networks, as 
well as the bridge software. 

Novell's SNA gateway 
hardware and software 
provide micro·mainframe 
communications through a 
gateway Pc. This unit 
provides IBM 3270 terminal 
emulation for the entire 
network. The gateway 
software also has the ability to 
perform file transfers and disk 
and printer spooling. 

Bridge Software 
NetWare makes it possible for networks to communicate with other 
networks, as well as with mainframe computers. A bridge connects 
networks using different hardware. One network, for example, might 
use ARCnet's interface cards and cabling, while another network uses 
IBM's Token Ring interface cards and cabling. NetWare provides bridge 
software, which permits these two networks to share information. 

The software resides on a bridge workstation, usually dedicated 
to this purpose. This computer must have at least one floppy disk drive, 
and two available expansion slots to hold the two networks' corre
sponding interface cards. The cards are cabled to their respective 
networks, but the bridge is designed to remain invisible to both sets 
of network users. Alternatively, the file server can contain the bridge 
circuit card, thus creating an internal bridge. 

SNA Gateway for Micro-Mainframe 
Communications 
Novell's SNA gateway software provides five different hardware op
tions: Token Ring, Coax, CoaxMux, Remote Synchronous, and Remote 
High Speed Synchronous. Up to 128 host terminal/printer sessions to 
as many as 97 workstations are possible under a NetWare gateway from 
a Token Ring Network. NetWare gateway software permits multiple 
gateways on the same network, sending mainframe print jobs to LAN 
printers, viewing the current status of the gateway, and pooling LU 
sessions. 

Since the IBM mainframe world uses synchronous communica
tions, Novell recommends its Synchronous/V. 35 Adapter board (which 
contains an RS-232-to-V.35 interface). This adapter, when used with an 
Intel 80386-based workstation serving as a gateway, makes possible 
transmission speeds of up to 64 Kbs. Figure 5.11 illustrates how the 
gateway workstation connects the network with an IBM mainframe by 
use of modems. 

http:RS-232-to-V.35
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PC ACTING AS A GATEWAY 

o 
FILE SERVER 

o 
= 

MODEM 

o 
FRONT-END 
PROCESSOR 

IBM SNA 

MODEM 

MAINFRAME 

Figure 5.11 Sample NetWarc SNA Configuration (Copyright 1986, Novell. Inc. 

All Rights !(eserved) 


Asynchronous Communications Server 
Novell also offers asynchronous communications server (ASe) soft
ware. This allows a workstation acting as a server to support simulta
neous asynchronous connections for up to 16 asynchronous ports for 
dial-up service. 

System Fault Tolerant Netware 

Any company that relies completely upon computers for information 
processing is fearful of a system failure. Novell has developed System 
Fault Tolerant NetWare to overcome this potential disaster. This 
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Novell offers three levels of 
System Fault Tolerant 
NetWare. Features include 
the duplication of file 
allocation tables. disk drives, 
and even the file server. 

special version of NetWare comes in three different levels, each with 
progressively more protection. 

What makes Novell's approach so unusual is that while it has 
provided the software tools for hardware duplication (to prevent 
downtime), the user may purchase off-the-shelf hardware in order to 
realize a significant cost savings. 

Level I NetWare protects against partial destruction of the file 
server by providing redundant directory structures. For each shared 
network volume, the file server maintains extra copies offile allocation 
tables and directory entries on different disk cylinders. If a directory 
sectorfails, the file server shifts immediately to the redundant directory. 
Then the server uses a hotfix feature to place the bad sector in a "bad 
block" sector table, and stores the data in another location. The user, 
not inconvenienced, is unaware of this automatic procedure (depicted 
in Figure 5.12). 

NetWare File 
Server Computer 

Bad Block Table 
Block 3333 is bad 

Location of Bad Block 
Block 3333 

Data is red irected to 
Hot Fix Reduction 

Data Hot Fix Reduction Area Section 

NetWare File Server Hard Disk 

Figure 5.12 The Hot Fix Feature of System Fault Tolerant NetWare 

When a Level I system is powered up, it performs a complete self
consistencycheckon each redundant directory and file allocation table. 
It performs a read-after-write verification after each network disk write, 
to ensure that data written to the file server is re-readable. 
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Level I software's hot flX feature checks a sector before trying to 
write data to it. If a disk area is bad, the disk drive controller will write 
its data to a special hot fix area. The hot flX feature then adds the bad 
blocks to the "bad block" table, so there is no possibility of losing data 
by writing it to these bad blocks in the future. 

Level II software includes the protection offered by Level I, plus a 
number ofadditional features. At this level, Novell offers two options to 
protect the LAN against the total failure ofthe file server. The first option 
is mirrored drives, which means supporting two duplicate hard disk 
drives with a single hard disk controller (as illustrated in Figure 5.13). 
Every time the file server performs a disk write function, it mirrors this 
image on its duplicate hard disk. It also verifies both hard disk drives to 
ensure complete accuracy. If there is a system failure, the system 
switches to the mirrored file server and resumes operations. 

Data 

Hard Disk #1 

Data 

Hard Disk #2 

Figure 5.13 Disk Mirroring with System Fault Tolerant NetWare 

The second option under Level II is for duplexed drives: virtually 
all the hardware is duplicated, including the disk controller, interface, 
and power supply (as illustrated in Figure 5.14). Ifa disk controller or 

File Server Computer 
Running SFT NetWare 

Disk Drive 
Controller Card 
Inside File Server 



With duplexed drives. the 
disk controller, disk drive. 
and even the cables and 
interfaces arc duplicated. 
Because both drives perform 
disk reads. file server 
peri(lflnanCe is virtually 
doubled. 

The Transaction Tracking 
System ensures that the data 
integrity of a database is 
maintained if the network is 
disrupted in thl' middle of a 
database transaction. 
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disk drive fails, the system switches automatically to the duplexed 
alternative and records this fact in a log. The performance ofa duplexed 
system is far superior to that ofa single system because ofsplit seeks. If 
a certain file is requested, the system checks to see which disk system 
can respond more quickly; if two requests occur simultaneously, each 
drive handles one ofthe disk reads. In effect, this technique doubles the 
file server's performance. 

File Server Computer 
DataRunning SFT NetWare 

Hard Disk #1 

Disk Drive 
Controller Cards Data 
Inside File Server 

Hard Disk #2 

Figure 5.14 Disk Duplexing with System Fault Tolerant NetWare 

Level II also includes a Novell feature known as the transaction 
tracking system (17'S), which is designed to ensure the data integrity of 
multiuser databases. The system views each change in a database as a 
transaction that is either complete or incomplete. If a user is in the 
middle ofa database transaction when the system fails, the TTS rolls the 
database back to the point just before the transaction began. This action 
is known as automatic rollback. Asecond procedure performed by the 
TTS is roll-forward recovery: the system keeps a complete log of all 
transactions to ensure that everything can be recovered in the event of 
a complete system failure. 

Level III software incorporates all features from Level II and adds 
a duplicate file server connected by a high-speed bus. If a file server fails, 
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Ease of use, peer-to-peer 
connectivity, and transpar
ency for end users will 
characterize the third stage of 
LAN connectivity, 

the second file server immediately assumes control over network 
operations. 

Novell, NetWare, and the Future 
In this section, we'll examine Novell's future plans for NetWare. We'll 
look at Novell's vision of a universal architecture that will be able to 
accommodate a number ofdifferent protocols concurrently. We'll also 
examine Novell's three major products: NetWare 2.2, NetWare 3.1, and 
NetWare Lite. 

Novell believes the computer industry is now in a second stage of 
IAN connectivity, in which IANs are connected to mainframe comput
ers by gateways. Over the past several years, Novell has planned an 
architecture to be consistent with a future characterized by increased 
connectivity, seamless flow of information between large and small 
computers, and multivendor compatibility. Novell's plan, known as 
UniversalNetworkingArchitecture (UNA), is to move toward a network 
architecture that will encompass any platform. 

In addition to terminal emulation with an increased number of 
sessions available, gateways now provide file transfer capabilities for a 
network user. Even so, this second stage oflAN connectivity is still not 
"user-friendly." A network user wishing to connect with an IBM main
frame must know a lot about that system in order to bridge the gap 
between microcomputer and mainframe-including how to access the 
gateway, log on to a mainframe, and use a 3270 terminal. 

The major emphasis today is still on the mainframe or host 
computer. The IAN user is concerned with accessing mainframe appli
cations, and not with direct peer-to-peer communications between a 
microcomputer program and a mainframe program. Such concepts as 
peer-to-peer communication, ease of use, and transparency for end 
users will characterize the next (or third) stage of IAN connectivity. 

Novell sees this third stage as a time in which (for example) an 
individual database record can be updated with infoffilation from 
various programs running on different-sized computers that use differ
ent protocols and operating systems. All these differences will be 
resolved by NetWare in a manner that is transparent to the end user. 
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Novell is committed to having 
a variety of different types of 
computers serving as me 
servers. 

One evidence that Novell is very serious about its UNA is its 
inclusion of MHS in every package of NetWare. Licensed from Action 
Technology, MHS provides CCITT X.400 electronic mail standards; 
these standards are the key to making electronic mail programs that run 
on different computers able to provide a universal "envelope." The 
destination LAN's own electronic mail program can open and decode 
this "envelope." 

NetWare versions 2.2 and above reflect Novell's philosophy in yet 
another way. IBM has been modifying its System NetworkArchitecture 
to incorporate peer-to-peer communications; the idea is to let pro
grams communicate directly with other programs, without having to 
go through a mainframe computer. NetWare v2.2 permits Advanced 
Program-to-Program Communications (APPC) through the addition of 
Value-Added Processes (VAPs) .We'll return to VAPs later in this chapter. 

NetWare and the Use of Heterogeneous 
File Servers 
Novell has been developing file-server software that enables a variety of 
different types of computers to serve as file servers under NetWare. A 
DEC VAX computer, for example, can do so with NetWare VMS. The 
VAX's file-server capabilities are transparent to the end user, who still 
sees DOS files in their familiar format. 

NetWare for the Macintosh now permits an IBM DOS-based 
machine to serve as a file server for an AppleTalk network. NetWare 
translates the native AppleTalk commands from Macintosh worksta
tions into its own Network Core Protocol, processes the commands, 
and then translates its owncommands back into the AppleTalkprotocol 
the Apple workstations understand. This entire process is transparent 
to Apple users and PC users alike. 

In December 1988, Novell announced its NetWare server strategy 
would include support for Network File Systems (NFS) and IBM's 
Server Message Block (SMB) protocols. Novell also indicated it would 
support LAN Manager clients with the NetBEUI/DLC protocol. Novell's 
long-range NetWare server strategy, however, is to provide a broad 
platform capable of supporting several different kinds of file servers
including those running under UNIX, VMS, and OS/2. 
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j\atil'e-J11or!e file S(TITr, 

pl'rl()[[ll \lith J11llch greater 

efficiency than host-mode fill' 
sen ers. 

Novell also committed itself to developing a powerful version of 
NetWare capable of utilizing platforms based on Intel's 80386 and 
80486 chips_ Later in this chapter we'll examine the current NetWare 
3_11 version, and what Novell promises in future versions_ Support of 
OS/2 will include support for Microsoft's Named Pipes and IBM's APpc. 
Figure 5 _15 represents what Novell calls its "Novell Vision" of a hetero
geneous file-server environment. 

3,1x VAX/VMS 3,1x OS/2 Unix 

NetWare NetWare I Database Comm NetWare I MHS Database 

Server Server Server Server Server Server Server 


I I I I I 

I I I I 
DOSI I 0;~2 I IMacintosh I I UNIX I 

l'igur~ 5_15 The Novell Vi~i()n (Courtesy of Novell) 

Novell differentiates between native-mode and host-mode file 
servers. Native-mode file servers are designed for a specific hardware 
platform (a dedicated NetWare Intel 80386-based file server, for ex
ample) and so are inherently more efficient. Host-mode servers, on the 
other hand, run on top of an operating system such as UNIX or OS/2 
(which also supports such services as file and print functions). 

There is a movement in the computer industry toward server
based database applications that use such host-based server platforms 
as OS/2 and UNIX. Novell has indicated it will support both its own 
native-mode server and those host-mode servers which support data
base applications. 

Novell showed its commitment in this area by signing Fox Software 
as its firm OEM (original equipment manufacturer) for NetWare SQL 
(Structured Query Language). The two companies have agreed to 

jointlydevelop a database server; it will be based on N etWare SQL, using 
features found in Fox Software's FoxPro database program. 

The FoxServerwill process requests to see ifthey are in SQL format 
or dBASE format (since FoxPro uses a dBASE-like language). This 
approach will enable developers to create applications in either dBASE 
or DQL to work on the SQL server. Eventually the software will support 
DOS, OS/2, and Macintosh operating systems all using NetWare on the 
same network. 
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Portable NetWare, written in 
the C language, provides a 
scaled-down version of 
80386-bascd NetWare. It will 
be licensed for rrcompilation 
to computer manufacturers, 
who will offer it on their own 
minicomputers and 
mainframes. 

Portable NetWare 
Novell has developed a version of NetWare that will run on platforms 
from mainframe and minicomputer vendors. Portable NetWare repre
sents a scaled-down version of Novell's Intel80386-based software. It 
will be licensed to computer companies that will recompile it to run on 
their own systems. Portable NetWare runs as a host-mode operating 
system application; minicomputers canserve as both hosts and NetWare 
servers. Vendors such as Prime, Data General, Hewlett-Packard, NCR, 
and Unisys have agreed to port NetWare to their minicomputers, 
allowing them to function as file servers. 

Network users'computers will be able to communicate with these 
larger machines as terminals and as networkworkstations. As terminals, 
theywillbe able to run minicomputer and mainframe software (NetWare 
VMS users can have their workstations emulate a DEC terminal and run 
DEC programs in much the same way). As workstations, network users' 
machines will also be able to run PC-based SQL database programs, 
then save their files on the larger machines in NetWare file format. 

Novell has written its portable NetWare in the C programming 
language to make it easier to port from machine to machine. The 
software is compliant with the U.S. government's Po six standard for 
operating system interoperability. 

NetWare's Movement Toward 
Protocol Transparency 
A virtually universal NetWare platform would provide support for 
multiple protocols-and Novell has been moving toward this vision. It 
would enable a user to have transparent access to a number of 
computing resources; these might include multiple server/client proto
cols and various subnet protocols. 

Novell views the future as a time when the microcomputer will be 
at the center of computing, and not a mere appendage to mainframe 
computers. Apple Computer's John Sculley has expressed much the 
same viewpoint. To make this dream come true, however, the artificial 
barriers separating computing resources must be eliminated. 
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Open Link Interface (aLI) 

software provides an intedace 
between up to 16 different 
IAN adapter cards and up to 
32 different protocol stacks. 

The various protocol differences create incompatibilities for UNIX
based minicomputers, DEC computers running VMS, SNA-based IBM 
mainframe computers, and other computing resources (such as Sun 
workstations running NFS protocol). Novell envisions a time when its 
software will help break down the barriers that make communication 
difficult among these different platforms. 

Novell's Open Link Interface 
Open Link Intetface (OLI) software offers an interface between LAN 
adapter cards and different protocols. The Open Link Interface serves 
as a Novell response to LAN Manager's Network Device Interface and 
Protocol Manager features. OLI can handle as many as 32 transport 
protocols-and 16 different adapters-simultaneously. A single net
work will be able, accordingly, to support multiple protocols and 
different types of adapter cards. 

Instead of leaving the network manager to grapple with the multi
protocol issue, OLI will make the entire matter transparent to users. In 
effect, OLI acts as a standard network interface, so that vendors need 
only develop network software with one generic driver. OLI will 
provide the necessary translations required, as well as the appropriate 
network drivers. 

Open Link Interface is composed of a Link Support layer which 
contains two programming interfaces: Multiple LinkInterface (MLI) for 
LAN-adapter device drivers, and Multiple Protocol Intetface (MPI) for 
LAN protocols. The Link Support layer coordinates the sending and 
receiving of packets by sorting the packets it receives into the correct 
protocol stack-which could consist of as many as 32 queues for such 
disparate protocols as IPX/SPX, TCP!IP, OSI, and AppleTalk. 

Among the many vendors who welcomed Novell's OLI announce
ment in early 1989 were Apple, Compaq, and Western Digital Corpora
tion. Sytek Corporation also indicated support for 0 LI by incorporating 
it into its Multiple Protocol Architecture and LocalNet Integrated 
Network Connectivity products. Sytekwilldevelop drivers for baseband 
and broadband network adapter cards that use Novell's Multiple Link 
Interface. Novell indicated it would provide OLI-compliant drivers for 
its own LAN adapters, as well as for those offered by IBM and 3Com 



Value-Added Processes (YAPs) 
arc software interfaces that 
permit third-party developers 
to write programs to these 
interf;\ces so that their 
applications will run a 
NctWare 2.2 server through 
the VAP interface. 
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Corporation_ Open Link Interface is consistent with Novell's philoso
phy of offering a universal platform for different network operating 
systems_ 

NetWare 2.2 
At one time, Novell had several different versions of NetWare-includ
ing one that offered system fault tolerant features. NetWare 2.2 consoli
dated features found in different versions of NetWare into a single 
package. Offered in 5-, 10-, and 100-user licenses, NetWare 2.2 is 
designed for medium-sized networks with file servers based on the Intel 
80286 microprocessing chip. 

In addition to offering hot fIx, disk mirroring, and disk duplexing 
(features associated with system fault tolerance), NetWare 2.2 offers 
Macintosh support. While previously the various NetWare packages 
could not be bridged, companies can bridge their NetWare 2.2 LANs, 
regardless of whether they have 5-, 10-, or 100-user licenses. 

NetWare 2.2 offers print server software that permits up to 16 
printers to be located anywhere on the network. Up to 1,000 concur
rent open files are permitted per server. This version of NetWare's 
network operating system permits up to 32 volumes per server, with 
each volume having a maximum size of 255 megabytes. 

Value-Added Processes (YAPs) 
A Value-Added Process (YAP) is a special program which runs on a 
dedicated server, permitting the server to host additional applications 
that users can access without requiring additional servers. A V AP is 
actually a software interface that permits third-party developers to write 
programs to it; their applications will run on the NetWare server 
through the VAP interface. 

To the NetWare 2.2 operating system, a VAP appears to be a logical 
workstation, capable of making all kinds of requests for operating 
system functions_ It can request that a particular process be scheduled 
and run, order that a report be generated, or request that a printer 
queue be emptied. In effect, the VAP is the process that permits the 
application program to run and perform its functions_ 



NetWare 3.11 supports up to 
250 nodes per server, up to 

32-Gb volumes (with 32 
physical drives per volume) 
for a total of 1,024 physical 
drives per server. It allows 
100,000 concurrent open files 
and 25,000 concurrent 
transactions. 
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The computer industry's movement toward SQL (structured query 
language) database servers is an example where NetWare's concept of 
a V AP becomes very useful. A database management system can run as 
a V AP on a server, without requiring a second (dedicated) system server 
for database management. 

Dozens of YAPS can communicate with each other using 
InternetworkPacketExchange (IPX) protocol-facilitating the applica
tion programs they support-without the user being aware of this 
process. The user is aware of only the application program currently 
running. 

NetWare for the Macintosh is actually a VAP application-known 
as DTALKwhen it communicates with Apple's LocalTalk hardware, and 
as ETALK when it communicates with EtherNet hardware. Additional 
YAPS are required to manage Macintosh printing functions; another 
manages the NetWare printing queue. 

NetWare 3.11 
In May 1989, Novell announced the products it described as its "server 
platform for the '90s"-NetWare 386 v3.0 and v3.1. This network 
operating system (now called NetWare 3.11) is not a replacement for 
NetWare 2.2; it is a separate product. NetWare 3.11 supports up to 250 
nodes per server, and volumes of up to 32 Gb, with 32 physical drives 
per volume-for a total of 1,024 physical drives per server. It allows 
100,000 concurrent open files and 25,000 concurrent transactions. It 
also can handle more than 2 million directory entries per volume, with 
a maximum file size of 4 Gb, and a maximum volume size of 32 Gb. A 
feature providing Level III system fault tolerance-not yet available
eventually will permit redundant file servers and third-party applica
tions. 

Novell's NetWare 3.11 approach is modular. Users can add func
tions to their server platform by using server-based applications called 
NetWare Loadable Modules (NLMs). Printing functions, LAN drivers, 
and various NetWare utilities are among the features available as NLMs. 
In the near future, Novell expects database, electronic mail, and office 
automation servers to be written as NLMs; that way they can be loaded 
or unloaded while the server is running. Figure 5.16 illustrates this 
feature of NetWare 3.11 architecture. 
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Services 

Applications and Distributed 
Utilities Services 

NetWareDeveloper Communication 
Application Tools Loadable Modules Services 
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File and Print 
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Figure 5.16 NetWare 3.lx Architecture (Courtesy of Novell, Inc.) 

There is only one negative associated with NLMs: existing Value
Added Processes (YAPs) that work on NetWare 2.2 servers have to be 
completely rewritten to work in this NLM environment. 

'letWare 3.11 supports XNS, NetWare 3.11 supports multiple transportprotocols concurrendy
TCP1P. OSI, and SNA. including Xerox Networking System (XNS), Transport Control Proto

col/lnternet Protocol (TCP/lP), Open Systems Interconnect (OSI), and 
Systems Network Architecture (SNA)-as illustrated in Figure 5.17. 

NetWare 3.1 x 
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NFS TCPIIP 5MB NetBIOS Extended User Interface AppleTalk 

I J 1
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Figure 5.17 NetWare 3.1x Supports Multiple Protocols 
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As of the end of 1990, NetWare 3.11 also supported Microsoft's 
Named Pipes and Server Message Block, IBM's NETBIOS Extended User 
Interface, Advanced Program-to-Program Communications, Apple's 
AppleTalk and Apple Filing Protocol (AFP) , and Sun Microsystems' 
Network Filing System (NFS). 

NetWare 3.11 adds a number of significant network management 
features. These include better network statistical reporting, better print 
services (including print servers), and password encryption. NetWare 
3.11 provides network status-even monitors and alerts-as well as 
access to management functions from remote consoles. 

This version of NetWare also offers extended (installable) file 
system support for CD-ROMs and WORM drives. NetWare 3.11 can 
configure its server memory automatically, which reduces installation 
time substantially. Its Extended File Salvage facility enables NetWare 
3.11 to retain all user-deleted files until the server runs outofdiskspace, 
unless the user has flagged those files for purging. When there is no 
longer any disk space available, the files are purged in orderofdeletion. 

NetWare 3.11 incorporates other evidence of artificial intelli
gence. It is capable of fine-tuning its own operation by observing the 
number ofusers accessing an application, and when this number drops 
it can adjust the amount of memory needed at each stage of optimum 
caching. 

NetWare 3.11 is also "80486-aware." This means that if an Intel 
80486 processor is installed in the server, the operating system is aware 
ofit and uses the extra 80486 instructions available to it to perform with 
greater efficiency. The 80386 version has approximately three times the 
performance of Novell's 80286-based products. 

Network supervisors considering NetWare 3.11 will find commu
nications a vital area of concern. Novell has been working on a global 
naming directory for NetWare 3.11, an important feature for companies 
operating several networks at different locations. NetWare 3.11 sup
ports EtherNet, Token-Ring, localTalk, ARCnet, and Synchronous Data 
link Control, as well as T-1 and asynchronous media. 

Novell is working on network management features as future 
enhancements to NetWare 3.11. Its network reporting system will be 
based on the categories and packet formats of the OSI Common 
Management Information Protocol. This format will enable NetWare 
networks to report information to other CMIP-based systems, as well as 
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to NetView (IBM's mainframe network management system). IBM and 
Novell currently are working together so that NetViewwill understand 
over 100 of NetWare's alerts. 

Novell offers a NetWare Programmers' Workbench, which pro
vides developers with everything necessary to write distributed appli
cations in the NetWare 3.11 environment. These essentials include two 
"e" programming language compilers, supplied to Novell by Watcom 
Systems. 

NetWare Lite and Peer-to-Peer Networking 
NetWare's centralized file-server approach to networking provides high 
performance, but small networks might find it too expensive, and it 
might provide far more capacity than a small network requires. To fill 
this niche, Novell offers the NetWare Lite network, which uses a peer
to-peer approach to linking workstations. 

On apeer-to-peer network, each workstation can share some, all, 
or none of its resources with the other workstations. The core commu
nications software occupies approximately 13K ofa workstation's RAM. 
The client software (which enables a workstation to run otherworksta
tions' resources) also requires about 13K of RAM. A workstation that 
wants to run as a server and share its resources with the network runs 
server software (occupying approximately 50K of RAM). 

The program uses menus in much the way that NetWare 2.2 and 
NetWare 3.11 do. A workstation user can establish, via a menu, the 
rights different network users have in various directories on that 
workstation. 

What makes NetWare Lite interesting to companies that already 
have large NetWare networks is that NetWare Lite and regular NetWare 
can coexist on the same cable. A workstation can be part of both 
networks; it can access NetWare file servers and also access the re
sources of other workstations on the NetWare Lite network. 

NetWare Lite packets will not cross a NetWare bridge, so the 
network's growth potential is limited. However, Novell does provide a 
migration path for users who want to upgrade to a NetWare network, 
because the two networks use the same protocol (IPX) to generate 
packets. 
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What Have You Learned? 

1. 	 System fault tolerance enables NetWare to provide redundancy 

of key hardware and software elements to prevent network 
failure. 

2. 	 Three techniques NetWare uses to speed up its file-server 
response time are directory hashing, disk caching, and elevator 
seeking. 

3. 	 By mapping network drives and utilizing the principle of search 
drives, a user can retrieve a file without knowing where it is 
located. 

4. NetWare's many levels of network security include the login 

procedure, trustee rights, directory rights, and file attributes. 


5. 	 New network users can immediately enjoy all the rights of 

another network user if they have the same network equiva

lences. 


6. NetWare users can learn information about their login scripts 

by using the SYSCON utility. 


7. 	 Using the FILER utility, network users can establish directory 

and file exclusion patterns. 


R. 	 Novell's NetWare bridge software and hardware permit two 

networks to be linked. 


9. 	 Novell's SNA gateway software permits up to 128 concurrent 

SNA sessions with an IBM mainframe. 


10. NetWare can search for potential bad disk sectors-and then 
avoid them-using the hot fIX feature of system fault tolerant 
software. 

11. 	The integrity of a database is maintained, even in the event of 
network failure, by the Transaction Tracking System (TIS). 
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Quiz for Chapter 5 
1. 	 ARCnet uses a series of active and passive hubs tied together 

with 

a. 	 fiber optics. 

b. 	twisted-pair wire. 

c. 	 coaxial cable. 

d. 	 lasers. 

2. 	 NetWare file servers keep often-requested files in RAM for rapid 
response to requests. This is known as 

a. 	 directory hashing. 

b. 	disk caching. 

c. 	 elevator seeking. 

d. 	rapid response retrieval. 

3. 	 NetWare minimizes wear and tear on disk drives by retrieving 
files that are closest to the present location of the heads, in
stead of simply processing retrieval requests in the order in 
which they are received. This technique is known as 

a. 	 directory hashing. 

b. 	disk caching. 

c. 	 rapid file retrieval. 

d. 	elevator seeking. 

4. 	 NetWare workstations need not contain floppy disk drives as 
long as they have 

a. 	 a remote system reset PROM. 

b. NetWare v2.2 and above. 

c. 	 EGA graphics. 

d. 	at least 256K of RAM. 

'). 	 Workstations using different versions of DOS can coexist on a 
NetWare network because 

a. 	 each workstation does not use the file server. 

b. 	NetWare provides an interpretive shell. 

c. 	 the differences in DOS versions are not significant. 

d. 	 different machines need different versions of DOS. 
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6. The PCONSOLE menu utility is designed to handle 

a. 	 printing requests. 

b. 	 photocopying requests. 

c. 	 filing requests. 

d. 	 micro-mainframe communications. 

7. 	 Novell's System Fault Tolerant NetWare automatically places 
bad sectors in a "bad block" table by using 

a. 	 a hot fix feature. 

b. elevator seeking. 

c. 	 mirrored disk drives. 

d. 	 the Transaction Tracking System. 

S. 	 The automatic rollback feature of the Transaction Tracking 
System ensures the integrity of a database by 

a. 	 duplicating each data entry. 

b. rolling back to before the data entry if the entry 
was disrupted before it was complete. 

c. 	 keeping a log of all data entries. 

d. 	completing an entry if it is disrupted. 

9. 	 The concept of mirrored drives means that 

a. 	 all drives are the mirror opposites of each other. 

b. 	 a second drive keeps an exact copy ofthe file 
server's information. 

c. 	 all hardware and software are duplicated, including 
disk controllers and interfaces. 

d. 	 if one disk drive becomes cracked, the other drive 
also is cracked. 

10. Duplexed drives increase the speed of a file server by about 

a. 	 3 times. 

b. 4 times. 

c. 	 2 times. 
d. 	 6 times. 
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11. Novell's peer-to-peer network operating system is 

a. NetWare Lite. 

b. NetWare PEER. 

c. NetWare Shrink. 

d. NetWare 2.2. 

12. Portable NetWare is written in 

a. COBOL. 

b. FORTRAN. 

c. C. 

d. 4GL. 

13. NetWare enables the file server to locate a file quickly, without 
searching through every directory, by use of 

a. disk caching. 

b. directory hashing. 

c. elevator seeking. 

d. remote system reset PROMS. 

14. Network disk drives are really 

a. hard disk drives. 

b. floppy disk drives. 

c. network file servers. 

d. logical disk drives. 

15. Different networks can be linked using 

a. a remote Pc. 

b. a bridge Pc. 

c. a disk server. 

d. spooled disk files. 

16. NetWare LANs can communicate with IBM mainframe comput
ers by using 

a. a bridge Pc. 

b. an SNA gateway Pc. 

c. an asynchronous communications server. 

d. both band c. 
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17. A program running on a NetWare 2.2 server that permits the 
server to host additional applications is known as a 

a. vaporware product. 

b. vampire link. 

c. VAMP. 

d. VAP. 

18. Users can shorten the login procedure by 

a. using the NetWare manuals. 

b. using electronic mail. 

c. using elevator seeking. 

d. using login scripts. 



CHAPTER 6 

LocalTalk is the hardware, or 
the physiCJI equipment. 
comprising an AppleTalk 
network. 

Macintosh Local Area Networks 

About This Chapter 
In this chapter, we'll examine some of the major Macintosh local area 
networks. In addition to Apple's LocalTalk hardware and AppleShare 
software (which comprise an AppleTalk network), we will also look at 
Novell's NetWare and Sitka's TOPS for the Macintosh, 

Apple's Macintosh Hardware and Software 

LocalTalk 
LocalTalk is Apple's built-in network interface, found in its Macintosh 
computers and LaserWriters. It handles the physical requirements of 
network transmission, as well as media access. It can transmit data at 
230.4 kilobits per second (Kbs), using a CSMA/CD method of media 
access control. The LocalTalk cabling system consists of shielded 
twisted-pair wiring-configured, according to Apple, into a multidrop 
bus. Adrop cable (a cable coming off the bus) connects a Macintosh to 
a connection box, which in turn is connected to the network. 
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For users requiring greater 
speed than the 230 Kbs of 
Apple's LocalTalkhardware, 
Apple File Protocol also 
supports EtherNet and Token 
Ring Network. 

While LocalTalkisApple's network hardware, AppleTalk is Apple's 
family of network software protocols; these control everything from 
routing to file access. Before examining specific network products, 
we'll spend some time looking at these important protocols. 

AppleTalk Protocols and the OSI Model 
Apple has long desired to become a major provider ofFortune 500 local 
area networks based on its Macintosh, but only recendy has it devel
oped a strategy that seems to be working. By developing a set of pro
tocols that are consistent with the OSI model (discussed in Chapter 2), 
Apple has provided major corporations with some assurance that its 
Macintosh-based networks will be able to communicate with any IBM 
PC-based IANs (since IBM has also moved toward OSI-model compat
ibility). Ifboth computer giants provide OSI-compliant networks, then 
it is reasonable to assume these networks will be compatible, since they 
will use the same international standards. 

Apple designed its AppleTalk network to be consistent with the 
OSI model. Apple's network architecture follows the layered approach 
developed by the OSI to facilitate communications among heteroge
neous networks. It is worth taking some time to examine this architec
ture, since it is so critical to Apple's desire to make Macintosh-based 
IAN s an integral part of corporate America. 

The PhYSical Layer 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the structure ofthe protocols found in anAppleTalk 
networkwithin the context ofthe OSI model. At the level ofthePhysical 
layer, Apple provides an interface for its own LocalTalk hardware. The 
LocalTalk circuitry is included with every Macintosh, so that only a 
LocalTalk cable is needed to connect Macintosh computers together. As 
mentioned earlier, the problem with LocalTalk for larger networks is its 
limited transmission speed (approximately 230 Kbs). 

For companies requiring faster networktransmission, anAppleTalk 
network is also capable of implementing EtherNet (to megabits per 
second, or Mbs) and IBM's Token Ring Network (4 Mbs). Both of these 
approaches would require network interface cards (as well as appropri
ate network software) in each network workstation. Apple and several 
other vendors offer this equipment. 
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Presentation 

Session AppleTalk Data 
Stream Protocol (DSP) 

Transport 
Routing Table 

Maintenance Protocol 
(RTMP) 

Zone Information 
Protocol (ZIP) 

Network Datagram Delivery Protocol (DOP) 

Data Link 

Physical 

Figure 6.1 The AppleTalk Suite of Protocols 

The Data Link Layer 

At the Data Link layer, an AppleTalk network provides a link access 
protocol for Apple's own AppleTalk, as well as one for EtherNet and 
IBM's Token Ring hardware. In the not-too-distant future, there also 
will be a protocol for Standard Microsystems' popular ARCnet. 

These link access protocols provide the Data Link layer with 
directions for formatting a packet into frames; the frames are given 
specifically defined fields, as well as a header and a trailer (which 
include important control information). These protocols also provide 
specific directions for handling data collisions. As indicated earlier, 
Apple provides a traditional CSMNCD approach for both detecting and 
avoiding data collisions. 
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particular bridge is disabled. 
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The Network Layer 

The Network layer takes responsibility for the physical details of 
ensuring that a packet will be routed correctly from one network to 
another. Apple includes a Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP) that 
provides a means of addressing specific logical ports or sockets on 
different networks. This protocol is responsible for establishing the 
route a datagram will take from its source workstation address to its 
destination workstation address. 

This Datagram Delivery Protocol is absolutely critical for Apple's 
interconnectivity with other networks, because it can access key infor
mation from routing tables to establish a network path for the datagram. 
It can also use a Name Binding Protocol (found in the Transport layer 
above it) to translate the network server's name into an acceptable 
internet address. 

The Transport Layer 

An AppleTalk network's Transport layer consists of four distinct proto
cols, all designed to facilitate the arrangements necessary to route a 
datagram from one network to another network. While the Network 
layer handles the "nitty gritty" details ofthe routing, the Transport layer 
is responsible for deciding exactly what transport services (including 
acknowledgement of delivery, error checking, etc.) are required. 

The Routing Table Maintenance (RTM) protocol provides the key 
information necessary for bridges to connect similar networks, and for 
routers to connect different networks together. This protocol prOvides 
detailed information on which bridges must be addressed (and how 
many "hops" it will take) to transmit a datagram from network 1 to 
network 4. The RTM protocol can provide not only the preferred route 
for transport, but also alternative routes if a particular bridge is 
disabled. 

We have already mentioned a second Transport layer protocol
NameBindingProtocol (NBP)-in conjunctionwith the activities ofthe 
Network layer. The NBP is responsible for matching workstation/server 
names with internet addresses. We might think of NBP as a service 
similar to one provided by many post offices. While post offices would 
like to receive full address information, often a letter addressed simply 
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to "The Gas Company" will be routed (with the proper address added) 
to the city's lone gas company. The actual addressing, then, is transpar
ent to the network user. 

Transaction Protocol (TP) and Echo Protocol (EP) 

The Transaction Protocol (TP) provides a guaranteed class of service 
for transport of datagrams. It makes it possible to have an 
acknowledgement that a datagramwas delivered error-free. This proto
col is a critical component of OSI-compatible Transport layers, since a 
specific class ofservice may be required by certain network application 
programs. 

The Echo Protocol (EP) is the final standard found in anAppleTalk 
network's Transport layer. It provides an "echo" function by enabling 
the destination workstation to echo the contents of a datagram to the 
source network workstation. This echoing technique enables the net
work to know that a particular workstation is responding and active; it 
also enables the network to measure the round-trip delays encoun
tered. 

The Session Layer 

The Session layer on OSI-compatible networks is concerned with the 
establishment of a communications session. In an AppleTalk network, 
there are four protocols found in this layer: the Data Stream Protocol 
(DSP), Zone Information Protocol (ZIP), Session Protocol (SP), and 
Printer Access Protocol (PAP). 

Data Stream Protocol (DSP) 

TheDataStream Protocol (DSP) is concerned with the major task ofthe 
Session Layer: establishing a communications session between nodes. 
The DSP can establish full duplex communications, detect and elimi
nate duplicate datagrams, and request retransmission to ensure error
free service. 
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Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) 

The Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) is involved in mapping networks 
into a series ofzone names. These zone names become instrumental in 
helping the NBP determine which networks are found in which specific 
zones. This information is also critical for establishing a delivery path for 
both routers and bridges. 

Session Protocol (SP) 

The Session Protocol (SP) found at the Session layer in an AppleTalk 
network is concerned with the correct sequencing of datagrams when 
they arrive out of order. The Session Protocol is also concerned with 
packaging data into correctly sized datagrams, and with establishing 
break points during conversation sessions to ensure efficient commu
nication. 

Printer Access Protocol (PAP) 

The Printer Access Protocol (PAP) found in an AppleTalk network is 
concerned primarily with stream-like service for devices such as print
ers (or streaming tape systems) when a networkwishes to communicate 
with such a device. 

The Presentation Layer 

The Presentation layer in an OSI-compatible network is concerned 
with the way data is presented, and with the type of syntax that will be 
used. In an AppleTalk network, two major protocols are located in the 
Presentation layer: the AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP) and Postscript 
Protocol (PP). They coexist and provide different functions. 

AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP) 

The AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP) provides a critical interface for file 
server software-in particular, Apple'sAppleShare and Novell's NetWar e. 
Since other computers with Macintosh-like interfaces can now function 
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as file servers on a Macintosh AppleTalk network, the AFP also provides 
the interface for them. 

The AFP is concerned primarily with file structure. It provides the 
foundation for a network's hierarchical structure of volumes, directo
ries, and files-as well as appropriate login techniques. It also enables 
AppleTalk workstations to access a local (or even a remote) file server. 
A special Translator program withinAFP translates native AppleTalkfile 
system calls into whatever equivalent is required by the file server being 
accessed. 

PostScript Protocol (PP) 

The Presentation layer's PostScript Protocol (PP) provides the appro
priate interface to ensure effective communications between network 
workstations and PostScript devices (such as Apple's own LaserWriter). 

The first versions of AppleTalk software limited users to 32 
workstations per zone (a workgroup unit assigned arbitrarily by a 
network administrator). There was also a 254-node limit per network. 
UnderPhase 2 AppleTalk, however, it is possible to have up to 256 zones 
per network-with support for up to 16 million AppleTalk devices, and 
routing support for up to 1,024 interconnected AppleTalk networks. 
While these numbers are theoretical, this routing support for a large 
number ofworkstations does make interconnectivity easier for compa
nies that have several small networks. 

AppleShare 
AppleShare is Apple's file server software for an AppleTalk network. 
Hard disks attached to the file server are known as volumes. Within each 
volume, files are stored in/alders (which correspond to "directories" 
under MS-DOS). Interestingly enough, AppleShare provides security 
and access at the folder level, and not the file level. AppleShare's 
administrative software, Admin, is used for such supervisory chores as 
setting up network users and workgroups, and providing reports for 
network users. These reports can provide valuable information, such as 
the size and accessibility of individual folders on a volume. 
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Security includes logins, the access to a folder discussed previ
ously, and even the ability to make files in a folder invisible to anyone 
but the person placing the files there. 

AppleShare makes full use of the Macintosh graphic interface. 
(Figure 6.2 illustrates how a user would connect to a file server.) Apple 
lIe and Apple IIGS computers can function as AppleShare workstations, 
and can share their files with other network users of an AppleShare file 
server. Apple lIe computers require anApple II Workstation Card, while 
the Apple IIGS has LocalTalk hardware built-in. PC users can also 
connect to anAppleTalk network byinstalling a LocalTalk PC card. They 
then can access AppleShare files and printers. AppleShare PC software 
includes the MS-DOS Redirector, which converts all DOS file system 
requests to Server Message Blocks (SMBs). A special program then 
converts 5MBs toAppleTalk Filing Protocol calls that can be understood 
on an AppleTalk network. The PC user will still see a conventional MS
DOS screen, since Apple's software follows all MS-DOS conventions. 

Connect to the file seruer ·'PROOUCTION1" as: 

o Guest 
@ Registered User 

Name: 1 SSchatt 
~=:::;-----:------' 

Password: (Clear teHt),---I_---' 

( Cancel (Set Password I [[ OK II 
v2.0.2 

Figure 6.2 Connecting to an AppleShare File Server 

AppleShare Server 3.0 added a number of significant features, in 
part because it takes advantage ofApple's System 7 operating system. 
Because System 7 is a true multitasking operating system, other servers 
and application programs can run at the same time as AppleShare runs 
on one Macintosh computer. 

AppleShare 3.0 supports up to 120 simultaneous users. It provides 
on-line CD-ROM exchange, as well as the ability for users to share 
folders or entire disks. Users can protect their data by choosing one of 
these options that will apply to other network users: 
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\etWare 2.2 uses a Selyice 

Protocol Gatewav (SPG) VAP 

to translate Macintosh 
workstations' AppleTalk 

system calls into NetWare 
commands. 

Can't see enclosed folders 

Can't see enclosed files 

Can't write to folder 

Can't write to or see folders 

Can't write to or see files 

AppleShare 3.0's print server function can run as a background 
task on the AppleShare server. A print spooling feature supports up to 
five AppleTalk printers, with a log that can accommodate up to 1,100 
jobs. 

Another very useful feature ofAppleShare 3.0 is that newly created 
folders are available to all users by default, and folders inherit the access 
privileges of the folder or volume in which they are placed. This server 
software now also permits multiple "superusers," so that a network 
manager can delegate responsibilities to workgroup managers. 

NetWare on the IViacintosh 

How NetWare 2.2 Translates AppleTalk 
Network Commands 
NetWare 2.2 uses a Service Protocol Gateway (SPG), illustrated in 
Figure 6.3, to translate workstations' native commands (in this case, 
AppleTalk system calls) into NetWare commands. It interprets these 
commands and then responds with commands that are translated back 
into commands acceptable to the network's hardware configuration. 

AppleTaik NetWare 

Apple File Control 

Protocol Protocol
0 0 


= I I = IWiIi'm II> I oil II> I.......tl
oil I 
Macintosh Service Protocol File Server 


Gateway 


Figure 6.3 The Service Protocol Gateway Translates Protocols 
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NetWare's Service Protocol Gateway is a Value Added Process 
(YAP) that translates AppleTalk commands into its own Network Core 
Protocol (NCP). SPG is an application that runs on top of a network 
operating system; it allows NetWare and third-party processes to be 
linked into the network operating system running on a file server or 
bridge. For a NetWare file server to provide file services to Macintosh 
workstations, the SPG VAP and a special LAN-driver VAP must be 
installed, as well as additional YAPs for print services. 

The NetWare for the Macintosh Network Loadable 
Module 
As discussed in Chapter 5, NetWare 3.11 utilizes network loadable 
modules (NLMs) to add network functions. The NetWare for the 
Macintosh NLM enables Macintosh users to take full advantage of 
NetWare services, and allows them to access information on an Intel 
80386-based file server. Enhanced printing support enables Macintosh 
users to manage their own print jobs within a queue. Macintosh, DOS, 
and OS/2 users can send print jobs to an Apple LaserWriter and 
compatible printers. The printers themselves can be connected to the 
serial or parallel port of a NetWare 3.11 file server, a NetWare Print 
Server, or a DOS workstation serving as a remote printer. 

The Macintosh NetWare NLM includes an AppleTalk router that 
can determine its own network and zone configuration by analyzing 
data it receives from AppleTalk. This feature frees network managers 
from having to provide configuration information. AppleTalk data 
packets can be routed across ARCnet, EtherNet, LocalTalk, and Token 
Ring cabling. 

Bridging the Gap Between the Macintosh and IBM PC 
Since NetWare is a distinct and hardware-independent network oper
ating system, it provides an effective bridge between the IBM and Apple 
worlds. A Macintosh workstation utilizing NetWare v2.15 (and above) 
is able to see and access both the Macintosh and the PC files displayed 
on its NetWare file server. DOS files are stored in standard HFS format; 
in addition, no conversion is needed for files produced by application 
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programs available for both machines (such as Microsoft Word, Page
Maker, and WordPerfect)_ 

One major advantage of Novell's approach is that a Macintosh 
network can utilize Intel 80286-, 80386-, and 80486-based computers 
as file servers; these units provide high performance at lower prices 
than comparable Macintosh units. Also, since NetWare is capable of 
handling up to 2 gigabytes of disk storage on a single file server, large
capacity hard disks are still less expensive for IBM machines than their 
Macintosh counterparts. 

Equally important, NetWare supports Macintosh print spooling, 
because it is compatible with the AppleTalk Printer Access ProtocoL 
IBM PC workstations under DOS or OS/2 can access ImageWriters and 
LaserWriters that are part ofan AppleTalk network. These printers can 
be configured on IBM software (as C Itoh Prowriters and Diablo 630 
printers, respectively). The network also has PostScript printer drivers 
built into its AppleTalk protocol suite. 

Because NetWare is able to distinguish its own IPX packet format 
from Apple's format for its own file server, AppleShare file servers can 
also be accessed on a NetWare network. Similarly, Macintosh comput
ers using EtherPort network interface cards and running NetWare can 
access IBM PC workstations that use standard EtherNet network inter
face cards and also run NetWare. 

NetWare for the Macintosh contains a utility program that converts 
Apple file names to DOS file names, since the two operating systems 
have different rules for naming files. DOS limits file names to eight 
characters, without spaces between the letters; Apple files can contain 
up to 31 characters. DOS interprets a period in a file name as the 
separator between file name and extension, and lists the first three 
letters after a period as the extension. The Apple file name My Proposal 

is translated into the DOS file name MY; the Apple Mr. and Mrs. Smith file 
becomes MR.AND in DOS. 

One problem with this automatic conversion process is that since 
the program truncates Apple names, it is possible that two files could 
appear to have the same DOS name. The solution is to convert the two 
Apple file names in such a way that the last character in the second file 
name in the DOS display appears as a number. This way, the Macintosh 
files MY. FILE 1 and MY. FILE would appear on a DOS workstation's screen 
as MY. FIL and M1 . FIL. DOS files are displayed in Apple folders with the 
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word DOS appearing in the document icon, and all letters appearing in 
uppercase_ Figure 6.4 shows what a Macintosh user would see. 

,,0 PROP 
4ttems 153,065K in disk 154,935K availabl. 

:!::! 

~ ~ 
ABC.PRP XYZ.PRP 

0 0 
Johnson Proposal Smith Propos.a1 

~ 

01 

Figure 6.4 DOS and Apple Files Displayed 

How NetWare Volumes Are Depicted 
on the Macintosh 
N etWare will display a list ofavailable volumes in a volume dialog box. 
You may select as manyvolumes as you wish to workwith. One very nice 
feature of this login process is that you can specify that your name and 
password be saved along with the list of volumes you have selected. 
From that point on, each subsequent time you log in to the network, 
you'll be logged into these volumes automatically. 

NetWare volumes on the Macintosh are depicted using the Macin
tosh icons (pictures). A SYS volume, for example, could be selected and 
clicked to reveal several file folders (including LOGIN, MAIL, PUBUC, 
and SYSTEM). 

A volume can contain several different types of folders: gray, 
dropbox, plain, black-tab gray, and black-tab plain. 

• A gray folder is unavailable for use; this means you cannot open 
it, copy files into it, or make any modifications. 

• 	 The arrow above dropbox folders symbolizes that you can drop 
files into these folders, but you cannot see what's inside. 

• 	 Plain folders permit you to open them and see the files con
tained therein. Your rights, a subject we will discuss shortly, 
determine what else you can do with these files. 
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• 	 Finally, black-tab folders enable you to modify the folder's 
security. You can change your own rights inside the folder, 
which may result in a change of the folder's color from gray to 
plain. (You cannot read the files in black-tab gray folders.) 

Several of these folder types are shown in Figure 6.5. To create a 
new folder, you simply select the New Folders command from the File 
menu. When an unlabeled new file folder appears on your screen, you 
can type a name for it. N etWare will convert a Macintosh file folder name 
(by eliminating spaces and truncating it) into a form DOS will accept. 

BLACK-TAB PLAIN 

I 

DROPBOX 

-GRAYPLAIN-

Figure 6.5 Different Types of Folders Availabk 

Files can be named and saved directly into a specific folder which 
exists on a specific volume, as shown in Figure 6.6. Files can be flagged 
to give them any of the following special attributes: Read-Only, Share
able, Hidden, Indexed, Modified Since Last Backup, System, and 
Transaction Tracking. 

Security on aMacintosh NetWare Network 
Users on Macintosh networks which contain both AppleShare and 
NetWare file servers will find that files on the AppleShare server will 
have AppleShare privileges, while files on a NetWare server will have 
NetWare rights. There is no AppleShare equivalent to NetWare's Paren
tal rights. In this section, we'll examine how the Macintosh version of 
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NetWare displays such information as effective rights and trustee rights, 
as well as a number of other security issues. 

IOJ System Etc I 
I~N!~n!~Ht Q =MIS 

D Nen!~Ht.hll) 
!j!~!;l 

Driue 

SaueSaue as: 

INetTeHt.lllp 	 [ancel 

Figure 6.6 Files Can Be Saved Directly into a Specific Folder 

NetWare's Macintosh version permits users to select a parent 
folder toviewsecurityoptions; double-clicking at this point changes the 
user's screen, so that below the selected parent folder, a list of the 
folders nested within it appears. Ifyou select a folder at this point, and 
then click on the Folder Info button, you'll see a display similar to that 
shown in Figure 6.7. 

# Ii! ~ PRODUCTIONI.SVS 	 o Effll!'ctive Rights 

a Inherited Rights 
About Server: PRODUCTION1 ® Trustee Rights

Logged in as: RLEACH 

~ 
~ 

Trustees:
Message rn OPERATIONS I:Q 

o ~}~p'N"'\I' ~~;Of'n Fr j ~~~~'9~.<': rn PRODHGR 

o Ru~~d fr'<>m t~l~.s: rn PRODUCTION 
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Figure 6.7 Options for Files 

The folder's (or volume's) effective rights displayed in Figure 6.7 
are the assigned trustee rights; these are included in the maximum 
rights mask. The Macintosh version of NetWare uses pen, paper, and 
folder icons, which are already familiar to Macintosh AppleShare users. 
While NetWare on the Macintosh offers essentially the same type of 
rights found on a PC-based network, the icon-oriented appearance is 

l1li I Add Trust.. I 

QS"" !:h'"1H ]I 
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The NetWare Control Center 
contains key information on 
users, groups, servers, 
volumes, folders, and files. 

striking, Figure 6.8 illustrates howyou canviewgroups and add trustees 
you want to assign to a folder. 

NetWare ® 

PRODUCTION1.SYS o Effecti.. RightsIi! :=! 

~ o Inherited Ritbts 
About Serve-r: PRODUCTION 1 @ Trust... Ri,hts

Loggod in as: RLE IICH 

G 
 [ Yie..... Another_o_
=--= J 

Trustees:
Message 

Trustee-s: PRODUCTION1 rn OPERIITIONS .'=. rn PRODMGRG AVIMMER ~ ~ rn PRODUCTIONG, BACKUP 
Print Queue G BCHINN ~ rn SYSMGR 

G BFARLING Iltlll :n: 
®=;:;;> G BHATFIElD 

mw- G BKISH [R~~mo-;:u rn;is'h~n I 

Q (] BLIIROCHE ~ [ :l\dd rn.:!:s.1t~~~ J 

Setup ~ UMd»J) ij So .kY'~ i~h.!in:2-t-sJ II 
Figure 6.8 Viewing Groups and Trustees 

The NetWare Control Center 
The heart of NetWare for the Macintosh user is the NetWare Control 
Center. Here network information concerning users, groups, servers, 
volumes, folders, and files may be viewed and modified. 

The Network Control Center probably will appear as an icon on a 
file server. When you double-click on this icon, it begins to search for 
NetWare file servers. If you are not logged on to some of these file 
servers, you may do so by double-clicking on the file server icons as they 
appear. 

The NetWare Control Center menus include the follOwing: Server, 
Volumes, Folders/Files, User, and Groups. A sample screen appears in 
Figure 6.9. 

Note that the Server window is divided into left and right panels. 
The left panel contains icons for each file server on the network, while 
the right panel contains icons that enable you to access appropriate 
information on users, groups, and volumes linked to that file server. 
You may access information on only one file server at a time. 

http:rn.:!:s.1t
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Figure 6,9 The NetWare Control Center 

Printing Under NetWare for the Macintosh 
On a mixed NetWare network--containing both IBM and Apple com
puters and printers-DOS machines can utilize both the Apple printers 
and their own non-Apple network printers. The Macintosh worksta
tions, on the other hand, can print onlyto theApple printers. One major 
limitation ofA ppleS hare software is that it does not use a print spooler; 
instead, it sends files directly to its printers. 

Novell developed its Macintosh version ofNet Ware so that Macin
tosh workstations can spool to anAppleTalk queue server that emulates 
an Apple printer. This queue server will then forward the files to a 
NetWare print queue for spooling and eventual printing. 

The Chooser menu permits Macintosh users to see NetWare 
queues and the Apple printers attached to the network. Novell suggests 
that the supervisor create a separate print queue for each AppleTalk 
printer on the network. 

There is one other major consideration when printing under 
NetWare. NetWare print services do not emulate printer control codes 
or page description languages. This means that application programs 
running under NetWare must supply these printer drivers. 
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TOPS on the Macintosh 

Sitka's TOPS is one of the pioneers in Macintosh networking. Its TO PSI 
Macintosh makes it possible to link Macintosh computers with PCs and 
Sun workstations. Unlike other networks described in this chapter, 
TOPS uses a peer-to-peer distributed approach; workstations share 
resources, in contrast to a centralized file server approach. TOPS runs 
on LocalTalk and EtherNet cabling systems. 

When using LocalTalk cabling, TOPS generally runs on worksta
tions daisy-chained together (with a maximum of 32 stations per daisy 
chain). A TOPS FlashBox, using FlashTalk, enables the network to 
transmit data three times faster than AppleTalk's 230 Kbs. A TOPS Spool 
program permits spooling to anApple LaserWriter, while TOPSNetPrint 
enables a DOS workstation running a DOS application to print to an 
Apple ImageWriter II or LaserWriter. A TOPS Translators program 
serves as a data file format translator, translating PC file formats (such 
as WordStar, WordPerfect, and dBASE IV) into common Macintosh 
formats-and vice versa. 

Publishing Resources 
It is possible to share your files with others on the TOPS network by 
publishing a drive or folder containing your files. When you publish a 
drive or folder, it is called a volume, and its icon becomes black to 
denote its published status. 

It is impossible to publish an individual file; to make a file available, 
place it in an otherwise-empty folder (or on a floppy disk) which is then 
published. Users who wish to make use of a published resource select 
the folder or disk by clicking on its icon and then clicking on the Mount 
button. 

Some Considerations When Sharing Resources 
Under TOPS 
Whenyou share your Macintosh's resources with otherworkstations on 
a TOPS network, there are some important facts to keep in mind. It is 
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far more efficient to organize your files into folders according to access. 
In other words, documents you do not wish to publish can be grouped 
together, while documents you wish to share (but only with password 
restrictions) can also be grouped together. 

Another consideration when planning to share resources is the 
different nature offile names on different machines. While a Macintosh 
file, directory, or folder name can have up to 31 characters (including 
blank spaces), a DOS file is restricted to 8 characters with no blank 
spaces and a 3-character extension. UNIX file names can be up to 256 
characters in length. Since names will be truncated when moving to 
another machine, it is important to select names carefully. 

Printing Under TOPS 
As mentioned earlier, TOPS offers a background print spooler called 
TOPS Spool. This utility generates a PostScript file as the file sent to the 
LaserWriter is redirected to a temporary disk file. Figure 6.10 illustrates 
a TOPS Spool screen. 

Figure 6.10 A TOPS Spool Screen 

Translating Files with TOPS Translators 
Earlier in this chapter, we indicated that TOPS has a utility program that 
makes it relatively easy to translate from one file format to another. 
Figure 6.11 displays the TOPS Translators screen. 

Notice that you also set the direction of the file transfer. Another 
screen available with this utility indicates your preferences. You specify 
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whether you want to be notified if there are file name conflicts, and 
whether you want to assign all file names or let the program assign 
them. 

..WIll TOPS Translators @ Set 

..~ © D-3hV1Z Inc. 	 Translators 

~acintosh Formats 	 "Foreign" Formats 
® ••H§i.uhM 0 

Comma Ualues (CSU) Q Comma Ualues (CSU) 

DIF dBase (II or III) 

Ellcel (UlKS) OCR (IBM ReL'isable) 

MacUirite DIF 

MS Ulord Lotus-123 (UlKS) 

MultiPlan Mac (SYLK) MultiMate 

Tab Tellt MultiPlan PC (SYLK) 


( Clear Selection ,I 

Figure 6.11 TOPS Translators Understand Both the Macintosh and the PC Worlds 

What Have You Learned? 
1. 	 localTalk describes the physical network hardware Apple offers 

for its network. 

2. AppleTalk describes the family of networking suites offered by 
Apple. 

3. AppleShare is Apple's centralized file-server software. 

4. 	 NetWare uses a Service Protocol Gateway to translate AppleTalk 
commands into NetWare commands, and vice versa. 

5. 	 Apple's System 7 is a true multitasking operating system that 
enhances Apple network operation. 

6. 	 TOPS is a distributed network environment in which worksta
tions share resources by "publishing" them. 

7. TOPS makes it easy for Macintosh computers to communicate 
with Sun workstations, as well as with IBM pes. 
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Quiz for Chapter 6 

Apple's network hardware is known as 

a. CheapTalk. 

b. TinkerTalk. 

c. AppleTalk. 

d. LocalTalk. 

2. 	 Apple's major network protocol is called 

a. SpeakEasy. 

b. Apple Filing Protocol. 

c. Apple Universal Protocol. 

d. Macintosh OSI Protocol. 

3. 	 AppleTalk networks transmit at speeds of 

a. 1 Mbs. 


b.4Mbs. 


c. 230.4 Kbs. 

d. 188 feet/second. 

4. 	 AppleTalk provides link access protocol for all but one of the 
following: 

a. LocalTalk 

b. EtherNet 

c. Token Ring 

d. Xnet 

5. 	 AppleTalk networks are mapped into a series of 

a. zones. 

b. area codes. 

c. regional centers. 

d. AppleAreas. 
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6. 	 Apple's LaserWriter requires the ___ protocol. 

a. Applesoft 

b. PostScript 

c. RS-232-C 

d. V.35 


Security under AppleShare is at the __ level. 


a. bit 

b. file 

c. folder 

d. document 

8. 	 Under Phase 2 ofAppleTalk, it is possible to have up to 

____ zones per network. 


a. 32 

b.64 

c. 	128 

d.256 

9. 	 To translate AppleTalk system calls into NetWare commands, 
NetWare uses 

a. SBM. 

b. SPG. 

c. NETBIOS. 

d. SPM. 

10. 	 Under NetWare on the Macintosh, a 31-character Macintosh file 
name would be converted into a DOS file name of 
characters with an extension. 

a. 	5 

b.8 

c. 15 

d.31 

11. 	 Under NetWare, a gray folder is 

a. read-only. 

b. create-only. 

c. delete-only. 

d. unavailable for use. 
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12. 	Under NetWare, information concerning users, groups, servers, 
volumes, and folders is found in the 

a. Help file. 

b. NetWare Control Center. 

c. group file. 

d. information folder. 

13. 	AppleShare 3.0 takes advantage of Apple's latest operating 
system, known as 

a. OS/2. 

b. System 7. 

c. AppleTalk. 

d. NetWare. 

14. 	NetWare for the Macintosh running on NetWare 3.11 is actually 
a(n) 

a.VAP. 

b.VAD. 

c.NMN. 


d.NLM. 


15. 	AppleShare Server software permits 

a. only one supervisor. 

b. multiple users with supervisory rights. 

c. no supervisor. 

d. remote supervision. 

16. TOPS represents a 

a. distributed network. 

b. centralized network. 

c. centralized file server. 

d. centralized workstation. 
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17. 	To share a resource with another workstation, a TOPS worksta
tion must first it. 

a. publish 

b. mount 

c. copy 

d. delete 

18. 	To increase LocalTalk speed under TOPS, use 

a. TOPSBURN. 

b. FLASHBURN. 

c. FlashTalk. 

d. Flasher. 

19. 	 To translate from file format to another under TOPS, use 

a. TOPS Translators. 

b. TOPS Convert. 

c. TOPS File. 

d. MAC-to-PC TOPS. 

20. 	To spool a file for printing under TOPS, use 

a. Spool It. 

b. PrintSpooler. 

c. StorePrint. 

d. TOPS Spool. 





CHAPTER 

7 AT&T's Local Area Networks 

About This Chapter 
AT&T's STARLAN is a low-cost bus network that illustrates the company's 
open architecture philosophy. In this chapter we will take a close look 
at STARLAN's hardware and software, and explore why it might be an 
ideal solution for a small department-or a large company that is 
considering departmental networks. Because AT&T is committed to 
linking its DOS-based STARLAN with its UNIX-based minicomputers, 
we will look at what this connection can mean for a company. We will 
also examine how STARLAN links to AT&T's powerful Information 
Systems Network (lSN), and how ISN offers true office voice and data 
integration. Finally, we will look at how ISN supports the new Inte
grated Services Digital Network (ISDN) standards that will become 
more and more important in the near future. 

STARLAN and STARLAN 10 Hardware 
AT&T designed the STARLAN network to be as simple as possible. Up 
to 10 PC workstations can be linked together by installing a Network 
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Each network workstation 
requires a Network Access 
Cnit (NAU) circuit card. 
STARLAN NAUs may transmit 
at 1 megabit per second 
(Mbs). while STARLAN 10 
NACs transmit at 10 Mbs. 
Both networks use CSMNCD 
to avoid data collisions. 

Access Unit (NAU) in each workstation's expansion bus, and then using 
unshielded twisted-pair telephone wire to daisy-chain these units 
together. Each NAU has three telephone jacks. One unit's IN jack is 
connected to the OUT jack of another unit. The third jack is used for 
connecting an analog phone to a workstation. One workstation with a 
hard disk is designated as the file server; each workstation installs a copy 

,ofthe STARLAN software. AT&T refers to workstations that utilize a file 
server as clients. Figure 7.1 shows how a small daisy-chained STARLAN 
network would look with an AT&T 6300 Plus used as a file server. The 
maximum distance permitted for a daisy-chained STARLAN network is 
400 feet. 

Figure 7.1 A Small STARLAN Network 

The Network Access Unit (NAU) 
As we just pointed out, a Network Access Unit (NAU) is required in each 
workstation on the network. There are actually three different kinds of 
NAUs. STARLANs with PCs (orPC compatibles) as file servers require the 
PC NAU. IBM PS/2 microcomputers require an MC 100 NAU designed 
for this computer's microchannel bus. AT&T's own 3B2 minicomputers 
utilize a 3B2 NI card which is EtherNet-compatible. STARLAN NAUs 
transmit at 1 Mbs, while STARLAN 10 units can transmit at 10 Mbs. Each 
NAU comes with a 10-foot, twisted-pair, modular cable. Longer cables 
can be ordered from AT&T. The limitation on cord distance between 
any two network devices is 328 feet (100 meters). 

In addition to the three telephone jacks we have already men
tioned, each NAU also contains 8K or 32K of RAM, a network address 
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ROM, and a CSMA/CD controller. STARLAN is a baseband-technique 
contention network (workstations compete to use the bus to transmit 
their data), using a CSMA/CD approach to transmit data at 1 Mbs. The 
NAU uses a shared memory system which makes it appear that the 
memory resides in the host's main memory, even though it is physically 
found on the NAU itself. The CSMA/ CD coprocessor accesses this 
memory, as do the computer's read/write operations. 

Network Hub Units (NHUs) 
A Network Hub Unit (NHU) is used to expand a STARLAN network 
beyond 10 workstations; it enables a network supervisor to link up to 
11 directly connected workstations, up to 800 feet from the NHU, in a 
star topology. It also makes it possible to use one NHU as a master unit, 
and link up to 11 secondary NHUs (each with a star topology)
creating what is known as a two-tier star. This arrangement can sup
port up to 100 active workstations and as many as 1,210 physical 
connections. 

The NHU also contains one port to connect existing coax-based 
EtherNet networks. 3B2 NIs installed in 3B computers can also be 
attached to the NHU via the AUI. 

An NHU can be mounted in a telephone wiring closet, or in the 
same room as the workstations. The NHU has one port labeled OUT, 
used to connect it to another NHU or to a network repeater unit (NRU). 
A connector on the NHU connects to a wall-mounted transformer that 
provides low-voltage AC. 

The NHU is also responsible for amplifying and retiming network 
signals before transmitting them, detecting and isolating problems 
caused by a faulty device or connection, and detecting the presence of 
network traffic and collisions (indicating these with its LEDs). Each 
NHU must be within 10 feet of a commercial power outlet that is not 
switch-controlled. Figure 7.2 shows how an NHU creates a star top
ology. 

An important network design consideration is that NAUs and 
NHUs are not interchangeable between STARLAN and STARLAN 10. It 
is possible, though, to bridge the two networks (a subject that will be 
discussed later in this chapter). 
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Figure 7.2 NHU Linking pes Together 

Media 
It is possible to use the new IEEE lOBaseT standard-two pairs of 
unshielded twisted-pairwire-for STARLAN. STARLAN 10 wiring is also 
consistent with AT&T's Premises Distribution System 62.5125-micron 
optical fiber cabling. An AUI Adapter is available that provides connec
tions to EtherNet boards. As mentioned previously, the AUI port on the 
NHU supports a variety ofconnections, including standard thick coax, 
thin coax, fiber optic, and broadband coax cable. 

File Servers 
Workstations can access applications and share resources from either 
a DOS-based server or a UNIX System V-based server. A small group of 
DOS workstations can be daisy-chained together, sharing resources 
without the need for a dedicated server. AT&T's PC6386 WGS is a PC 
workstation that can run UNIX and file-server software, but AT&T also 
recommends its 3B2 family of minicomputers for this function. These 
larger computers, when configured with SCSI HostAdapters, permit up 
to 15.9 gigabytes of disk storage. 

AT&T offers file-server software; a 1-Mbs STARLAN network can 
use the company's own proprietary software, which includes a 3B2 
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DOS Server Program and a PC6300 Network Program. AT&T also offers 
a 386 Server Program, a DOS Server Program, and a 3B2 Server 
Program; these run under OSI protocols. The STARLAN 10 network 
must use a special version (3.1) ofthese programs. 

With regard to the number of simultaneous clients possible on a 
network, AT&T supplies recommended maximum numbers-aswell as 
the absolute maximum number. Since AT&T's recommendations are 
designed to keep the network running optimally, we'll use these values. 

While a 6386 WGS has a recommended simultaneous client 
maximum of32 under DOS, this number increases to 64 under UNIX
illustrating the advantages of a true multiuser, multitasking operating 
system. The 3B2 minicomputer can support 50 simultaneous users. 
While the smaller workstations can only support 3 printers (2 parallel 
and one serial) attached to the file server, the 3B2 minicomputers can 
support up to 11 parallel printers and 45 to 88 serial printers. 

STARLAN Software 
STARLAN's network software is consistent with the OSI specifications 
discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 7.3 indicates the network's different 
protocol layers. 

LAYERS SESSIONSESSION 

LAYER 4 
TRANSPORT 

LAYER 3 
CAlL CONTROL DATA TRANSFER 

PROTOCOL 

NETWORK 
PROTOCOL 
SOFlWARE 

NETWORK 

LAYER 2 LOGICAL LINK CONTROL (802.2) 
DATA LINK CSIIA/CD (802.31 NETWORK 

LAYER 1 
PHYSICAL 

RS·422 INTO UNSIIIELDED 
lWISTED-PAIR WIRE 

ACCESS 
UNIT 

Figure 7.3 STARLAN Protocol Layers (Courtesy of AT&T) 

• 	The Physical layer is concerned primarily with providing 
transmission on a baseband network. The medium used is 
24-gauge building telephone wiring (consisting of two un
shielded twisted pairs), dedicated to STARLAN. 
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• 	 The Data Link layer regulates this contention network, using 
CSMA/CD techniques consistent with IEEE 802.3 standards. 
Notice that the logical link control is consistent with IEEE 802.2 
standards, and uses the UC Type-l connectionless protocol 
(which governs the rules under which logical connections are 
made). 

• 	 The Network and Transport layers create point-to-point con
nections between two network endpoints, and include flow 
control, call administration, and error handling. 

• 	 Finally, the Session layer uses MS-DOS protocols to establish 
sessions with application programs. It has a set of additional 
commands to enable it to establish sessions with UNIX-based 
computers running under STARLAN. 

STARLAN Packet Structure 
As pointed out in ourearlier discussion ofthe OSI standards, thepacket 
for one network layer becomes part ofthe informationfield ofthe next 
lower layer. The MAC sublayer of STARLAN follows the IEEE 802.3 
standards, and is shown in Figure 7.4. 

PREAMBLE SFD ADDRESS LENGTH LLC DATA PAD FCS 

Figure 7.4 The MAC Frame 

The MAC frame begins with a Preamble used to synchronize 
receiver and transmitter. The Start ofFrame Delimiter (SFD) is respon
sible for letting the hardware know when the synchronization is over 
and the message begins. TheAddress part consists ofboth a destination 
address and a source address. The Length field indicates the number of 
octets in the LLC data portion of the packet. User data is found in the 
next field, the LLC Data area. The final two packet portions are the 
Packet Address Destination (PAD) and Frame Check Sequence (FCS). 
The PAD is used to pad any packets that fall below the acceptable 
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minimum of64 octets of information. Finally, the FCS detects errors so 
that the MAC layer can discard defective packets. 

Using STARLAN 
STARIAN's network software is very similar to IBM's PC Network 
Program, in that both programs are designed to be as easy as possible 
for beginners to use. Both DOS-based programs offer experienced 
network users the opportunity to use DOS commands to access the 
network, and even let users create DOS batch files to customize 
operations. Both programs also offer beginners the opportunity to 
perform virtually all major network functions through the use of 
menus. 

All STARIAN commands are classified under Administration Ser
vices, File Sharing Services, orPrinter Sharing Services. The Login and 
Logout commands are found under Administration (AD)-along with 
commands to modify passwords, view statistics, and add/delete users. 
To log on under STARIAN, a user simply types a command string, 
providing the type ofcommand (AD), the actual command, a DOS path, 
and a password: 

LOGIN AD servername \username Ipass=password 

To give several consecutive commands for the same command 
service, the user can use command prompts to avoid typing the 
command service repeatedly. Typing the command service and press
ing Enter yields the prompt (AD, FS, or ps) from which the user can enter 
the commands. For instan<;e, ifthe userwants to log in and then get help 
on how to use the ADDUSER command, he or she would type the 
following: 

AD>login servername \user/pass=password help adduser 

Rather than using command prompts, the user can choose to 
respond to STARIAN's prompts bymerely typing a command preftx and 
the command name and then pressing Enter. The user will then be 
prompted by STARIAN to supply the file server name, the username, 
and a password ifneeded. By using these networkprompts, a new user 
can enjoy the faster network operation (rather than going through 
several menus), without needing to memorize all the network com
mand structure. 
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The fourth way to enter commands is to use the STARLAN menus. 
These menus can be accessed by typing the command MENUS. Figure 7.5 
shows what the STARLAN Main menu displays. 

STAR LAN Network "-in "enu 

_ Trlnsfer Close Window Qu;t --COMMAND BAR 

Toke Iction on the selectod ito_ -- SUBCOMMAND BAR 

Mlin unu 
Dhk Device. 
Print Devic.. WINDOW 
H.twork Servers 

FS[N;;tI 
~ 

Figure 7.5 The STARLAN Main Menu 

Notice that there is a Command Bar displaying the commands 
available from this menu (Open, Transfer, Close, Window, Quit). The 
line below this is known as the Subcommand Bar. It contains 
subcommands orcommand descriptions. A window indicates the items 
to be selected. The last line contains the screen label keys, which 
indicate which function key to press for a particular command. Notice 
that only three function keys (F5, F7, and FS) are active on this Main 
menu. The commands on the Command Bar (and the items in the 
window) can be accessed by using the arrow keys. Commands can also 
be entered by typing the first letter of the command (as seen in the 
Command Bar), followed by pressing Enter. To open a highlighted file, 
for example, a user need only type 0 and then press Enter. 

File Sharing 
Each user has his own 
personal home directory, 
which may be protected with 
a password. 

Each user has his own personal home directory (located on the file 
server), which may be protected with a password. Upon logging on to 
STARLAN, a user needs to establish a link between his workstation and 
his home directory. Note that a user can only log on to one file server 
at a time. STARLAN's FS LINK command establishes this connection. 
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STARLAN offers the ability to 

share files among multiple 
users. 

Since one of the major advantages of a network is the ability to 
share mes, STARLAN offers a number of options in this area. It is 
possible to copy files from your home directory to another user's 
directory. It is also possible to place a copy of a me you wish to share in 
another subdirectory. To share mes, the subdirectory must be shared 
with other users; this is done by using the FS SHARE command. In most 
cases you will eliminate a password, or use a password different from 
your own personal password. 

The final option for sharing information is to share your home 
directory. The major disadvantage ofsharing files in your own personal 
home directory is that other users will have to know your password in 
order to link their directories with yours, thus you will lose your 
security. 

It is possible to establish various levels of access to mes on a me 
server. The four levels of shared me access under STARLAN are read, 
write, create, and exclusive. The exclusive option prevents two users 
from trying simultaneously to update a me (which would wipe out 
valuable information). The network administrator normally establishes 
the access level. These options are outlined in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1. Levels of STARLAN Shared Access 

Key Access Meaning 

R 

W 

Read 

Write 

Files in a shared directory can be read. 

Files in a shared directory can be 
written to. 

C 

E 

Create 

Exclusive 

Files can be created in a shared directory. 

Only one user at a time can access a 
shared file. 

After placing material in a directory or subdirectory so it can be 
shared, the user must provide asharename andpathway. Let's assume 
that Georgia has created a subdirectory called REGMTG in her home 
directory. This material contains the budget she is developing for a 
regional meeting. While Georgia wants to share this information with 
others in her group, she wants to keep her working copy from being 
changed. The solution is to use the DOS command MKDIR (make 
directory) to create a subdirectory called REGPRO]T: 
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A bridge unit contains a 
motherboard and two IA\I 
circuit boards. 

MKDIR E: \REGPROJT 

The next step is to copy the contents ofthe subdirectory REGMTG 
over to this new subdirectory, using the DOS COpy command: 

copy c: REGMTG D: \REGPROJT 
FS SHARE \REGPROJT 

STARLAN will want to know a sharename-a name by which users 
will access this shared subdirectory. Georgia decides on BUDGET. 

Share name? BUDGET 

SERVER1\GEORGIA\REGMTG shared as GEORGIA\BUDGET 


At the moment, anyone on the STARLAN network can share this 
file. If Georgia wants to limit access, she could use the FS MOD 
command and create a password: 

FS MOD BUOGET/pass=password 
SERVER1\GEORGIA\BUDGET modified 

It is always possible to see a list ofshared directories on a network 
by using the FS DIR command: 

FS OIR 

Object list for \SERVER1\* ... 

GEORGIA C:\USER/HOME 0 links 

TAX C: \ TAX/RWC 0 links 


Bridging STARLAN and STARLAN 10 Networks 
AT&T offers a standalone desk bridge unit in two different configura
tions. The 1:10 bridge connects a STARLAN network to a STARLAN 10 
network, while the 10: 10 bridge can link two STARLAN 10 networks (or 
link a STARLAN 10 and an EtherNet network). 

Abridge unit contains a motherboard and two LAN circuit boards. 
The 10: 10 bridge contains twoAUI ports, while the 1: 10 bridge contains 
one AUI port (for connection to a STARLAN 10 network) and one 
modular jack (for connection to an NHU). The bridge is IEEE 802.3- and 
EtherNet-compatible. It can link a range of media-including twisted
pair, lOBASE5 (thick coax), and 10 BASE2 (thin coax). It also supports 
fiber-optic MAU connections. 

There are some restrictions to AT&T's bridges. Only two networks 
can be bridged, and they cannot be bridged to a third network. The 
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maximum cable length between hub unit and bridge is approximately 
750 feet. 

STARLAN Network Management 
TheSTARLANNetworkManager (SNM) isAT&T's management software 
designed to handle networks with more than 100 nodes. The program 
can be run from a host computer, from an RS-232-C terminal, or from 
a PC with terminal emulation. Release 1.0 runs on the 3B2 minicom
puter or the 6386 WGS, and manages the I-Mbs STARLAN network. 
Release 2.0 runs on a 6386 WGS, and can manage both the I-Mbs and 
lO-Mbs versions of STARLAN. 

SNM uses an INFORMIX-based, on-line database called the Net
work Configuration Database (NCD). This database can be configured 
to include such information as the building location of each node, as 
well as moves and changes. 

The SNM polls nodes to determine their status and provides a 
network map. The program provides on-line, real-time reporting ofany 
network errors, as well as traffic data (in bytes per second, or as a 
percentage of media capacity utilized). The SNM also can monitor 
network traffic in terms of packets per second, and provide error 
statistics (including the number of collisions and retransmissions). 

Electronic Mail on an AT&T LAN 
PMX/STARMail is the LAN equivalent of AT&T's Mail Private Message 
Exchange software. In addition to being able to link STARLAN and 
STARLAN 10 networks, the mail system can link to public AT&T mail 
service (where messages can be delivered by the u.s. Postal Service, 
Airborne Express, and Telex, as well as electronically). 

The mail service is X.400-compatible, a critical consideration for 
companies considering future OSI compatibility. AT&T's Mail Service 
also contains gateways to IBM's DISOSS and PROFS-as well as HP, 
Wang, and DEC Office Systems (through AT&T's Mail Exchange). 

PMXlSTARMail is a graphics-oriented program that contains a 
DESK where messages are prepared, an IN BOX that holds incoming 
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mail, an OUT BOX used for outgoing messages, and a WASTEBASKET 
for messages to be deleted. The program contains a message editor, as 
well as the ability to attach word processing documents or spreadsheets 
to mail. What makes this particular mail program so unusual is that it 
reflects AT&T's ability to make communications between UNIX and 
DOS transparent to the end user. 

STARLAN and Information Systems 
Network (ISN) 
At first glance, STARLAN appears to be an effective network for a 
department or small business, but oflimited value to a larger company. 
AT&T provides a growth path for companies that need more sophisti
cated network functions. Information Systems Network (ISN) is a high
speed network capable ofproviding integrated voice and data transmis
sion-aswell as providing interfaces to PBXs, IBM mainframes, EtherNet 
LANs, and its own STARLAN networks. Figure 7.6 shows the ways that 
ISN can integrate communications for a large company. 

AT&T offers aSTARLANInteifaceModule (SIM) to connect STARLAN 
networks via its ISN. This option increases the effective distance for a 
STARLAN to several thousand feet. Each SIM has two jacks that can be 
used to connect workstations on a STARLAN network, or to an NEU 
located on an ISN concentrator or packet controller. 

The SIMs come in two versions. The B version provides a bridge 
between multiple STARLAN networks through ISN; the C version 
provides a connection between STARLAN nodes and RS-232 devices 
that are not on the STARLAN network but are on ISN. So an AT&T DOS 
workstation on a STARLAN network (for example) could access a 3B2 
computer on ISN. 

The heart of ISN is a packet controller that acts as switch and 
management center. Concentrators collect data from host computers, 
STARLANs, and other devices; they pass this data to the packet control
ler through multiplexed channels, each composed of a pair of optical 
fibers. ISN breaks down messages to very short packets (18 envelopes 
of 10 bits of data each), and interleaves the packets into a sequence of 
time slots on the transmission bus. 
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Figure 7.6 lSN Links STARLAN Networks, PBXs, and Mainframes 

(Courtesy ofAT&T) 

The transmission across this short bus is so fast that ISN maintains 
(in effect) virtual circuits or direct links between communicating 
devices with virtual circuits-more than enough for most large busi
nesses. 

The ISN packet controller contains three buses: the transmit bus, 
which carries packets from sending modules to the switch; the receiv
ing bus, which carries packets away from the switch to device interface 
modules; and the contention bus, which determines the order ofaccess 
to the transmit bus. (See Figure 7.7.) 

As Figure 7.7 illustrates, under ISN all modules having data packets 
ready to send compete with each other for access to a time slot on the 
transmit bus. Each module transmits its own contention code to the 
contention bus, one bit at a time. Ifthe module recognizes that another 
module has a higher contention code, it ceases transmitting. The 
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winning module accesses the next time slot available for data packets 
on the transmit bus. 
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Figure 7.7 ISN Bus Design (Courtesy ofAT&1) 

The data modules that have lost this round have their contention 
numbers raised at this point, and begin competing for the next available 
time slot. The ISN switch is capable of a maximum switching rate of 
48,000 packets per second. 

Figure 7.8 illustrates some of the interfaces available through ISN. 
In addition to linking STARLAN networks, ISN users can (with the 
proper protocol) interface directly with asynchronous hosts or IBM 
3270 terminals-eliminating the need for costly cluster controllers. 

Users can establish two sessions per terminal, and switch between 
applications. Each protocol converter on the network contains seven 
asynchronous ports and one synchronous port. ISN supports Type A 
coaxial cable at 2.358 Mbs, as well as IBM 3278/9 and 3178/9 terminals. 

Acompany with several departments might find it cost-effective to 
tie together several departmental STARLAN networks, and use ISN to 
enable all networks to communicate with the company's distant IBM 
mainframes. ISN supports both a BSC and an SNNSDLC interface. The 
synchronous traffic can share T1 facilities with an AT&T PBX, thus 
eliminating expensive long-distance modems. 

ISN also offers an EtherNet bridge consistent with IEEE 802.3 
baseband network standards. Companies with EtherNet networks that 

DEVICE INTERFACE 
MODULE WINS 
CONTENTION AND 
SENDS DATA PACKET 
TO SWITCH. 
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are too far apart to communicate though direct cabling can communi
cate through ISN. The ISN EtherNet bridge is a lO-Mbs CSMNCD 
module that terminates the Physical and Data Link layers of the OSI 
modeL It supports Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP), as well as Xerox Network System (XNS) devices. 

AT&T TRUNK SYS.85/75STAR LAN INTERFACESINTERFACE 

ASYNC 
ETHERNETINTERFACE 

SYNC HOST 

INTERFACE 

ETHERNETINTERFACES INTERFACES 

Figure 7.8 ISN Interfaces (Courtesy of AT&T) 

ISN and Network Management 
ISN is a star topology just like STARLAN. As we saw earlier, star
architecture networks usually provide excellent diagnostic reports and 
management tools. Because ofISN's star topology, it is able to provide 
detailed traffic and performance statistics. It also makes adding new 
users easy; the network supervisor simply assigns a new device to an 
unused port and gives it an address. 

The negative side of star topology networks has always been the 
danger that the entire network will collapse with the collapse of the 
central processor. ISN provides a measure of protection by utilizing 
nonvolatile memory for its storage of configuration and fault data. In 
the event ofa power failure, it utilizes automatic system recovery when 
power is restored. It also monitors the functioning ofvarious modules, 
including the control processor, and reports faulty modules (with an 
indication ofthe type ofmodule, a description ofthe faults, and the time 
they occurred). 
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AT&T's StarGroup 
AT&T's StarGroup is its UNIX-based network operating system based 
on Microsoft's LAN Manager. It supports file service for DOS, OS/2, 
Macintosh, and UNIX client workstations, and also supports Microsoft 
Windows' graphic user interface. StarGroup supports a number of 
protocols-including OSI, AppleTalk, TCP/IP, and IBM's NetBEUI. 
Eventually it should also support NetWare's IPX protocol. 

Anetwork manager can create, on a StarGroup file server, a UNIX 
subdirectory that can be shared by all supported client workstations. 
This means a Macintosh user (for example) can access this data-shared 
data area by using the NET USE command and indicating a drive letter 
that points to the particular directory structure. 

StarGroup handles the different file naming conventions used 
with different operating systems. Because DOS users are limited to 
eight characters and a three-character extension for file names, they 
must first run the uren utilityprogram to translate Macintosh and UNIX 
file names (which can be much longer and, in the Macintosh case, can 
include spaces). 

Sharing Printers with StarGroup 
StarGroup supports LocalTalk-attached Apple LaserWriters, serial or 
parallel printers attached to DOS workstations, and remote UNIX 
printers. All print queues created under StarGroup are, in reality, UNIX 
print queues. Even though these print queues are created from a 
Macintosh workstation, they can be controlled from the UNIX console, 
as well as fi:om DOS and OS/2 workstations. 

StarGroup's File Server 
The StarServerS file server is based on an Intel 33-MHz 80486 micropro
cessor; it features 128Kofexternal RAM cache, plus the microprocessor's 
8K of internal RAM cache. The StarServer S comes with 4M of RAM, 
expandable to 64M. Its EISA motherboard can support 10 EISA or ISA 
circuit cards. 
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A StarGroup file server can process DOS tasks by using the UNIX 
Simul-Task program in conjunction with the StarGroup Simul-Task 
Client Interface Program. A network manager can create a program 
running on a DOS virtual machine that will, on a scheduled basis, 
execute a DOS batch file to perform tasks on the file server-or on any 
other workstation. 

ISDN and AT&T's Voice;Data Integration 
In Chapter 3 we examined Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) 
architecture and discussed how these standards eventually would 
result in an office-automation revolution. ISDN standards define a 
digital interface that is divided into Band D channels. B channels are 
capable of carrying voice, data, and video signals, while D channels 
carry signaling and control information to manage the network. Fur
thermore, ISDN postulated two types of interface: the Basic-Rate 
Interface (BRI) and the Primary-Rate Interface (PRJ). Although BRI is 
designed for small-capacity devices (such as terminals) and PRI is 
designed for large-capacity devices (such as PBXs), both interfaces carry 
one D channel and several B channels. The B channels transmit at 64 
Kbs each, for both BRI and PRI; the D channels transmit at 16 Kbs for 
BRI, and 64 Kbs for PRI. 

Imagine an officewith a STARIAN network and anAT&T System 75 
PBX phone system, using AT&T's ISN. Let's assume that a network user 
needs to send a voice message-accompanied by a video display and 
several data files-to another user. Using ISDN standards on AT&T's 
ISN, the user's premises equipment (equipment that is at that site-in 
this case, the PBX and data terminal) transmits signals to establish 
communications with the network. Once the link is established, the 
video, voice, and data are sent in digital form into the network, using 
its B channels. The network, in turn, sends this information to the 
addressee. 

Figure 7.9 illustrates AT&T's approach to integrating its services 
while following ISDN guidelines. In thispremises-switched ISDN archi
tecture, the switch takes place at the user's location and not at the 
telephone company's central office. 
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Figure 7.9 AT&T Premises-Switched ISDN Architecture (Courtesy of AT&T) 

An example of ISDN in action-which AT&T likes to cite as an 
illustration of what we can expect in the future-is its E911 service. 
When a customer calls the emergency 911 number, the call is routed to 
an operator who sees the caller's telephone number and address 
appear automatically on the console screen. A computer has searched 
a very large database, recovered the key customer information, and 
transmitted it to the operator's screen-while simultaneously routing 
the voice signal there. In the future, offices will be able to link their 
networks with several other kinds ofnetworks, in a manner transparent 
to the network user. Figure 7.10 summarizes howISDN integrates these 
networks into a coherent system. 

Another example ofhowAT&T is integrating voice and data appli
cations in the modern office is its use of Unified Messaging Systems 
(UMS). A company with VMS probably also has a PBX system (such as 
AT&T's System 75), and probably has AT&T's AVDIXvoice-mail service 
as well. Managers in this company might use Office Telesystem (OTS) to 
link with the VMS. 

Employees in this office can choose whether to read their mes
sages on their terminals or hear them spoken. They can reply by voice, 
or by typing the replies at the keyboard. Let's assume an em.ployee calls 
in to retrieve his or her phone messages. Vsing such AT&T supplemen
tary products as Mailtalk or Speak-To-Me, the employee can hear the 
messages spoken by a computer. 
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Figure 7.10 AT&T Communications Interexchange Carrier ISDN 

Architecture (Courtesy of AT&l) 


The Office Telesystem (OTS) uses the same structure as UMS (so 
that it can receive UMS messages), but it adds a number of handy 
management functions. OTS is available for up to a hundred users. It 
can provide an AT&T DOS-based workstation user (or a 3B2 UNIX
based minicomputer user) with an electronic calendar (which includes 
resource scheduling). It can also handle telephone management by 
providing multiple directories, speed dialing, and the option ofwriting 
telephone memos. OTS also offers a text processor and access to 
external databases. AT&T hopes to expand services such as these to 
provide a truly integrated office, where voice and data messages are 
exchanged effortlessly. 

AT&T Connectivity and Other 
International Standards 
While ISDN is a standard waiting to be implemented, AT&T has chosen 
to support several other international standards by providing LAN 
interfaces. 

• 	 A rep/IP UNIX System Interface consists of hardware and 

software that permits an AT&T 6386 WGS to access TCP/IP 

networks. 
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• 	 The Tep/IP WINI3B software provides TCP/IP links for a 3B 
minicomputer. 

• 	 The AT&T UNIX System V NFS software enables AT&T users to 
access computers using this protocol-especially Sun Engineer
ing workstations. 

• 	 Finally, AT&T offers anX25 Packet Assembler/Disassembler 
(PAD) with software for its 6386 WGS and 3B2 computers. 

What Have You Learned? 
1. 	 A STARLAN network can daisy-chain up to 10 workstations 


together, with one node serving as the file server. 


2. 	 STARLAN is a network following the CSMNCD protocol. It 
transmits data at 1 Mbs, while STARLAN 10 transmits at 10 Mbs. 

3. 	 STARLAN software contains three types of commands: Adminis
tration Services, File Sharing Services, and Printer Sharing 
Services. 

4. 	 STARLAN network security consists of a LOGIN password, 
password requirements for using a directory or subdirectory, 
and data encryption. 

5. 	 Several STARLAN networks can be connected together using 
Information Systems Network (ISN) and the STARLAN Interface 
Module (SIM). 

6. The ISN packet controller utilizes a Transmit Bus, a Receiving 
Bus, and a Contention Bus. 

7. 	 Under ISDN guidelines, a company can transmit voice, data, 
and video Signals Simultaneously. 
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Quiz for Chapter 7 
1. 	 STARLAN permits up to 10 workstations to be daisy-chained 

together in what kind of network architecture? 

a. 	 Star 

b. Bus 

c. 	 Ring 

d. 	Token Ring 

2. The expansion bus of each STARLAN workstation must contain 

a. 	 at least 640K. 

b. 	 a Network Hub Unit (NHU). 

c. 	 a Network Access Unit (NAU). 

d. 	 a Network Interface Unit (NIU). 

3. 	STARLAN follows the IEEE 802.3 guidelines for avoiding data 
collisions using 

a. 	 CSMAlCD. 

b. packets. 

c. 	 tokens. 

d. one-way communications. 

4. 	 To connect different offices within the same building, a 

STARLAN would use 


a. 	 coaxial cable. 

b. 	 a wiring closet. 

c. 	 Network Interface Units (NIUs). 

d. 	 an analog phone signal. 

5. 	 A 1:10 bridge links 

a. 	 a STARLAN and a STARLAN 10 network. 

b. 	 2 STARLAN networks. 

c. 	 2 STARLAN 10 networks. 

d. 2 EtherNet networks. 
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6. 	 Under STARLAN, which ofthe following can be used as file 

servers? 


a. 	AT&T 6386 WGS 

b. 	AT&T 6300, 6300 Plus, and IBM compatibles 

c. 	 AT&T 3B2 

d. 	 all ofthe above 

7. 	 STARLAN will only work with which version of DOS? 

a. 	 DOS 2.1 

b. DOS 3.0 

c. 	 DOS 3.1 and above 

d. 	DOS 2.2 

8. 	 To connect more than 10 workstations in a STARLAN network, 
it is necessary to use a 

a. 	 Network Cable Connection (NCC). 

b. 	Network Interlace Unit (NIU). 

c. 	 Network Repeater Unit (NRU). 

d. 	 Network Hub Unit (NHU). 

9. 	 More than 100 workstations can be connected in a STARLAN 
network by using a Network Hub Unit connected to 

a. 	 other Network Hub Units (NHUs). 

b. 	10 daisy-chained workstations. 

c. 	 Network Repeater Units (NRUs). 

d. 	Network Interface Units (NIUs). 

10. 	 The practical limit when daisy-chaining workstations together 
under STARLAN is 

a. 	 200 feet. 

b. 	 400 feet. 

c. 	 600 feet. 

d. 	800 feet. 

11. 	 Using a Network Hub Unit, a STARLAN network can extend a 
maximum of 

a. 	 400 feet. 

b. 	 800 feet. 
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c. 	 1,000 feet. 

d. 	 1,200 feet. 

12. 	 STARLAN workstations are connected using 

a. 	 two pairs of unshielded, twisted-pair, 24-gauge 
telephone wire. 

b. coaxial cable. 

c. 	 fiber optic. 

d. 	 data-grade cable. 

13. 	Under STARLAN, a user may log in to 

a. 	 only one file server at a time. 

b. 	 only two file servers at a time. 

c. 	 only three file servers at a time. 

d. 	an unlimited number of file servers. 

14. 	To protect files from being destroyed by two people trying 
simultaneously to write to them, STARLAN lets shared files be 

a. 	 write-only. 

b. read-only. 

c. 	 create. 

d. 	 exclusive. 

15. 	The electronic mail program that works on STARLAN is known 
as 

a. 	 Mail. 

b. 	Electronic Messenger. 

c. 	 PMX/STARMail. 

d. 	Postman. 

16. 	Two STARLAN networks can be connected together through 

ISN by using 


a. 	 coaxial cable. 

b. 	 STARLAN Interface Module (SIM). 

c. 	 ISN Interface. 

d. 	 broadband cabling. 
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17. Under ISDN, control signals are transmitted using 

a. the one D channel. 

b. anyone of the several B channels. 

c. a special C channel for control. 

d. a token-passing protocol. 

18. For limited devices, ISDN has established 

a. BRI. 

b. PRI. 

c. DRIP. 

d. SIP. 

19. For large devices such as PBXs, ISDN has established 

a. BRI. 

b. PRI. 

c. DRIP. 

d. SIP. 

20. The heart of ISN is a(n) 

a. microprocessor. 

b. packet controller. 

c. analog switch. 

d. cardiac coil. 



CHAPTER 

8 Other Major LANs: ARCnet, lONet, 
Vines, and LANtastic 

About This Chapter 
In this chapter, we will examine four LANs that have captured significant 
amounts of market share because of the valuable features they offer. 

• ARCnet is a proven technology that illustrates how a token bus 
works. It provides a hardware platform for virtually all the 
major local area network operating systems. While it is one of 
the oldest LAN products still on the market, a new 20-Mbs 
version illustrates that ARCnet may be a major player in the LAN 
market for the foreseeable future. 

• 	 10Net offers several security features that make it a major 
government contractor. 

• 	 Vines may offer a preview of the next stage of network connec
tivity. Its transparent bridges and global directory (StreetTalk) 
make it the leader in internetwork connectivity. 

• 	 Finally, LANtastic has captured a major share of the peer-to
peer network market with a product that proves that a small 
network does not have to sacrifice functionality. 
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Reliable and inexpensive, 
ARCnet uses a media access 
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Net\Vare ami PC LAN 
Program. 

ARCnet 
AttachedResourceComputerNetwork (ARCnet) was developed in 1977 
by Datapoint. Today it is available from a number ofvendors, including 
Standard Microsystems, Acer Technologies, Earth Computers, and 
Thomas-Conrad. ARCnet provides inexpensive, very reliable network 
hardware that supports a wide range of network operating systems 
(including NetWare). In fact, the ARCnet Trade Association (ATA) has 
standardized on Performance Technology's NetBIOS, so that ARCnet 
users can run virtually any NetBIOS-compatible network operating 
system on ARCnet, including the IBM PC LAN Program. Standard 
Microsystems even offers Microsoft's OS/2 LAN Manager software for 
ARCnet. 

What makes ARCnet particularly interesting is that while it has 
existed outside the IEEE 802 body of standards, its vendors have made 
a major effort to make it a de facto industry standard; for the most part
because ofits lowcost, flexibility, and reliability-they have succeeded. 
While standard ARCnet transmits at 2.5 megabits per second (Mbs), a 
new version can transmit at 20 Mbs. 

Topology 
ARCnet offers bus, star, and distributed star topologies, utilizing thin 
coaxial cable, twisted-pair wire, or optic-fiber cable. This very flexible 
network permits the intermixing of all these topologies and media. 

The star is the most common ARCnet topology. Up to eight 
workstations can be connected to a central hub, with a 2,000-foot 
maximum cable length between workstations. A passive hub can be 
used if distances do not exceed 100 feet. Active hubs can be joined 
together via an interface on the back of the hub, or through one of the 
eight ports. In total, the network can stretch up to four miles. 

Because ofthe number ofARCnet vendors, the user will find a wide 
range ofproduct configurations available. Active hubs, for example, can 
be purchased with anywhere from four to 32 ports. 

A bus configuration that utilizes coaxial cabling can contain up to 
eight workstations. Ifa company's computing needs grow, this bus can 
be linked to a star-configured ARCnet network. A repeater called an 
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Active Link can expand a coax bus network (by linking two bus cables) 
or a star network (by increasing point-to-point distances). Active Links 
can be purchased with various combinations of connectors; twisted
pair, coax, and optic-fiber segments can all be linked into one ARCnet 
network. Figure 8.1 illustrates a star configuration linked to a coax bus 
network under ARCnet. 

o Coax Bus Active Link = 

Coax Star 

Figure S.l Star Configuration Linked to Coax Bus Under ARCnet 

At one time limited to RG-62 NO thin coaxial cabling, today's 
ARCnet is popular in part because it is also able to use existing 
unshielded twisted-pair wire, as well as IBM types 6, 8, and 9. Its star 
configuration makes it easy for a network supervisor to diagnose 
cabling problems, since a cabling problem is localized to a particular 
hub-to-node link, and reflected on most ARCnet cards by an LED. 

ARCnet's Access Method 
ARCnet uses a token bus protocol that considers the network to be a 
logical ring. The permission to transmit a token is passed in a logical 
ring, according to the workstation's network interface card address 
(which must be set between 1 and 255, using an eight-position DIP 
switch). Each network interface card knows its own address, as well as 
the address of the workstation to which it will pass the token. The 
highest-addressed node closes the "ring" by passing the token to the 
lowest-addressed node. Figure 8.2 illustrates how this process works. 

ARCnet uses a token bus 
protocol that is a logical ring 
but a physical star. 
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Figure 8.2 ARCnet's Access Method 

ARCnet is a character-oriented protocol that has five different 
types of frame formats, including: 

• 	 An Invitation to Transmit, which passes the token from one 
node to another. 

• AFree Buffer Enquiry (FBE), which inquires whether the next 
workstation can accept a data packet. 

• 	 The Data Packet itself (up to 507 bytes). 

• 	 An Acknowledgement (ACK), indicating a packet has been 

received correctly. 


• ANegative Acknowledgement (NAK), used to decline an FBE. 

An Alert Burst of six ones identifies the ARCnet data packet; the 
other parts follow sequentially. Figure 8.3 illustrates the ARCnet packet 
format. 

ALERT BURST SOH SID DID DID COUNT DATA CRC CRC 

Figure 8.3 ARCnet's Packet Format 

FollOwing the Alert Burst is the Start of Header (SOH), which 
comprises one byte. The Source Node ID (SID)-which identifies the 
node sending the packet-is also one byte, though the packet's recipi
ent is specified bya two-byte Destination Node ID (DID). Aone- or two
byte Count indicates the size of the data field, and it is followed by the 
Error Check Characters (CRC); these last two bytes playa role in where 
the token goes next. 
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The new 20-Mbs ARCnet 
adheres to IEEE standards for 
packet addressing and logical 
link control. 

lONet products have become 
a major alternative for 
companies looking for 
inexpensive LAN hardware 
and software that still offers a 
number of communication 
and securitv features. 

When node 100 receives the token, for example, it might need to 
send a packet to node 222. It would first send an FBE to node 222, to 
confirm its ability to receive a message. When it received an ACK as a 
response, it would transmit its packet. Upon receipt ofthe packet, node 
222 would respond by verifying the error-checking information (CRC) 
and replying with an ACK. 

If node 222 is silent, node 100 knows there must have been an 
error in transmission. When node 100 does receive an ACK, it can issue 
an FBE to the next node to use the token, node 101. 

20-Mbs ARCnet 
Datapoint Corporation has developed a 20-Mbs product known as 
ARCnetplus, which remains backward-compatible with existing cable, 
and with 2.5-MbsARCnet. It permits data packet sizes up to 4,224 bytes 
(versus the traditional limitation of 508 bytes). It is capable of address
ing up to 2,047 nodes (versus the historical limitation of255 nodes). 

Perhaps even more important, this newversion supports IEEE 802 
packet addressing, logical link control, and internet protocol address
ing. Chip sets are being built by Standard Microsystems Corporation 
and NCR's microelectronic products division. 

DCA:s lONet and lONet Plus LANs 
The 10Net family ofLANs has developed over the past few years, until 
today it offers a wide variety ofhardware and software options. Flexible, 
inexpensive hardware runs software which has features not found on 
far more expensive network operating systems. For companies that 
need effective LAN communication links and security, 10Net is assum
ing an increasingly important role as an inexpensive alternative to 
NetWare and PC LAN Program. 
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lONet Configurations and Topologies 
A number of different configurations are possible with lONet. Its 
network interface cards and software can be combined to form a 1-Mbs 
bus network topology, or (using the STARIAN approach) a star architec
ture. 

The bus can be up to 10,000 feet in length, while the STARIAN 
topology supports an 800-foot distance between PC and hub, and a total 
8,000-foot network. If 10Net is configured with an EtherNet topology, 
the network supports a distance of 500 meters/segment, with a 2.5-Km 
maximum distance (using thick EtherNet coaxial cable); thin EtherNet 
coax allows 180 meters/segment, with a 900-meter maximum. A fiber
optic 10Net LAN permits a PC-to-hub (or hub-to-hub) maximum dis
tance of 1 Km (the 1-Mbs version) or 3 Km (the lO-Mbs version), with 
a total network distance of 6 Km. The hardware and software supports 
up to 3 hub levels, and a maximum of 392 nodes. Figure 8.4 illustrates 
how repeaters can link different lONet topologies. 

10NET Bus LAN Fiber Optic LAN 

0 0 01 lO
STARLAN Fiber
r---1

Hub = = Optic
IID1m\\l /JJIIIJNl qmmm Hub IIDml\1l 

0 10 
= Ilf!I1lm! tmmmI0 10 0 = 

-1-1 mwm11 
Repeater: Repeater 

Figure 8.4 Different lONet Topologies Linked with Repeaters 

lONet Plus Software 
IONet Plus software is NetBIOS-compatible, and uses the 5MB protocol 
suites. Because the software requires only 1IOK (with 20K additional 
RAM for NetBIOS), it has become a popular substitute for the PC LAN 



Among the methods used by 
IONet file servers to achieve 
greater efficiency are 
prefetch, write buffering, 
and disk caching. 
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Program on IBM Token Ring Networks, where it can support 4-Mbs 
transmission over unshielded twisted-pair cabling. 

The program also runs with 10Net's own interface cards and a 
variety ofcabling and protocol schemes-including IEEE 802.3 IBASE5 
STARLAN over twisted-pair, thick or thin EtherNet coaxial cable (10 
Mbs), and fiber-optic cabling (1 Mbs or 10 Mbs). 

In Chapter 5, we discussed some special techniques NetWare file 
servers use to enhance performance. 10Net acts very much in the same 
way, using such techniques as prefetch, write buffering, and disk 
caching. 

• 	 Prefetch anticipates your next request, and thus speeds up 
network performance. Rather than merely fetching a 200-byte 
record that has been requested, 10Net's server fetches 1,000 
bytes, under the assumption it will not have to perform another 
disk access when you request the next record. 

• 	 Write bUffering is a technique in which the file server writes to a 
buffer, rather than directly to disk-and then transmits a larger 
block, less frequently. 

• 	 Finally, disk caching brings an entire track of information into 
an area of memory known as the cache, where it is available 
upon request. 

Some Features That Distinguish lONet Software 
Other features that make lONet Plus a good value include its pop-up 
version of the CHAT program, its bundling of the Network Courier 
electronic mail program, and its menu-driven installation. The Network 
Courierwill be discussed in some detail in Chapter 9's survey ofleading 
electronic mail programs. 

• 	 CHAT is lONet's program for brief communications between 
users. 

• 	 ABulletin Board program enables users to leave messages for 
everyone on the network. 

• 	 CB permits users to have multipoint public discussions. 

• 	 Agroup calendaring program makes it easy to schedule meet
ings by coordinating a number of individual schedules of 
network users. 
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A superstation is a lO"Iet 
network node that shares its 
resources with the network. 

• A TALLYS program lets a network manager examine dozens of 
network statistics-including the number of packets sent and 
received over the network, the number of collisions, and the 
number of bad packets sent. 

Sharing Network Resources 
A node that shares its resources under lONet software is considered a 
superstation (as opposed to a workstation that simply utilizes its own 
and other nodes ' resources). As in the case ofmany DOS-based network 
programs, lONet uses the NET SHARE command to share a resource, 
and the NET USE command to use a particular resource. Users provide 
a short name (or alias), alongwith the network name ofthe device they 
wish to share. Figure 8.5 illustrates how the NET SHARE command 
provides information on resources (and their aliases) that have been 
shared. 

Network sharing information at NOOE SALES 

Alias Access Devices 

PROP RW C: \ PROPOSAL 
PLAN R 0: \MRKTPLAN 
LASER SYS LPTl 

c: 

Please Enter Selection 

F}-SHARE F2.STOP F3-HELP F4-QUIT F5-8ACK F6-DONE F7-VIEW 

Figure 8.5 The NET SHARE Command 

IONet's Levels of Security 
lONet provides four different levels of security: 

File Security 

Directory Security 
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User Security 

Superstation Default Security 

At the file and directory levels, attributes can be defined for files, 
groups offiles, or an entire directory. Similarly, files and directories can 
be limited to a specific user, or to specific groups. A user's security level 
(0 is the lowest and 255 the highest) must be greater than or equal to 
the read or write security of the file or directory he or she is trying to 
access. 

As an example, imagine a file with a read security level of 60 and 
a write security level of80; a user would need a security level of at least 
80 to have full access to the file. A user with a security level of70 would 
be able to read the file but could not update it. 

lONet Secure LANs 
One areawhere 10Net LANs have proven to be popular is in government 
installations that require security. The IONet Secure LAN incorporates 
IONet hardware (a IONet circuit board and encryption board) and 
IONet Plus software. The IONet encryption board provides single
keyedencryption ofall data written to the PC's hard disk, and ofall data 
transmitted over the network in conformity with ANSI x9.17 standards. 

The hardware and software can function on a single PC, or on the 
entire network. The IONet Plus software provides multilevel file access, 
as well as a full audit trail of user activity, with date transfer security. 
Users are required to provide a valid ID and password before the DOS 
boot. Users can also be restricted from use of selected peripherals. 

Providing 10Net secure systems for the government has become a 
major revenue source for Digital Communications, which has installed 
more than 10,000 nodes. In addition to its IONet Secure LAN, it also 
offers a Tempest configuration (featuring government-defined security 
standards)-and, very shortly, a C2 secure system that conforms to 
National Security Agency requirements. 

Today, government networks utilize the Transmission Control 
Protoco1!Internet Protocol (TCP/lP), developed a decade ago under a 
Defense Department contract. 10Net offers 10Net TCP, a collection of 
programs that implement a standard TCP /lP protocol family for PCs 
running under DOS. It functions as a terminate-and-stay-resident 
(TSR) program that can be run whenever needed for terminal emula
tion. 
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Since the U.S. government has already expressed its intention to 
move from TCP/IP to Government OSI Profile (GOSIP), there is a need 
to bridge the two protocols. Because the government represents such 
a major market for lONet, the company has been working under a joint 
agreement with Northern Telecom to implement the CMIP protocol
which would permit TCP/IP networks to comply with the network 
management specifications of the Open Systems Interconnection 
standard. 

Token Ring Bridge 
The 10Net Token RingBridge integrates a lONet LAN with an IBM Token 
Ring Network. Using a dedicated node as a bridge PC, the program 
monitors network traffic, and can handle the I-Mbs and 10-Mbs lONet 
transmission speeds as well as the 4-Mbs transmission speed on the IBM 
network. This software-only product performs bridging at the NetBIOS 
level. 

Vines 
Banyan Systems' VIrtual NEtworking System (Vines, previously an 
acronym and now a trademark) is a network operating system based on 
UNIX System V. Vines places a premium on internetwork connectivity, 
security, and transparent operations. The company offers a number of 
add-on products, including electronic mail and network management 
software, which we will discuss later in this section. 

Vines supports a wide variety of hardware platforms-including 
IBM's Token Ring, SMC ARCnet, Interlan EtherNet, 3Com's EtherLink 
and EtherLink Plus, and Proteon's ProNET-lO. It requires a dedicated 
file server. This can be one of its own models-equipped with an Intel 
80286 (Vines/286) or Intel 80386 (Vines/386) CPU-or a comparable 
IBM AT, PS/2, or compatible unit. 

All Vines services-including naming, file, printer, and mail
execute as UNIX processes. These services can be stopped and started 
from the server without disrupting other services. While computer 
industry experts have long extolled the multitasking and multiuser 
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The key to Vines' 
internetwork connectivity is 
its distributed database, 
StreetTalk. which provides a 
global directory for network 
communications. 

capabilities of UNIX, they have pointed out that its wide acceptance by 
the general public would be hindered by its lack of a user-friendly 
interface. Although the Vines user interface is menu-driven (as illus
trated in Figure 8.6), andVines is UNIX System V-based, a user must exit 
this network environment before being able to use UNIX. 

VINES: VIRTUAL NETWORKING SYSTEM 

J - Mail 
2 - Catalog of StreetTalk Names 
3 - Pri nter Functions 
4 - File Sharing 
5 - Password Update 
6 - COnlllunications with Other Computers 

Use arrow keys to highlight a choice and press ENTER. 

Press F1 for HELP. Press ESC to exit this screen. 


Figure 8.6 The Vines Menu 

StreetTalk 
StreetTalk is Vines' distributed database, which serves as its resource
naming service. Resources can represent users, services (such as 
printers, file volumes, or gateways), and even lists. The StreetTalk name 
structure is threefold, with each part separated by the @ symbol: 

object@group@organization 

As an example, Frank Jones, an account executive in PolyTex 
General's Western regional office, might have a StreetTalk name such 
as the following: 

FRANK JONES@SALES@WESTERN 

With StreetTalk andVines, a user does not need to know pathways, 
or the location ofusers (or other resources). IfFrank needed to send a 
message to Bill Taylor working in the Southwestern regional office, 
Frankwould need only know Bill Taylor's name; StreetTalkwould take 
care of the mechanics offinding Taylor's node address and routing the 
material to him accurately. 
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To make matters even easier, StreetTalk permits the designation of 
aliases, or nicknames, for users. Figure 8.7 illustrates a menu a network 
manager would use for adding a user's nickname. 

Use arrow keys to highlight. choice, then press ENTER 

SELECT from 1 i st below SEARCH for other ni cknames 
ADD a nickname FIND nicknames for a full name 
EXIT this screen (ESC) HElP (Fl) 

(There are 5 nicknames in group ·Sales@Poly'.) 

I - cct 
2 - ddw 
3 - hp 
4 - kak 
5 - ss 

Figure 8.7 Adding a User's Nickname Under Vines 

If Frank only knew Taylor by the nickname "BT," he could consult 
the StreetTalk catalog (using a screen similar to the one pictured in 
Figure 8.8) and find the name corresponding to BT. 

What would you 1 ike to look at? 

Users Nicknames 
FHe Volumes Groups 
Printers Organizations 
lists Servers 
EXIT this screen (ESC) HELP (Fl) 

Use arrow keys to hlghl ight a choice and press Enter. 

You are Frank K. Olsen.Sls@Polytex 

Figure 8.8 A StreetTalk Catalog 

Similarly, if Frank had proper access, he could request a file 
without having to care about the directory-or even the physical 
location of the file server that contains it. Frank could request 
BUDPROJ89, and let StreetTalkfind and retrieve it, since each file server 
on a Vines network maintains a StreetTalk directory of all resources 
known to the network. 

mailto:Olsen.Sls@Polytex
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Vines provides several levels 
of security through its 
VANGuard program. 

Because of StreetTalk's global naming capability, the process 
would be the same, whether Frank needed to access an IBM mainframe 
in Arizona, or an EtherNet network running Vines in NewJersey. The 
network operating system would handle network addressing and 
communications with the mainframe (which runs SNA) or the EtherNet 
network (which uses an addressing scheme different from that used by 
Frank's Token Ring Network). All this work is transparent to Frank, the 
end user; in each case, he simply selects (from a Vines menu) the name 
of the resource with which he wants to communicate. 

Behind the scenes, the various Vines file servers communicate and 
exchange StreetTalk information with each other, using what are called 
outbound blasts. These communications occur whenever a new server 
joins the network, when the administrator adds or deletes group or 
service information, and every 12 hours from the time the last server 
came on line. 

Security Under Vines 
Vines provides several different layers of security. A network adminis
trator can require a password for login to the network. He or she can 
also specify the hours and days permitted for a particular user to log in 
to the network. Vines version 3.0 and above contains security software 
known as VANGuard. The VANGuard menu is shown in Figure 8.9. 

User: Daniel SchattlDemo@Poly 
[Current Security Settings: None] 

1 - Manage Password Securi ty 
2 - Prevent User Changes 
3 - Specific login Settings 
4 - Specific logout Settings 
5 - Specific login Times 
6 - Specific login locations 
7 - Delete User Specific Security Settings 

Use arrow keys to highlight a choice, then press ENTER. 
Press Fl for HELP: ESC to exit this screen. 

Figure 8.9 VANGuard Provides Security for Vines 
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VANGuard lets the administrator limit the number of simulta
neous logins, set specific locations from which users must log in, and 
require users to change their logins at specified intervals. In addition, 
users' access can be restricted to a specific file server. 

Under Vines, each user, service, and communications link has an 
access rights list (ARL), which specifies the users who are authorized to 
use it. The network administrator can establish the access rights to a file 
volume, but individual files cannot be restricted. 

Printing Under Vines 
Under Vines, printers linked to network pes can be shared in the same 
way as printers attached directly to file servers. This eliminates the 
printer-to-server distance limitation, and makes printer location a 
much more flexible operation. The network administrator determines 
which printers will be available for which users by assigning a virtual 
connection for each print queue listed in a user profile. The SETPRINT 
program permits a user to look at jobs in any print queue, use a different 
print queue, or change printer settings. The Show Print Queue menu 
in Figure 8.10 illustrates how a user could hold or cancel a print job in 
a queue. 

Show Pri nt Queue 

CANCEL job HOLD job REPRINT job 

There are 4 print jobs in print Queue LaserPrinter@MKT8Poly 

Job State Creator Size Title Form Type 

01 Done Suzie S Marshal1@Sa 12033 input Standard 
02 Ready Stan Schatt@Mk 3237 input Standard 
03 Hold Bill Bones@Sales 434445 input Standard 

Use arrow keys to highlight a eOllllland and press ENTER. 
Press ESC to exit this screen; F1 for HELP. 

Figure 8.10 The Vines Show Print Queue .\'Ienu 
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Vines includes two standard 
intranet communications 
packages and an optional 
E-mail program. 

Communicating with Other Vines Users 

For intranet communications, Vines includes two standard network 
packages-SEND and CHAT-and offers an optional electronic mail 
program. SEND is a command that enables a user to send a one-line 
message that will appear at the bottom ofanother user's screen. To use 
this command, a user would type SEND and press Enter. Prompts will 
request the message (enclosed in quotation marks), as well as the name 
of the recipient. By indicating ALI~ a user can send a one-line message 
to all other users with LANs connected to the sender's server. 

The CHAT program creates a window enabling a user to chat with 
up to four others at one time. The program opens conversation 
windows for each user. Ifyou are chatting in a private conversation with 
another user, and a second user expresses a desire to chat, you can 
either add that user to the discussion or place the first user on hold. 
Since CHAT works onall Vines networks, five users at differentlocations 
can have a sustained "conversation" on a particular project-very much 
like a conference call. 

While Vines does come with an electronic mail package, Banyan's 
Mail program is available as an add-on. A major advantage of this 
program over others is that it uses the StreetTalk naming convention, 
so that names and nicknames are consistent. Italso features a store-and
forward approach that enables it to utilize high-speed links between 
servers. The Vines Mail program menu displayed in Figure 8.11 shows 
that it provides most basic mail services, including the abilityto organize 
documents into appropriate folders and a text editor for composing. 

Current Folder: General 

READ a message COMPOSE. message MANAGE folders 
ANSWER a message SEND a message FILE. message/attachment 
PRINT a message FORWARD a message DELETE a message 

I. UNREAD JAN 13 from: Jeff Bolen Budget 
2. READ JAN 13 From: Mary Jones ... no subject ... 

Use arrow keys to highlight a command and press ENTER. 
Press ESC to exit th is screen: Fl for HELP. 

Figure 8.11 The Vines Mail Menu 
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MacVines Mail Gateway 
allows communication 
between IBM and Macintosh 
users. 

Banyan offers a MacVines Mail Gateway software option that 
provides communication between Macintosh and IBM microcomput
ers. Vines Network Mail, in conjunction with CE Software's QUickMail, 
provides the necessary DOS and Macintosh file conversions. Vines 
Network Mail includes the Listener and Bridge. The Listener runs as a 
service under Vines, and talks to the Bridge using AppleTalk protocols. 
Figure 8.12 illustrates how Macintosh computers and PCs can exchange 
mail on a Vines EtherNet backbone network. 

VINES Server Macintosh Server Macintosh Client VINES Client 

VINES Network QuickMail QuickMail VINES Network 
Mail option Server software client software Mail 

client software 
MacVINES MacVINES 
Mail Gateway 
Listener 

Mail Gateway 
Bridge software 

software 

I I I I 

Figure 8.12 Macintosh and IBM-Compatible PCs Exchange Mail on 

a Vines Network 

Vines and OS/2 
Vines (version 4.10 and later) supports OS/2 application programming 
interfaces (APIs), inc1udingAPIs to named pipes and mail slots. Because 
Named Pipes supports both DOS and Windows, workstations running 
DOS and Windows will be able to access OS/2-based application serv
ers (such as SQL Server). The addition of mail slots enables a DOS or 
OS/2 workstation to send information to any application on the net
work that communicates with others with mail slots. 

In order for DOS and OS/2 workstations to share files on Vines 
version 3.x or higher, the OS/2 workstation must use DOS-compatible 
filenames; this means limiting filenames to an eight-character name and 
a three-character extension. Users with High Performance File System 
files must rename these files (before saving them to a Vines file server) 
to be consistent with the DOS file-naming scheme. 
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Vines and the Macintosh 
The Vines option for the Macintosh supports an unlimited number of 
Macintosh clients across a Banyan network. A Macintosh workstation 
anywhere on a Vines network can access resources residing anywhere 
else on the network. The Vines Macintosh software is AppleTalk File 
Protocol (AFP)-compatible. 

Macintosh users access Vines network services as though they 
were on an AppleShare server; they select Vines servers through the 
Chooser and access files on the server by double-clicking on the server 
icon with a mouse. IfVines Mail for the Macintosh is added, Macintosh 
users can send E-mail across the network without the need for a 
separate Macintosh mailbox. 

Macintosh users can send files to PostScript-compatible printers 
anywhere on a Vines network, even those connected directly to PCs. 
Vines for the Macintosh also includes built-in wide-area packet rout
ing. (A wide area network, or WAN, links workstations located at sites 
covering a large geographic area.) This means that if a Macintosh user 
wants to send a packet to another user on a network running the TCP / 
IP protocol, the user's AppleTalk packets are encapsulated in Internet 
Protocol (IP) packets and sent over the links connecting the various 
Vines servers on the WAN. 

Banyan's Intelligent Communications Adaptor 
Banyan'sIntelligent CommunicationsAdaptor (lCA) manages six high
speed serial communication ports. Two ports are configured for 64-Kbs 
synchronous communications. An lCA can support several different 
protocols, including HOLC, SOLC, and X.25. Because the ICA has its 
own processor (as well as 512K ofdual-ported, zero-wait-state RAM), it 
reduces overhead on a Vines server. The number of ICAs supported 
varies according to the Vines file server selected. Banyan's own top-of
the-line Corporate Network Server (CNS) can support-in addition to 
up to 100 simultaneous network users-a maximum of five ICAs or 30 
communication ports. 
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Banyan's TCP.lP routing 
software gives a PC user 
access to TCP,IP resources. 

Vines Gateways to Other Networks 
The major strength of Vines is in its ability to provide transparent 
access to network resources, regardless of where they are, or what 
protocol they happen to be using. Banyan's TCP!lP routing software 
enables a PC user to access TCP!lP resources-whether they reside on 
a local network or a wide area network-without worrying about these 
physical details. 

As an example, Vines mail can be sent to SMTP mail users using the 
SMTP Mail Gateway option. Vines mail addresses are automatically 
converted into the standard SMTP format (user@host@domain) or 
UUCP-style address (host!host!host!user). The Vines' TCP!lP program 
encapsulates TCP!lP packets within Vines packets for travel across a 
Vines network. Aserver equipped with the TCP!lP routing option strips 
the Vines headers, and sends the packets to an attached TCP!lP host or 
gateway. 

Emulating an IBM 3274/6 cluster controller, the Vines 3270/SNA 
option supports up to 96 concurrent sessions per server-with up to 
32 sessions supported by a single communications link. The software 
permits up to four concurrent host sessions and one DOS session per 
Pc. In addition to providing 3278179 terminal emulation, the software 
permits host print jobs to be performed on local PC printers, file 
transfer, and APIs so that users can build DOS-based applications to 
communicate with SNA host applications. 

Banyan also offers a Vines SNA Communications Server. This 
software includes 3270 terminal emulation features, NetView support, 
and up to 254 concurrent sessions. This server offers access to IBM 
Advanced Program-to-Program Communications (APPC) at both the 
desktop and server. This allows client/server applications to interact at 
the desktop, server, and host. 

Vines and Symmetric Processing 
A number of "super" file servers have been developed that utilize 
multiple processors. Multiple processors use either symmetric multi
processor processing (SMP) or asymmetric multiprocessor processing 
(AMP). Under SMP, work is divided among processors on the basis of 
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volume of work, with each processor receiving an equal share. Under 
AMP, work is divided on the basis of job type. Vines (4.0 and above) 
offers support for SMP on servers such as Compaq's dual-processor 
SystemPro and AT&T's four-processor StarServer E. 

The Vines Applications Toolkit 
The Banyan Vines Applications Toolkit is an advanced UNIX System V 
development environment for Vines, providing C language APIs for 
X.25, TCP/lP, and serial interfaces to support network communica
tions. Several other features are noteworthy: 

• 	The Toolkit provides access to Vines Socket Communications 
protocols, enabling developers to write media-transparent 
applications. 

• A UNIX/DOS Bridge File Service enables DOS-based programs to 
share and interchange source code with the UNIX environment. 

• ANetwork Compiler implements Remote Procedure Calls, 
which generate the code required for application-to-application 
communications. 

Vines Network Management 
Banyan offers network management software which provides LAN and 
LAN-interface statistics, as well as detailed information on servers, disk 
activity, and overall network performance. Designed as a network 
diagnostic tool, this software provides network administrators with 
information on file server cache size, percentage of cache hits, the 
number of times the file system was unavailable, and such "vital signs" 
of overall network performance as total messages sent and received, 
number ofmessages dropped, and the average amount ofswapping. In 
addition, network administrators can view activities across multiple 
servers simultaneously. 

Banyan offers the Vines Assistant for enhanced network manage
ment functions. This software enables a network manager to modify 
global networkconfigurations, automate maintenance tasks, and moni
tor server capacity. 
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LANtastic utilizes a peer-to
peer configuration. 

The LANtastic Zprogram is 
an ideal tool for transferring 
files between a laptop 
computer and a workstation 
on a LANtastic network. 

Vines nowsupports IBM's NetView, enabling an IBM host running 
NetView to monitor a Vines network. Vines also supports the Simple 
Network Management Protocol (SNMP), which provides the "hooks" 
necessary to link with SNMP-based network management systems. 

LANtastic 
Artisoft's IANtastic is a network operating system that uses a peer-to
peer approach-which enables each network workstation to share its 
resources (such as its hard disk's contents or printer) with other 
network workstations. For companies that do not need the security 
and additional features available with a centralized ftle server, the 
peer-to-peer approach is relatively inexpensive and efficient. 

LANCache 
Disk caching can make a peer-to-peer server more efficient by using 
RAM to speed up disk operations. Artisoft provides a disk-caching 
program called IANCache. This program intercepts any higher-level 
attempts to access BIOS interrupt 13 services (such as DOS calls to load 
or save a ftle), and buffers the data exchanged with the hard disk. Thus 
LANCache works like a NetWare shell program to permit equal access 
to shared resources. 

LANtastic Z 
The IANtastic Z program makes it possible to use any uncommitted 
printer and serial ports to hook up additional PCs to the network
without requiring a dedicated network adapter card. While this ap
proach does slow transmission speed, it proves ideal for transferring 
ftles to and from a computer without a network adapter card (such as 
a laptop). 

Because LANtastic Z supports modems, users can access a LANtastic 
network remotely from a laptop-and share ftles and network print
ers-simply by dialing in. 
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Security on LANtastic 
LANtastic's Username with Password feature makes it possible to limit 
a user's access to certain hours, and to certain days of the week. Users 
can be granted any or all of the following privileges: 

Read files 


Write files 


Modify files 


Create files 


Delete files 


Rename files 


Make directories 


Delete directories 


Look up directories 


Execute programs 


Change file attributes 


If an uninterruptible power supply is connected to a LANtastic 
network, the network operating system will alert all network users 
when power is lost that they need to log off. Then it will close all 
network files, so nQ data is lost. When power is restored, LANtastic will 
inform users that their data has been saved. 

User Communications with LANtastic 
LANtastic has a Chat feature that enables users to transmit text messages 
to each other. ALANtastic menu makes it possible for users to save these 
messages and read them at a later time. A terminate-and-stay-resident 
(TSR) program caliedLANPUP alerts users immediatelywhen a message 
is received. If the Artisoft Sounding Board adapter is installed in 
networkworkstations, users can use the Voice Chat feature to converse 
with each other-or even send a voice message that can be saved in 
digital format and replayed later, in just the same way a user might 
display electronic mail. 
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LANtastic for Windows 
The LANtastic for Windows utility program enables the LANtastic 
network operating system to be run from a Windows graphical user 
interface. Network resources can be accessed in different windows. 
One window might contain E-mail, while a second window monitors 
network printer queues. Still another window might display a Chat 
session taking place with another network user. 

Because the LANtastic for Windows utility program supports the 
dynamic data exchange (DDE) standard, users can mail data from a 
spreadsheet or database window (via LANtastic's E-mail) without leav
ing the application. 

LANtastic's Network Management Features 
Artisoft's The Network Eye is a program that enables one user on a 
LANtastic network to sit at one network workstation and view the 
screens and keyboards of all other network workstations. A user can 
view up to 32 screens simultaneously. It is possible to copy, cut, and 
then paste text or data from one PC to another PC. 

One valuable use of this program, from a managerial perspective, 
is to give network users access to a modem or fax board installed on a 
networked workstation. 

The Net Mgr utility program makes it possible to set up individual 
accounts. Users can be required to change their passwords, and their 
network access can be limited to certain times and days. A network 
manager can use this utility to define groups of users, so that network 
resources can be shared by all individuals within a group. Users can log 
into the network and use this utility program's menu to see which 
servers and network resources are available; they can also access E-mail 
or view a printer queue. 

Hardware for a LANtastic Network 
On EtherNet networks, LANtastic supports thick and thin coaxial 
cabling as well as twisted-pair wire . TheAE-3 EtherNetAdaptersupports 
all three types of cabling. It contains a 16K RAM buffer (upgradable to 
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64K), which can be used in either 8-bit or l6-bit slots; the buffer can 
sense the l6-bit slot and enhance its performance. 

Adding an optional PROM chip (Programmable Read-Only 
Memory) from Artisoft makes it possible to boot up a diskless worksta
tion from a network server. Network programs can be run on a diskless 
workstation, but because it has no disk drives, files cannot be down
loaded; this approach provides greater security than does a standard Pc. 

The maximum network cable lengths per segment on a LANtastic 
EtherNet network are 607 feet with thin coaxial cable, 1,640 feet with 
thick coaxial cable, and 328 feet with lOBaseT twisted-pair cable. 

Artisoft offers a 1 OBaseT hub/concentrator. Residing within a host 
PC, this device has five externallOBaseT ports; these use modular RJ45 
telephone-style jacks. Networkmanagement software makes it possible 
to view the status of all ports, and to enable or disable each port 
individually. 

What Have You Learned? 
1. ARCnet is a reliable, low-cost LAN that provides a physical star 

and a logical ring. 

2. ARCnet was a character-oriented protocoL 

3. Standard ARCnet is capable of transmitting data at a speed of 
2.5 Mbs, while a new version provides 20 Mbs. 

4. lONet provides a high-security, low-cost LAN. 

5. 10Net's file servers use prefetch, write buffering, and disk 

caching. 


6. A superstation is a 10Net node that shares its resources. 

7. Vines is a UNIX-based LAN operating system that runs on a wide 
range of hardware platforms. 

8. StreetTalk is Vines' distributed database, which serves as its 

resource-naming service. 


9. Vines provides effective gateways to TCP/IP networks and IBM 
mainframes. 

10. LANtastic is a peer-to-peer network that permits users to share 
their computer resources with other network users. 
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Quiz for Chapter 8 
1. 	 ARCnet was developed by 

a. Datapoint. 

b. Standard Microsystems. 

c. Acer Technologies. 

d. Earth Computers. 

2. 	 Under ARCnet, a passive hub can be used if distances do not 
exceed 

a. 50 feet. 

b. 100 feet. 

c. 200 feet. 

d. 500 feet. 

3. ARCnet's access method is 

a. polled star. 

b. CSMAbus. 

c. token ring. 

d. token bus. 

4. The newest ARCnet version provides speeds of 

a. 4 Mbs. 

b. 16 Mbs. 

c. 20 Mbs. 

d. 50 Mbs. 

5. Using a STARLAN approach, lONet can achieve speeds of 

a. 	1 Mbs. 

b. 5 Mbs. 

c. 	10 Mbs. 

d. 20 Mbs. 

6. 	 10Net Plus software requires only ___ of RAM. 


a.50K 


b.llOK 


c.500K 


d.640K 
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7. 	 10Net's file server will fetch more than the required number of 
records, a technique known as 

a. profetch. 

b. prefetch. 

c. postfetch. 

d. fetch. 

8. 	 lONet provides network statistics using 

a. Netstat. 

b. Record. 

c. TALLYS. 

d. STAT. 

9. A network node under lONet that shares resources is 

known as a 


a. workstation. 

b. sharer. 

c. superstation. 

d. altruist station. 

10. lONet provides ____ levels of security. 

a. 	1 

b.4 

c.6 


d.lO 


11. A lONet encryption board provides 

a. Single-keyed encryption. 

b. double-keyed encryption. 

c. double-handed encryption. 

d. sleight-of-hand encryption. 

12. A UNIX-based IAN operating system is 


a.ARCnet. 


b.IONet. 


c. Vines. 

d. NetWare. 
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13. 	 The distributed database serving as Vines' resource-naming 
service is called 

a. ORACLE. 

b. SQL Server. 

c. TownTalk. 

d. StreetTalk. 

14. 	 A Vines user can communicate with four other users simulta
neously with 

a. MaiL 

b. Bulletin. 

c. CHAT. 

d. SEND. 

15. 	 Vines/3270 SNA software emulates a 

a. cluster controller. 

b. host printer. 

c. mainframe. 

d. multiplexer. 



CHAPTER 

9 Electronic Messaging on Local Area 
Networks 

About This Chapter 
Electronic messaging is more than electronic mail transmission; it also 
includes the use of network-based facsimile (fax) machines, many of 
which work in conjunction with network E-mail systems. In this 
chapter, we'll take a close look at several different electronic messaging 
systems that are available for the leading IAN s, including some network 
fax applications. 

Since there is an industry movement toward incorporating CCITI 
standards in electronic mail packages (in order to facilitate internetwork 
connectivity), we'll examine the CCITI's X.400 set of recommenda
tions. We also will look at Novell's Message Handling System (MHS), a 
product that network software companks and electronic messaging 
companies are licensing to provide E-mail services comparable to many 
offeredbythe CCITIX.400 setofrecommendations. We'll also examine 
the effects on electronic messaging of the new CCITI X.500 set of 
recommendations-which provide for the creation of a global mail 
directory of users. 



Electronic messaging includes 
more than just electronic mail 
or ·'E-mail." It includes 
gateways to other networks 
and fax machines, as well as 
numerous scheduling and 
organizing features. 
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What Is Electronic Messaging? 
Today, electronic messaging means much more than simply one 
network user sending a note to one or more other users. Many 
electronic messaging programs also include the ability to send mail 
from one network to another, or even around the world. Often these 
programs also have the ability to maintain calendars for everyone on the 
network, schedule meetings, and (in some cases) even send phone 
messages automatically. More than simply a paperless office mail 
system, today's electronic messaging programs are designed to handle 
virtually all intraoffice and interoffice communications, and to link 
network users with each other and with the rest of the world. 

CCITT X.400 and What It Means for 
Electronic Messaging 
In Chapter 2, we mentioned the International Standards Organiza
tion (/SO) and their Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model, designed 
to promote a set of standards for internetwork communications. The 
OSI model deSignates the Application layer (layer 7) as the location for 
a Message Handling System (MHS). The purpose of this MHS is to 
provide a standard for electronic messaging, so that different computer 
networks will be able to communicate regardless ofdifferences in their 
operating system environments. 

In developing its model, the ISO used a set of standards from the 
Consultative Committee for Telephony and Telegraphy (CCI17). These 
evolving standards are usually referred to as the CCITT X.400 set of 
recommendations; Table 9.1 reflects their scope. 

Table 9.1. The CCITT X.400 Recommendations 

Standard Recommendation 

X.400 System model and service elements 

X.401 Basic service elements and optional user interfaces 

X.408 Encoded information and conversion rules 



An X.400 message handling 
system includes user agents, 
message transfer agents, and 
a message transfer system, 
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Sntndard Reconunendatlon 

X.409 Presentation transfer syntax and notation 

X.410 Remote operations and reliable transfer system 

X.411 Message transfer layer 

X.420 Interpersonal messaging user-agent layer 

x.430 Access protocol for teletex terminals 

While much of this material is too complex to cover in this book, 
it is important that we look at the basic building blocks of an X.400
compliant system, since virtually all LAN manufacturers have announced 
support for these international standards. 

Basic Elements of an X.400 Message Handling System 
An X.400-compliant MHS includes various elements, each with specific 
functions. These are the basic three elements: 

• The user agent (VA) is the software part of the MHS that pro
vides the interface or connection between network user and 
MHS, enabling the user to retrieve and send messages. 

• The VA interacts with a message transfer system (MTS)
software which operates in support of the network users, 
providing the screen display they will see. 

• The message transfer agents (MTAs) consist of the messages 
sent by users, plus the commands that provide a number of 
store-and-forward services; you might want to think of them as 
a "post office." Sometimes they store messages until a requested 
delivery time and date. Other times they may have to convert 
the message into a form that a destination user can understand. 

Figure 9.1 illustrates how these elements are related within the 
structure of the MHS. 
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The PI protocol provides 
rules for routing information 
between two MTAs. The P2 
protocol detines the types of 
services requested. The P3 
protocol provides rules for 
changing existing parameters 
for electronic mail routing 
and delivery. 

Figure 9.1 A Message Handling System 

The MHS provides, on request, a variety of network and 
internetwork services that enhance electronic communications. These 
include notice ofverified delivery or nondelivery (with an explanation), 
time and date stamps for submission as well as delivery, multidestination 
deliveries, alternate recipients, and even different grades of delivery 
service (including nonurgent, normal, and urgent). 

The PI, P2, and P3 Protocols 
As part of its X.400 recommendations, CCITT has developed three key 
protocols, or sets ofstandards. These set rules for routing information, 
specify services the user can request, and change the parameters of 
MTAs as needed. 

Protocol Pl (defined in the X.411 recommendation) provides 
rules for routing information between two MTAs. These rules take the 
form of formatting specifications to be followed in packaging informa
tion. The "envelope" for the information consists of the data to be sent, 
plus several fields that provide such important control elements as the 
following: 

• 	 A message identifier, which provides unique identification for 
where this message originated, as well as the name of the user 
sending this message. 

• 	 A description of how this information should be displayed. 



The CCITT X.500 set of 
rt:commendations will 
facilitate worldwide 
electronic mail by providing 
the basis for a common 
directory. 
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• 	 Information describing the destination user and this user's 

address. 


• 	 Delivery instructions, and instructions for any return receipt 
information required. 

Notice that the type of information defined in Protocol PI is very 
similar to the information that the post office requires whenyou request 
any kind of special service. 

Protocol P2 (defined in the X.420 recommendation) enables users 
to request particular services, such as the following: 

• 	 Restricting the sending of certain messages to authorized users. 

• 	 Specifying the types of notification required of the request's 
recipient (for example, an immediate reply to a message). 

• 	 Providing subject information (and even cross-filing data), 
making it easier for companies that receive large volumes of 
messages. 

Protocol P3 has been defined in the X.4lO recommendation. 
Perhaps the easiest way to understand this set of standards is to think 
of it as a set of rules for a user or user agent to follow when talking to 
the "post office" (the MTA) after a message has been transmitted. Under 
Protocol P3, for example, a user can change existing parameters and 
conditions to respond to needs such as these: 

• 	 The need for a password. 

• 	 A need to alter the maximum size permitted in a message. 

• 	 The need for a test (before the actual delivery takes place) to 
see if a message can be delivered. 

CCITT X.500 and What It Will Mean for 
Network Users 
One major limitation of CCITT's X.400 set of recommendations is that 
they do not solve the problem of incompatible post-office-box ad
dresses in the electronic mail services ofdifferent networks. TheX500 
recommendations will respond to this problem by providing a standard 
for a global directory of electronic mail users. 



Message Handling Service 
(MHS) provides X.400·like 
control information and a 
way to connect different 
electronic mail systems 
together. 
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Still in the development stage, the X. 500 set of recommendations 
will have a major impact onworldwide electronic messaging. Sometime 
in the not-too-distant future, a user on a NetWare network in St. Louis 
will be able to send a message to a user on an IBM mainframe computer 
in Paris, as routinely as we now drop a letter into our mailbox and raise 
the flag to indicate that we want the letter picked up and delivered. 

The X.500 uses a hierarchical directory structure. Users access the 
X. 500 directory through a directory user agent. This special UAcommu
nicates with the directory by using the directory access protocol. 

Message Handling Service (MHS) 

Note: As used in this section only, MHS will refer to a specific 
messaging program from Action Technologies, and not to the 
CCIIT's term "MHS" (as used in the X.400 set of recommenda
tions). This is the only section of the book that will discuss the 
MHS program. 

In October 1986, Action Technologies began offering its Message 
Handling Service (MHS) program to developers; beginning in early 
1988 with v2.1, Novell began bundling MHS with NetWare without 
charge. Today, Novell owns Action Technologies' MHS, and is actively 
soliCiting other vendors to write to this interface. 

When a user requests that a message be sent, MHS takes this 
message and places it in an "envelope" that contains X.400-like control 
information. A message control block (MCB) accompanies the message; 
it is an IS-line ASCII file that provides such information as the desired 
destination, a date/time stamp, the priority requested, and return 
notification requirements. Since a three-part MRS message consists of 
aheader, the text or message itself, and anassociated parcel (which can 
consist of any binary encoded data), messages can be sent along with 
lengthy reports or data files. 



MHS provides store-and
forward service, which means 
messages can be sent from 
one network to another with 
scheduled delivery dates and 
times. 
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Other X.400-like services include the following: 

Management of access to user agents 

Nondelivery alert 

Content type 

Delivery notification 

Multi-destinations 

Relay and forward message 

Workgroup addressing 

Dead-letter notification 

Just as important, MHS provides gateways to other networks, and 
even converts messages to the format appropriate for these networks. 
Since MHS is fully compatible with X.400 recommendations, its "store
and-forward" method of operation means that messages can be sent 
with delivery dates and times. Companies can schedule noncritical 
reports for night delivery and even schedule electronic document 
interchange-a process in which information can be transmitted elec
tronically, and then placed in a form running on another computer. 

MHS is a utility program that virtually no network users will ever 
see or use directly. It is a program that enables programmers to develop 
the application programs (and electronic maiVscheduling programs) 
that will work in conjunction with it. Since different application 
programs will share this common interface, it is reasonable to foresee 
a time-not too far in the future-when programs will use MHS to 
communicate directly with other programs on different networks. 

As an example, a network supervisor at Widget Company's branch 
in Phoenix might schedule an accounting program to produce a 
management report that reflects sales and profits for that day. This 
report could be scheduled to be run each evening and then transmitted 
at a certain time to the company's New York headquarters so that it 
could be an agenda item for an 8 a.m. executive meeting. Similarly, this 
very same report could be scheduled to be produced at night, and then 
sent immediately to a long list of company managers worldwide. Since 
MHS keeps workgroup addresses on file, mailing reports to distribution 
lists is very easy. 

Finally, since MRS messages can start executable programs, it also 
is possible in our example to have one hundred sales branches of our 



The Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol (SMTP) was 
designed for the Department 
of Defense as a simple, easy
to-use mail system that could 
be used to transmit mail from 
one network using the TCP;1P 
suite of protocols to another 
network using the same suite 
of protocols. 
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fictitious company compile sales reports at night and then submit them 
at scheduled intervals to the corporate New York headquarters. At 
headquarters, the information is received automatically and then trans
mitted to a database program. The database is scheduled to compile all 
this data at a certain time and then produce a reportwith accompanying 
graphics. Assuming a printer does not suffer a paper jam, this entire 
scenario can take place without human intervention. 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) was developed for the U.S. 
Department of Defense as a simple, easy-to-usemail system for the 
Internet (a system of networks connecting major research universities 
and defense installations). SMTP is part ofthe suite ofprotocols known 
as Transmission Control Protocol/lnternet Protocol (TCP/lP), which 
now runs on a wide range ofnetworks-including those using UNIX or 
NetWare as their network operating systems. 

SMTP often is used to transfer mail between two network worksta
tions connecting remotely. What makes SMTP so easy is that there are 
only a few commands to type. A list follows: 

HELO A command to identify the sender to the 
receiver. This is the first command issued 
during a SMTP session. 

MAIL This command initiates the mail transaction 
so that data is delivered to a specific 
network mailbox. 

RECPT The Recipient command indicates the recipient 
of the mail message. 

DATA This command indicates that the lines of text 
to come are data. 

SEND This causes mail to be sent immediately, and 
is often used when someone wants to send a 
page of data at a time. 

SOML This command can be translated as "send and 
mail." If a user is logged in, a message is 
sent to the user's screen. If the user is not 
logged in, the message is sent as mail to the 
user's mailbox. 
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RSET The Reset command aborts a mail transaction. 

VRFY The Verify command checks to ensure that the 
user has a mailbox on the receiving system. 

EXPN The Expand command indicates that a message 
is to be sent to a mailing list, and not to 
an individual user. 

HELP This command results in a message being 
displayed. 

NOOP The No Operation command does not really 
do anything, except cause the mail server 
to send an "OK" in reply. This is useful 
for verifying the connection. 

QUIT The Quit command tells the mail server to 
issue an "OK" reply and close the channel. 

TURN The Tum Around command "turns around" 
communications so that sender becomes the 
receiver, and vice versa. 

The Coordinator 
Developed originally by Action Technologies, The Coordinator at one 
time was sold by Novell as the NetWare Electronic Mail System. Today, 
it remains one of the leading electronic maiVscheduling programs. Its 
features include receiving, creating, and sending electronic mail; orga
nizing what the program labels "conversations"; and scheduling. 

Reading Your Mail Using The Coordinator 
The Coordinator organizes Figure 9.2 illustrates the opening menu for The Coordinator. This 
all communications on a menu can be customized so that a user's schedule for the day, un
particular subject and keeps opened mail, uncompleted projects-or virtually any other material
them in sequential order as a 

created with The Coordinator-will appear upon accessing the pro"conversation." 
gram. This entire process can be automated by including the MAlL 
command in a user's login script. 
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Read Compose Calendar Organize File Edit Tools Exit Help 

Note: Vou can customize startup windows so that you start the 
day with a display of your schedule and a list of your unopened 
mail. 

Enter Esc-Cancel F1-Help flO-Actions End-OK Mon 13-Jan 9:00am 

Figure 9.2 Opening Menu of The Coordinator 

The Coordinator organizes all communications on a particular 
subject, and keeps them in sequential order as a "conversation." Let's 
follow Carol]ackson for a couple ofmomentswhile she checks her mail. 
By pulling down the Read menu from the screen shown in Figure 9.2, 
she will see the Read options displayed in Figure 9.3. When she selects 
List unopened mail, she will see a screen similar to the one in Figure 9.4. 

Lis t unopened mail F2 
Open enclosure... 

Read backward F7 
Read forward Fa 
Read first Shift+F7 
Read latest ShifttF8 

Figure 9.3 The Read Menu 

Read Compose Calendar Organize File Edit Tools Exit Help 

Unopened Mail 

Subject 

New matters 
12-Jan Joe request -> me Expense report 
31-0ec Terri inform -> me Lead at ABC Corp 

OngOing matters 
30-0ec Phil thanicyou -> me Western region sales figures 

I am copied 
10-Jan Joe inform -> sales New expense report format 

Enter Esc-Cancel FI-Help FlO-Actions End-OK Mon 13-Jan 9:00am 

Figure 9.4 Carol Lists Her Unopened Mail 
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The Coordinator lists communications under four different 
categories: 

• 	 New matters includes open conversations in which Carol is a 
principal participant rather than an observer. This means it 
includes correspondence to and from her, but not correspon
dence in which she has merely received a copy (cc). 

• 	 Ongoing matters refers to new communications in ongoing 

conversations in which Carol is a principal participant. 


• 	 Completed matters lists communications that close a conversation 
and any communications that occur in that conversation after it 
closes. After a conversation is closed, participants can still send 
comments about it to each other. 

• 	 I am copied lists communications in which Carol is simply an 
observer (cc). 

Since]oe is Carol's boss, she decides to open his message first. She 
moves her cursor to his item (listed under New matters), and presses 
Enter. Figure 9.5 illustrates a screen similar to what Carol will see. 

Read Compose Calendar Organize File Edit Tools Exit Help 

To Carol Jackson (cjackson • at4) 
Subject Expense report 
Enclosure K: \ LOTUS\expenrpt.wkl 
IIhen Please reply by Tue 14-Jan-92 

Carol, I'll need a bit more explanation on the $200 lunch 
listed for Dallas. Is the figure in R22 a typo or did you take 
the entire company out for lunch? Please get back to 1119 
immediately. 

Joe 

Enter Esc-Cancel Fl-Help flO-Actions End-OK Mon 13-Jan ¥:onm 

Figure 9.5 Carol Reads Her Mail 

Now that Carol has opened this correspondence, it will no longer 
be listed under "Unopened Mail." Under NetWare, Carol can select an 
Activate/Set Mail Alert option-which utilizes the memory-resident 
component ofThe Coordinator to check for new mail periodically, and 
to alert her when any mail arrives. 
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The seven types of conversa· 
tions available with The 
Coordinator are "Note," 
"Inform," "Question," "Offer," 
"Request," "Promise," and 
"\\I'hat if." 

Carol could actually view the expense report she sent to Joe 
because it is attached to the message. Through the Open enclosure 
option she would be offered the opportunity to View, Edit, File, or 
Discard the enclosure. Only text files can actually be viewed. If Carol 
wanted a hard copy of her enclosure, she could select Edit and then 
select Print window from the Print menu under Tools. 

Types of Communication Available with 
The Coordinator 
Carol's day has not started very well. When she readJoe's note and then 
viewed the enclosure, she discovered that she made a serious mistake 
in her expense report. She needs to write Joe a note correcting this 
mistake. Her note will become part of the ongoing "conversation" The 
Coordinator will keep organized on this particular topic. To begin, 
Carol selects the Compose option from the Main menu. Figure 9.6 
illustrates the Compose options available to Carol. 

Note 
Inform 
Quest; on 
Offer 
Request 
Promi se 
What if 

Envelope ... 
Reply... F3 
Forward... Alt-F3 
Send. .. F4 
Util ities ... 

Figure 9.6 The Compose Menu 

Notice that there are seven different types of conversations that 
can be composed: 

• A Note is used to prepare a communication that opens a conver
sation and posts it for delivery. Use a Note when you don't 
need or want a response, and don't need a record of the con
versation. 
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• 	 The Inform type of conversation is used to convey information 
when you want an acknowledgement that your message has 
been received. When you send an important report or a memo 
that announces a new policy, you probably want an 
acknowledgement. 

• 	 The Question conversational type is used when you want to ask 
a simple question or make a simple request. Carol could use 
this option if she wanted to askJoe for the address of the Tokyo 
sales office, or ask him if she could use some vacation time next 
Tuesday. 

• 	 Carol would use the Offer conversational type if she wanted to 
offer to teach a training class or offer to represent the company 
at an upcoming trade show. (IfJoe accepts Carol's offer, then 
The Coordinator will treat it as a Promise, a conversational type 
we'll examine shortly.) 

• 	 The Request conversational type is used to ask one or more 
people to perform one or more actions. The Coordinator works 
more efficiently ifyou limit yourself to one request per conver
sation. The Request format can be used during any kind of 
negotiation, and The Coordinator will keep a running record of 
requests and counteroffers. 

• 	 Carol could select the Promise option if she wanted to promise 
to perform a specific action, or confirm that she had agreed to 
perform a specific action. The Coordinator will keep track of 
her progress on this particular project. 

• 	 The What ifoption is used to explore a possible course of 
action, or solicit suggestions and opinions about it. IfJoe asked 
Carol to provide information on what effect a 10% cut would 
have on her budget, she would reply using this option. 

The Coordinator requires the person opening a Question, Re
quest, orWhat ifconversation to close that conversation, since presum
ably that person has to decide whether requests have been fulfilled or 
questions answered. Similarly, only the person to whom an Offer or 
Promise has been made can close that conversation. The Coordinator 
considers all but Notes to be "managed conversations," and actually 
suggests the correct protocol or rules for ending the conversation. 
Table 9.2 illustrates the protocol acceptable for an Offer. 
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Table 9.2. 

Standard format: 

Starts with 
Offer 

Variants: 

Starts with 
Offer 

Offer 

Offer 

Offer 

The Protocol for Making an Offer 

The Exchange 
OK (accept) 
[Do the work] 
This is done 

The Exchange 
OK, except 
Accept counteroffer 
[Do this work] 
This is done 

No, however 
OK, except 
Accept counteroffer 
[Do the work] 
This is done 

No, thank you 

Cancel offer 

Ends with 

Thank you 

Ends with 

Thank you 

Thank you 

Acknowledge and 
close 

Acknowledge and 
close 

Addressing Communications with The 
Coordinator 
Carol composed a brief message to her boss, pointing out the mistake 
in her expense report and correcting it. She then needs to decide how 
to handle her communication. From the Compose menu, she can select 
from several options: 

• The Envelope option is used to address an envelope for a 
communication that starts a conversation or establish reminder 
dates for a conversation so that your calendar will automatically 
be updated. It also is used if a file needs to be enclosed with a 
communication. Figure 9.7 illustrates the information required 
under the Envelope option. 
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Envelope 

Subject 
To ••• 
Cc ... 
Categories ••. 
Enclosure .•• 
When ••• 

OK 


Figure 9.7 Addressing an Envelope 

• 	 The Cc option includes the capability to send a courtesy copy, 
or blind courtesy copy ("bee") that will go to a designated 
person without the knowledge of the person addressed in the 
communication. 

• 	 The Categories option allows Carol to include one or more 
categories associated with the topic on which she is composing 
a communication. 

• 	 The When option under the Envelope menu is used to set one 
or more reminders. Figure 9.8 illustrates that you may indicate 
a project's completion date and a "reply by" date. These two 
items are included in the headers of communications and 
distributed to all participants in a conversation. 

Please complete by 
Please reply by 
Remind me 
01( 

Figure 9.8 Using the When Option 

• The Remind me option sets a personal reminder; The Coordi
nator will remind you on a date you specify. You can use as 
many personal reminders as you wish-each with its own 
text-with a conversation. For example, Carol might want to 
include several personal reminders in conjunction with a memo 
she has drafted regarding a meeting she is planning. Figure 9.9 
indicates how she would go about it. 
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Fri IO-January-9Z Order Buffet for Sales Meeting
Man 13-January-9Z Send out fi na1 agenda 
Tue 14-January-9Z Complete sl ides 

Figure 9.9 The Coordinator Permits Personal Reminders 

The Coordinator uses these categories to organize conversations. 
Several categories can be used with a single communication; for 
example, a memorandum explaining an unexpected telecommunica
tions expense incurred during the XYZ project might contain the 
categories XYZ, BUDGET, and TELECOM. Up to 64 different categories 
may be defined at any time. 

The Reply, Forward, and Send Options Using The 
Coordinator 
The only possible reply to a Note under The Coordinator is with a Note. 
In other situations, though, this program will prompt you for the type 
of reply you wish to select. Figure 9.10 illustrates several different 
options regarding a request that has been received. 

Reply options 
after CJackson's request 

A YES (pl'01llise) 
B OK, except (counteroffer) 
C No, however (counteroffer) 
0 Delegate it 
E *This is done (report) 
F *Can'tt Won't or No (decline) 

G Postpone respond i ng 
H COI1II1ent 
I Acknowl edge receipt 

Figure 9.10 Reply Options 

Choosing any of the first six options shown in Figure 9.10 will 
bring up a menu from which the user may choose to forward a reply to 
the Note. 

The Forward option permits you to include the text of one 
communication in that ofanother. If, for example, you receive a request 
or question you need to delegate to another person, probably you 
would want to send that person a short memorandum-and forward 
the original request as part of the communication. 
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Once a communication has been written (and anyenvelope, reply, 
or forward information has been provided), it's time to post the mail. 
The Send option transfers the communication to MRS for routing and 
delivery. 

The Coordinator's Calendar 
The Coordinator's calendar What distinguishes The Coordinator from some other electronic mail 
feature provides the ability to programs is that it has the added dimensions of any good office 
make appointments for any coordinator: it keeps detailed calendars for all network users, provides 
date up to the year 2048, and 

reminders, and organizes all office files. keep detailed notes on each 
day's appointments. Figure 9.11 illustrates the options available under the Calendar 

menu. The program is capable ofmaking appointments for any date up 
to the year 2048. 

Show calendar .. . 
Set appoi ntment .. . 
Set reminder ... 

Repeat appt/rem ••• 
Move remi nders ••• 
Change apPointment ... 

Figure 9.11 The Calendar Menu 

If you select Show Calendar, you'll see a screen similar to that in 
Figure 9. 12-which provides a detailed listing ofyour day's schedule, 
including reminders, appointments, conversations that need replies, 
and any material you need to work on this day. 

Calendar for Mon I3-Jan 1992 

Appoint"",nts Subject 
-9:OOllll--i0: OOam Oi scuss budget with Joe 
IO:00am---2:00pm Regional sales meeting 
-4:00pm---S :OOpm Interview new sales reps 

Reminders Call for sUI\IIIOr school schedule 

Conversat ions 
13 Jan BJONES to complete request Figures on trade show expenses 

Carry forward 
10 Jan CJEHN to complete request PR release on widgets 
-9 Jan RWREN to complete request Megawidget article 

Figure 9.12 The Calendar Provides Details 
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The reminders listed are general reminders and not reminders 
specific to a particular conversation. The Carry forward category 
includes any unfinished actions, up to two weeks after their due dates. 
APrint window option in the Printing window enables you to print any 
daily calendar you wish. 

One calendar feature that can make any executive more effective 
is the Readappt/rem option, which enables a repeat appointment to be 
scheduled daily, weekly, biweekly, monthlyon a date, monthlyon a day, 
yeady on a date, or yearly on a day. This makes it easy to set up standing 
appointments. 

The Coordinator's Organizing Features 
Ifyou select Organize from The Coordinator's pull-down menu, you'll 
see a menu similar to that pictured in Figure 9.13. Figure 9.14 reveals 
the options you have when it comes to reviewing your communications 
and conversations, while Figure 9.15 shows your options under the "By 
type" submenu under the Review menu. 

You could review all the promises you have made to your boss, all 
the conversations with a prospective customer, or even all the offers on 
a specific system thatyou have made to a prospective customer afterJuly 
1st. In other words, you can select all the options simultaneously ifyou 
need them to define a particular review. 

Since many conversations specify future actions, you can use the 
Review option to identify and organize conversations with due dates 
(for actions you must carry out or for communications to which you 
must reply). 

Review Alt+F7 
Categorize ... 
Show history of a conversation 

Fi 1 e connuncat ions •.. 

Retrieve filed connunications ... 


Figure 9.13 The Organize Menu 



The Coordinator contains a 
word processing program, as 
well as a built·in gateway to 
other messaging systems
including those found on 
IBM, DEC, and Hewlett· 
Packard computers. 
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• By type All conversations 
• By dates Any date 
* By categor! es Any category
* With Anybody 

Save settings 

OK - build 11st 

Figure 9.14 Options for Reviewing Communications 

A All open matters K Enclosures 

B All prom! ses l All missing replies 
C My promi ses M Hissing my replies 
o Thei r promi ses N Hissing their replies 

E All requests o When I'm copied 
F My requests P Closed matters 
G Their requests Q Harked for deleHon 

H Other offers/informs R All conversations 
J Notes S All communications 

Figure 9.15 Reviewing Communications by Type 

Some Other Valuable Features Found in The 
Coordinator 
Under the Edit menu, The Coordinator contains a word processing 
program that produces standardASCII text files. It permits text to be cut 
and pasted, moved in blocks, searched and replaced, and printed on 
most popular printers. The program's menus can be customized so that 
novices do not have to deal with so many different types of conversa
tions. 

The Coordinator can update both the sender's and recipient's 
calendars automatically, build distribution lists, enclose any type offile 
(such as a spreadsheet), and send conversations at certain dates you 
specify. This last feature is a characteristic of MHS's store-and-forward 
method of routing information. A memorandum can be written well 
ahead of time and not delivered until a certain date. 

Because it uses MHS, The Coordinator has built-in gateways to 
other messaging systems-which include IBM's PROFS and DISOSS, 
DEC's All-in-l and VMSmail, Wang Office, HP-DESK, CompuServe's 
InfoPlex, FAX, TELEX, and MCI Mail. 
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The cc:Mail Program 

The cc:Mail program is the leading network E-mail program. It offers a 
number of major features-including the ability to attach files, send 
graphics, create distribution lists, and send copies to other network 
users. 

Reading Your Mail with cc:Mail 
Let's return to our example ofCarol]ackson, who previously used The 
Coordinator to read and send mail. Let's assume that she nowworks for 
a company running cc:Mail on its LAN. Carol has logged in-which 
resulted in her login script executing a batch file that brought up the 
cc:Mail Main menu (illustrated in Figure 9.16). 

II ==== MAIN MENU ====::;l 
Read inbox messages 
Prepare new messages 
reTrieve messages 
Manage mailbox 
eXit 

Figure 9.16 The cc:Mail Main Menu 

The Inbox, shown in Figure 9.17, is the place where you receive 
messages from other cc:Mail users. Carol currently has four messages 
in her Inbox; as she opens and reads each message, the "New" counter 
will decrease by one each time. 

Inbox 
4 Joe Blow 1/13/92 435t Expense Report 
3 Jack Smith 1/10/92 I044t PR release 
2 Mary Madri d 1/10/92 2400t Product descri ption 
I 8i 11 Harri s 1/09/92 12323 Market anal ysis 

! I and ENTER to display message. F5 and F6 to select. ESC to end 

Figure 9.17 The cc:Mail Inbox Shows Messages from Other Users 
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As Carol files some of these messages, the folder count will adjust 
to include the new folders she creates. The program permits a user to 
have up to 200 folders at any time. IfCarol simply does not want to deal 
with one of the new messages in her Inbox, she can leave it there, and 
it will remain as part of the "Msgs" total. 

The cc:Mail program provides bulletin boards-accessible to all 
users-where they may read and post messages, but only the adminis
trator may delete them. Carol could read a bulletin board message and 
then copy it to a personal folder for her own personal copy. 

Joe Blow happens to be Carol's boss, so she'll select his message 
and press Enter. Figure 9.18 illustrates how cc:Mail displays a message. 
After Carol has read her message, she presses Enter to bring up an 
Action menu (Figure 9.19), which appears over the message text. 

[4] From: Joe Blow 1/13/92 7:25PM (432 bytes: lOIn) 
To: Carol Jackson 
Subject: Expense Report 

----------------------Hessage Contents----·---------------

Carol: 

I'm really concerned about the expense report 
you handed in for your Dallas trip. I realize 
that Consolidated Widgets is aur biggest 
distributor in the southwest, but I can't imagine 
spending S20D on a lunch. Check that figure and 
please get back to me today. 

Jae 

Window: 1-24 lines:ID t I - - Help: FI End: ENTER 

Figure 9.18 Reading a Message in cc:Mail 

r;======== ACTION MENU =-=-=---===::::;-] 

display Next message Hove ta folder 
display Item Capy to folder 
attach new iTems Forward mesage 
Return to ma i n menu replY ta message 

Pri nt mess age 
Write to asci i file 
archiVe message 
Delete message 

Figure 9.19 The Action Menu 
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Replying to aMessage with cc:Mail 
We'll assume that Carol wants to reply immediately, and let Joe know 
that there's a mistake in her expense account report. She selects replY 
to message, and sees a screen similar to that displayed in Figure 9.20. 

While replying, Carol can use the resources of cc:Mail's text 
editor. She can enter up to 20,000 characters in a text item, and use 
word processing features such as word wrap, refomlatting, block 
movement of text, text finding and replacing, ASCII file creating, and 
printing to most standard printers. 

From: Carol Jackson 
To: Joe 810w 
Subject: Correction to Expense Report 

----------------------Message Contents-------------------- 

Joe: 

I've looked over the expense report, and you're right,
Consolidated Widget may be my bigget distributor, 
but the lunch In D.lla. ran $20 and not $200. Believe 
It or not, $20 still buYS a hamburger feast in Texas. 

Hope this clears up any questions or concerns you 
have about the report. 

l:IO C:37 %Full:0 Highlight ( ): Alt+F1 Help:Fl END:F10 

Figure 9.20 Writing a Quick Reply 

Once Carol has completed her message, she can press the FlO key 
to bring up the Send menu (displayed in Figure 9.21). 

SEND MENU =::=1l 
Send message 

attach copy of dos=lil .
e 
attach new iTems 
d i sp 1 ay Message 
edit sUbject 
Address message 
di spl ay Next message
Return to main menu 

Figure 9.21 The Send Menu 
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\' irtually am~ ki nd of file can 
be attached to a (eMail 
communication. 

If Carol had wanted to send cc to another user, or even send a blind 
cc to another user, she could have selected the Address menu. Figure 
9.22 illustrates the other options available here, including requesting a 
receipt. 

rr======= ADDRESS MENU ======~ 

eNd addressing Copy to person 
Address to person copy to mail ing List 
address to Mailing list 81 i nd copy to person 
address to bboard/Folder request recei pt 
Return to main menu Del ete address 1 i st 

II 

Figure 9.22 The Address Menu 

One of the options available under cc:Mail's Main menu is "Pre
pare new messages." The screen for writing new messages will look 
exactly like the screen displayed earlier for replying to messages. When 
Carol creates a new message, she has the option of including any kind 
of file with the message-as well as copying the message to a personal 
folder so she can keep the material on file with other related items. She 
also can send her communication to public mailing lists (available to all 
cc:Mail users), or to one of her own mailing lists. 

Notice how practical this feature is for a department such as 
Human Resources; they might need to communicate with employees by 
position ( all managers), by payroll designation (all nonexempt employ
ees), or by sex and race. 

Similarly, the bulletin boardoption under cc:Mail permits compa
nies to post general announcements, job vacancies, and other com
pany-wide information, without having to mail notices physically to 
everyone. 

Attaching Files to Your Mail with cc:Mail 
Any type ofDOS file maybe attached to a cc:Mail communication-even 
an executable program (.COM or .EXE) , as long as it is not copy
protected. By selecting the attach copy of DOS File option from the 
Send menu, Carol would see a screen similar to the one displayed in 
Figure 9.23. 
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From: Frank Lorri son 
To: Mary Worth 
Subject: Spreadsheet file 
----------------------Hessage Contents--------------------

Attach copy of dos file: H:\_ 

BUDGET.WKS ORGANIZ.PIC SALES. CAL FORECAST .CAl 

t • - - to move highlight or type filename. ENTER to select. Esc to cancel 

Figure 9.23 Attaching a DOS File 

Notice that the directoryshows a variety ofdifferent files, including 
electronic spreadsheets and picture files. By selecting "attach new 
iTems" from the Send menu, Carol would be provided with additional 
options for attaching material, as shown in Figure 9.24. 

r-;====ATTACH MENU 

attach Text item 
attach Graphics item 
attach copy of dos File 
attach Snapshots 
attach bboard/folder Msgs 
eNd attaching 

Figure 9.24 Attaching an Item to a Message 

Up to 20 different items may be attached to a communication, and 
each item can be given a title-such as "Agenda for Annual Retreat" for 
a text item, or "Map showing directions to annual retreat" for a graphics 
item. 

The Snapshot Utility Program with cc:Mail 
The Snapshot utility program Using the Snapshot utility program (included at no additional cost), 
enables you to take cc:Mail makes it possible to import information from other application 
"snapshots" of virtually any programs and include it with mail communications. When you run the 
screen and then attach these SNAPSHOT. COM program, a small resident kernel (around 20K) re
pictures to any communica· 

mains in RAM as a terminate-and-stay-resident (TSR) program. Since thetion. 
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Snapshot program permits display of previous snapshots taken, it is 
possible to generate a "slide show" on any network workstation. 

The Snapshot program permits you to select hotkeys to be used to 
take a snapshot, but it will default to the Alt-l key combination. Figure 
9.25 illustrates the Snapshot menu that will appear when you press the 
appropriate keys while running an application program. 

r;:::::===== cc:Mail Snapshot =======;l 

Take and store snapshot Display stored snapshot 

Figure 9.25 The Snapshot Menu 

Figure 9.26 shows that if you select the Take and store snapshot 
option, you are given the opportunity to supply a file name for the 
picture. 

1,11==== cc:Mall Snapshot ====~II 

Take snapshot and store in file: C: _ 

Figure 9.26 Taking and Storing a Snapshot 

The procedure for taking a Snapshot ofa graphics screen is slightly 
different from the procedure for a text screen. When you press the 
designated snapshot keys, the screen displayed is captured and then 
automatically given a file name and saved in the current drive and 
directory. The files are named "SNAP," followed by the letters "EGA," 
"CGA," or "HGC," depending upon the type of graphic adapter in use 
on the workstation. 

These files are numbered consecutively so that the second EGA 
snapshot would carry the name "SNAPEGA.002." 



The ce:Maii program contains 
a built-in graphics editor that 
can be used to create original 
graphics, or to modify 
graphics captured from 
other programs. 
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Using cc:Mail to Create and Modify Graphics 
The cc:Mail program contains a built-in graphics editor so that original 
drawings can be created and incorporated into a message. It is also 
possible to use this graphics editor to modify graphics the Snapshot 
utility has captured from application programs. Let's examine, as an 
example, the way to create a graphic that will accompany a short Note. 

After you have written your message, given it a subject, and 
addressed it, you can press the F 10 key to bring up the Send menu 
(Figure 9.21). 

Whenyou select the attach new iTems option under this menu and 
press Enter, you will see the Attach menu (refer again to Figure 9.24). 
Selecting attach Graphics item will bring up the Graphics menu (dis
played in Figure 9.27). 

AI:! Z 
Gl'id 
Moue 
copV 
Pl'int 

Figure 9.27 The Graphics Menu 

With this Graphics menu, it is possible to select different color 
sets--as well as background colors, thick or thin free drawing lines, 
empty or solid circles, letters, and grids. 

One very useful feature of cc:Mail is that you can share snapshots 
taken from selected application programs with users who may not have 
access to these programs. The cc:Mail program enables you to treat one 
ofyour snapshots as ifitwere a photocopyofa screen. You can also treat 
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your snapshots like text, and simply add this text to whatever message 
you wish to send. Your recipient will see (for example) the database 
report or spreadsheet screen, without having to run the appropriate 
application program. 

Viewing the Mail Directory of cc:Mail 
One ofthe N etWare network supervisor's responsibilities under cc:Mail 
is to manage the networkmaildirectory (see Figure 9.28). The network 
supervisor accesses the cc:Mail directory by typing MAIL and providing 
the correct password. 

II N..... = loc= Last Checked In = Comments ~ 

" 	 Albert, Charles L 1/13/92 2:54PM VP SalesI,
Bush, George l 1/13/92 9:00AM President I 
DeBaugh, Francis R 1/13/92 7:01AM Miami I 

I 	 Jackson, Andrew Phoenix 
Peoples, Paul 1/13/92 10:09AM Sales 
TUCSONPOST 1/13/92 1:04PM Tucson PO 

I 	 Zaslow, liggy 1/10/92 3:45PM Accounting 

Figure 9.28 Network Mail Directory 

Note: When we talk about E-mail programs running at different 
sites, familiar terms take on different meanings. The term post 
office will refer to a network mail hub, and not to a government 
postal facility; mailbox will refer to the computer storage used 
for E-mail, and not to a receptacle for letters. 

As Figure 9.28 illustrates, the location status of a mailbox is 
identified as follows: 

L local user 


R remote (stand-alone) user 


r remote network user on another post office 


o 	(letter 0, not zero) remote post office 

that connects directly to yours 


p 	 remote post office that can be accessed through 

another remote post office 
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The Chkstat utility program 
provides the cc:Mail 
administrator with detailed 
statistics on individual 
mailhox usage, as well as total 
post office usage. 

Remote users have mailboxes in the network post office, just as 
local network users do; unfortunately, these remote users must access 
their mailboxes from outside the LAN. For direct access, they can use a 
stand-alone PC running cc:Mail Remote software, or they can access 
their post offices indirectly from another post office. These remote 
users can send and receive messages, but cannot use the local bulletin 
boards. 

When a cc:Mail Remote user directly accesses a cc:Mail post office, 
the post office checks to see if the user has a mailbox at that particular 
post office. If the user is not listed in the mail directory, he or she can 
send messages to specific mailboxes but cannot receive mail. 

Other post offices running the cc:Mail Dialin utility program can 
directly access a remote post office ifit is running cc:Mail Gateway. The 
cc:Mail administrator must provide these remote users with a post 
office name, and a telephone number to which the cc:Mail Dialin utility 
program is connected. 

Since you may need to see the mailbox address for remote users, 
you can use the right arrow key to move to the right ofthe "Comments" 
column, and see a screen that resembles Figure 9.29. 

___ Name = loc =cc:Mail Address =
Albert, Charles L 
Bush, George l 
DeBaugh, Francis R 1-61Z-444-3232 
Jackson, Andrew r PHOENIXPOST 
Peoples, Paul l 
TUCSONPOST P 1-602-443-4343 
Zaslow, Zi99Y l 

Figure 9.29 Viewing cc:Mail Addresses 

Compiling and Analyzing Mailbox Statistics 
The cc:Mail program provides several vital utility programs to help the 
administrator manage a network's electronic mail efficiently. A direc
tory function of the cc:Mail Chkstat program provides a listing of 
information on each individual mailbox, including the mailbox name, 
the location, the time the user last checked in, and any general 
comments. The list looks like this: 
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Mailbox Name Locn Last Checked In Comments 

Alpert, Harmon L 01/13/92 2:15pm Sales Mgr 
Boris, Barbara R 01/13/92 10:00am LA Office 
Smith, Sylvester L 01/10/92 10:53am Account Exec 

A Users function of the Chkstat utility program provides detailed 
information on the mailbox users-including mailbox name, location, 
USRfile number, and the number ofbytes in the file. Since remote users 
and post offices have a remote post office as their cc:Mail address for 
indirect access, they do not have an individual user file number, hence 
no file bytes will appear when these users are listed. Chkstat provides 
a list that looks like this: 

USR File 

Mailbox Name Locn File # Bytes 


Alpert, Harmon L 00007 672 

Boris, Barbara R 00003 

Smith, Sylvester L 00010 1074 


The Messages function of the cc:Mail Chkstat utility program 
provides the administrator with information (arranged by mailbox and 
by bulletin board) on how messages are dispersed on the mail system. 
It is possible to examine the total number of stored messages. The 
Messages function produces a report that looks like this: 

cc:Mail Post Office: LOCAL POST 
Message Statistics 01/13/92 

Number of stored messages 50 
Total bytes in messages 143356 
Total bytes remaining 272772 
Reclaimable bytes 16772 
Additional bytes 512000 

The Messages function can also provide detailed statistics on the 
distribution ofmessages for individual mailboxes, including how many 
messages (in bytes) are shared, and how many are not shared (unique 
to a particular mailbox or bulletin board). 

An administrator could also request reports regarding specific 
groups of messages-including (for example) information on the 
messages in CarolJackson's mailbox, dated on or before January 10th, 
that have already been read. 



The cc:Maii program provides 
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The Network Courier 
administrator is responsible 
for setting up a post office, 
providing mailbox names and 
privileges for users, 
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Gateways from cc:Mail to the Rest of the World 
The cc:Mail program provides a number of gateway connections to 
other computer mail systems. cc:Mail ProfsLINK provides electronic 
mail exchange between the NetWare LAN running cc:Mail and any VM 
computer running IBM Professional Office System (PROFS). Users on 
this IBM mainframe system may also send mail to cc:Mail users on the 
local area network. 

There is also a cc:Mail DEClink program to link a NetWare LAN to 
a DEC computer. Using this link, All-in-l and VAXmail users can 
communicate directly with LAN users. 

Other major cc:Mail gateways for interconnectivity of electronic 
mail include cc:Mail for the Macintosh and cc:Mail FAXlink. The 
cc:Mail for the Macintosh program provides a convenient way to 
transfer Macintosh and IBM PC files back and forth between networks: 
these files are placed in cc:Mail envelopes that use the same format on 
both computers. The cc:Mail FAXlink program permits PC and Macin
tosh users to create, send, receive, and view text and graphics messages 
electronically, to and from facsimile machines. Fax messages can be 
viewed prior to printing, replying, forwarding, or storing in electronic 
files. Only one facsimile board is required for each network. 

Using the Network Courier 
The Network Courier is a program that provides E-mail services, as well 
as additional features. It enables users to merge theirE-mail in much the 
same way as they would their nonelectronic mail. The Network Courier 
comes with four major programs: the Administrator, the External Mail 
program, the Mail program, and the Mail Monitor program. The LAN 
supervisor serves as the Network Courier's administrator. 

The Administrator program provides the supervisor with the 
ability to set up a post office, provide mailbox names and privileges for 
users, establish communications with other post offices, and define the 
times and frequency of calling other post offices. 
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establishing communications 
with other post offices, and 
defining the times and 
frequency of calling other 
post offices. 

During installation, the administrator will use a Courier Adminis
trator menu to specify network names and post office names associated 
with it, as well as network IDs. An External-Admin menu includes a 
Setup option, which lets the administrator specify such items as baud 
rate, parity, data bits, stop bits, dialing mode, and type of line (duplex, 
half-duplex). A Config option under Setup enables the administrator to 
specify hardware communications parameters for each external post 
office to be linked. 

Before we look specifically at how a network administrator estab
lishes network parameters for external communications, let's follow a 
network user and observe howhe performs his routine dailywork using 
this program. 

Reading Your Mail with The Network Courier 
We'll assume that John Smith is an average user on a Novell NetWare 
network running The Network Courier. John may have his login script 
written so that it automatically checks for new mail when he logs in and 
then lets him look at his mail. If he does not have a login script, John 
would type MAIL at the network prompt and see a screen similar to that 
in Figure 9.30. 

Network Couri er New mail: 6 Unread mail: 4 

Al ias Read Compose Delete Forward Storage Print Options Login Update 
Read toggled items of mail, or all unread mail if nothing toggled 

FROM SUBJECT DATE TIME PRJ 

YP Sales Expense Report 01/13/92 15:57 4 
Karen( UpcOllli n9 Presentati on 01/13/92 13:45 3 
BillR Quest ions on PO #33445 01/13/92 08:30 2 
"aryer Printer Question 01/13/92 11:34 
OickG New Vacation Policy 01/10/92 10:34 
Paul ineC Li st of References 01/09/92 12:34 

Figure 9.30 The Network Courier Mail Summary Screen 
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Notice that in this example, John's mail has been arranged auto
matically in order ofpriority-with the highest-priority item (priority 4) 
listed first. A network administrator may also provide certain users with 
the privilege of sending urgent mail (priority 5). Notice also that John 
can see the date and time each message was sent, as well as a 
corresponding subject. Messages that are unread are shown in bold or 
enhanced video on monochrome monitors, and in yellow on color 
monitors. 

John has four new messages he has not read yet, and two items he 
has read. We'll assume that he wants to read his highest-priority 
message first, soJohn presses the R key (for the Read option), and uses 
his arrow keys to highlight the first item before pressing Enter. Fig
ure 9.31 reveals the Read mail message screenJohn will see. (Notice that 
the mail inJohn's queue has decreased by one, since one less letter is 
left to read.) 

Read Mail in queue: 5 

Delete Hold Forward Print Reply Storage 

Delete the current message 


FROM: VPSales 
TO: JohnG DATE: 01/13/92 

TIME: 15:57 
cc: 
SUBJECT: Expense Report 

PRIORITY: 4 

ATTACHMENTS: 


John, 

A two hundred dollar "business lunch' In Dallas? Please check 
your figures. Get back to me by lOAM tomorrow because I need to 
submit this ASAP. 

Fred Friendly 

Figure 9.31 Reading Mail with the Network Courier 

If the message is lengthy, John could use his arrow keys (or even 
his PgUp and PgDn keys) to scroll through the document. At the top of 
the Read screen are several options, including Delete, Hold, Forward, 
Print, Reply, and Storage. 
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Replying to aMessage with The Network Courier 
We'll assume that John believes in the management principle that he 
should only deal with a piece of paper (or electronic message) once. 
He'll reply immediately to this first message, and thus clear up this 
problem before dealingwith any other item. After John selects the Reply 
option and presses Enter, he should see a screen similar to the one 
pictured in Figure 9.32. 

Reply Mail in queue: 5 

Edit Print Transmit Storage 

Press Enter to seloct names 


TO: VPS.les DATE: 01/13/92 
TIME: 16:03 

CC: 

SUBJECT: Expense Report 

PRIORITY; 4 

ATTACHMENTS: 


Figure 9.32 Replying to a Message 

The Replyscreen comes pre-addressed to the senderofthe current 
message, with the subject and priority fields of the current message 
copied automatically into the address section of the reply. John could 
use pop-up windows to display lists of mail users to determine whom 
he wanted to send copies to. 

The Network Courier provides a simple text editor that has word 
wrap, overwrite, and insert modes. The F5 key gives John the option of 
including a DOS text file in his reply, wherever the cursor happens to 
be when he presses this key. 

WhenJohn has completed his reply, he selects the Transmit option 
and presses Enter to send his reply. The program will give him the 
option before sending (Ok to transmit? Yes NO) to save or print the reply 
before transmitting it. A document transmitted is like a letter dropped 
in a mailbox; once it has been mailed, it cannot be copied, taken back, 
or stored away. 
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After John has transmitted his reply, he'll be returned to the Read 
screen, where the original message is still displayed (refer back to 
Figure 9.31). John must decide at this point whether he wants to delete 
it, print it, store it, or simply hold it. A message that is held will be 
retained in the system, and appear in the future onJohn's Mail Summary 
screen-but it will not be prioritized or appear in boldface or yellow. 

Composing aMessage Using The Network Courier 
Compose is one of the options under the Main menu we examined in 
Figure 9.30. The Compose screen looks exactly like the Reply screen, 
except it does not automatically fill in the TO: and SUBJ ECT: fields. With 
the cursor in the TO: field, John can press Enter and see a pull-down 
window that displays a list ofall addresses available on the mail system. 
He may scroll through this list, select the desired person, and then press 
Enter. 

The cc: field contains the very same pull-down window, listing 
possible addresses to be copied. The SUBJ ECT: field may be up to 40 
characters in length, while the PRIORITY: field may be any number 
between 1 and 4 (or even 5, if John has been given the privilege of 
sending urgent messages). 

The ATTACHMENTS: field canbe used to attach virtually anykind offile. 
By placing his cursor over this field and pressing Enter, John is able to 
view the PATH NAME : prompt, as well as the current drive and path. Ifhe 
presses Enter at this point, he'll see a files window where he can locate 
the file he needs to attach. John can attach files existing in different 
directories, and even files existing on different volumes. After he has 
selected all the files he wants to attach, he simply presses Enter. 

One useful feature of The Network Courier's Attachments: func
tion is that portions of files can be attached to a message that is being 
composed. IfJohn had saved a spreadsheet as a print file, for example, 
he could use the Storage/View option to view the print file, mark the 
section of the spreadsheet needed, and copy the information from a 
paste area to wherever his cursor is located in the message he is 
composing. The marking (F6) , pasting (F7), and copying (FS) functions 
are all performed with function keys. 



Important Network Courier 
options include setting and 
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ways. and establishing a 
"useful·life" for communica· 
tions, 
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Some Important Network Courier Options 
The Options menu (accessed from the Mail Summary screen) consists 
offive utilities: Password, Date(fime, Sortkey, Headers, and Useful-life. 
These utilities function as follows: 

The Password option allows you to change your user password, 
and requires you to verify the new password before making the 
change. 

The Date/Time utility lets you set the time and date, and stamp 
them on all mail you send. (You will not have to use this utility 
ifyour computer has a built-in clock/calendar.) 

The Sortkey utility enables you to decide how you want your 
mail sorted. You might remember that John's mail was sorted 
according to priority, but there are four different sorting meth
ods available: 

• Date: in the order received 

• From: by sender name 

• Subject: by subject name 

• Priority: by priority (top priority first) 

The Headers utility is provided because normally The Network 
Courier is set to display only 50 notifications of mail (or head
ers) at a time. You can change this number to reflect your 
particular needs (let's say 200), and the new number will 
remain in the system until you decide to change it. 

The Useful-life option lets you specify how long you want to 
continue attempting to deliver mail to another post office. This 
option's purpose is to cut the costs of external mail delivery 
after the mail's useful purpose has been eliminated. For the 
number of hours you set (from 0 to 101010), the program will 
keep trying to place mail successfully in an Inbox. 

Note: Selecting zero as a Useful-life value means that the mail's 
life expectancy is unlimited; it will not be eliminated, even if 
undelivered. The Network Courier's publisher recommends 
that you leave the default value of zero (unlimited) for regular 
mail, but put a limit on urgent mail, since it will decline in value 
rapidly. 
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The Mail Monitor Program 
The Mail Monitor program is memory-resident, permitting the mail 
program to run in the backgroundwhile you are running an application 
program; it alerts you when mail arrives. Mail Monitor lets you interrupt 
the application program temporarily, read the message, store the 
message, or even reply to the message, and then return to your 
application program's screen. 

The Mail Monitor program can be loaded by typing MONITOR at the 
M: prompt, followed bya space andyour mailbox ID, followed by a space 
and P - YOURPASSWORD. For example, John might log in as follows: 

M:MONITOR JOHNS P·PLAYBOY 

John could then load and use any application program such as 
Lotus 1-2-3 or dBASE N. Whenever he wants to use the Mail Monitor, 
John simply presses Alt-Fl. These keys can be changed if the combina
tion is needed by a specific application program. 

The Mail Monitor program deals with incoming mail by offering 
the follOwing options: Silent, Beep, and Notify. The options function in 
the following ways: 

• 	 The Silent option means the Mail Monitor will not inform you 
when mail arrives, but will store the message. You can still view 
the mail at any time by pressing the hotkeys. 

• 	 The Beep option will provide a beep when mail is delivered. 

• 	 The Notify option will beep to announce the arrival of mail, and 
also display a notice at the bottom left corner of your screen 
that resembles the following: 

Message From: Frieda 

Esc to Ignore, Enter to Read 


Note: Since using the Notify option to display a notice will halt 
other I/O operations (such as printing), use care when specify
ing how many minutes you wish to have a notice displayed on 
your screen. Setting the value at 0 indicates that you wish the 
message to stay on the screen until you acknowledge it, no mat
ter how long it takes. 
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The External Mail Program 
As we indicated earlier in this chapter, The Network Courier's External 
Mail program is used to send and receive external mail-such as 
messages transferred between post offices. If a Modem Mail option is 
installed, external mail then includes mail sent to and received from 
modem mail users. 

One of the mail administrator's responsibilities is to establish a 
calling schedule (under the Administrator program) to be used by the 
External Mail program. Figure 9.33 illustrates a typical calling schedule. 

Times 

Reg"lar Intervals 

Define/Modify intervals dial time 


Interval From To Fi rst minute Additional Minutes 
(cents) (cents) 

I: 00:01 07:59 20 45 
2: 12:00 12:59 35 65 
3: 13:00 17:00 35 50 
4: 17:01 23:59 20 50 

Figure 9.33 A Network Courier Calling Schedule 

Ifa specific time interval is not listed, only priority 5 calls (urgent) 
will be made during the unlisted time period. When mail is sent that 
requires the External Mail program to route it to another post office, the 
program checks the network clock to see if it is authorized to transmit 
at that time. Ifnot, it holds the messages until it is running again at a time 
appropriate to begin transmitting them. 

The program will track any costs listed in the calling schedule, and 
print these costs in report form. It is possible to dedicate a computer to 
running the External Mail program, and send and receive external mail 
24 hours a day. 

Running Higgins 
Higgins is an E-mail program that is as helpful and thorough as an 
experienced butler. It offers substantial scheduling features in addition 
to messaging. 
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Reading Your Mail with Higgins 

The Higgins program is invoked by typing HIGGINS from a directory 
immediately above the HIGGINS subdirectory. A NetWare supervisor 
can write a batch file or login sCript that will check for new mail upon 
login and then send the user directly to this program. The login script 
or batch file should be set up to access the appropriate monitor driver 
(monochrome or color) for the particular user. 

A Higgins screen containing a greeting and copyright information 
will be displayed, and the user will be asked to type in identification: a 
user name (to allow access to your Higgins data) and an optional 
password (to restrict access to more sensitive information). 

Let's assume that Mary Brown is the Sales Manager for Polytex 
General, a company that's using Higgins as its electronic messaging 
system on a NetWare network. Mary logs in with her ID and password, 
and sees a screen similar to the one in Figure 9.34. 

Monday, January 13, 1992 (13'353) 

Schedule For Mary Brown 	 January 1992 
Monday, January 13, 1992 (13/353) Sun Mon Tue Wed Thr Fri Sat 
11------------------1111 29 3B 31 1 2 3 4 
1a Sa 	 5 6 7 8 9 IB 11 

Ir~='~J!!!!!:!!!~~~~L~J!L:==~1112 IE 14 15 16 11 18W 	 19 28 21 22 23 24 2S 
26 27 28 29 38 31 1 

Type Connand letter Or press Space Bar 
Calendar COMMANDS: I!IIJ Log Directory To-Do File Retrieual )(ternal Expense 

NewDate Schedule Utility Help Quit 
View and send Mail or correspondence Mail Waiting KL 

Figure 9.34 The Main Calendar Menu 

Notice that she sees a calendar for the month, with today's date in 
boldface to indicate it is the current active date. To the left of the 
calendar is her appointment bar graph, with representation of her 
appointments and activity for today. Each I5-minute block within 
normal business hours is displayed. 



Special Higgins functions 
include a scratchpad with 
which to take quick notes, a 
calculator, a stopwatch, and a 
Hide the Display option that 
will clear the main portion of 
a screen if an unexpected 
visitor enters your office. 
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Anytime while Mary is working, she may use anyone of several 
interrupt keys to invoke special Higgins functions (scratchpad, calcula
tor, stopwatch, and Hide the Display). The Hide the Display option is 
designed so that a user can hide confidential information (without 
having to exit the program currently running) when someone enters 
her office; it clears the main portion ofMary's display until she presses 
her space bar. 

Notice that there are several options on the bottom of the screen 
available to Mary. She selects Mail by moving the cursor with her space 
bar and then pressing Enter; this command initiates the Higgins 
Electronic Mail System. It brings up a window titled "IN-BASKET," 
which lists all incoming memos (as well as memos Mary may be working 
on, or memos she may have copied to herself). Figure 9.35 illustrates 
the IN-BASKET window. 

"onday. January 13. 1992 (13/353) 11!1:I!I&a.. 
r==-=-=-=-=-==~ 

Schedule for I'Iar!,l Brown January 1992 
I'Ionda!,l, January 13. 1992 (13'353) Sun "on Tue Wed Thr Fri Sat 

29 31!1 31 1 2 3 4 
7a 8a 9a 11!1a l1a 12p Ip 2p 3p 4p 5p &p E 5 6 7 B 9 18 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 2e 21 22 23 24 25 

Date TiMe Type Frorrl Status 

1/13 9:58a Phone 322-3434 Ext Jasper North 

1/13 9:5&a "ail Fiscal Year-End Report Bill Wilson 

1/13 9:55a I'Iail AGENDA Bill Wilson 

1/13 9:54a I'Iail Budget Request Frank Johnson 


Type Co....and letter or press Space Bar 
In-Basket COI'II'lAHDS: 101m Telephone Send Correspondence Delete Print Extract 

Finished 
View detail of highlighted Mail ite.. I'lL 

Figure 9.35 Examining Your In-Basket 

Notice that phone messages are included in Mary's In-Basket list. 
The "V" status indicates a message has been viewed. Under "In-Basket 
COMMANDS," at the bottom of the screen, are the options to View a 
message: Telephone, Send Correspondence, Delete, Print, Extract, or 
Finished. If (for example) Mary selected Telephone with the phone 
message highlighted, Higgins would automatically call the number of 
the person who left this message. (Mary would have to have a modem 
and voice-card to do this.) 
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Mary selects a message she wants to View and presses Enter. The 
Viewcommand enables Mary to read and take action on her memos; she 
can answer them, forward them, file them, or delete them. The Higgins 
program differentiates betweenattachments (a memo sent, or a history 
built when a memo was first answered or routed) and enclosures 
(files-including text'files and spreadsheet files-mailed along with the 
memo). Figure 9.36 illustrates the information available to Mary. 

"ail View "onda~, Januar~ 13, 1992 (13~353) 


"AIL~PHOME~"EETIMG "ESSAGE 

"ail :Januar~ 13, 1992 9:54"", 

Fro... :Frank Johnson CQntir~ed:V Private: Urgent: 

TQ:l1ar~ Brown For lIour 
Subject: IntorMation:X COMMents: Action: 

CQP~:Carol S",ith Signature: Approval: Editing: 
ME"O 

I will need ~our FII-91 departMental budget report ~ January 
15th, Use the guidelines I distributed last week, Please call Ole 
if ~ou have any questions. 

r,.

T~e Co~and letter or press Space Bar 
"ail View CO/'InAItDS: EI!!! Save Answer Browse Route TeAddress Cop~Address 

Originator Delete Print Finished 
Use note processor to view attached note ML 

Figure 9.36 Viewing Your Mail 

She can use the PgUp and PgDn keys to move through this 
message. Among her options at this point are Note (use her cursor keys 
to move through the memo), Save (save this memo), Route (forward the 
memo to other people), Answer (respond to the memo), and Delete 
(delete the memo from her In-Basket). Other options include Browse 
(viewthe next memo in the In-Basket), Enclosures (examine a list ofthe 
enclosures orview the files), History (a list ofall attachments associated 
with viewing a memo that has been answered or routed at least once), 
and Originator (view the E-mail address of the person sending this 
memo). 
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Writing aMemo with Higgins 
We'll assume that after reading her mail, Mary realizes she really needs 
to write a memo. She selects Send from her menu, and a "Mail Send" 
screen appears, similar to the one displayed in Figure 9.37. 

Plai 1 Send Plonda~, Januar~ 13. 1992 (13/353) 
rr======-=== PlAIL/PHO"EoII'IEEUHG PlESSAGE ===========n 

Plail:January 13, 
FroN:Plar~ Brown 

1992 1H:HBan PleNo is -
Conflr..ed: Priuate:X Urgent: 

To: For 'lour -
Subject: 

Copy: 
Infor..ation: 

Signature: 
Co~nents: 

ApprDual: 
Action: 

Editing: 
~='~-==========I'IEPIO ==========-'I=~ 

PlAIL ROUTI"G ====i1 
HOrrle DOMain 

Persons 

ill WI LOll 
Bi 11 Jackson 
Carol S.. lth 
Fran Dauls 
Frank Johnson 
lIary Brown 

Select the person Dr group to receiuB this .. e .. o 
lIall Addressing COIIIIA"DS: ~ View lIoue Delete Finished Lists 

Highlighted person/group will receiue this IOBNO i'lL 

Figure 9.37 Sending Mail 

Pull-down windows are available (under the To: and Copy : fields) 
to display all users who may receive electronic mail. Ifthe network also 
is running the Higgins Exchange program, then the list will contain 
names ofpeople in other mail domains who can also receive electronic 
mail. 

After filling in the memo's heading and writing her note, Mary has 
several options available to her, as indicated on the bottom of her 
screen. Mary's blackbook contains her own E-mail address list, while 
the privatelist contains specific individuals from different groups 
brought together to form a particular mailing or distribution list. The 
Notlisted option prints a gard copyofa memo from someone who is not 
listed in the mailing address list. By selecting Enclosures, Mary may add 
enclosures to her memo. An Enclosures window appears, requesting a 
file's name, directory, and description. 
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Using the Higgins Log Command 
Now that Mary has read her mail and sent a memo, she returns to her 
main Higgins menu, shown earlier in Figure 9.34. The Log command 
displays Mary's appointment log window, shown in Figure 9.38. 

Log Monday, January 13, 199Z (13/353) 

Schadule lor Mary Brown January 1992 
Monday, January 13, 199Z (131353) Sun Man Tue Wed Thr Fri Sat 

29 38 31 1 2 3 4 
7a • 9a 18a 1~ 1p E 5 6 7 8 9 18 11

2p _I 4p _l 6p 
12D 14 15 16 17 18 
19 211 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 38 31 1 

APPOINTMENT LOG 

TI .. e Description 


8:88_- 8:38_ Interulew with Bill Tho..pson
9:88....-11:88a.. Chair Budget Co.... ittee H.. 123 

11:38a..-12:45p.. Lunch (SaIOSons) with A. Wilson It 

3:88p.. - 3:38p.. DlscuBS trade .how with Joe 

5:88p..- 5:38p.. M.... t Fried.. Johnson (new AE) 


Type Co...... nd letter ar press Space Bar 

Log COMMANDS: IIDIIB Add Extract Print NewDate QuickAdd Finished Week 


View the appoint....nts on this date Nt 

Figure 9.38 Using the Log Command 

By choosing Select, Mary can view any item in her log. Other 
options permit Mary toAdd an item to the log, Extract events from her 
schedule for a specific period of time (by using keywords and a data 
range), Print her log, move to a NewDate, quickly add a log entry 
(QuickAdd), or view her Week at a glance. 

Higgins also provides a feature called Appointment Call, which, 
once installed in a batch file or activated by typing APPTCALL, permits 
Higgins to sound an alarm and remindyou about an appointment, even 
while you are using another application program. 

Using the Higgins Directory Command 
The Directory command is one option under the Higgins Main menu. 
In Figure 9.39, Mary has selected the Directory option and now sees a 
summary window of names, companies, and telephone numbers. 
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Directory "onday. January 13. 1992 (13~3) 18:13.... 
~---=========~ 

Schedule for "ary Brown January 1992 
"onday, January 13, 1992 (13/353) Sun "on Tue Wed Thr Fri Sat 

29 38 31 1 2 3 4 
E 5 6 7 8 9 18 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 28 21 22 23 24 25 

1 

7a 

l'Ia..e Co..pany Telephone 

Tol"'I ()llpH Citicorp 91&-334-3322 X18 
"ary Da... is PolyWidget &19-555-4343 X32 
Higgins Group Enable Software (415)8&5-9885 
Frank Larson Po~ Distributors 415-332-3434 
Susan "artin Polytex General 414-443-2555 Ho..e 
Patty "aryu..a Dreary Corporation &12-445-7898 Ho..e 
Sa.. Sanders The Fountain &82-445-3411 Ho..e 

Type Co....and letter ~ress Space Bar 
Directory CO""AI'IDS: ~ Delete Add E~ract Print Telephone "oue Order Finished 

View detail of highlighted entry i'lL 

Figure 9.39 Viewing the Directory 

When she highlights a particular name and selects View, she'll see 
a screen like the one in Figure 9.40. 

Directory View "onday, January 13. 1992 (13/353) 18:15a.. 
l'Iame:Susan Martin * * D IRE C TOR ¥ E 1'1 T R ¥ 

Title:"anufacturing Rep ICity:San Diego 
Co..pany:Polytex General State:California Zip:91232 

Depart....nt: Business Phone: 619-443-3444~: 
Address 1:1515 Widget Dri ...e Ho..e Phone: 414-443-2555 
Address 2: Category: TELECOM Priuate:'" 

IF"=======--==~ I'IOTE ~============n 
Susan usually can be reached early ~orning or uery late 
afternoons. She doesn't like being called at ho..e. 

Likes seafood. Will expedite any deliuery if asked. 

Husband - Bob 

1cids - "ary (12/18/79) Billie (4/38/84) 


Type Co .... and letter or press Space Bar 
Directory Entry CO""AI'IDS: I!DI Attached Modify Delete Keywords Order BlackBook 

Finished Calendar Telephone 
Use note processor to ..odlfy the attached note i'lL 

Figure 9.40 Viewing a Directory Entry Description 
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IfMary wants to write a note running several pages, she can select 
the Attached command and then the Add command, to add this material 
to her directory. 

Using aTo-Do List with Higgins 
The To-Do command produces a To-Do List window similar to the one 
pictured in Figure 9.41. The list is organized as follows: 

• According to project, alphabetically. 

• Within a project, according to status, with Open before Done. 

• Within status, according to priority, with priority one first. 

• Within a priority, chronologically, from oldest date. 

to-Do nonday, January 13, 1992 (13/353) 18:19..", 

Schedule for nary Brown January 1992 
nonday, January 13, 1992 (13~) Sun nDn Tue Wed Thr Fri Sat 

11------------------------------------111129 38 31 1 2 3 4 
?a 8a 5 6 7 8 9 1B 11 

j!!!!~J!!!~~~~~~~~~~~11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1819 2B 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 3B 31 1 

_=====~==== TO-DO LIST ===_========n0===d1 
Status Due Project Description 

Open - 5 1/1&/92 BUDGET REPORT a Ite overheads 

Open - 3 1/13/92 PERSOHAL Pay auto IDan 

Open - 1 1/15/92 SALES nAHUAL Finish 1st draft or report

Open - 4 1/28/92 SALES PROJECT Print II Graph

Open - 2 1/28/92 !PT TRADE SHOW Arrange Transportation

Open - 3 1/13/92 XVZ BID Figure cabling 


Type Co",,,,and letter Dr press Space Bar 
To-Do connAHDS: III!I!l Add noue Extract Print Status Order RlISChedule Delete 

Finished 
View detail of highlighted To-Do It..", HL 

Figure 9.41 Viewing a To-Do List 

IfMarywants to create a new item on her To-Do list, she selects the 
Add option. She'll have the opportunity to describe the item and 
categorize it by project name. The project name associated with the 
item is useful when searching by keywords. To-Do tasks may be 
designated as having Open orDone status, and may have priority levels 
between 1 and 5. A private field enables Mary to hide this item from 
someone else who might view her schedule in order to arrange a 
meeting. 
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Maintaining Expense Recordswith Higgins 
One very useful Higgins feature is the Expense command, which 
maintains automated expense reports. Expense items may be entered 
in the log, where they are associated with an event and a directory entry. 
Higgins has two classifications for expenses: those alreadysubmitted on 
a report, and those not yet submitted on a report. 

Higgins permits 12 different expense categories, which need only 
be named once (when the program is first installed). An Assemble 
command permits three activities: assembling new expenses for a new 
report, entering new expenses for a newreport, or simply entering new 
expenses. Figure 9.42 illustrates an expense report being assembled. 

Log /londay. January 13. 1992 (13/353) UI:22a.. 
LOG E1tU'I FOR: January 13, 1992 

Fro.. : 11:3I1a.. Alar.. :ll0 Alar.. I--EIIUY ALSO APPEARS Oil THESE LISTS--
To:12:45pM Flag: DIRECTORY: 

Description: 
Lunch (SaMSons) with A. Wilson TO-DO:ll0 Priority: 

Priuate:llo Source:Log EXPEIISE:llo PROJECT: 
rr===== EXPEIISE SUIIIIARY EXPEIISE DETAIL 

Expenses for this Ite.. 
Ita.. Category A..ount Date: 1/13/92 Log:Yes 

Ite",:Lunch - 2 
LUll{ II 2 Ilea Is 2& .1111 Categry: Ilea Is 
arking Trans. 7.511 II_her: @ 

AlOOunt: 26.66 
Purpose:XYZ Sale 

Where:Si\mSons 
Who: 

A. Wilson 
of: 

XYZ Corporation 

Type Co....and letter Dr press~ce Bar 

Associate Expense COIlllAtlDS: IIIiDl Add Finished 


View detail of highllghted expense ita.. ilL 

Figure 9.42 Keeping an Expense Log 

Notice that for Mary's business lunch, Higgins provides details on 
the purpose of the meeting and the people entertained-precisely the 
facts needed in order to keep the IRS happy. 

AnExpenseSummary windowcan provide a very effective expense 
report. Figure 9.43 illustrates such a typical report. (Notice that the 
report can be printed by selecting that particular option.) 
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Higgins Exchange provides 
routing between two 
networks running this 
program; Higgins Gateways 
provides connectivity with 
non-Higgins networks. 

Expense Honday, January 13, 1992 (131353) 18:25an 
IF"~~~~~ EXPENSE SUHHAR'I =~~~~~'IF~= EXPENSE DETAIL 

Expense Report tor Period Ending: 1/13/92 
Date Iten Category Anount Date: 1/13/92 Log: Yes 

Iten:Airline Ticl<ets 

1/13/92 Lunch - 2 Heals 2&.1111 Categry: Trans. 

1/13/92 Parl<ing Trans. 7.511 Nunbar: @ 

1/13/92 ir'lille Tickets Trans. 455.1111 Anount: 455.1111 

1/13/92 Hotel Lodging 5&.1111 Pl1I'pose:neet with Bill 

1/13/92 Taxi Trans. 2&.1111 Where:Washington D.C. 

1/13/92 Lunch Heals lB.1I8 Who: 


Bill Thompson 
of: 

interviewee 
ii=~~"";"~=~===~ EXPENSE CATEGORIES ~~===========ii 

Trans. Lodging Heals Teleph Inedntl Auto Travel Total 
4BB.58 5&.1111 44.1111 .118 .811 II .~ 500.58 

Entrtain Shipping Supplies Asoetion Software Other REPORT TOTAL 
.~ .811 .~ .88 .88 II .ElEl 500.58 

Type Connand letter or press Space Bar 
Expense Report COHHANDS: ~ Add Print Onit Finished 

View detail of highlighted expense iten HL 

Figure 9.43 An Expense Summary Report 

Higgins Exchange and Higgins Gateways to Other 
E-mail Systems 
Each Higgins network requires only a single Higgins Exchange program 
to provide mail routing, and a single Higgins Gateways program to 
connect with non-Higgins mail systems. 

Higgins Exchange takes responsibility for automatically distribut
ing any directory changes that have taken place on another network. If 
copies of a memo have to be distributed to several people at a different 
location, the program sends one copy and a distribution list (to which 
the information is routed by the Higgins Exchange program running at 
the remote location). 

Higgins Gateways provides connectivity with non-Higgins mail 
systems (including MHS, 3 +Mail, SNADS, and PROFS). Higgins Ex
change has a built-in asynchronous modem program, but it is also 
possible to utilize X.25 communications with the addition of appropri
ate software. 

Enable Systems offers Higgins To:FAX software, designed to be 
used in conjunction with an Intel Connection CoProcessor board 
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DaVinci Systems' eMAIL 
works under many network 
operating systems, but is 
optimized to work with 
NetWare. 

(which is installed on the workstation running Higgins Exchange). A 
special module ofHiggins To: FAX software uses the Intel board in place 
ofan existing standard modem, to provide 10,600 Bps mail transfer; to 
make the system even more efficient, file transfer takes place in the 
background. 

Users ofportable and stand-alone computers can send and receive 
Higgins electronic mail by using Higgins Remote and a modem, in 
conjunction with Higgins and Higgins Exchange. One very nice feature 
of this program is that it also supports direct peer-to-peer mail service 
between remote users. 

DaVinci eMAIL 
DaVinci Systems' DaVinci eMAIL offers many features; these include 
establishing priorities and delivering certified mail. eMAIL can also send 
messages via fax, and via links to MCI Mail. 

eMAIL is available for DOS, OS/2, Windows, and NewWave work
stations. While it can be used by such network operating systems as 
Vines and LAN Manager, it is optimized to work with Novell's NetWare. 

On a NetWare LAN, eMAIL provides automatic maintenance of its 
user list (from the Novell Bindery), as well as automatic management of 
NetWare privileges and directory access rights. 

DaVinci's eMAIL features pop-up windows when run as a TSR 
program. A user-defined hotkey pulls in eMAIL at any time, and can be 
set to alert the user of all incoming messages while other applications 
continue to run. The program can also be run without the TSR option, 
to save memory. 

Files can be attached to an eMAIL message and then saved onto the 
user's own workstation's hard disk drive. Files that can be attached 
include spreadsheets, executables, and graphics. 

Users can take advantage ofa number ofeMAIL features, including 
the following: 

• Security 
• Context-sensitive on-line help 

• Administrator- and user-maintained lists of names 
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Selecting the right electronic 
messaging program requires 
considering many factors. 
including compatibility with 
the network. 

• Carbon copies 

• Certified mail 

• Priority mail 

• Forward and Reply 

DaVinci's eMAIL can send messages to a number ofdifferent types 
of messaging systems, including the following: 

• Fax machines 

• MCI Mail 

• QuickMail for the Macintosh 

• DEC All-in-l and VMSMail 

• IBM's PROFS 

• SYZYGY 

Selecting the Right Electronic Messaging 
System for Your Netware Network 
We've examined six major electronic messaging programs in this 
chapter, all of which (except SMTP) are commonly used on NetWare 
networks. The programs range from those offering only electronic mail 
(cc:Mail and The Network Courier) to those offering a variety of extra 
scheduling and organizing functions (Higgins and The Coordinator). 
When selecting a program foryour network, there are several issues that 
you must consider. 

One major issue is compatibility. Does the program work on all 
the different networks you have? Does it work on the gateways to your 
company's minicomputers and mainframes? Some of these programs 
(Higgins, for example) do not offer Macintosh versions at this time, 
while others already have DEC gateways available (cc:Mail). 

The gateways will not do you much good, however, if the elec
tronic messaging system does not have the features your company 
needs. The material in this chapter was intended to make you aware of 
the major features these leading programs offer. The following list 
summarizes many of the features that may prove necessary if your 
company's electronic messaging is to be effective: 
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Facsimile (fax) servers are 
used to receive and transmit 
network fax messages. 

• Connects to other networks' electronic mail. 

• Sends to distribution lists, or multiple distribution lists. 

• Places restrictions on users' sending and receiving of mail. 

• Auto-files messages that are sent or received. 

• Provides on-line help. 

• Automatically bills users who send mail. 

• Uploads files to accompany messages sent. 

• Prioritizes messages. 

• Permits enclosures in the form of files. 

• Permits attachment of related documents. 

Facsimile Servers on aNetwork 
While electronic messaging software has become very popular, the link 
between these E-mail systems and facsimile machines is relatively new. 
A facsimile (fax) server can be used to transmit fax messages from 
different network workstations, as well as to receive messages and 
forward them to the appropriate workstation. One approach to using 
a fax server is to route messages to afax queue: the fax server polls the 
file server, extracts a document from the queue (along with control 
information, such as the name and phone number of the destination 
user) and then transmits the fax message. 

Some fax servers work in conjunction with E-mail systems. An 
E-mail user specifies that the message is to be sent to the receiver via fax 
transmission. This approach canbe very efficient, because the fax server 
can take advantage of the E-mail's features (such as its global user 
directory). Messages can even be faxed to distribution lists created on 
the E-mail system. 
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What Have You Learned? 

1. 	An electronic messaging system can encompass far more than 

just basic E-mail. It can include gateways to other networks and 
facsimile machines, as well as scheduling and organizing 
functions. 

2. 	 An X.400 message handling system includes user agents, mes
sage transfer agents, and a message transfer system. 

3. 	 Protocol PI provides rules for routing information between two 
MTAs. Protocol P2 describes types of user services requested. 
Protocol P3 provides standards for changing existing mail 
parameters. 

4. 	 The CCITT X.400 recommendations cover electronic messag

ing, while the X.500 recommendations cover a worldwide 

common directory. 


5. 	 The Coordinator organizes all communications on a subject, 

and keeps them in sequential order as a "conversation." 


6. 	 The Coordinator offers seven types of conversations: Note, 

Inform, Question, Offer, Request, Promise, and What if. 


7. 	 One of cc:Mail's unique features is its ability to take snapshots 
of any screen and add them to any messages. 

8. 	 The cc:Mail program has a graphics editor that can be used to 
draw graphics or modify graphics taken from other programs. 

9. 	 The Network Courier permits the sorting of user mail by date, 
sender, subject, and priority. 

10. Higgins provides many functions besides electronic mail, 
including sophisticated scheduling and organizing features. 

11. Higgins Exchange connects two networks running this pro
gram, while Higgins Gateways is used to communicate with 
non-Higgins networks. 

12. Fax servers work in conjunction with E-mail systems, so that 
E-mail messages can be transmitted via facsimile machines. 
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Quiz for Chapter 9 

1. 	Electronic mail and the ccnT X.400 set of recommendations 

would be handled by which layer of the OSI model? 

a. 	 Network 

b. 	Presentation 

c. 	 Application 

d. 	Data Link 

2. 	Which item is not part of an X.400 message handling system? 

a. 	 A file server 

b. A user agent 

c. 	 A message transfer agent 

d. A message transfer system 

3. 	 The basic approach of the MRS program is 

a. 	 first-in-first-out. 

b. store-and-forward. 

c. 	 list-in-first-out. 

d. transfer-and-process. 

4. A request for an immediate reply to a message is described by 
which protocol under X.400? 

a. 	 PI 

b. 	 P2 

c. 	 P3 

d. 	P4 

5. 	 Standards for a worldwide common directory are provided in 

a. 	 X.300. 

b. X.400. 

c. 	 X.500. 

d. X.600. 
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6. The electronic mail program once included with NetWare is 

a. The Coordinator. 

b. The Network Courier. 

c. cc:Mail. 

d. Higgins. 

7. The program that organizes all communications into "conversa
tions" is 

a. Higgins. 

b. cc:Mail. 

c. The Coordinator. 

d. The Network Courier. 

8. Which is not a type of conversation available under The 

Coordinator? 


a. Promise 

b. Request 

c. Memo 

d. What if 

9. The Coordinator has a built-in gateway to other networks 

because it has 


a. LU6.2. 

b. APPI. 

c. MS. 

d. MHS. 

10. A special snapshot feature is available only on 

a. The Coordinator. 

b. The Network Courier. 

c. cc:Mail. 

d. Higgins. 

11. 	Under which program do you receive information in your 
Inbox? 

a. The Coordinator 

b. The Network Courier 

c. cc:Mail 

d. Higgins 
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12. 	The electronic messaging program that permits graphics to be 
attached direcdy to a document is 

a. cc:Mail. 

b. The Coordinator. 

c. The Network Courier. 

d. Higgins. 

13. 	The Chkstat utility program, providing detailed information on 
mailbox users, is available with 

a. The Coordinator. 

b. The Network Courier. 

c. cc:Mail. 

d. Higgins. 

14. 	The Network Courier permits the sorting of users' mail by all 
these methods except 

a. by date. 

b. by sender's name. 

c. by subject name. 

d. by size. 

15. 	The program that permits other users to see your To-Do list 
(but gives you the ability to hide certain items) is 

a. The Coordinator. 

b. Higgins. 

c. The Network Courier. 

d. cc:Mail. 

16. 	The program providing a calculator, stopwatch, scratchpad, and 
a Hide the Display option is 

a. Higgins. 

b. The Network Courier. 

c. The Coordinator. 

d. cc:Mail. 
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17. 	The program that can utilize a coprocessor board to provide 
facsimile service is 

a. Higgins. 

b. The Network Courier. 

c. The Coordinator. 

d. cc:Mail. 

18. 	The control information and date comprising an MHS message 
is enclosed in an 

a. MJB. 

b. MTC. 

c. MCB. 

d. MIT. 

19. 	The External Mail program is a feature of 

a. Higgins. 

b. The Coordinator. 

c. cc:Mail. 

d. The Network Courier. 

20. 	The NetWare command that permits users to connect with a 
different file server in order to access an external post office is 

a. ATTACH. 

b. LINK. 

c. CONNECT. 

d. MAIL. 
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Network Management 
and Control 

About This Chapter 
The network manager is charged with responsibility for a local area 
network. In this chapter, we will examine manyofthe networkmanager's 
most important functions. Whenever possible, we will examine some of 
the actual management programs a network manager uses to manage 
and control a LAN. Finally, we will look at a protocol analyzer, one of 
the essential tools a network manager uses to analyze a network to 
determine why it is not running at maximum efficiency. 

Five Functional Areas of LAN Management 
The five functional areas of network management are configuration 
management, fault management, performance management, security 
management, and accounting management. Let's examine each of 
these key areas to see how a network manager spends a typical day. 
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Configuration Management 
Configuration management consists of keeping track of what devices 
are attached to a network, and maintaining this information in a 
database for quick retrieval. The database can contain valuable informa
tion about the device, including any hardware attached and the type of 
software installed. This type of information is often produced by an 
automated network inventory program; the information such a pro
gram can retrieve and store about each workstation includes the 
following: 

• The amount of RAM installed in this workstation. 

• The microprocessor installed (Intel 80286, Intel 80386, etc.). 

• The coprocessor (if any) installed. 

• The type of network interface card installed. 

• The type of video interface card installed (EGA, VGA, etc.). 

• The operating system running and its version. 

Among the more popular network inventory programs are Magee 
Enterprises' NetworkH.Q., BrightworkDevelopment's LAN Automatic 
Inventory, and Horizons Technology's LAN Auditor. Some network 
inventory programs permit a network supervisor to add information 
and even create additional fields. Figure 10.1 illustrates a sample 
hardware documentation sheet created by a network manager who 
wanted to be able to retrieve this information. 

Hardware Network Documentation 

Type of Equipment: 
Serial Number: ____ 
Locat ion: 
Date Purc'--ha--C-sed-;-:
Warranty EXplratlon Date:__~___ _ 
Vendor: Contact:
Telephon-e:----~-- --~---~--"--~ 

Service Contract 

Vendor: 

Telephon-e-:---_~~___ 

Problems: 

Figure 10.1 A Hardware Documentation Sheet 
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By using this format to keep vital information on all workstations, 
interface boards, printers, and other devices, the network supervisor 
will be able to organize network resources more efficiently. Figure 10.2 
illustrates a software documentation sheet, a similar profile that can be 
maintained for all software installed on the network. 

Software Network Documentat i on 

Name of Program:__~~~__ ~ DOS Vers ion: 
Publ isher: Tel: 

Purchased From: Tel: 
Date Purchased: 
warranty Expires: _________ 

System Requirements: 
RAM Required: 
Hard Disk/Floppies:____-

Software Ha i ntenance/Support: 
Vendor:::-c--____ 
Telephone: ______ 

Probl ems: 

Figure 10.2 A Software Documentation Sheet 

An advantage of maintaining a network inventory in a database is 
that a manager can create network configuration reports for planning 
purposes. How many workstations, for example, are still using Intel 
80286 microprocessors? These machines will not be able to take 
advantage ofany Windows 3.1 packages that are purchased. How many 
machines only have 1 megabyte of RAM installed? These machines will 
have to be upgraded to at least 4 megabytes of RAM to take full 
advantage of Windows software. A network manager might also be 
interested in learning how many workstations are still running MS-DOS 
3.3. What would it cost to upgrade these workstations to MS-DOS 5.0, 
in order to provide them with memory management capabilities? 

Another important function ofinventory software is to provide the 
information needed to solve network problems. In many companies 
with large local area networks, a network user who is having trouble 
running a particular program can call a network help desk and request 
help. The help desk specialist can use information provided by the 
network inventory software (in the configuration database) to exam
ine the user's hardware and software configuration. The specialist 
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Fault management includes 
documenting and reporting 
network problems. 

might determine (for example) that a RAM shortage is causing the user's 
machine to lock up when a graphic file is loaded into a WordPerfect 
program. 

Another user might be having a problem with a certain program 
because of its incompatibility with the version of MS-DOS running on 
the workstation. The network inventory program can help the supervi
sor isolate this problem. 

LAN configuration programs can also provide a network manager 
with information about the status of all network devices, including 
bridges and routers. Some programs provide this information in a 
graphical format. (For example, the network supervisor's screen might 
show a device displayed in red to indicate that it is either turned offor 
malfunctioning. ) 

Fault Management 
Fault management is the network management function concerned 
with documenting and reporting network errors. A network manager 
needs to know how many misformed packets are being produced, how 
many times packets must be retransmitted on an EtherNet network, 
whether a workstation is transmitting a beacon signal on a network, etc. 

The Frye Utilities for Networks includes the NetWare Early Warn
ing System, an example ofhow a network manager can use specialized 
software for fault management. A network manager might set the 
program's thresholds so that it will issue an alert under the following 
conditions: 

• 	 The file server does not respond. 

• 	 The file server's utilization reaches a certain percentage of 

capacity. 


• 	 Packets are discarded because they have crossed over 16 

bridges. 


• A printer is off-line. 

The program can be instructed to notify the network manager in 
a number of different ways. One method would consist ofdisplaying a 
25th-line message on the network manager's monitor. A second method 
might transmit an electronic mail message automatically. If an elec
tronic mail program with a notify feature (such as cc:Mail) is installed 
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on the network, the network manager will hear a beep and see a 
message displayed-indicating that an E-mail message has just been 
received. 

If a Hayes-compatible modem is available to the network, the Frye 
Utilities NetWare Early Warning System program can be instructed to 
transmit a pager message (for people who are rarely in their offices). 
The program can also be instructed to send a facsimile message (fax), 
but perhaps its most unusual option (assuming the proper hardware is 
installed) is to provide incoming voice notification and outgoing voice 
notification. 

With these options installed, a network manager can call the LAN 
and receive a voice update concerning error conditions. The outgoing 
voice notification optionenables the program to call a number and send 
a voice message. (Imagine the reaction of a network manager who 
receives a call at home at 3 a.m. from the LAN, and hears a digitized voice 
describe network error conditions.) 

Performance Management 
One of a network manager's major responsibilities is to ensure a 
network's efficient performance, and that its service is not deteriorat
ing. Since new and occasional users may have trouble with such routine 
networkfunctions as the login (for example), network supervisors must 
help them by establishing routines to follow. In the case of IBM's 
network software, such routines are customized batch files that need be 
written only once. Novell's NetWare includes login scripts; though 
these may take onlya few minutes for a supervisor to write, theycan save 
novices hours, and eliminate a good deal of frustration. 

Another area of network efficiency that needs to be monitored by 
the network supervisor is network traffiC statistics. By examining 
printer usage statistics, for example, the supervisor might determine 
that certain log reports need to be spooled and printed after peak hours. 
Heavy usage of certain accounting programs that place a premium on 
file server access can slow the entire network. The supervisor might 
decide to add a separate file server for the accounting department, in 
order to speed up the rest of the network. 

Network General's Watchdog serves as an example of software 
(and hardware) that a network manager can use to ensure that a net
work performs efficiently. The workstation into which this software is 
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Security management 
includes protecting a network 
from unauthorized access, 
both from network and 
non-network users. 

The access of network users 
can be limited by password 
protection, time restrictions, 
and restrictions on which 
workstations can be used to 
log into the network. 

loaded includes a network interface card which allows the workstation 
to capture real-time network data. The Watchdog provides detailed 
statistical information about network traffic patterns. This information 
can be displayed graphically, so that the network manager can view 
which workstations are generating the most traffic. 

The Watchdog can report which workstations are generating 
packets with the most errors (a sign that the workstation might have a 
defective network interface card). The network manager can also 
monitor the traffic between a file server and print server-or between 
two workstations-to examine potential bottlenecks that might be 
causing network traffic congestion. 

One advantage of gathering network traffic statistics when the 
network is performing efficiently is that it provides a benchmark which 
can be used to discover why a network suddenly begins to operate 
sluggishly. The Watchdog also has a cable test function that enables the 
network manager to check a network segment to see ifthere is a cabling 
problem. 

Security Management 
Another major network management function is security. A network 
manager must keep a network secure from unauthorized access, as well 
as from invasion by computer viruses. Protecting a network from 
unauthorized users means limiting the access of a company's own 
network users, as well as eliminating network access by noncompany 
employees. 

Limiting aCompany's Own Network Users 

A network manager can use features found in most network operating 
systems (such as NetWare) to limit access by network users to the 
company's most important directories and files. A directory can be 
"hidden" so that it does not show up when a user issues a DIR 
command. Also, if the manager of a NetWare IAN does not give a user 
search-and-read rights to a particular network directory, the user will 
not see any files in that directory when issuing a DIR command. 
Similarly, a network manager can limit the rights of users to a specific 
file within a directory. 
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The network manager can requirepasswords for users when they 
log into a network and into a specific file server. This means that a user 
can be restricted from accessing a particular file server, while retaining 
access to a different file server. Some additional ways the network 
manager can enhance password protection when users log into the 
network are the following: 

• Prevent users from placing their passwords in a batch me for 
automatic login. (Batch files can be viewed by unauthorized 
users.) 

• Require the user's password to have a certain number of letters. 

• Require the user to change a password at intervals (such as 
every 30 or 60 days). 

• Prevent users from using the same password twice. 

• Provide users with passwords containing random combinations 
of letters. (passwords that represent the names of spouses, 
children, or pets are often too easy for outsiders to guess.) 

• Prevent users from logging into the network from several 

different workstations concurrently. 


• Restrict users from logging into the network during certain 
hours, and even during certain days of the week (Saturdays, 
Sundays, etc.). 

• Some network operating systems (such as NetWare 3.x) encrypt 
passwords so that sophisticated users cannot examine the 
password file and learn users' passwords. 

• Network managers must also be alert to prevent users from 
writing their passwords on scraps of paper and taping these 
notes to their computers or monitors because they are afraid 
they will forget them. 

• Some users will log into the network and then leave their 
workstations unattended for extended periods of time. Unau
thorized users can do enormous network damage if they take 
advantage of this situation. 

• Network managers must be notified whenever an employee is 
terminated or voluntarily leaves a company, so that this 
person's network account can be eliminated. 

• 	Temporary users should be assigned a network account with 
an expiration date, and with very limited access to sensitive 
network files. 
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Preventing Unauthorized Users from Dialing into aLAN 

LAN security becomes even more difficult to maintain when users are 
permitted to log in from remote sites. Password protection provides 
one level ofprotection. This protection can be enhanced by limiting the 
number of unsuccessful login attempts before locking the user's ac
count. After three (or perhaps five) unsuccessful login attempts, users 
might be required to contact the network manager to reset the account. 
This measure will prevent unauthorized users from dialing in repeat
edly and using a random password generator to try to break into a 
network. 

Another effective way to prevent unauthorized users from logging 
into a LAN from a remote site is to use a call-back modem-which 
receives a call, requires a password, and then calls the user back after 
a random number of seconds. The call-back modem is programmed 
with a table containing a list of authorized users, their passwords, and 
their phone numbers. 

Protecting aNetwork from Computer Viruses 

Viruses are self-replicating bits ofcomputer code that hide in computer 
programs (and often in RAM). They attach themselves to other pro
grams, and accompany them when they are copied to other disks or 
onto a network. Once activated, these viruses can disrupt the programs 
to which they are attached. When they "hide" in RAM, viruses attach 
themselves to more and more programs as each one is executed. 

A virus is particularly disruptive on a network; it can spread rapidly 
through a network's various directories and subdirectories until all 
traffic stops. The solution for many network managers is to install 
preventive software that checks for viruses before other software is 
executed-usually detecting a virus before it can do any damage. Many 
programs also destroy the virus once it is detected. 

Central Point's Anti-Virus software serves as an example of how 
many ofthese programs function. It checks for viruses byverifying files' 
checksums, and checking for other file irregularities. A terminate-and
stay-resident (TSR) program loads into memory, and checks programs 
before they are executed. It notifies the user when a virus has been 
detected, names it, and then destroys it. The program is capable of 
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Accounting management is 
the ability to allocate network 
costs to users and their 
departments. 

removing viruses from infected files, boot sectors, and partition tables
without having to delete these files. 

On many networks, only the LAN manager can load files onto the 
network. Often the network manager will test a program on a local 
workstation, and scan it for viruses before adding the program to the 
network. Users are prohibited from uploading files and programs 
directly from bulletin boards onto the network. 

Accounting Management 
Accounting management is the network function associated with 
allocating network costs to users and their departments. A network 
operating system such as NetWare provides the built-in capability to 
perform this task. 

Under NetWare, a network manager can keep accurate track of 
when specific individuals use specific file servers. This means that users 
can be charged for using a print server, a file server, and even a gateway. 

Users can be charged for how many blocks of information they 
read from a file server, and how many blocks they write to a file server. 
Network managers can even vary the charge rates for connections, so 
that it is less expensive for users who log into the network during off 
hours. A network manager can set charge rates for service requests so 
that users who want to print during prime time will pay considerably 
more than users who are willing to print during the late afternoon or 
evening. 

Daily Network Management Chores 
for the Network Manager 
We have examined some of the broad functional areas of network 
management associated with LAN management; now we will look at 
some of the day-to-day responsibilities associated with network man
agement and control. These responsibilities include backing up file 
servers, maintaining the network user interface, troubleshooting net
work problems, and maintaining network hardware and software. 
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Backing Up File Servers 
A major chore for all network supervisors is to develop a carefully 
planned schedule for network backups. Some network areas, such as 
accounting, might require backups twice a day. The entire system, of 
course, should be backed up on a daily basis. Most software will time
stamp files, requiring backu p only ofthose files that have been modified 
since the last backup. 

The supervisor should perform backups ofall files every week and 
periodically place a backup in a safe off-site location. 

Palodrome Corporation's The Network Archivist (TNA) serves as 
an example of specialized software that helps a network manager 
manage and control network backups. TNA enables a network manager 
to establish a backup schedule, indicate when tapes should be rotated, 
and schedule an unattended backup. The program maintains a backup 
history for each file, so that the network manager can restore a specific 
version of a file. This feature is useful when a user needs an earlier 
version of a file that has been overwritten. The network manager can 
restore an individual file, a directory, or the entire file server. For larger 
networks, the Network Archivist can be used in conjunction with a 
2.2GB, 8mm tape drive. 

Maintaining Network User Interfaces 
The network manager must maintain the LAN's user interface. Often 
this means using a menuing program to create a common menu for 
network users, so that they will not need to know network commands 
to use the LAN. 

The Saber menuing system serves as an excellent example ofhow 
a menuing program works. Each time the network manager adds an 
important program to the LAN, the new program can be added to the 
network's menu as well. A user who wants to use a word processing 
program, for example, can select the "Word Processing" menu option. 
A second menu is then displayed, offering WordPerfect 5.1, WordPer
fect 5.0, and Word 5.0 as options. The user selects one of these 
programs, and presses Enter to load a copyofthe chosen program from 
the network. 
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A network operating system lets you place users into groups, and 
the Saber menuing system can work with the operating system to 
display different menus to different groups. AnAccounting Department 
employee might see a menu displayed that lets him load the Accounts 
Payable, Accounts Receivable, or Payroll programs. A Drafting Depart
ment employee might see an entirely different menu, which lets him 
load computer-assisted drawing and graphics programs. Finally, a 
temporary employee hired to perform word processing might see a 
menu that offers only the word processing option. 

Amenuing system can also be used to control network printing. A 
user can select the Print menu option and see several different printing 
options (Epson dot-matrix printer, Hewlett-Packard LaserJet III, etc.). 
The user then can load a program and select the print option, knowing 
the document will be sent to the selected printer. 

Amenuing system can also be customized for an individual user's 
hardware, so that a user with a monochrome monitor will load a 
monochrome menu. The Saber menuing system even permits users to 
customize their own menus. A user who frequently loads a word 
processing program might want to place this option in the Main menu 
to avoid going through two different menus to select this program. 

A menuing program such as the Saber system can be used by a 
network manager to prevent users from issuing DOS-level commands. 
Because a user cannot breakout ofthe menu to a DOS prompt, the user 
is unable to download files, load programs from a local hard disk, or 
perform anyone of a host of tasks that could compromise a network's 
security. 

A menuing system can also be used to monitor and control the 
number of users who can run a program concurrently. The Saber 
system, for example, lets the network manager control the number of 
users able to access a program at any given time. The network manager 
can purchase a license for 15 users, for example, and then establish this 
limit in the menuing program. The 16thuserwho attempts to access this 
program will be informed that the maximum number of users are 
currently running the program, and then will be provided with a list of 
these users. A user who desperately needs to access this program can 
check to see if someone on this list has forgotten to log out of the 
network. 
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'letwork maintenance 
includes updating software 
as new versions are released, 
creating and updating 
network documentation, 
replacing defective equip
ment, and periodically 
checking network cabling. 

Troubleshooting Network Problems 
Manynetwork managers spend a disproportionate amount oftheir time 
troubleshooting network problems. A user calls to report that she is 
unable to print, while a second user calls to complain that he is unable 
to use his mouse with a program. A third usermight call to complain that 
he is unable to log into the network. The network manager diagnoses 
the user's problem by asking a series ofquestions-just as a doctor asks 
several questions to diagnose a patient's illness. 

First, the network manager must determine whether the problem 
is hardware- or software-related. Is the problem limited to a single 
user's workstation, or is it a problem with the network program itself? 
Is the user's local network interface card defective, or is the network 
connector linking the workstation to the network loose? 

Some network managers utilize a program such as Closeup, which 
enables them to "take over" a local workstation and view that 
workstation's screen from their own monitor. The network manager 
might take over the workstation ofthe user who complained about not 
being able to print, to see if the correct printer has been selected. The 
network manager might take over the workstation ofthe user unable to 
use his mouse so that the appropriate mouse can be installed (using the 
program's install option). In a later section, we will examine some of 
the network manager's major troubleshooting tools, including a proto
col analyzer. 

Maintaining Network Hardware and Software 
Network maintenance is a very important part of a network manager's 
daily responsibility. When a new release of a network application 
program appears, the network manager must install this software 
promptly, so that the software vendor can provide accurate technical 
support should it be needed. 

Another major maintenance chore for the network manager is to 
create and maintain network documentation. If a user's network 
interface card becomes defective, the network manager must have 
documentation available that shows when the card was installed, the 
card's serial number, and the warranty expiration date. If a file server 
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goes down, the network manager must know whether it is covered by 
a 24-hour service contract or an 8-5 contract. Similarly, the network 
manager must keep accurate documentation on other network equip
ment (such as printers, bridges, routers, gateways, and tape backup 
units). 

This type of critical information often can be placed in a network 
log book to provide clear audit trails of all network changes. Password 
changes, alterations in user access, software updates that have been 
installed, and program additions or deletions can be noted and dated. 
Such a log book should be kept under lock and key when not being 
used. Without such an administrative tool, the network represents a 
disaster waiting to happen. 

The network manager should be able to access this information 
rapidly, so that the equipment's manufacturer or vendor can be called 
quickly. Technical support departments usually require the equipment's 
serial number, warranty expiration date, and detailed information 
about the LAN's topology-including the version number of the net
work operating system. 

In order to reduce the number of calls from frustrated users, the 
network manager must provide users with accurate and easy-to-read 
network documentation. How can users direct a document to a spec
ific printer? How can a user copy several network files from one 
directory to another directory? How can a usercustomize a Saber menu? 
These are the types of questions that must be answered in user 
documentation. 

Periodically, a network manager must "walk the network" to check 
the LAN's cabling. Checking the cabling can determine whether connec
tors are coming loose, cabling is cracking or pinched, or hubs are 
operating properly. 

Some network managers report they have to reset network devices 
such as hubs at least a couple of times a week to keep them operating 
efficiently. Since so many network devices nowhave diagnostic lights to 
indicate how they are performing, a network manager can quickly 
determine whether traffic is flowing smoothly-or whether access 
collisions are taking place or a channel is not operating properly. 
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Aprotocol analyzer analyzes 
the frames traveling across a 
network; it provides valuable 
information on the perform
ance of the network's 
interface cards, file server, 
and software. 

The Network Supervisor's Tools 
A network supervisor would be well advised to have a number of tools 
and materials on hand-including both straight and Phillips screwdriv
ers, as well as needle-nose and diagonal-cutters pliers. A volt-ohm meter 
or digital voltmeter is useful for cable testing. 

When workstations suffer hardware failure, often it is because of 
a bad interface board, a defective floppy disk drive, or some bad 
memory chips. While large companies will probably have in-house 
technicians to handle these problems, a network supervisor might find 
it expedient to keep some of these materials on-hand-as well as an 
ample supply of printer ribbons, printer paper, extra formatted tapes 
for file-server backups, toner cartridges for the network laser printer, 
and certainly a box (at least) offormatted floppy disks. 

AProtocol Analyzer 
Aprotocol analyzer provides the key to understanding why a network 
is not running at top efficiency. Protocol analyzers analyze the packets 
of information flOwing across a network and provide very valuable 
statistics. While there are several major protocol analyzers on the 
market, we'll focus on one of the major contenders: Network General 
Corporation's The Sniffer. 

Attached to a network as if it were a workstation, the Sniffer listens 
to every transmission that goes by it. Although its major focus is the Data 
Link layer of the OSI model (discussed in Chapter 2), it displays 
information used by applications up to the Session layer. 

The Sniffer is a self-contained computer-with its own network 
adapter card, hard disk, operating system, and software. Ifyou exit from 
the Sniffer program, the machine becomes a standard DOS-based 
Compaq microcomputer. While running the Sniffer, however, the 
machine has two major functions: to capture frames and to display 
information. 
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Because ofthe amount of information passing through a protocol 
analyzer, it is usually filtered by establishing parameters. The user may 
want to select by station address, protocol, or particular frame pattern. 

The Sniffer uses a bar graphic to display traffic density as kilobytes 
per second, as frames per second, or as a percentage of the network's 
available bandwidth. Information can be displayed in linear form or 
logarithmic scale. 

The Sniffer also displays traffic statistics through the use ofcounters 
which reveal the number of frames seen, the number of frames ac
cepted, and the percentage of the capture buffer (the area in the 
Sniffer's memory that holds captured packets) in use. 

For each station that is contributing to network traffic, the Sniffer 
is able to display-in real time-a count of frames per second or 
kilobytes per second. The machine also displays pair counts for each 
pair of workstations communicating information. 

Figure 10.3 illustrates both a summary and a detailed display ofan 
exchange between two stations. Notice that the Sniffer identifies the 
two stations communicating from its own name table; apparently user 
Dan is communicating with the NetWare SERVER. The conversation we 
are eavesdropping on consists of a response from the NetWare file 
server regarding its LOGIN file. 

Notice also that this protocol analyzer provides some detailed file 
directory information about the file being accessed. We are able to 
observe the file's length, its creation date, the last access date, and the 
last update date/time. 

As this briefdiscussion ofthe Sniffer illustrates, protocol analyzers 
have proven to be invaluable tools for network managers. With some 
practice, a network manager can read and analyze their reports with 
relative ease-revealing a good deal of information regarding the 
network's general health. 
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What Have You Learned? 

1. 	 The five functional areas of network management are configura

tion management, fault management, performance manage
ment, security management, and accounting management. 

2. 	 Automated inventory programs are useful tools for configura

tion management. 


3. 	 Fault management includes documenting and reporting 

network errors. 


4. 	 Monitoring network traffic patterns and generating network 

statistics are important parts of performance management. 


5. 	 Network users can be restricted from using key directories and 
files. 

6. 	 Call-back modems are a way of protecting a network from 

remote users' unauthorized access. 


7. 	 Network users can be limited to using the network certain days 
of the week and certain hours. 

8. Viruses are self-replicating bits of computer code that hide in 

certain programs and then disrupt their operation. 


9. A menuing program can provide an easy-to-use network user 

interface. 


10. Protocol analyzers are excellent troubleshooting devices that 
examine the contents of network packets. 

11. A network manager's primary responsibility is to keep the 
network running efficiendy. 
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Quiz for Chapter 10 

1. 	____ is not a functional area of network management. 

a. 	 Configuration management 

b. 	 Documentation management 

c. 	 Performance management 

d. 	Security management 

2. 	Automated inventory programs are a part of 

a. 	 configuration management. 

b. 	performance management. 

c. 	 security management. 

d. 	accounting management. 

3. Keeping track of the number of misformed packets is a 
function of 

a. 	 performance management. 

b. fault management. 

c. 	 security management. 

d. 	accounting management. 

4. 	 Network General's Watchdog is utilized by a network 
manager for 

a. 	 accounting management. 

b. 	configuration management. 

c. 	 security management. 

d. 	performance management. 

5. 	 Network security can be enhanced by all of the following except 

a. 	 restricting users to certain days and hours. 

b. 	 making users change their passwords at set intervals. 

c. 	 letting users select their own passwords. 

d. 	preventing users from repeating the same passwords. 
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6. Remote users to a LAN can be restricted by 

a. dial-up modems. 

b. call-back modems. 

c. asynchronous modems. 

d. synchronous modems. 

7. Computer viruses can be found in all but 

a. boot sectors. 

b. partition tables. 

c. RAM. 

d. video cards. 

8. Network accounting bills everything except 

a. file server blocks read. 

b. file server blocks written. 

c. local workstation disk space used. 

d. network connections. 

9. A menuing system can provide all the following benefits except 

a. making a network perform more efficiently. 

b. making it easier to use the network. 

c. preventing users from seeing certain menu options. 

d. preventing users from reaching a DOS-level prompt. 

10. A protocol analyzer can 

a. display traffic patterns in graphic form. 

b. summarize traffic between two stations. 

c. provide detailed data on traffic between two stations. 

d. all of the above. 





AGuide to Networkable Software 

About This Chapter 
Many companies have found that installing a LAN also meant selecting 
new software written specifically for their network. Fortunately, 
MS-DOS and (more recently) OS/2 have provided some uniformity in 
network software. Since the network hardware and software offered by 
IBM, Artisoft, Novell, and AT&T all adhere to DOS standards, software 
publishers have found it fairly easy to write generic network editions of 
their products which will work on almost any DOS-based network. 

In this chapter, we will examine how all versions ofMS-DOS since 
3.1 provide network features (such as record locking) and what options 
companies have if their single-user software cannot be upgraded to at 
least DOS 3.1 standards. We'll survey the most desirable features found 
in word processing programs, spreadsheets, database managers, 
and accounting programs, and see how they function in a network 
environment. 
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MS-DOS has provided (in its 
versions since 3.1) true 
multiuser operations. Its 
SHARE program (which 
provides different levels of 
access) takes advantage of 
MS-DOS's record-locking and 
"byte-locking" functions. 

MS-DOS 

As Figure 11.1 shows, MS-DOS resides in the Presentation layer of the 
OSI model, along with the Redirector program. It acts as an interface 
between the application programs and the NETBIOS (which resides 
between the Presentation and Session layers). 

APPLICATION 

Application programs 
File-Server software 
Utilities 

PRESENTATION MS-DOS 
Redirector program 
(Use Shared Network Resources) 

NETBIOS 

Commands issued to lower layers SESSION 
to establish, use, and end sessions 

Figure ILl MS-DOS and the OSI Model 

Under network conditions, MS-DOS provides multiuser access to 
files through its SHARE program. SHARE enables the programmer to 
specify that the first workstation to use a file has certain levels ofaccess, 
while subsequent users have different levels of access. 

A crucial accounting data file (for example), used by several 
different workstations, could be designated as read-write for the first 
user to request it. While this user continues to write to this file, other 
users (under SHARE's Read-Write with deny-write sharing mode) can 
only read the file. 

MS-DOS versions 3.1 and above also have a byte-locking func
tion-which enables a programmer to write a program so that a range 
ofbytes is locked, and other users cannot write to this area until the first 
user "unlocks" the area. The result of the SHARE program's different 
access rights and MS-DOS's byte-locking is that a file will not be 
destroyed by two users simultaneously writing over each other's data. 

Programs written prior to the release of MS-DOS version 3.1 are 
unable to utilize this multiuser feature. Although they can be installed 
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The Redirector program acts 
as a "traffic cop." 

on a network so that one user is allowed to write to a file while other 
users can only read it, such manipulation is of limited value in most 
office environments. This is because the only alternative with DOS 2.x 
versions is to write multiple copies ofthe file to different directories and 
have different people use different versions of the file (a cumbersome 
and confusing approach). With version 3.1's record locking, different 
users can take turns accessing the same record. 

In addition to MS-DOS' s multiuser capabilities, it allows use ofthe 
Redirector program, and programmers have begun to utilize this 
capability. The Redirector acts as a "traffic cop," directing requests for 
shared network resources, and it is used by many network programs. 

Client/Server Applications Under OS/2 
In Chapter 1 we examined some of the features that distinguish MS
OS/2, the operating system that IBM sees as the foundation of larger 
future IANs. Because ofits true multitasking nature, OS/2 heralds a new 
level of distributed network computing. 

Before OS/2, most IAN file servers handled a workstation's data
base query by sending the entire database file across the network to that 
workstation. When the workstation completed sorting the database 
(and making whatever changes it needed to make), it returned the 
information to the file server. 

There are several problems associated with this traditional IAN 
approach to sharing a database program and its files. Network conges
tion increases as more and more workstations request that the program 
and its files be sent, and then send information back to the file server. 
Network overhead also can become a problem with this approach, 
since a database program may need to create several different processes 
to permit multiuser operations. With so manyfiles traveling through the 
network, data integrity also may be an issue. 

Microsoft and Ashton-Tate have developed a structured query 
language (SQL) server program called SQL Server. Running on a file 
server under OS/2, SQL Server can provide database management 
service to applications running on network workstations. 
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When a workstation queries an SQL database, SQL Server's "back
end" program receives the request, finds where the desired information 
resides on the database, then forwards only the specific information 
requested-not the entire database file-back to theworkstation (which 
does its own processing). The end user's "front-end" application 
program uses APIs to make these queries and requests in a manner 
transparent to the user. It does not matter where the database is 
physically located. Figure 11.2 illustrates this process. 

Application 

Application 
Presentation Manager 
or Microsoft Windows 

Sal Server API 

~ 

t 
Results h ::: 

OS/2 
Database 

LAN Manager 

Gateways Sal Server "

Figure 11.2 The Client/Server Model (Courtesy of Microsoft Corporation) 

This type ofdistributed processing is called client/server comput
ing: a "front-end" client application program accesses a "back-end" 
server. When this approach is used with a database, several different 
types of client "front-end" applications (spreadsheets, accounting pro
grams, project management programs, etc.) can access the "back-end" 
server (in this case, the database server). 

The "front-end" application program processes the information it 
requested and displays it on its screen. Meanwhile, the "back-end" 
server program maintains the database's integrity and ensures that the 
network will function with optimum efficiency. 



Most single-user software is 
licensed for one user and/or 
one machine. To use 
software on a network, it is 
necessary to buy a network 
version of the program, sign 
a site-licensing agreement, 
or negotiate a volume pur
chase from the software 
manufacturer. 
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Network Software and the Law 
Most single-user software packages specify that the program may only 
be used on a single machine and/or by one user at a time. Using such 
programs under network conditions is clearly illegal. Therefore, a 
major consideration in selecting network software is the software 
vendor's policy toward network use of its product. 

Many companies have developed special network versions oftheir 
products; these are licensed for specific sizes ofuser groups. A network 
supervisor might select WordPerfect (for example) and then license a 
certain number ofcopies to run on the network. The customer pays for 
the initial package, and then a per-user fee. Beyond the basic program, 
WordPerfect Corporation supplies extra network features (such as 
some laser-printing utilities) that make it advantageous for a customer 
to purchase this edition. 

For a negotiated fee, other companies provide a site-licensing 
agreement that specifies that the product may be used at that site by an 
unlimited number of users. 

Unfortunately, many major software companies simply offer dis
counts if their single-user products are purchased in large volumes. 
This solution is not acceptable for most companies that use LANs; it is 
far too expensive, even with substantial discounts. 

Word Processing Software 
Word processing is probably the most common application that users 
require in their daily jobs. This section will discuss how word process
ing programs fit into the network picture. 



Network versions of word 
processing programs provide 
some assurances of file 
compatibility, printer 
compatibility, and a 
standardized appearance for 
company documents. 
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Why Use aNetwork Version of aWord 
Processing Program? 
Most network users have already developed a fondness for a particular 
word processing program, and prefer to continue using it. There are 
various problems, however, with everyone using his or her own word 
processing program-and then using the network file server for docu
ment storage: 

• 	 Not all word processing files are compatible with one another. 

• 	 Since different programs have varying formatting capabilities, it 
is difficult to achieve uniformity within a company. Bill's pro
posals might look completely different from Janet's, and when 
they work on a document together (and try to exchange data 
files), it might be impossible for either of them to determine 
what the final document will look like. 

• 	 Various program versions offer varying features. If two employ
ees are using two versions of WordS tar, only one of them might 
be able to perform a mail merge with a customer file to create 
customized form letters. 

• 	 Different versions of the same program also might contain 
slightly different printer drivers, and these could create some 
unpleasant printing surprises. 

• 	 Single-user word processing programs do not offer file-locking 
capabilities. This feature is extremely important on a network, 
because it means that several individuals can use the same word 
processing program without worrying about destroying a 
particular document file inadvertently. 

Word Processing Features 
While there are hundreds of word processing features available on 
some of the major network versions, we'll concentrate on those 
features of particular value to network users. We'll assume that a 
company with a LAN prints dozens of types of documents, including 
some material on pre-existing forms. Furthermore, the company has 
several hundred customers that it wishes to communicate with on a 
regular basis. To achieve these word processing objectives, a company 
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Style sheets enable word 
processing users to format 
documents after writing 
them, by linking the 
document to a particular set 
of style specifications. 

would have to examine programs that offer certain formatting, editing, 
and file-managing features-and a number of utility programs. Let's 
look at some important formatting features. 

Seeing Is Believing 
A second major formatting feature that distinguishes some word pro
cessing programs is their ability to display information exactly as it will 
appear when printed. This "what you see is what you get" feature is 
particularly important in a network program, since network users 
frequently share laser printers as well as software. 

For example, Microsoft Word has a network version that takes 
advantage of Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA) and Video Graphics 
Adapter (VGA) standards to display a number of fonts as they will 
appear when printed. The network version is specifically designed to 
work with a laser printer to produce typeset-like quality. 

For those network users who need actual typesetting, Microsoft 
offers the Linoword interface between Word and the Linotron laser 
typesetting machine. While few programs can match Word's ability to 
display different fonts, the minimum acceptable functionality for most 
network users is the ability to see boldface, underlining, and strike
overs displayed on the screen. Word Perfect performs these features 
admirably. 

Style Sheets 
Companies large enough to support a LAN usually require specific 
formats for their various types of documents. A company might stipu
late, for example, that all top-level headings in its proposals be upper
case and boldface, and all subheadings be lowercase and underlined. 
Company policy might also dictate that all memos use a specific font, 
with the headings in boldface. Research reports might require still 
another company-dictated format, with footnotes placed at the bottom 
of the page. 

Microsoft Word offers several styles for creating footnotes, head
ings, and subheadings. A network user writing a letter, memo, report, 
or proposal selects the appropriate style sheet, and Word automatically 
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Certain word processing 
programs can design forms 
and then place information 
into these forms. 

Some word processing 
programs can merge 
information found in a 
database program (names, 
addresses, etc.) with a letter 
to produce individualized 
fOim letters. 

formats it correctly. This feature is especially valuable on a network, 
since it ensures that all company correspondence and reports are 
uniform in style and format. 

Forms Processing 
One frustrating aspect of using a word processing program instead of 
a typewriter is the difficulty of printing information precisely where a 
standard form requires it. This ability to define and print fields any
where on a pre-existing form is known as forms processing; it is 
particularly valuable on a company network in which several different 
forms are used on a regular basis. Samna's Word program has this 
capability. 

Editing Multiple Documents 
ALAN user might need to view two documents simultaneously in order 
to compare certain passages. Some networkword processing programs 
(such as WordS tar and Word) enable users to view and edit different 
documents simultaneously as they are displayed in screen windows; 
Word enables the user to view up to eight windows at once. Other 
programs (such as WordPerfect) enable a user to load two documents 
and then switch back and forth between them; the Windows version of 
Word Perfect now offers simultaneous viewing of more than one 
document. 

Mail Merge 
One of the major word processing functions on a local area network is 
the mail merge. Companies frequently merge customer information 
(name, address, etc.) contained in database files with a form letter 
produced on the word processing program. Beyond that, the merge 
often permits important individualized information to be inserted 
within the letter if certain conditions are met. Widget Company might 
write a form letter to all its customers, for instance, but it might include 
a paragraph about an upcoming Megawidget Seminar only in those 
letters addressed to customers who recently purchased this product. 
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To utilize all the features 
of a laser printer, a word 
processing program should 
have a printer driver 
specifically written for that 
printer. 

If mail merging is to be a major network function, the network 
administrator must address the critical question of what form the 
customer data will take-and how easily this information can be 
merged with a particular word processing program. Some word pro
cessing programs offer the capability to merge with several types offiles, 
including dBASE, ASCII, and SYLK formats. 

Word Processing Program File Formats 
Effective mail merging requires complete compatibility between the 
word processing program and the database's customer files; if data 
communication is a major network concern, it is equally important to 
determine the file formats a word processor produces. A company 
might have its LAN connected through a gateway PC with its mainframe 
computer. It also might have its LAN connected with remote branch 
locations. Since PC communications programs are usually designed to 
transmit ASCII files without word processing control codes, it is 
important to consider which word processing file formats are available. 

Most major word processing programs today can produce stan
dard ASCII files, and can import the ASCII files produced by other word 
processing programs into the network. If network users wish to 
incorporate Lotus 1-2-3 worksheets within their word processing 
documents, WordStar 2000 can read Lotus files directly, as can several 
other word processing programs. 

Printer Support 
Since software programs require printer drivers in order to print 
documents, a company with incompatible printers offers a real chal
lenge for a network administrator; proliferation of microcomputers 
and accessories in the company may have resulted in serious incompat
ibility problems. In such a case, a principal advantage that a LAN offers 
is the ability to share valuable resources such as laser printers. Perhaps 
the administrator's mostbasic question, when selecting a word process
ing program for the network, is: "Does the program support all our 
printers?" 
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Programs such as WordPerfect and Word are particularly strong in 
this area. Because network programs normally are installed to run with 
a specific printer, the administrator usually writes batch flles underDOS 
that enable a user to access the word processing program along with the 
specific printer driver needed. When a novice networkuser accesses the 
network version ofWord or WordPerfect (for example), normally the 
word processing program is already configured for the printer that it 
needs; the user will not have to specify the printer. 

Laser printers have assumed a major role on most LANs, which is 
a major consideration in the selection ofa word processing program for 
a network. Does the program support the laser printer's proportionally 
spaced fonts? Proportional spacing eliminates those gaping spaces 
found in most documents when aword processing program justifies the 
left and right margins. 

For international companies with LANs, a second criterion for 
word processing programs is whether or not users must write in other 
languages. WordPerfect offers editions in French, German, Spanish, 
Finnish, Swedish, Norwegian, Dutch, and Danish. 

Perhaps the most specialized foreign-language-oriented word 
processing program is Arabic;English/French Interword from Comput
ers Anyware. The program comes with an EPROM chip; when installed 
in the motherboard of a PC, this chip permits the use of multiple 
languages. Interword also includes keyboard overlays that identify the 
letters in each language. The program permits simultaneous display of 
the three languages, in multiple side-by-side columns. Computers 
Anyware also offers word processing programs in several other lan
guages-including Russian, Dutch, and Icelandic. 

If network users need to print in any foreign language, it is 
imperative that the administrator select a laser printer which can use 
downloaded fonts (such as the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet III). The 
network printer will also need this capability if its users want to print 
special mathematical symbols and other specific characters. 

Other Desirable Word Processing Features 
Among [he more advanced All the major networkable word processing programs offer the stan
word processing features are dard, expected features-such as the capabilities to search and replace 
macros, mathematical text, move and replace block paragraphs, and format text. Other word 
functions, multiple columns, 
and graphics capabilities. 
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processing features are not standard, but might be desirable on a IAN; 
these include macros, glossaries, mathematical functions, dictionaries, 
and searches of documents by keywords. 

Some programs (such as WordPerfect) can produce macros-lists 
of instructions the program will perform when a specific combination 
ofkeys is pressed. For example, ifa company required documents to be 
formatted in a way that involved several complicated steps, a network 
administrator could write a macro that executed these steps with a 
single keystroke-enabling the novice user to accomplish the format
ting without having to learn the entire procedure. 

Many companies use what are called "boilerplate" letters-series 
of form paragraphs that are organized around a customer's individual 
request. For example, a customer who wanted to know about the 
availability of a Superwidget and the training classes offered might 
receive a letter with paragraphs describing the company, the 
Superwidget, and the training classes available, as well as a standard 
concluding paragraph offering immediate service. Some programs 
(such as Microsoft Word) provide glossaries that can be written and 
then stored. A network user who needs to insert a paragraph about the 
Superwidget's specifications checks the list ofglossaries, and selects the 
appropriate Superwidget glossary entry. This material-which can 
range from one paragraph to several pages-would then be inserted 
into the letter at the desired location. 

Using mathematical functions can also save network users valu
able time. A salesperson can draw up a contract, have the word 
processing program line up the numbers in appropriate columns, and 
perform all the mathematical operations before providing the final cost 
to the customer on the appropriate contract line. 

Also valuable is the inclusion ofa dictionary, and even a thesaurus. 
Programs such as Microsoft Word and WordPerfect offer sophisticated 
dictionaries that help guide spelling accuracy. If a word processing 
program does not offer an internal dictionary, the administrator should 
determine whether the program's files can be read by one of the major 
dictionary/thesaurus programs on the market (such as those from 
Random House and American Heritage). 

Because of the sheer number of document files found on many 
IANs, the capability of identifying documents by certain keywords can 
be an advantageous feature. A company routinely uses its word process
ing document summary screen to list the document's recipient (ABC 
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Supply Company), the type of correspondence (sales order confirma
tion), and the salesperson involved (Frank Wilson). With a program 
such as Ashton-Tate's network version of MultiMate Advantage, it is 
possible to create a document library and search it for a list of 
correspondence that matches specified criteria. This particular pro
gram also offers other special network features; these include enabling 
each user to create a customized dictionary, as well as public and private 
document files. 

We have not discussed other significant word processing features; 
these capabilities-which include producing columns side-by-side and 
incorporating text and graphics on the same page-are related more 
closely to desktop publishing, which will be discussed shortly. The 
network administrator should, however, become familiar with these 
particular features of word processing, because desktop publishing is 
becoming a major network function for many companies. 

Desktop Publishing 
Desktoppublishing refers primarily to the ability to perform a series of 
closely related functions, which include combining text and graphics 
on a single page, and designing a page with multiple columns and 
multiple typefaces. With programs such as Ventura Publisher and Aldus 
PageMaker, users can construct a newsletterwith graphics and multiple 
columns and then produce typeset-quality copies. 

Spreadsheet Features for Network Use 
Spreadsheet programs are ideal for creating and maintaining budgets, 
performing financial analyses, forecasting sales, and thousands ofother 
jobs involving mathematical calculations. For network use, network 
administrators often provide services to make the spreadsheet program 
easier to use. 

Many network administrators will create spreadsheet templates 
for different types of users; salespeople might have a bid form, while 
financial analysts might have a budget form. These templates can be in 
a public area of the file server, so that everyone can use them. Network 
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Database programs on a 
network must have record· 
locking as well as the ability 
to provide customized 
reports to meet the network 
users' range of needs. 

users who need to share the infonnation in their completed spread
sheet generally with the network can place a copy of their data in the 
public area. 

Macros for Spreadsheets 
Because network users' levels ofsophistication vary so widely, network 
administrators can enable novices to use complicated spreadsheets 
(such as Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, or SuperCalc) by writing macros-mini
programs which execute specific commands within a spreadsheet, so 
that a user can perform very complex operations by pressing two keys. 

Special FinanciallMathematical Considerations 
Some companies select a spreadsheet because ofparticular financial or 
mathematical functions. One such feature is goal seeking-which 
allows a user to name a target value and have the program calculate the 
variable value required to reach that goal. If a company wants to 
achieve a certain profit level, for example, the spreadsheet will indicate 
the sales volume necessary to achieve this level. SuperCalc offers this 
highly desirable feature. Some programs have built-in functions to 
handle amortization and depreciation. A network of financial analysts 
would want to use a program that offered various built-in functions, 
including those for net present value, internal rate of return, payment, 
future value, present value, and others. 

Database Management 
While word processing might be the function used most often on a LAN, 
the LAN's very heart-and cost justification-is likely to be its database 
managementprogram. An insurance office (for example) might have 
several agents accessing a central database to identify customers whose 
policies are about to come due. Similarly, a mail-order business might 
have several people processing phone orders, checking current inven
tory, and detennining customer credit history-all dependent upon a 
central database program on a LAN. 
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Because many network users will need to use the database pro
gram Simultaneously, it is essential to select a program that has a 
networkversion. Networkversions will provide record locking-which 
permits several people to use the same file (such as a list ofcustomers), 
as long as they don't try to view the same record (a customer's history) 
Simultaneously. The program permits only one user to revise a specific 
record at a time. 

Most of the major network programs are relational database 
programs. This means that it is possible to create a number of files or 
tables and then produce reports that reveal the relationships among 
various fields. Borland's dBASE N is an example ofthis type ofprogram. 
While today's database management programs have hundreds of fea
tures, we'll examine only those few which are essential for a network. 

Customized Reports 
Since a network must serve many different user needs, it is essential that 
the database management program have a sophisticated report genera
tor that can create customized reports. Network administrators with 
unusual reporting needs might want to consider programs that can 
perform these functions: 

• Create column-oriented or row-oriented reports 

• Stamp reports with the time and date 

• Provide custom borders and footers 

Record and Field Limitations 
Because of the scope of many network database management files, it is 
imperative that the network administrator determine the maximum 
number of records and fields that might be needed, and determine 
unusual field requirements so the company will not outgrow the 
program. For example, a salesperson who wants to keep detailed 
records ofconversations with each customer might want a memo field 
capable of holding an entire page of comments. 
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Procedural, Programming, and Query Languages 
Some companies might find that even the most sophisticated database 
program cannot meet their needs. In such cases, it is essential that the 
program offerprogramming inteifaces; then database information can 
be manipulated by a customized program. 

Some programs permit data tables to be manipulated from C 
programs. In their network versions, many of these programs offer 
procedural language capabilities. This means they permit the writing 
of short programs within the database itself. 

Many network users do not need a programming or procedural 
language so much as they need the ability to query the database-to ask 
complicated questions based upon data relationships. A police depart
ment with a network database program (containing the characteristics 
ofthousands ofcriminals) might ask to see a list ofall the male burglars 
between 20 and 35 who are left-handed, have red hair, and walk with 
a limp. A query language would permit the user to phrase this question 
in English. 

IBM has made it clear that it supports its Structured Query 
Language (SQL) as the future standard for relational database pro
grams. Companies that wish to install network software consistent with 
this language-and want their future minicomputer and microcom
puter network software to have file compatibility-would be wise to 
look at programs that support SQL. 

File Formats for Databases 
Because a networkmightbe linked to a mainframe computeroranother 
LAN, it is advantageous to have a database program capable of import
ing and exporting data files in a variety of formats. In addition to the 
dBASE format (which has become a standard at some companies), other 
formats such as ASCII, DIF, and SYLK are useful. 

Asecond major consideration is whether the company already has 
a multiusercomputer system, and wishes to move database information 
backand forth between the networkand the operatingsystem. Informix
SQL-a powerful database management program available under both 
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Network accounting 
programs must have record· 
locking capabilitie" as well as 
a set of integrated modules 
that provide adequate 
network security. 

DOS and UNIX-is an example of how this need can be met. Since the 
file structure is identical under both operating systems, data can be 
imported and exported quickly. 

Network Accounting Software 
Just as a database program would lose most of its value on a network 
without record-locking capability, an accounting program must also 
enable several users to access the same module simultaneously. A large 
company-with hundreds of payments arriving the first week of each 
month-might need several Accounts Receivable clerks to update its 
accounting program. While not all these clerks would need to examine 
the same customer record at the same time, they all would need to be 
able to use the Accounts Receivable module. Similarly, a computerized 
retail store must have an accounting program that enables several clerks 
to perform order entry (or point-of-sale processing) as the program 
instantly updates the store's inventory information. 

In addition to record-locking capabilities, the network administra
tor and company accountant should consider a number of other 
accounting program features. We'll examine some ofthe more pressing 
issues that must be addressed. 

The Scope of Integrated Accounting Modules 
Network accounting programs offer a variety of integrated modules. 
This means that a customer chooses whether such program modules as 
Order Entry, Point-of-Sale, Fixed Assets, andJob Costing are needed to 
supplement the standard General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Ac
counts Payable, and Payroll modules. 

Many network programs offer integrated modules for specific 
industries. PROLOGIC, for example, links its financial modules and its 
distribution modules through Accounts Receivable and Accounts Pay
able. Figure 11.3 shows the relationships between integrated modules. 
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Figure 11.3 Data Flow Within a Financial and Distribution System 
(Courtesy of PRO LOGIC Management Systems, Inc.) 

As the figure shows, this relationship can be quite complex. A 
wholesale distributor might have several different prices for various 
customers. The Customer Order Processing module creates an invoice 
(using information from the Bill of Materials and Inventory modules) 
and sends the invoice to the Accounts Receivable module (where a 
record of the customer's in'Voice amount is maintained, along with any 
payments made). 

A network administrator who needs specialized accounting mod
ules may have to compromise some basic accounting program features 
in order to enjoy the advantages of integrating specialized information 
into the General Ledger. 

Program Security 
Because of the nature of accounting, simple network security (such as 
a login password) is not sufficient. Most accounting departments need 
different security levels within a module. A payroll clerk (for example) 
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might need a certain level of security access to produce a payroll-but 
definitely not a level that would allow unauthorized personnel to 
change pay rates or view confidential salary information. 

Many of the more sophisticated network accounting packages 
(such as PROLOGIC) enable the network administrator to limit access 
to portions of a particular module. An employee might be able to enter 
inventory when it is received, but not see the screen listing the actual 
cost ofthe items; some companies don't want their employees to know 
what their profit margin is. 

Closely related to this security issue is the accounting program's 
ability to produce a clear audit trail of all transactions. Most of the 
better programs will produce a report listing all inventory transactions, 
for example. An employee cannot simply reduce an item's inventory 
total by one and then take the item home. The audit trail report will 
identify the employee from the password used when he or she logged 
onto the system, and indicate that on a certain date at a certain time, the 
employee reduced the inventory value by the specified amount. 

Specific Accounting Requirements 
While many companies keep track of their inventories using a FIFO 
approach (first in, first out) or allFO approach (last in, first out), most 
accounting programs don't compute inventory in this fashion. Instead, 
they use a weighted average approach; the value ofinventory is totaled 
and then divided by the number of items, with some items "counting 
heavier" than others. Some powerful programs (such as Solomon) let 
the network administrator and accountant specify which type of cost 
method to use: LIFO, FIFO, average cost, specific identification, stan
dard, or a user-defined approach. 

Companies often have specific field requirements. They may need 
a 12-digit general ledger account number, for example, or inventory 
part numbers of 14 digits. The network administrator and accountant 
should use their present accounting reports as a model, and ask 
prospective software vendors to provide a demonstration that proves 
their programs can meet such requirements. The demonstration should 
also provide evidence of how easy it is to enter information and move 
from one menu screen to another. Figure 11.4 illustrates the amount of 
information provided on typical menu screens in the Solomon account
ing program. 
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Figure 11.4 Typical Inventory Screens (Portions of this work have 
been copyrighted by TLB, Inc., and have been used in this work with the 

consent ofTLB, Inc.) 

Accounting Report Capabilities 
Many accounting programs offer dozens of standard reports, but what 
happens if a company needs a certain report that doesn't follow the 
conventional pattern? Some companies, such as MBA, offer built-in 
financial report writers that permit some choice in selecting which 
lines will be printed in a balance sheet. 

What if a company needs a report comprised of information from 
two or three modules? There are two possible solutions to this dilemma. 
One solution is to pay thousands of dollars for a customized program. 
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Or, if the accounting program iswritten in COBOL, then SnowSoftware's 
qPLEX N might be a viable solution. This program can generate reports 
from various files, and then pedorm mathematical operations within 
the reports. The program works with accounting programs such as Real 
World, and database management programs such as DataFlex and 
dBASE N. 

Customizing Accounting Programs 
It's unlikely that one program will satisfy all the accounting needs of a 
company. Some programs permit user customization, while others 
require the purchase ofa source code, or provide a customizing service 
to users at standard programming rates. Open Systems Accounting 
Software permits its users to customize menus (which can include 
rewriting menu entries and changing the order of a menu). If more 
elaborate programming changes are needed, Open Systems makes the 
source code available. The company also publishes a list of software 
developers familiar with its source code. 

Other Major Accounting Features 
Worth Considering 
Since the implementation of an accounting program on a network is 
supposed to make the accounting more efficient, a number ofprogram 
features that can help achieve this goal are worth considering: 

• Automatic (rather than manual) handling of recurring entries 
can help reduce errors. 

• Since a network frequently adds users, a feature that provides 
on-line help screens can reduce training time and make new 
users more productive. 

• Since networks are as prone to power failure as single-user 
systems, some accounting programs provide frequent backups, 
and even update their master file with each transaction. This 
approach ensures accurate on-line data queries, and minimizes 
data loss in the event of power failure. 
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Network Groupware Software 
One major new type of network software is known as groupware: 
software that permits several users to work on the same document and 
observe each other's suggestions. Computer Associates' ForComment, 
for example, enables authors to supply annotations and suggested 
revisions to a document. These notes are collated automatically, on a 
line-by-line basis; the original author can view each suggested revision, 
and then accept it with a single keystroke. The software maintains an 
audit log that records all suggestions and changes. 

Group Technologies' Aspect is a program that permits several 
authors to work Simultaneously on the same document. Whenever one 
user makes a change, all users' copies ofthis document change to reflect 
the emendation. 

While groupware lends itself very easily to word processing 
applications, it can be used with a variety ofdifferent types ofprograms. 
SoftSolutions Technology Corporation, for example, publishes a pro
gram called SoftSolutions Global-which enables users of a LAN or a 
WAN (wide area network) to access, manage, and combine spread
sheets or documents produced with other applications, across several 
LANs or WANs. 

One vital requirement for many groupware packages is the ability 
to share information across a distributed platform that includes several 
different network operating systems. Some users of a company's UNIX 
network might need to exchange or replicate information from a 
document found on a LAN Manager or NetWare network. Lotus' Notes 
program enables users to work on the same document on several 
different platforms. 

The Notes program illustrates how groupware programs replicate 
a document so it can be edited and revised simultaneously on several 
different platforms. A Notes domain consists of up to 10,000 network 
users. Each domain has its own Name and Address Book, which defines 
the domain's structure. Each Notes server communicates with another 
Notes server by creating a Connection Document (which handles 
replication of a document by prioritizing when a particular database 
should be replicated). 
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A network manager can determine whether Notes replication 
takes place in a bidirectional or unidirectional way. When two servers 
exchange information in a bidirectional replication mode, both serv
ers' databases are updated to reflect changes to the same document 
made by users on both networks. The Notes program uses a time-stamp 
feature to determine the latest version of a document that has been 
undergoing a number of changes. 

What Have You Learned? 
1. 	 MS-DOS versions 3.1 and above permit multiuser operations on 

a LAN because they permit byte-locking. 

2. 	 Single-user software lacks the record-locking feature desirable 
on a LAN. Using such a program on a network also violates its 
licensing agreement. 

3. 	 Document-oriented word processing programs offer many 

advantages over page-oriented programs. 


4. A query language can make it much easier to use a powerful 

database management program. 


5. 	 Network accounting programs often consist of a number of 

sophisticated integrated modules. 


6. 	 Some software vendors encourage customers to customize their 
packages to meet individual needs. 

7. 	 Groupware software enables several users to work on the same 
project at the same time, and see one another'S comments. 
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Quiz for Chapter 11 

1. 	 For multiuser operations, use a version of MS-DOS that is at 

least 

a. 	 3.0. 

b. 	2.1. 

c. 	 3.1. 

d. 	 1.1. 

2. 	 The program that acts as a "traffic cop" to direct requests for 
shared network resources is called 

a. 	 Master Manager. 

b. 	 IBM PC Traffic Manager. 

c. 	 the Director. 

d. 	the Redirector. 

3. A single Notes domain can handle 

a. 	 10,000 users. 

b. 	 100 users. 

c. 	 1,000 users. 

d. 	 1 million users. 

4. Writing a customized form letter using a list of names and 
addresses is a function known as 

a. 	 the "Dear John" letter. 

b. 	boilerplate. 

c. 	 mail merge. 

d. 	 "shopping list" processing. 

5. 	 A series of form paragraphs linked together is a word process
ing function known as 

a. 	 mail merge. 

b. 	 boilerplate. 

c. 	 mail link. 

d. 	paragraph meld. 
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6. A feature that enables an electronic spreadsheet user to pro
gram several spreadsheet functions so that they may be per
formed with a couple of keystrokes is known as a 

a. micro. 

b. macro. 

c. BASIC interface. 

d. firmware chip. 

7. A spreadsheet feature that allows a user to name a target value 
and have the program calculate the variable value required to 
reach that goal is known as 

a. circular reasoning. 

b. target variables. 

c. micro justification. 
d. goal seeking. 

8. As a query language, IBM supports 

a. Clout. 

b. SQL. 

c. ADL. 

d. QUESTION. 



Once problems are identified, 
the question to ask is, "Will 
a LAN help solve these 
problems?" 

Local Area Network Selection 

About This Chapter 
Acompany must make many decisions before it purchases a LAN. We'll 
examine how a company can do its initial needs analysis-factOring in 
company information needs, existing resources, and plans for future 
growth. While most companies will still need to talk with data commu
nications and telecommunications consultants, such early analysis 
provides a basis for discussion and prevents the consultants from 
selecting a system that may meet their needs, but does not solve the 
company's major problems. 

In this chapter, we'll look at the steps necessary to develop a 
request for proposal (RFP) and follow-up procedures. We will also 
consider the problems posed by multiple vendors, and by maintenance 
and training considerations for both hardware and software. 

Solving Problems with Local Area Networks 
When assessing their LAN needs, companies that already have data 
communication and telecommunication equipment will generally ask 
this question first: "What problems do we have that might be solved if 
we implement a network?" When interviewing employees from several 
departments, you will often hear similar problems described. These 
might include: 



Surveying your company's 
data communications and 
telecommunications 
capabilities can improve 
the flow of information, 
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• 	 Too much duplication of effort (several salespeople typing form 
letters, for example). 

• 	 Too much paperwork. (Why can't we eliminate most of the 
memos and use electronic mail?) 

• 	 Loss of data integrity because people working on the same 

project need to swap disks frequently. 


• 	 Mounting hardware and software expenses, since departments 
don't share resources but build "kingdoms." 

• 	 Inability to obtain data from other departments. 

• 	 Security concerns over use of computerized information. 

• 	 Growing hardware and line expenses for departments that need 
to use public information networks. 

Problems such as these suggest a need for a LAN. The next step is 
to inventory existing hardware and software resources, to determine 
whether they are compatible with a LAN's solution. 

The information gathered could result in a request for proposals 
(RFP). By analyzing a company's current equipment, it is possible to 
determine what additional equipment is needed to enable the company 
to operate more efficiently-as well as what additional functions need 
to be performed. As we will see later in this chapter, vendors reply to 
an RFP with specific lists of equipment and software to address the 
company's needs. 

Surveying Your Data Communications and 
Telecommunications Resources 

Telecommunications Equipment 
In order to learn the most effective way to improve the flow of 
information, companies need to survey their data communications and 
telecommunications equipment. In some small companies, for ex
ample, a survey might take one minute-and consist oflooking around 
the office-to conclude that the company has a simple telephone 
system (with four lines and eight telephones), and two IBM PS/2 
workstations (used for word processing and accounting, respectively). 
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In larger companies-with much more equipment-the survey 
must be formalized, and an instrument developed to ensure standard
ized answers. Assuming the company has a PBX telephone system, 
some of the questions that should be asked include: 

• 	 Has a traffic study been done to determine peak periods of 
phone system usage? 

• 	If the PBX were to be used for data as well as telecommunica
tions, how much surplus capacity does the system have at 
present? 

Note: People are used to a brief delay when accessing a 
computer, but they expect instant telephone response. It 
is necessary to estimate the degree ofdegradation that 
would result if telecommunications and data communica
tions were combined. Since some older PBX systems re
quire two dedicated data lines for a single voice terminal, 
it is essential to estimate the number of terminals (and 
lines) the company will need for the future. 

• 	Would some of the PBX functions-such as its call accounting 
system (which records each call, keeping track of the resulting 
expense)-be cost-effective if the company's data communica
tions were linked to these functions? In other words, if the 
company currently uses modems to transmit data over tele
phone lines, would it save money if these transactions could be 
tracked, and perhaps recharged to the departments using these 
services? 

• Is there significant interest in integrating voice and data com
munications? Is there a proportional need for it? 

• 	If the PBX represents a possible LAN, is there any redundancy 
(backup hardware) built into this proposed switch? What 
happens if the PBX fails? 

• Is a mainframe computer located at the same location? Is it 
feasible (or even desirable) for the microcomputers that com
prise a LAN to communicate with the mainframe computer 
through the PBX? 

• What kinds of private networks must be accessed by the LAN? 
Do these networks require speeds that are possible with a PBX? 
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• 	 Does the company need to tie a number of asynchronous PC 
terminals to its synchronous mainframe? (Since a PBX is an 
excellent way of linking synchronous and asynchronous de
vices-and providing protocol conversion-a company that 
already has a PBX should consider this question very carefully.) 

• 	 Perhaps the most critical question of all-what kind ofinfor
mation needs to be shared and transmitted through a network? 
If the information consists of lengthy files, it might well be that 
the PBX isn't fast enough to accommodate the network. 

In most cases, a PBX will prove inadequate to handle all data 
communications, because its speed cannot approach that of a dedi
cated computer system with data-grade cabling. Most major PBX 
companies (such as AT&T and Northern Telecom) offer LAN interfaces 
to their digital PBX systems; a companywith a PBXmight considerusing 
it primarily for features like modem pooling and automatic route 
selection-while handling heavydata communication over a computer
based LAN. 

Surveying Present Hardware/Software and Targeting 
Desirable Additions 
Before investing in any new system, it is important to take inventory of 
any existing hardware and software that could be put to use on the LAN. 
The Marketing Department's inventory of current hardware and soft
ware might look like this: 

1 IBM PS/80 with 4 megabytes of RAM 

2 IBM ATs with 640K of RAM and 40-MB hard drives 

1 Compaq 386 with an 80-MB hard disk 

1 Dell 12-MHz 286 model with dual floppy drives 

1 HP Vectra 286 model with a 40-MB hard drive 

1 Hewlett-Packard LaserJet III printer 

3 Epson LQ model 24-pin dot-matrix printers 

The department currently uses a word processor, a spreadsheet, 
and a database manager program. Its list ofpresent computer activity
as well as what it would like to be able to do in the future with a LAN
might look like this: 
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Lotus 1-2-3 worksheets for forecasting future sales 

dBASE IV customer list that everyone could access 

dBASE IV customer sales histories 

WordPerfect sales form letter 

Ability to merge form letters with customer lists 

Ability to print sales contracts 

Lotus 1-2-3 commission worksheets 

Ability to access MRP manufacturing information (from 
mainframe) 

Electronic mail 

Remote ability to inquire on product availability 

Ability to input an order on-line 

Ability to track salespeople's phone expenses 

Ability to switch salespeople to the least expensive long
distance carrier 

Ability to share resources such as laser printer and dot-matrix 
printers 

Ability to print envelopes as well as letters 

Ability to track salespeople's performance, and produce 
graphs available only to the salesperson involved 

After having each department make a "wish list" that includes 
present activity as well as these future capabilities, you need to decide 
whether the present software can be networked. This assessment 
involves evaluating present capabilities and estimating what problems 
a LAN might pose. 

For example, if the Accounting Department has a single-user 
program that cannot be upgraded to a networkable version with record 
locking, then a new program might be needed-and buying it might be 
prohibitively expensive. (Even if the present accounting program uses 
ASCII data files, extensive programmingwould be needed to format this 
data so that it corresponds to a new program's field-and-record param
eters. And this assumes it is possible to obtain the new accounting 
program's source code.) 

The Marketing Department's desire to have remote access to the 
LAN is understandable. Salespeople would like to be able to view 
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When contemplating 
installing a LAN, a company 
must consider what type of 
data will be transmitted, and 
must address geographic and 
security concerns. 

current inventory levels, and perhaps even place their orders over 
phone lines. If the company decides this capability is essential in its 
LAN implementation, it must include this requirement in its RFP. 

Not all major LAN software can support remote entry. Even those 
networks that do may have their own requirements (such as a dedicated 
gateway workstation), and these can add to the expense. 

The Marketing Department also expressed an interest in being 
able to access (or at least view) manufacturing data currently residing 
on a mainframe computer. Before deciding that a micro-mainframe 
network connection is desirable, the network administrator must 
determine whether or not this mainframe information is important 
enough to Marketing's performance to justify its access. 

A complementary question can be applied to the departments 
using the LAN. What programmingwould be necessary to download the 
information directly from the mainframe into one of the network's 
programs? Of the departments that will be linked by the LAN, which 
ones have sufficient reason to view mainframe information to warrant 
the security problems that could result from establishing the link? 

A major concern in many companies is the variety of computer 
models within departments. Not all IBM-compatibles are actually 
compatible enough to use network adapter circuit cards. As we will see 
shortly, the RFP needs to address this issue-and place the burden of 
proof on the network vendor to guarantee its network will work with 
all present equipment. 

The Nature of Data Transmission 
Before selecting the media and network hardware and software, you 
need to analyze the work that will be done on the network. We just saw 
what the Marketing Department has in mind, but we need to know how 
large the dBASE N customer lists and Lotus 1-2-3 worksheets are. Very 
large dBASE N file transfers will consume valuable network time; the 
company may have to eliminate from consideration some ofthe slower 
LANs (1-2 Mbs) in favor of a faster network (6-20 Mbs). 

Once this determination has been made, the company can look 
at related issues-such as geographic considerations and security 
requirements. 
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Geographic Considerations 
Once a company has an idea of the software it plans in its network, and 
a clear picture of its present resources, the next step is to determine the 
geographic parameters of the network. Will it encompass several 
departments, a single building, or multiple buildings? Since many ofthe 
LANs use a bus topology that is limited to 1,000 feet (300 meters), a 
network administrator might have to look at another architecture (such 
as a token ring) for a larger building. 

Media Selection 
The network medium might be directly related to the company's 
geographic requirements. Ifthe networkwill be installed in an environ
ment where there is a good deal of interference, fiber optics might be 
required. Ifthe building already has twisted-pair unshielded telephone 
wire installed, it might be cost-effective to determine whether a network 
could handle the data transmission requirements using this medium. If 
the company wants simultaneous voice and data transmission, then a 
medium capable of such transmission must be selected. 

Security Considerations 
LANs vary in the degree of security they offer. As a rule, star topology 
networks offer the means to monitor all workstations, and record the 
files and programs they access. (Software such as Novell's NetWare, for 
example, establishes several levels of network security beyond simple 
password protection-including the ability to set file attributes.) 

It is also important to consider whether it is possible to change 
user access quickly. (Novell's concept of user groups is beneficial in 
situations where people's assignments change frequently, requiring 
changes in network access.) 

There needs to be some concern for the security and integrity of 
data. What happens if a user turns offthe workstation without properly 
closing his or her files? Sophisticated network software will prevent files 
from being damaged in such situations. 
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Another security concern is the ease with which the network 
topology and media allow unauthorized entry. It is relatively easy to 
connect a tap via a small isolation transformer hidden behind a 
termination panel. It is then child's play to connect this transformer to 
another line, and dial in from another location to access the network. 
Fiber-optic cabling offers the best protection against such intrusions. 

If security is a great concern, the network administrator should 
consider incorporating additional security measures in the RFP. One 
such measure is the purchase of terminal locks to protect unattended 
workstations from unauthorized entry. 

Another safeguard is the use ofcallback modems. In this system, 
a remote user must provide a password, which the network checks 
against its list of authorized passwords. If there is a match, the network 
hangs up and calls the remote user back, using a telephone number that 
is stored next to the authorized password. This practice ensures that 
only authorized users can access sensitive network files, and-with the 
use of inexpensive WATS lines-offers substantial savings. Unhappily, 
not all networks permit this security measure. IBM's Asynchronous 
Communications Server, for example, is not designed to handle call
back modems. 

Backing Up the File Server 
The RFP should require a backup system so that the file server is backed 
up on a regular basis. Will backup software permit unattended backups? 
Can the network administrator flag certain files that will be backed up 
at specified intervals or whenever they change? Can files be restored 
easily if the version running on the file server is damaged? 

The RFP should also require an uninterruptible power source 
(UPS) for the file server. If power is lost abruptly, the UPS (and 
appropriate software running on the file server) should shut down the 
file server quickly and efficiently, so that no files are damaged. 
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Arequest for proposals to 

implement a LAN must solicit 
vendor information on 
network hardware, software, 
and applications programs. 

Developing aRequest for Proposals (RFP) 

We have seen that a company must conduct a thorough needs analysis 
before it can begin the process of inviting vendor proposals. In our 
example, the company first determined which software was currently 
being used, and then which software it planned to use under network 
conditions. To ensure complete compatibility, the company also sur
veyed its present computer workstations and printers. 

Because of the limitations inherent in many networks, the com
pany also determined the maximum size of the network, the potential 
for expansion, and the type ofinformation and size offiles that itwanted 
to transmit over a network. It also examined the security measures it 
might want to require to ensure only authorized access. Now the 
company can develop a formal RFP. 

In order to receive viable vendor proposals, we must provide 
information in a logical order. Here is a basic outline for the heart of the 
RFP-to which we will add several important sections (with explana
tions) shortly: 

I. 	Hardware 

A. 	 Microcomputers 

1. 	 What is currently on hand (brand, configuration)? 

2. 	 Additional workstations required for network: 

a. 	 IBM compatibility to be able to run which programs? 

b. 	How much RAM is required? 

c. 	 Number of disk drives required: 

i. 	 For security reasons, do you prefer no disk drives and 
an autoboot ROM chip? 

ii. 	 If disk drives are required, what size and capacity? 
(360K, nOK, 1.2M, 1.44M) 

d. 	 If a hard disk is required: 

i. 	Size (megabytes) 

ii. 	 Mounted in what kind of microcomputer? 

iii. 	 Formatted in which version of DOS? 
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e. Monitors and monitor adapter cards required? 

i. Color or monochrome? 

ii. Capable of what resolution? 

iii. What size? 

iv. Dual mode? 

v. Capable of running certain graphics programs? 

vi. Other features required? 

f. Other I/O cards required? 

i. Parallel or serial cards and cables 

ii. Additional RAM cards 

iii. Multifunction cards 

iv. Accelerator cards 

v. Others 

B. File Servers 

1. Size required 

2. Processing speed of file server 

3. System fault tolerance (if required) 

4. Number of tape backup units 

5. Other features required 

C. Bridges to other networks 

1. Other networks to be connected 

2. Adapter cards and cabling required 

3. Software required 

D. Backbone networks required to connect multiple bridges 

1. Description of bridges to be connected 

2. Processing speed required 

E. Gateways to mini/mainframe environments 

1. Local or remote connections 

2. Protocols required 

3. Number of concurrent sessions required 

4. Terminal emulation required 
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5. Local printer emulation required 

6. 	Amount of activity to be handled 

F. Minicomputers 

1. 	 Currently on hand (brand, configuration) 

2. 	 Need to integrate information with LAN 

G. Mainframe computer 

1. 	Currently installed (brand, configuration) 

2. 	 Need to integrate information with LAN 

H. Printers 

1. 	 Currently on hand (brands, buffers, accessories) 

2. Additional printers needed for the LAN 

a. 	 Speed required 

b. Type (laser, dot-matrix, etc.) 

c. 	 Compatibility with which major printer drivers? 

d. Type of connection (parallel, serial) 

e. 	Length of distance from workstations 

f. 	 Other special printer features 

i. 	 Special language fonts or downloadable fonts 

ii. Near-letter-quality and fast dot-matrix modes 

iii. Which workstations/areas will need to access 
which printers? 

iv. 	 Any unusual printing requirements (color, multiple 
copy, specific accounting forms, etc.)? 

v. 	 Do any software packages that will be on the network 
require a specific printer? 

I. Modems 

1. 	 Currently on hand (brand, speed, special features, etc.) 

2. 	 Needs for additional units with the LAN 

3. 	Transmission mode required (simplex, half duplex, full 
duplex) 

4. 	 Interconnections required (point-to-point, multiple drops) 
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5. Special features needed 

a. 	 Auto-dial 

b. Auto-logon 

c. 	 Auto-answer 

d. Other 


]. Plotters 


1. 	 Presently on hand (brands, configuration) 

2. 	Additional units required 

a. 	 Speed 

b. 	Number of colors 

c. 	 Compatibility with which major brand? 

d. Programs to drive plotters? 

K. 	Optical scanners 

1. 	 Currently on hand 

2. 	Additional units required 

a. 	 Speed 

b. Which fonts will be scanned? 

c. 	 Which programs will need access to this data? 

L. 	Other hardware required 

1. 	 Cash registers (for retail environment) 

a. 	 Type of connection (serial, parallel) 

b. 	Compatibility with which pOint-of-sale accounting pro
gram? 

2. 	 Badge readers (for manufacturing environment) 

a. 	 Will employees clock in and out of several jobs for 
the same day? 

b. 	Does this information have to be interfaced with an 
accounting program's payroll module? 

3. 	 Multiplexers 

a. 	 Devices to be attached 

b. Location of these devices 
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c. Type of transmission required 

d. Speed required 

4. Protocol converters 

a. Devices to be attached 

b. Protocols involved (SNA, BSC, ASCII, etc.)? 

5. Power protection required 

a. Voltage regulation 

b. Limits sags, surges 

c. Prevents common-mode noise 

d. Provides battery backup 

II. Software 

A. Operating system and utility programs 

1. DOS 

a. Which version for the root directory? 

b. Are there multiple versions on the network? 

2. Electronic mail 

a. Menu-driven 

b. Help screens available to users 

c. Display messages 

d. Distribution lists possible 

e. Notification when a message arrives 

f. Ability to forward messages 

g. Ability to define multiple user groups 

h. Ability to print and file messages 

i. Ability to attach files induding graphics 

j. Other features desirable 

3. Network calendar 

a. All workstations allowed access to calendar features 

b. Ability to schedule rooms and hardware resources 
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B. Network management 

l. Ability to perform diagnostics 

2. Ability to add and delete user groups 

3. Password protection 

4. Maintain user statistics 

5. Ability to handle remote dial-in users 

6. Ability to handle multiple operating systems 

7. Ability to handle bridges to other networks 

8. Ability to add and delete printers easily 

9. Security provided 

a. Log-in level (password required) 

b. Directory level 

c. File level 

d. File attributes 

10. Menu-driven, but allowing sophisticated users to bypass 
the menu and use commands 

11. 	Log-in scripts or other facilities (such as batch files) 
permitted to make it easier for novice users to log in 

12. 	Printer server software 

a. Number of printers permitted on the network 

b. Number of share devices 

c. Printer queues 

i. Size 

ii. Ability to change printing priority 

d. Commands available to network users 

i. For setting parameters for specific printing jobs 

ii. For disabling printers for routine servicing 

e. Print spooling software 

f. Types of printers supported 

i. Parallel 

ii. Serial 

iii. Laser 

iv. Line printers 
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13. File server software 

a. Size of volumes permitted 

b. Access speed 

c. Network drives (logical drives) permitted 

d. Virtual drives (transparent to users) 

e. Restore tape to disk capability 

f. Directory hashing 

14. Network communications server software 

a. Protocols supported 

i. ASCII asynchronous 

ii. 3270 BSC 

iii. 3270 SNA 

iv. X.25 

b. Speed supported 

c. Ability to handle call-back modems 

d. Automatic dial-out 

e. User statistics provided 

C. Current software that the network must support 

1. Word processing 

2. Spreadsheets 

3. Database management 

4. Accounting 

5. Other application software 

When the company has gathered information for its RFP up to this 
point, it is in a better position to determine the extent to which the 
prospective IAN requires a networkable upgrade (or replacement) of 
existing software. 

Trying to Avoid Starting Over 
Usually it is unlikely a new IAN will support a company's current 
software. Your reque~t for proposals should detail which programs are 
currently being used, and the nature oftheir current file structure. Ifthe 
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word processing program permits files to be saved in ASCII format, it 
probably will be possible to use the data files with the new network 
program. Many of the most popular programs (WordPerfect, for ex
ample) have networkversions oftheir programs. Selecting a networkable 
upgrade would ensure that there would be no training necessary for 
this portion of network activity. 

Accounting is a far more complex area. Some programs have 
networkable upgrades. A company fortunate enough to be using a 
single-user version ofsuch a program can upgrade to a networkversion 
without having to worry about file transfers or training. In most cases, 
however, as we saw earlier, moving from a single-user accounting 
program to a network accounting program means starting over. 

In such a case, the companyprobably will choose to run the single
user program until the fiscal year's accounting cycle is complete, while 
gradually adding more and more customer information to the network 
software. After running both programs concurrentlyfor at least a couple 
of months (to ensure the accuracy of the new program), the company 
can switch to the new system. 

Software Licenses 
Virtually all software packages restrict their usage-sometimes to one 
user, and sometimes to one machine. The RFP should provide for site 
licensing (software licensing for the network site), or specify a network 
version licensed for a specific number ofusers. This consideration leads 
us to add another section to our RFP outline: 

D. New application software required 

1. Word processing 

a. Compatibility with current software 

b. Features required 

c. Training to be provided 

2. Spreadsheet/financial analysis 

a. Compatibility with current software 

b. Features required 

c. Training to be prOvided 
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3. Database management 

a. Compatibility with current software 

b. Features required 

c. Training to be provided 

4. Accounting 

a. Compatibility with current software 

b. Features required 

c. Training to be provided 

5. Custom software required 

a. Compatibility with current software 

b. Features required 

c. Training to be provided 

Vendor Requirements 
In order to complete this outline ofinformation in our RFP, we need to 
examine the relationship between the company and the prospective 
IAN vendors. A number ofquestions need to be asked ofvendors before 
a network is purchased and installed. It is an excellent idea, for 
example, to reqUire that a vendor demonstrates its network's ability to 
run the software your company plans to install. Often companies will 
require a "benchmark showdown" of sorts, in which competing ven
dors are asked to perform under similar conditions. 

Even if a vendor's equipment is capable of providing a IAN that 
meets your company's speed and compatibility requirements at a 
reasonable cost, the equipment may not prove to be sufficiently 
reliable. As shown in our outline for an RFP, it is imperative to request 
references to vendors' customers who have installations similar to the 
one you are considering. It is also essential to secure information about 
the equipment's reliability-including a mean time between failures 
(MTBF), maintenance contracts, and response time. 

Frequently network vendors will offer a variety of maintenance 
options-including a guaranteed response time, a repair-or-replace 
designation, or even a guarantee to provide a "loaner" file server if the 
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vendor is unable to repair the network within a given length of time. 
Before issuing an RFP, your company must determine how long it can 
afford to be without network services-and then require vendors to 
meet a response-time requirement that suits your needs. 

Because a LAN includes computer hardware, network hardware 
and software, and third-party software, it is common for vendors to 
"pass the buck," and not to accept responsibility when a network 
problem arises. Part of the RFP should require the principal vendor to 
take overall responsibility for the network's maintenance. Ifa software 
problem suddenly develops, for example, the principal vendor should 
act as a liaison with the software company to solve your problem. 

Often you may discover (to your horror) that none of the vendors 
have practical installation experience with the precise networkconfigu
ration your company requires. At that point, you may insist on serving 
as a beta site for the vendor (and perhaps the manufacturer). A beta-site 
user tests the new product in a real-world work environment. Usually 
many bugs are discovered that require working with the vendor to fIX 
these problems. In exchange for the experience you provide the vendor 
by serving as a beta site (and the referral you may later provide), you 
should receive a substantial discount in price. 

Your company might want to insist on other safeguards as well. 
These can include a performance bond to be posted by the vendor, and 
a payment schedule phased to correspond to the completion level of 
the network (including software and hardware). 

Your safeguards should be linked to the minimum level ofperfor
mance you specify- in your RFP. If you fear serious degradation in 
response time with heavy activity, you might require a minimum 
response time for each ofa certain number ofworkstations when all are 
involved simultaneously in a certain procedure. Several major network 
software companies (including Novell and 3Com) make benchmark 
test reports available; these provide excellent "tests" that you can 
require your vendors to duplicate. 

Since LANs' topology and media have a direct effect on their 
maximum distance, be sure the RFP includes a diagram indicating 
where workstations will be placed, and their approximate distances 
from each other. Also-and this is essential-indicate where future 
growth will take place, and whether these future workstations will 
require additional file servers and other peripherals. 
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III. Vendor Requirements 

A. 	 Experience 

1. Company history: how long at present location? 

2. Customer references for similar installations? 

B. 	Service 

1. 	 Number of factory-trained service technicians 

2. Ability to provide on-site service: 

a. 	 Repair-or-replace service within 24 hours? 

b. 	Responds 24 hours a day? 

c. 	 Ability to respond within two hours? 

d. Maintains a sufficient inventory of parts to provide 
adequate service? 

C. 	Ability to provide a LAN demonstration 

1. 	 Software to be identical with ordered software 

2. 	 Hardware to be identical with ordered hardware 

3. 	 Benchmark tests to be conducted 

D. Training 

1. 	Can the supplier provide basic user training? 

2. 	 Can the supplier provide training on all purchased 
software? 

3. 	How much training is provided with installation? 

4. 	What is the charge for additional training? 

5. 	 Is phone support included in purchase price? 

6. What kind of training does the network administrator 
receive? How many people may take this training? 

E. 	 If multiple vendors are required for this network, who 
will assume responsibility for: 

1. 	Hardware training and network familiarization? 

2. 	 Hardware service? 

3. Software training? 

4. 	 Software service? 
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Evaluating an RFP 

Evaluating an RFP is not difficult-assuming that all key decision makers 
within a company agree on the criteria to be used for evaluation and 
(most importantly) agree on the weight each item in the evaluation 
should have. Table 12.1 shows sample list of criteria, and the weight 
associated with each one, for a company issuing an RFP. 

Table 12.1. Sample Criteria List and Suggested Weight 

Evaluation Item Weight (%) 

I. Cost (hardware & software) 20 

2. Quality of hardware & software 10 

3. Database management system 5 
4. Accounting software 15 

5. Productivity software 5 
6. Flexibility of report generation 12 

7. Response time 5 
8. Vendor hardware/software support 10 

9. Rapid implementation by July 1 8 

10. Previous implementation record 5 
II. Company's references & stability 5 

100% 
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What Have You Learned? 

1. 	 The first step in developing an RFP is to analyze the company's 

needs. 

2. 	 The geography of a company's proposed LAN will determine 
what kind of network topology and media are feasible. 

3. 	 In order to ensure network security, some network worksta
tions use auto-boot ROM chips, and do not have any floppy disk 
drives. 

4. 	 Most software generally is licensed for one user. Network 
applications require special network versions (designated for a 
certain number of users) or software "site licensing." 

5. 	 A beta-site user tests a product under real-world conditions. 

6. Vendors need to be evaluated on far more criteria than just the 
price they charge for equipment and services. 
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Quiz for Chapter 12 
1. 	 The first step in an analysis of company LAN needs is to 

a. 	 examine the problems that currently exist that could 
be solved with a LAN. 

b. 	inventory all current software. 

c. 	 inventory all current computer hardware. 

d. 	write a request for proposal (RFP). 

2. 	 The variety of microcomputers found in most companies 

creates a potential LAN problem because of 


a. 	 different costs for different components. 

b. service needs. 

c. 	 NETBIOS incompatibility. 

d. different disk drive speed. 

3. 	 If a needs analysis reveals that several programs on the network 
will include large databases, this could mean 

a. 	 you will need a disk server rather than a file server. 

b. 	 there might be a problem with file server access speed. 

c. 	 the database software had better be able to handle long 
field names. 

d. 	 the operating system cannot be DOS. 

4. 	 The geography of the company's building (including where it 
will need workstations) has a direct effect on 

a. 	 the network topology. 

b. 	 the network's medium. 

c. 	 the network's cost. 

d. all of the above. 

5. For security purposes, a network workstation might include 

a. 	 a lock. 

b. 	 an auto-boot ROM. 

c. 	 no disk drives. 

d. all ofthe above. 
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6. 	 In order to have the entire network use a specific software 
program, the company must obtain permission from the 
software company. This is known as 

a. 	 site licensing. 

b. software permission. 

c. 	 multiple network copies (MNC). 

d. 	workstation access to software help (WASH). 

7. 	 The major problem with multiple vendors in a network 

environment is 


a. 	 the expense. 

b. 	 the lack of quality. 

c. 	 the lack of clear responsibility. 

d. 	network efficiency. 

8. 	Once company officials agree on RFP criteria, these criteria 
should be 

a. 	 changed. 

b. 	 kept secret. 

c. 	 suggestions that the vendors can change. 

d. 	weighted. 

9. 	 In case of a power failure, the RFP should require a(n) 

a. 	 UPS. 

b. 	SQi. 

c. 	 XCOM. 

d. 	 Kermit. 

10. 	 In order to be able to restore damaged files, the RFP should 
provide for a(n) 

a. 	 file server backup software program. 

b. 	UPS. 

c. 	 asynchronous communications server. 

d. 	 modem. 
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A Directory of Local Area 

Network Vendors 


Apple Computer Inc. 

20525 Mariani Avenue 

Cupertino, California 95014 


Artisoft Inc. 

575 East River Road 

Tucson, Arizona 85704 


AT&T Information Systems 

1 Speedway Avenue 

Morristown, NewJersey 07960 


Banyan Systems, Inc. 

135 Flanders Road 

Westboro, Massachusetts 01581 


Datapoint Corporation 

9725 Datapoint Drive 

San Antonio, Texas 78784 


DCA (10Net) 

(Digital Communications Associates, Inc.) 

1000 Aldermann Drive 

Alpharetta, Georgia 30201 
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IBM 
(International Business Machines Corporation) 
Post Office Box 1328 
Boca Raton, Florida 33429-1328 

IEEE 
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.)* 
10662 Los Vaqueros Circle 
Los Alamitos, California 90720 

Novell, Inc. 
122 East 1700 South 
Provo, Utah 84601 

Sitka 
(formerly TOPS, now a subsidiary of Sun Microsystems, Inc.) 
950 Marina Village Parkway 
Alameda, California 94501 

*Source of information on IEEE standards 
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B Glossary 

Active Token Monitor: The workstation that assumes responsi

bility for network management in IBM's Token Ring Network. 


Apple File Protocol: The suite of protocols associated with 

Apple's local area network. 


AppleShare: Apple's file server software for its local area 

networks. 


Application Layer: The layer of the OSI model concerned with 

application programs such as electronic mail, database manag

ers, and file server software. 


ARCnet: A local area network featuring a physical bus and 

logical star. 


ARM: Asynchronous Response Mode. Stations send messages 

whenever they desire to transmit, without waiting for a poll bit. 


ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange. 

A character code used by microcomputers. 


Asynchronous Communications Server: Provides the capabil

ity for network workstations to access ASCII applications via 

switched communications lines. 


Automatic Rollback: Under TIS, when a system fails, the 

database is reconstructed at the point just prior to the transac

tion during which the failure took place. 


Backbone: A high-speed link joining together several network 

bridges. 
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Background Tasks: The tasks performed by other network 

users under PC Network. 


Baseband: Single-channel coaxial cable. 


Batch File: A file containing commands that can cause several 

different programs to execute automatically. 


Beacon: A special network signal indicating the address of a 

node immediately upstrear,n from a defective node. 


BIOS: Basic Input/Output System. ROM software. 


Bit Stuffing: The insertion of a O-bit to ensure that no data 

contains more than five straight zeros. 


BRI: Basic Rate Interface. Under ISDN, used to service small

capacity devices such as terminals. 


Bridge: A connection between two networks that takes place 

at the Data Link layer. 


Broadband: Coaxial cable capable of carrying several signals 

simultaneously on different channels. 


Broadcast Messages: Messages sent to all computers on a 

network. 


BSC: Binary Synchronous Communication. A synchronous 

protocol used on many older IBM mainframe computers. 


Bus: A data highway. This term is also used to designate a 

simple linear-shaped local area network. 


Call-Back Modem: Modems designed to call back a remote 

caller to verify identity for security purposes. 


CCITT: Consultative Committee for International Telephony 

and Telegraphy. 


CCITT X.3: Protocol for the packet assembly/disassembly 

facility in a public data network. 


CCITT X.25: A standard for data packets sent to public 

switched networks. This standard corresponds to the OSI 

model's first three layers. 


CCITT X.2S: Protocol governing the interface between a DTE 

and a DCE, when a DTE in start-stop mode accesses the packet 

assembly/disassembly facility (PAD) on a public data network 

situated in the same country. 
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CCITT X.75: Protocol governing control procedures for 

terminals, transmitted calls, and the data transfer system on 

international circuits between packet-switched networks. 


CCITT X.400: A set of protocols governing electronic mail. 


CCITT X.sOO: A set of protocols governing worldwide directo

ries for electronic mail. 


Centralized File Server: A single file server that serves a local 

area network. 


Cladding: A layer of glass that surrounds optic fibers in 

fiber-optic cables. 


Client/Server: A type of network relationship in which a node 

runs "front-end" (client) software to access the software run

ning on a "server." 


Contention Network: Workstations competing for the right to 

send a message over the network. 


CSMA/CD: Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detec

tion. A method of avoiding data collisions on a local area 

network. 


DCE: Data Communication Equipment; generally refers to 

modems. 


Dedicated File Server: A file server that performs only that 

function, and performs no computing functions. 


Directory Hashing: File server software that maps all directory 

files and keeps this information in RAM. 


Disk Caching: File server keeps often-requested files in RAM 

for rapid response in workstation requests. 


Disk Server: A hard disk used to share files with several users. 

Usually programs are single-user (only one user may use them 

at a time). 


Distributed File Serving: Distributed data processing to 

several computers rather than one central computer. 


Domain Controller: A file server controlling security for a set 

of resources under the Extended Services option of the IBM PC 

LAN Program. 


DTE: Data Terminal Equipment; generally consists of terminals 

or computers. 
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Duplexed Drives: A system fault tolerant technique in which 

virtually all hardware is duplicated, including disk controller, 

interface, and power supply. 


EBCDIC: The Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange 

Code. A character code used by IBM's larger computers. 


Elevator Seeking: A file server determines in which order to 

execute file requests, based upon the current location of the 

disk drive heads. 


FAT: File Allocation Table. A table that helps a disk server or 

file server keep track of where particular files are located. 


FDDI: The Fiber Data Distributed Interface of fiber-optic 

cabling. A standard for lOO-Mbs network transmission speed. 


File Locking: Software that locks a file so that only one user 

may use it at a time. 


File Server: A PC that maintains its own FAT and provides files 

to nodes. 


Foreground Task: A task a user performs on his or her own 

machine while using IBM PC LAN Program. 


FSK: Frequency Shift Keying. A technique of shifting between 

two close frequencies to modulate ones and zeroes and speed 

up transmission. 


Gateway PC: A PC containing gateway hardware and software, 

used as a LAN gateway to another machine (often a mainframe 

computer). 


Headend: That portion of a broadband network that serves as 

the communications center for transmission and reception of 

signals. 


HDLC: High-Level Data Link Control procedures. This protocol 

defines standards for linking a DTE and a DCE. 


IEEE: The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 


IEEE 802.3: The industry standard for a bus local area network 

using CSMNCD. 


IEEE 802.4: The industry standard for a token bus local area 

network. 


IEEE 802.5: The industry standard for a token ring local area 

network. 
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IEEE 802.6: The industry standard for metropolitan area 

networks. 


Inbound Band: Carries data from a LAN node to the headend. 


ISDN: Integrated Services Digital Network. A CCITT model for 

the eventual integration of voice and data and a universal 

interface for networks. 


ISN: Information Systems Network. AT&T's high-speed network 

that features integrated voice and data transmission. 


ISO: International Standards Organization. 


Jam: A signal sent through a network to indicate a data 

collision has occurred. 


IAN Manager: OS/2's network operating system. 


LLC: The Logical Link sublayer of the OSI model's Data Link 

layer. 


Local Printer: A printer attached to a microcomputer that 

prints this computer's documents only, and performs no 

network printing functions. 


LocalTalk: The hardware associated with Apple's local area 

network. 


Login Script: A predetermined set of steps performed to 

customize a network environment whenever a user logs in. 


LV: Logical Units. These can represent end users, application 
programs, or other devices. Communication under SNA is 
among LUs. 

LV 6.2: A protocol that will make it possible to have peer

to-peer communications under SNA. 


MAC: The Media Access Control sublayer of the OSI model's 

Data Link layer. 


Mirrored Drives: Two hard drives onto which data is simulta

neously written. 


MAV: Multistation Access Unit. A wiring concentrator linking 

several network workstations to an IBM Token Ring Network. 


MTBF: Mean Time Between Failures. A standard used to 

evaluate a product's reliability. 


Multimode Fiber: Fiber-optic cabling consisting of several 

fibers. 
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NAK: A Negative ACKnowledgement signal. 

NAU: Network Addressable Unit; under SNA, logical units, 

physical units, and system services control points. 


Network Adapter Card: Circuit card required in the expansion 

bus of a workstation under most popular LAN operating 

systems. 


Network Layer: The layer of the OSI LAN model that estab

lishes protocols for packets, message priorities, and network 

traffic control. 


Node: An individual workstation on a local area network. 

Generally includes a monitor, keyboard, and its own micropro

cessor, as well as a network interface card; it mayor may not 

have its own disk drives. 


Nondedicated File Server: A file server that also functions as 

an independent microcomputer. 


NRM: Normal Response Mode. When a central computer 

receives a message that a station wishes to send, it sends a poll 

bit to the requesting station. 


OSI Model: Open Systems Interconnection protocols for 

establishing a local area network. 


Outbound Band: Carries data from the headend to the LAN 

nodes. 


Partitioning: Dividing a hard disk into several user volumes or 

areas. 


Path Control Network: Responsible under SNA for identifying 

addresses of devices that wish to converse, and then establish

ing a network path for them. 


PBX: Private Branch Exchange. A sophisticated telephone 

system. 


Peer-to-Peer Network: A network in which nodes share their 

resources (such as printers or hard disk drives) with other 

network users. 


Physical Layer: The layer of the OSI LAN model that estab

lishes protocols for voltage, data transmission timing, and rules 

for "handshaking." 


PMD: The Physical Media-Dependent layer of the fiber data 

distributed interface found in fiber-optic cabling. 
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Presentation Layer: The layer of the OSI model concerned 

with protocols for network security, file transfers, and format 

functions. 


PRJ: Primary Rate Interface. Used under ISDN to service large

capacity devices such as PBXs. 


Print Spooler: Software that creates a buffer where files to be 

printed can be stored while they wait their turn. 


Protocol: A set of rules or procedures commonly agreed upon 

by industry-wide committees (such as IEEE and ANSI). 


PU: Physical Unit. This represents a tangible part of the system 

(such as a terminal or intelligent controller) under SNA. 


Public Volume: An area of a hard disk containing information 
that may be shared by several users. 


Read-Only: Files that can be read but cannot be changed. 


Record Locking: Software feature that locks a record so that 

several users can share the same file, but cannot share the same 

record. 


Repeaters: Devices on local area networks that rebroadcast a 

signal to prevent its degradation. 


RFP: Request For Proposals. 


IVE: Remote Job Entry. The sending of information in batch 

form, from a remote site (often unattended by a user) to an IBM 

mainframe. 


Roll-Forward Recovery: Under TTS, keeping a complete log 

of all transactions in order to ensure that everything can be 

recovered. 


Router: A device that links two networks that are running 

different protocols. 


SCSI: Small Computer Systems Interface. An interface used to 

connect additional disk drives, tape backup units, or other 

SCSI-based peripherals to a Pc. 

SDLC: Synchronous Data Link Control. A subset of the HDLC 

protocol used by IBM computers running under SNA. 


Semaphore: A flag that is set in order to make a file local; this 

procedure prevents two users from using the file simulta

neously, which would destroy it. 
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Session: Under SNA, a logical and physical path connecting two 

NAUs for data transmission. 


Session Layer: The layer of the OSI model concerned with 

network management functions (including passwords, network 

monitoring, and reporting). 


Site licensing: Procedure in which software is licensed to be 

used only at a particular location. 


SMDR: Station Message Detail Reporting. This type of report 

uses a computer to analyze telephone calls to determine cost 

patterns. 


SNA: Systems Network Architecture. The architecture used by 

IBM's minicomputers and mainframe computers. 


Spanning Tree: A type of bridge where networks with multiple 

bridges ensure that the traffic transmitted on a bridge flows in 

one direction only. 


Split Seeks: A system with duplexed drives checks to see which 

disk system can respond more quickly. 


Splitter: A device that divides a signal into two different paths. 


SRPI: Under SNA, the Server!Requester Programming Interface 

that allows PC applications to request services from IBM main

frames. 


SSCP: System Services Control Point. An SNA network manager 

for a single SNA domain. 


Star: A network topology physically resembling a star. This 

network, built around a central computer, fails completely if 

the main computer fails. 


StreetTalk.: The distributed database serving as a network

naming service for the Vines local area network. 


Synchronous Transmission: The continuous sending of 

information in packet form, rather than one byte at a time. 


System Fault Tolerant: Duplication of hardware and data to 

ensure that failure of part of a network (a system fault) will not 

result in network downtime. 


lOBaseT: A new IEEE standard for a lO-Mbs twisted-pair trans

mission network. 


Token: A data packet used to transmit information on a Token 

Ring Network. 
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Topology: The physical arrangement or shape of a network. 

Transient Error: A "soft" network transmission error, often 
intermittent and easily corrected by retransmission. 

Transport Layer: The layer of the OSI model concerned with 
protocols for error recognition and recovery, as well as with 
regulation of information flow. 

TSI: Time Slice Intervals. The way a ftle server divides its time. 

ITS: Transaction Tracking System. A way to ensure data integ
rity on multiuser databases. 

Twisted-Pair Wire: Two insulated wires twisted together so 
that each wire faces the same amount of interference from the 
environment. 

Wire Center: Connections that enable network administrators 
to add and remove network workstations without disrupting 
network operations. 

Workstation: A network node. Often such nodes do not con
tain disk drives. 
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Chapter 1: Chapter 2: 

1. a 1. c 
2. b 2. c 

3. a 3. b 

4. b 4. b 

5. d 5. b 

6. a 6. b 

7. c 7. d 

8. b 8. a 
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13. a 
14. b 
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Chapter 3: 

1. b 

2. b 

3. d 

4. c 

5. b 

6. c 

7. a 

8. C 

9. d 

10. C 

11. C 

12. b 

13. b 

14. C 

15. b 

16. b 

17. d 

18. a 

19. a 
20. a 

Chapter 4: 

l.b 

2. b 

3. b 

4. a 

5. b 

6. b 

7. a 
8. C 

9. a 
10. b 

11. C 

12. C 

13. b 

14. a 

15. C 

16. b 

17. a 
18. C 
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Chapter 5: 

1. c 

2. b 

3. d 
4. a 

5. b 

6. a 
7. a 

8. b 

9. b 

10. C 

11. a 
12. C 

13. b 
14. d 

15. b 

16. b 

17. d 

18. d 

Chapter 6: 

I.d 
2. b 

3. c 

4. d 

5. a 
6. b 

7. C 

8. d 

9. b 

10. b 

11. a 

12. b 

13. b 
14. d 

15. b 

16. a 
17. b 

18. C 

19. a 

20. d 
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Chapter 7: 

1. b 

2. c 
3. a 
4. b 

5. a 
6. d 

7. c 

8. d 

9. a 
10. b 

11. b 
12. a 

13. a 
14. b 

15. c 

16. b 

17. a 

18. a 

19. b 

20. b 

Chapter 8: 

1. a 

2. b 

3. d 

4. c 

5. a 
6. b 

7. b 

8. c 

9. c 

10. b 

11. a 

12. c 

13. d 

14. c 

15. a 
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Chapter 9: 

1. c 

2. a 

3. b 

4. b 

5. c 

6. a 

7. c 
8. c 

9. d 

10. c 

11. c 

12. a 

13. c 

14. d 

15. b 

16. a 

17. a 

18. c 

19. d 

20. a 

Chapter 10: 

1. b 

2. a 

3. b 

4. d 

5. c 

6. b 

7. d 

8. c 

9. a 

10. d 
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Chapter 11: 

1. c 

2. d 

3. a 

4. c 

5. b 

6. b 

7. d 

8.b 

Chapter 12: 

1. a 
2. c 

3. b 
4. d 

5. d 

6. a 

7. c 

8. d 

9. a 
10. a 
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directories 

exclusion patterns, 165 

hashing, 389 


speeding up file servers 
with, 149-150 


hiding, 322 

Higgins program, 304-306 

home, 220 

network mail, 289-290 

rights, NetWare, 156 

setting up under NetWare, 


151-153 

sharing, with IBM PC Local 


Area Network Program, 

120-123 


user agents, 268 

directory access protocol, 268 

diskless workstations, 26, 259 

disks 


caching,243,256,389 
speeding up file servers 

with, 150 

controller cards, 4 

drives, 6-8 

duplexing, 107 

mirroring, 107 

servers, 27-28, 389 

sharing, with IBM PC Local 


Area Network Program, 

120-123 


storage elements, 6-8 

distributed 


architecture, 88 

file servers, 30, 389 

proceSSing, 13 


Distributed Database Connec

tions Services/2, 126 


documentation 

hardware sheets, 318 

network, 328-329 

of errors, 320-321 

software sheets, 319 


documents 

editing multiple, 344 

identifying by keywords, 


347-348 


libraries, 348 

summary screens, 347 


domain controllers, 109,389 
domains, Notes, 357 

DOS (Disk Operating System), 

9-10 

double-sided double-density 


(DSDD) disks, 6 

double-sided high-density 


(DSHD) disks, 7 

drivers, printer, 345-346 


default, 32-33 

drives 


duplexed, 172-173, 390 

mapping under 


NetWare, 153 

mirrored, 172,391 

search, 153-154 


drop 

cables, 189 

lines, 38 


DSDD, see double-sided 
double-density disks 

DSHD, see double-sided high
denSity disks 

DSP, see Data Stream Protocol 
DTE, see data terminal 


equipment 

dual broadband coaxial 


cabling, 37 

duplexed drives, 172-173,390 
dynamic data exchange (DDE) 

standard,258 

E 

early token release, 138 

EBCDIC, see Extended Binary 

Coded Decimal Interchange 
Code 

Echo Protocol (EP), 193 

editing multiple docu


ments, 344 

EGA (Enhanced Graphics 


Adapter), 5-6 
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electronic 

document interchange, 269 

mail 


on AT&T LANs, 223-224 

Vines, 251-252 


messaging, 264 

Action Technologies 


Message Handling Ser

vice (MHS) program, 

268-270 


cc:Mail program, 282-292 

CCITT X.400, 264-265 

CCITT X.500, 267-268 

Coordinator, The, 


271-281 

DaVinci eMAIL, 309-310 

Higgins program, 


300-309 

Network Courier pro


gram, 292-299 

selecting systems, 


310-311 

Simple Mail Transfer 


Protocol (SMTP), 

270-271 


X.400-compliant MHS, 

265-267 


elevator seeking, 390 

speeding up me servers 


with, 150 

enclosures, 302 

encryption, single-keyed, 245 

Enhanced Graphics Adapter, 


see EGA 

EP, see Echo Protocol 

equivalences, 156 

Error Check Characters 


(CRC),240 

errors 


documenting and reporting, 

320-321 


permanent, 140 

transient, 140,395 


ES, see Extended Services 


EtherNet LANs, 35 

and IEEE 802.3 standard, 


54-57 

bridges connecting Token 


Ring LANs and, 69-70 

Excel, 349 

Exchange program, Higgins, 


303, 308 

expansion slots, 4 

expense records, Higgins 


program, 307-308 

Extended Binary Coded 


Decimal Interchange Code 

(EBCDIC), 49,390 


Extended Services (ES), 

109-111, 126 


External Mail program, 

Network Courier, 299 


F 

facsimile (fax) servers, 311-312 

FAT, see File Allocation Table 

fault management, 320-321 

fax queues, 311 

FAXlink program, cc:Mail, 292 

fiber data distributed interface 


(FDDI), 40, 390 

fiber-optic cabling, 38-40 

fields, setting limitations, 350 

FIFO approach (first in, first 


out) to accounting, 354 

me allocation table (FAT), 


28,390 

File Manager, DOS, 10 

me servers, 29, 390 


AppleShare software, 

195-197 


backing up, 326 

considering for LAN 


creation, 368 

centralaed, 30, 389 

dedicated, 31, 389 

distributed, 30 

domain controllers, 389 


heterogeneous, 175-176 

host-mode, 176 

native-mode, 176 

NetWare, 148-150 

nondedicated, 31, 392 

on peer-to-peer LANs, 31 

STARLAN,216-217 

StarServer S, 228-229 


File Transfer Protocol 

(FTP), 108 


FILER utility, 164-165 

mes, 8 


attaching to mail with 

cc:Mail, 285-286 


attribute security, NetWare, 

156-157 


batch, 388 

distributed serving, 389 

exclusion patterns, 165 

formats 


database management 

programs, 351-352 


word processing pro
grams, 345 


hiding, 322 

locking, 14,390 

managing in NetWare, 


150-151 

nonshareable,151 

Read-Only, 393 

shareable, 151 

sharing with STARLAN, 


220-223 

transferring between micro


computers and main

frames, 81-83 


translating between formats, 

206-207 


financial 

functions, spreadsheets, 349 

report writers, 355 


folders, 195 

ForComment,357 

foreground tasks, 124, 390 
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foreign languages, word pro
cessing programs with, 346 


formatting, 6 

forms processing, 344 

Fox Software FoxPro, 176 

Frame Check Sequence 


(FCS),218 

frames, 52, 139 


Acknowledgement (ACK) 

format, 240 


all-routes broadcast, 69 

beacons, 140 

Data Packet format, 240 

Free Buffer Enquiry (FBE) 


format, 240 

information, 139 

Invitation to Transmit for


mat, 240 

MAC, 218-219 

Negative Acknowledgement 


(NAK) format, 240 

"solicit successor", 60 

"who follows", 60 


Free Buffer Enquiry (FBE) 

frame format, 240 


frequency division multi

plexing (FDM), 91-92 


Frequency Shift Keying 

(FSK),390 


Frye Utilities for Networks, 320 

full duplex, 47 


G 

gateway PCs, 390 

gateways 


between Vines and other 

networks,254 


dedicated,80 

from cc:Mail program, 292 

intedace boards, 79 

local, 78-79 

NetWare software, 169-170 

remote, 79-81 


Gateways program, Higgins, 

308-309 


General Upgrade LAN 

Program, 108 


goal seeking, 349 

Government OSI Profile 


(GOSIP), 246 

government secure systems, 


245-246 

graphical user intedaces 


(GUIs),l1 

graphics editor, cc:Mail, 


288-289 

group calendaring 


program, 243 

Group Technologies Aspect 


program, 357 

groupware, 357-358 


H 

half duplex, 47 

hard disk drives, 8-9 

hardware 


documentation sheets, 318 

for LANtastic, 258-259 

IBM Token Ring Network 


requirements, 129-131 

maintaining, 328-329 

mean time between failures 


(MTBF),377 

surveying current usable 


and desirable additions, 

364-366 


High-Level Data Link Control 

(HDLC), 51-53, 390 


headend,36, 390 

headers, MHS messages, 268 

heads, read/write, 8 

heterogeneous file servers, 


175-176 

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet III, 


346 

Higgins program 


appointment logs, 304 

directories, 304-306 

expense records, 307-308 


mail routing and gateways, 
308-309 


reading mail with, 300-302 

to-do lists, 306 

writing memos, 303 


HDLC, see High-level Data Link 
Control Procedure 

high-pedormance file system 
(HPF386), 104 


home directory, 220 

Horizons Technology LAN 


Auditor, 318 

host-mode file servers, 176 

hot fixes, 107, 171-172 

hotkeys, 287 

HPF386, see high-pedormance 


file system 

I 


IBM,386 

Asynchronous Communica


tions Server, 368 

Distributed Office Support 


System (DIOSS), 83 

LAN Print Manager, 138 

LAN Server, see LAN Server 

mainframes, communicating 


with PBXs, 93-95 

PC Requesters, 76 

personal computers (PCs), 


1-2 

bridging Macintosh and, 


198-200 

Server Message Block (SMB) 


protocols, 175 

System /370, see System 


/370 

Token Ring Network, see 


Token Ring Network 

Token-Ring Manager pro


gram, 140 

lCA, see Intelligent Communi


cations Adaptor 
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IEEE (Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers, Inc.), 

26,386,390 


lOBase-T standard, 394 

802 standards, 53-54 


802.3 EtherNet, 
54-57,390 

802.4 Token Bus, 
58-60,390 

802.5 Token Ring, 
60-62,390 

802.6 standard, 391 

inbound bands, 391 

Information Builders 


FOCUS, 82 

information frames, 139 

Information Systems Network 


(ISN), 224-227, 391 

Informix-SQL,351 

Input/Output Manager, DOS, 9 

Installation Aid utility, 121 

Institute for Electrical and 


Electronics Engineers, Inc., 

see IEEE 


integrated accounting 

modules, 352-353 


Integrated Services Digital 

Network (ISDN), 96-97,391 


and AT&T voice/data inte

gration, 229-231 


integrity, data, 339 

Intelligent Communications 


Adaptor (ICA), 253 

intelligent links, 82 

interfaces 


application programming 

(APIs),252 


Basic Rate Interface (BRI), 

96-97, 229, 388 


Data Link LLC, 129 

Direct, 129 

Primary Rate Interface (PRI), 


96-97, 229, 393 

programming, 351 

programs, 18 


Small Computer System 

Interface (SCSI), 393 


shells, 148 

ServerlRequester Program


ming Interface (SRPI), 394 

TCP lIP UNIX System Inter


face, 231 

user, maintaining, 326-327 


International Standards Orga

nization (ISO), 45, 391 


Internet, 270 

Internetwork Packet Exchange 


(IPX) protocol, 180 

interpretive shells, 164 

Interword, 346 

Invitation to Transmit frame 


format, 240 

ISDN, see Integrated Services 


Digital Network 

ISN, see Information Systems 


Network 

ISO, see International Stan


dards Organization 


J-K 
jams, 391 


keys 

hotkeys, 287 

network-request, 116 

screen label, 220 


keywords, identifying docu

ments by, 347-348 


kilobytes, 3 


L 

LAN configuration 

programs, 320 


LAN Manager, 103-104, 391 

as platform, 105 

client-server computing, 


105-106 

interoperability with 


NetWare, 109 


network 

administration tools, 


106-107 

security, 107 


optional features, 108 

OS/2 advantages, 104-105 

printer support, 108 

Toolkit for Visual Basic, 108 


LAN Server, 126-128 

LANCache, 256 

LANPUP TSR program, 257 

LANs (local area networks), 


14-16 

assessing needs for, 361-362 

accounting, 18-19 

backup system, 368 

cabling, 33-40 

changing focus, 25-26 

communicating with main

frames, 21-22 

connecting to 


outside world, 17-18 

private branch exchange 


(PBX), 91-93 

contention, 215, 389 

data transmission, analyz

ing, 366 

disk servers, 27-28 

file servers, 29-31 

geographic parameters, 367 

hardware/software, cur

rently usable and desirable 

additions, 364-366 


legalities of software, 341 

managing, see network 


management 

media selection, 367 

noncontention, 138 

peer-to-peer, 31, 183, 392 

print servers, 32-33 

printing, 19-20 

requests for proposals 


(RFPs), 369-377, 380 

security, 107 


conSiderations, 367-368 
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sharing database informa

tion, 18 


standards and protocols, 

45-53 


telecommunications equip

ment resources, 362-364 


topography, 40-45 

vender requirements, 


377-379 

wireless, 40 

workstations, 26-27 


LANtastic 
accessing printers and 

ports, 256 

disk caching, 256 

for Windows, 258 

hardware, 258-259 

network management, 258 

security, 257 

user communications 


with,257 

LANtastic Z, 256 

legalities of single-user versus 


network software, 341, 

376-377 


libraries, document, 348 

LIFO approach (last in, first 


out) to accounting, 354 

links 


backbone, 132 

intelligent, 82 

Tl,91 


LLC, see Logical Link sublayer 
local 


area networks, see LANs 

gateways, 78-79 

printers, 32, 118, 391 


LocalTalk, 189, 391 

location independence, 126 

locking 


bytes, 338 

files, 14, 390 

records, 14, 350, 393 

terminals, 368 


Logical Link Control (LLC) 

sublayer, 54, 391 


Type-l connectionless pro

tocol,218 


logical units (LUs), 73, 391 

login 


scripts, 161-164, 391 

security procedures, 


NetWare, 154-155 

logs 


appointment, Higgins 

program, 304 


audit, 357 

Lotus 


1-2-3, 345, 349 

Notes program, 357-358 


LPT ports, redirecting, 166 

LU 6.2 protocol, 75-77, 391 

LUs, see logical units 


M 

MAC, see Media Access Control 
sublayer 

Macintosh 

and Vines, 253 

AppleShare, 195-197 

AppleTalk,190-195 

cc:Mail for, 292 

LocalTalk, 189 

NetWare 


bridging gap with IBM 
PCs, 198-200 


Control Center, 203 

printing under, 204 

security, 201-203 

Version 2.2, translating 


commands with, 

197-198 


volumes, displaying, 

200-202 


NetWare for the Macintosh 

NLM,198 


Sitka's TOPS, 205-207 

see also Apple 


macros 

spreadsheets, 349 

word processing, 347 


MacVines Mail Gateway 

software, 252 


Magee Enterprises Network 
H.Q,318 

mail merging, 344-345 

Mail Monitor program, Net


work Courier, 298 

Mail program, 251 

mail, see electronic mail, elec


tronic messaging 

mailboxes, 289 


compiling and analyzing 

statistics, 290-291 


Main menus 

IBM PC Local Area 


Network, 111 

STARLAN, 220 


mainframes, 12 

communicating with LANs, 


21-22 

file transfers with micro


computers, 81-83 

IBM, cOMmunicating with 


PBXs,93-95 

terminal emulation, 77-81 


Management Science of 
America Executive Peachpack 
11,82 

mathematical functions 

spreadsheets, 349 

word processing, 347 


MAUs, see Multistation Access 
Units 

maximum rights masks, 156 

MCBs, see message control 


blocks 

MDA (Monochrome Display 


Adapter), 5-6 

mean time between failures 


(MTBF), 377, 391 

Media Access Control (MAC) 


sublayer, 54, 391 

frame, 218-219 
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memory 

circuit cards, 3 

RAM,3-4 


shared,129 

ROM,3-4 


menus 

IBM PC Local Area Network 


Main, 111 

Printer Tasks, IBM PC 


Local Area Network 

Program, 119 


STARLAN Main, 220 

Message Handling System 


(MHS), 264-270 

messages 


broadcast, 114,388 

control blocks (MCBs), 268 

handling with IBM PC Local 


Area Network Program, 
114-118 


identifiers, 266 

saved,117 

screen editor, 114 

transfer agents (MTAs), 


265-266 

transfer system (MTS) , 


265-266 

waiting, 117 


Messenger (MSG) configura

tion, 111-113 


MHS, see Message Handling 

System 


micro-mainframe commu
nications 


file transfers, 81-83 

terminal emulation, 77-81 

uploading data, 83 


micro-mini communications, 

microprocessors, 2-3 

Microsoft 


LAN Manager, see LAN 

Manager 


LANtastic for Windows, 258 

Windows, 11 

Word, 343-344, 347 


Microsoft/Ashton-Tate SQL 
Server, 339-340 


migration paths, 108, 183 

milliseconds, 8 

minicomputers, 12-13 


communicating with micro
computers, 84-85 


mirrored drives, 172,391 

Mil, see Multiple Link Interface 

modems, 4 


call-back, 324, 368, 388 

pooling, 94 


modes 

Asynchronous Response 


Mode (ARM), 53, 387 

background, 119 

bidirectional replica


tion,358 

deny-write sharing, 338 

Normal Response Mode 


(NRM), 52, 392 

modules, integrated 


accounting, 352-353 

monitoring nodes, 44 

monitors, 5-6 

Monochrome Display Adapter, 


seeMDA 
monochrome monitors, 5 

monomode fiber optics, 39 

motherboards, 3-4 

MPI, see Multiple Protocol 


Interface 

MS-DOS, 9, 338-339 

MSG, see Messenger config


uration 
MTAs, see message transfer 

agents 
MTBF, see Mean Time Between 

Failures 
MTS, see message transfer 

system 

multidrop buses, 189 

multimode fiber optics, 


39-40,391 

Multiple Link Interface 


(MLI) , 178 


Multiple Protocol Interface 

(MPI),178 


multiplexing, 90 

frequency division (FDM), 


91-92 

time division (TDM), 90 


multistation access units 

(MAUs),391 


Token Ring Network 

hardware requirements, 

130-131 


N 

NAK, see Negative 
AcKnowledgement) 

Name Binding Protocol (NBP), 
192-193 


names, network, 122 

nanoseconds, 8 

native-mode file servers, 176 

NAUs, see Network Access 


Units, Network Addressable 
Units 

NCD, see Network Configura
tion Database 

Negative Acknowledgement 
(NAK),392 

frame format, 240 

Net Mgr utility, 258 

NetBEUI/DLC protocol, 175 

NetWare 


accounting manage
ment, 325 


and LAN Server, 128 

asynchronous communi


cations server (ASC) 
software, 170 


bridge software, 169 

Control Center, 203 

Early Warning System, 320 

Electronic Mail System, see 


Coordinator, 271 

file management, 150-151 

file servers, 148-150 


heterogeneous, 175-176 


84-85 
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for the Macintosh 

bridging gap between 


1MB PCs, 198-200 

displaying volumes, 


200-202 

NLM,198 

printing under, 204 

security, 201-203 


future plans, 174-175 

interoperability with Mi


crosoft LAN Manager, 109 

Lite, 183 

Loadable Modules 


(NLMs), 180 

mapping network 


drives, 153 

moving toward protocol 


transparency, 177-178 

Portable, 177 

printing, 167 


configuring jobs, 166-167 

controlling network, 168 

defining devices, modes, 


and forms, 165-166 

redirecting LPT 


ports, 166 

running on different topolo


gies, 148 

search drives, 153-154 

security 


configuring system, 

158-161 


controlling information, 

164-165 


file attributes, 156-157 

login procedures, 


154-155 

login scripts, 161-164 

trustee rights, 155-156 


setting up directories, 

151-153 


SNA gateway software, 

169-170 


SQL (Structured Query 

Language),176 


System Fault Tolerant, 

170-174 


Version 2.2, 179-180 

translating AppleTalk 


commands, 197-198 

Version 3.11,180-183 


network 

adapter cards, 392 

administration tools, 


106-107 

administrators, 19 

auditing, 107 

congestion, 339 

drives, mapping under 


NetWare, 153 

file servers, 15 

help desks, 319 

inventory programs, 318 

mail directory, 289-290 

management 


accounting manage

ment, 325 


backing up file 

servers, 326 


configuration manage

ment, 318-320 


fault management, 

320-321 


in Vines, 255-256 

maintaining hardware 


and software, 328-329 

maintaining user inter


faces, 326-327 

performance manage


ment, 321-322 

protocol analyzers, 


330-332 

security management, 


322-325 

tools, 330 

troubleshooting network 


problems, 328 

with Information Systems 


Network (ISN), 227 

with LANtastic, 258 


names, 122 

overhead, 339 

peer services, 106 

print buffer parameters, 125 

printers, 118 

prompts, 219 

repeater units (NRUs), 215 

supervisor rights, 106-107 

traffic statistics, 321 


Network Access Units (NAUs), 

213-215 


Network Addressable Units 

(NAUs), 73-74, 392 


Network Archivist, The 

(TNA),326 


Network Configuration 

Database (NCD), 223 


Network Courier program 

administrator functions, 


292-293 

composing messages, 296 

external mail, 299 

monitoring mail arrival, 298 

reading mail with, 293-294 

replying to messages, 


295-296 

setting options, 297 


Network Eye, The, 258 

Network File Systems (NFS) 


protocol, 175 

Network General 


Corporation's The Sniffer, 

330-332 


Watchdog, 321-322 

Network Hub Units (NHUs), 


215-216 

Network layer, 392 


AppleTalk, 192 

network loadable modules 


(NLMs) , 198 

Network OSI layer, 48 

Network Software Associates 


AdaptSNA LU6.2/APPC, 82 

AdaptSNA RJE, 83 


network-request keys, 116 
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networks 

local area, see IANs 

public packet, 51 

public switched, 50 

virtual, 85-86 

wide area (WANs), 253, 357 


NFS, see Network File Systems 
protocol 


NHUs, see Network Hub Units 

nicknames, 248 

NLMs, see network loadable 


modules 

nodes, 74, 392 

noncontention networks, 138 

nondedicated file servers, 


31,392 

nonshareable files and 


programs, 151 

Normal Response Mode 


(NRM), 52, 392 

Notes 


domains, 357 

program, 357-358 


notify features for 

messages, 320 


Novell, Inc., 386 

IAN philosophy, 147 

Open Link Interface (OLI) 


software, 178-179 

Vision, 176 


NRM, see Normal Response 

Mode 


NRUs, see network repeater 

units 


o 
Office Telesystem (OTS), 


230-231 

On-Line Software OMNILINK, 


82,85 

Open Link Interface (OLI) 


software, 178-179 

Open Systems Accounting 


Software, 356 


Open Systems Interconnection 

(OSI) standards, 45-47, 392 


and AppleTalk protocols, 

190-195 


Application layer, 50 

Data Link layer, 47-48 

Network layer, 48 

Physical layer, 47 

Presentation layer, 49 

Session layer, 48-49 

Transport layer, 48 


optical repeaters, 39 

OS/2 Operating System, 10-11 


and Vines, 252 

client/server computing, 


339-340 

using with Microsoft IAN 


Manager, 104-105,391 

Version 2.0 and IAN 


Server, 127 

OSI model, see Open Systems 


Interconnection standards 
OTS, see Office Telesystem 
outbound 

bands, 392 

blasts, 249 


overhead,network,339 


p 

PI Protocol, 266-267 

P2 Protocol, 267 

P3 Protocol, 267 

Packet Address Destination 


(PAD),218 

Packet Assembly/Disassembly 


facility (PAD), 91 

packets 


controllers, 224 

reply, 149 

STARIAN structure, 218-219 

switching, 48 


PageMaker, 348 

pages, Separator, 120 

PAM, see pulse amplitude 


modulation 

PAP, see Printer Access 
Protocol 

parallel 

ports, 11-12 

printer adapters, see printer 


interfaces 

parity bit, 2 

partitioning, 392 

passive monitors, 130 

passwords, 18, 154-155, 323 

Path Control Network, 74, 392 

paths, 221 


migration, 183 

PBXs, see private branch 


exchanges 

PC Local Area Network 


Program, 109-111 

boosting performance, 125 

configurations, 11 0-114 

connecting 


Token Ring Network 

with, 132-134 


with ASCII applications, 

135-136 


message tasks, 114-118 

printer tasks, 118-120 

saving time when starting, 


124-125 

sharing disks and directo


ries, 120-123 

PC DOS, see DOS 

PCM, see pulse code modu


lation 

PCONSOLE utility, 168 

peer-to-peer 


communications, 75-77 

conversations, 134 

networks,31,183,392 


performance 

bonds, 378 

management, 321-322 


peripherals, 4 

permanent errors, 140 

Physical layer, 47, 392 


AppleTalk,190 
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physical media-dependent 

(PMD) layers, 40, 392 


physical units (PUs), 73, 393 

pixels,S 

PMX!STARMail, 223-224 

point-to-point synchronous 


transmission, 50 

poll bits, 52 

Portable NetWare, 177 

ports, 11-12 


accessing with 

IANtastic Z, 256 


LPT, redirecting, 166 

post offices, 289 

PostScript Protocol (PP), 195 

prefetch, 243 

premises equipment, 229 

premises-switched ISDN 


architecture, 229 

Presentation layer, 49, 393 


AppleTalk,194-195 

preventive software, 324 

Primary Rate Interface (PRI) , 


96-97,229,393 

Print Buffer Parameter 


(lPRB),125 

Print Priority Parameter 


(lPRP), 125 

print 


queues, 108 

servers, 32-33 

spoolers, 20, 33, 393 


PRINTCON utility, 166-167 

PRINTDEF utility, 165-166 

Printer Access Protocol 


(PAP),194 

Printer Tasks Menu, IBM PC 


Local Area Network 

Program, 119 


printers 

accessing with 


IANtastic Z, 256 

default drivers, 32-33 

handling with IBM PC Local 


Area Network Program, 

118-120 


interface cards, 4 

interfaces, 11-12 

local, 32, 118, 391 

network, 118 

queue tables, 119 

sharing with AT&T 


StarGroup, 228 

word processing program 


support, 345-346 

printing, 19-20 


in Token Ring Network, 138 

under TOPS on the 


Macintosh, 206 

under Vines, 250 

with NetWare, 165-168 


for the Macintosh, 204 

private branch exchanges 


(PBXs),392 

communicating with IBM 


mainframes, 93-95 

connecting to other PBXs 


and IANs, 91-93 

data switching within, 89-90 

history of, 86-89 

integrating voice and 


data, 95 

Rolm CBX II, connecting 


IBM Token Ring Network 

with, 136-137 


surveying resources, 

363-364 


transmitting PCM bit 

streams, 90 


procedural languages, 351 

ProfsUNK program, 


cc:Mail, 292 

Programmable Read Only 


Memory (PROM) chips, 259 

programming interfaces, 351 

programs 


lONet IAN, 243-244 

accounting, 352-356 

Adapter DiagnostiCS, 130 

Advanced Program-to-


Program Communica

tions, 134 


Asynchronous Communica

tions Server, 135-136 


AppleShare's Admin, 195 

AT&T UNIX System 


VNFS, 232 

Bulletin Board, 243 

CAPTURE;ENDCAP 


utility, 166 

CB,243 

cc:Mail 


Chkstat utility, 290-291 

DEClink,292 

Dialin utility, 290 

FAXlink, 292 

for the Macintosh, 292 

ProfsUNK, 292 

Remote, 290 


Central Point Anti-Virus, 

324-325 


CHAT, 243, 251 

Closeup, 328 

database management, 


349-352 

documentation sheets, 319 

file transfer, 81-83 

FILER utility, 164-165 

group calendaring, 243 

groupware, 357-358 

Higgins 


Exchange, 303, 308 

Gateways, 308 

To:FAX, 308-309 


IBM Token-Ring 

Manager, 140 


interface, 18 

IAN configuration, 320 

IANPUP TSR, 257 

legalities of single-user 


versus network, 341 

MacVines Mail Gateway, 252 

maintaining, 328-329 

Net Mgr utility, 258 

NetWare 


asynchronous commu

nications server 

(ASC),170 
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bridge, 169 

SNA gateway, 169-170 


Network Courier 

Administrator program, 


292-293 

External Mail, 299 

Mail Monitor, 298 


network inventory, 318 

nonshareable, 151 

Open Link Interface (OLI), 


178-179 

PCONSOLE utility, 168 

preventive, 324 

print spooling, 20 

PRINTCON utility, 166-167 

PRINTDEF utility, 165-166 

Saber menuing system, 


326-327 

SHARE,338 

shareable, 151 

site licensing, 376-377, 394 

Snapshot utility, 286-287 

spreadsheet, 348-349 

STARLAN Network Manager 


(SNM),223 

Station Message Detail 


Reporting (SMDR), 95 

surveying current usable 


and desirable additions, 

364-366 


SYSCON utility, 158-161 

TALLYS, 244 

TCP/IP WIN/3B, 232 

terminate-and-stay-resident 


(TSR),245 
Token-Ring Network/PC 


Network Interconnect, 

132-134 


TOPS 

FlashBox, 205 

NetPrint, 205 

Spool,205 

Translators, 205 


uren utility, 228 

Value Added Process (yAP), 


179-180 


VANGuard security, 249-250 

word processing, 341-348 


PROLOGIC accounting pro

gram, 352-354 


PROM chips, see Program
mable Read Only Memory 
chips 

prompts 

command, 219 

network,219 


proportional spacing, 346 

protocol analyzers, 330-332 

protocols, 45, 393 


Apple File Protocol, 387 

AppleTalk,190-195 

AppleTalk Filing Protocol 


(AFP) , 194-195 

Binary Synchronous Com


munication (BSC), 73, 388 

Carrier-Sense Multiple Ac


cess with Collision Detec

tion (CSMAlCD), 55-56 


CCITT 

x'28,388 

x'3,388 

X.400 set, 264-265, 389 

X.500 set, 267-268, 389 

X.75,389 


character-oriented, 240 

Data Stream Protocol 


(DSP),193 
Datagram Delivery Protocol 

(DDP),192 

directory access, 268 

Echo Protocol (EP), 193 

File Transfer Protocol 


(FTP), 108 

High-Level Data Link Con


trol (HDLC), 51-53, 390 

IBM Server Message Block 


(SMB) , 175 

interfacing with adapter 


cards, 178-179 

Internetwork Packet 


Exchange (IPX), 180 

LLC Type-1 connection


less, 218 


LU 6.2,75-77,391 

moving toward transpar


ency, 177-178 

Name Binding Protocol 


(NBP), 192-193 

NetBEUI/DLC, 175 

Network File Systems 


(NFS) , 175 

P1,266-267 

P2, 267 

P3, 267 

PostScript Protocol 


(PP),195 

Printer Access Protocol 


(PAP), 194 

Routing Table Maintenance 


(RTM),192 

Server!Requester Program


ming Interface (SRPI), 76 

Session Protocol (SP), 194 

Simple Mail Transfer Proto


col (SMTP), 270-271 

Simple Network 

Management Protocol 
(SNMP),256 

STARlAN layers, 217-218 

Synchronous Data Link 


Control (SDLC), 53, 72-75 

terminal, 49 

token bus, 239 

Transaction Protocol 


(TP),193 
Transmission Control 

Protocol!lnternet Protocol 
(TCP/IP), 71,108,227 

Zone Information Protocol 

(ZIP), 194 


see also standards 

PS/2 Model 70, 1-3 

PUs, see physical units 

public 


data networks (PDNs) 

communicating 


between, 93 

sending messages by 


digital PBX, 91-92 
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packetnenvorks,51 

switched nenvorks, 50 

volumes, 28, 393 


publishing drives/folders, 205 

pulse amplitude modulation 


(PAM), 89-90 

pulse code modulation (PCM), 


90 


Q 
qPLEX N program, 356 

query languages, 351 

queues 


fax, 311 

print, 108 


R 

RAM (random-access memory), 

3-4 


shared,129 

read or write security, 245 

read-only 


files, 393 

memory, see ROM 


read/write heads, 8 

Receive Request Buffer (lRQB), 


125 

Receiver (RCV) configuration, 


110-113 

receiving buses, 225 

records 


locking, 14, 350, 393 

setting limitations, 350 


Redirector 

LAN Manager, 104 

(RDR) configuration, 


PC Local Area Nenvork 
Program, 110-113 


redundancy of equipment, 363 

relational databases, 350 

remote 


bridges, 17 

gateways, 79-81 

job entry (RJE), 83, 393 


Remote Program Loading 

(RPL), 107 


repeaters, 393 

Active Link, 239 


Replicator service, 106 

reply 


packets, 149 

translators, 149 


reports 

accounting, 355-356 

benchmark test, 378 

generators, 350 

Station Message Detail Re


porting (SMDR), 394 

Request Buffers (lREQ), 125 

requests for proposals (RFPs), 


362, 393 

avoiding starting over, 


375-376 

developing, 369-375 

evaluating, 380 

site licensing, 376-377 


resource-naming services, 
247-249 


resources, 247 

RFPs, see Requests For 


Proposals 
rights 


access list (ARL), 250 

directory, 156 

maximum masks, 156 

nenvork supervisor, 


106-107 

total,156 

trustee, 155-156 


ring topology, 43-45 

RJE, see remote job entry 

roll-forward recovery, 173, 393 

rollback, automatic, 173, 387 

Rolm CBX II, connecting IBM 


Token Ring Nenvork with, 
136-137 


ROM (read-only memory), 3-4 

routers, 70-71, 393 


AppleTalk, 198 


routing 

information, 139 

tables, 51 


Routing Table Maintenance 

(RTM) protocol, 192 


RPL, see Remote Program 

Loading 


/RQB, see Receive Request 

Buffer 


s 
SAA, see Systems Application 

Architecture 
Saber menuing system, 

326-327 

Samna Word program, 344 

saved messages, 117 

screens 


document summary, 347 

label keys, 220 


SCSI, see Small Computer 

System Interface 


Sculley, John, 177 

SDLC, see Synchronous 


Data Link Control protocol, 
53,393 


sealed hard disk units, 8 

search drives, mapping under 


NetWare, 153-154 

sectors, 6-7 

security 


considering for LAN cre

ation, 367-368 


for disks and directOries, 

120-123 


hiding files/directories, 322 

in accounting programs, 


353-354 

in AppleShare, 195-196 

in LANtastic, 257 

LAN Manager tools, 107 

levels for lONet LAN 


244-245 ' 

management, 322-325 
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NetWare 

configuring system, 


158-161 

controlling information, 


164-165 

file attributes, 156-157 

login procedures, 


154-155 

login scripts, 161-164 

trustee rights, 155-156 


on Macintosh-NetWare 
networks,201-203 


passwords, 323 

preventing unauthorized 


users, 324 

protecting against viruses, 


324-325 

read or write, 245 

Vines, 249-250 


Semaphore, 393 

SEND command, 251 

Separator Pages, 120 

separators, 199 

serial 


cables, 11 

ports, 11-12 


Server 

(SRV) configuration, 


PC Local Area Network 

Program, 111-113 


LAN Manager, 104 

Server Message Blocks 


(SMBs),196 

Server/Requester Programming 

Interface (SRPI) protocol, 
76,394 

servers 
Asynchronous Communica

tions, 387 

disk, 27-28 

facsimile (fax), 311 

file, 29 


centralized, 30 

dedicated, 31 

distributed, 30 


nondedicated, 31 

on peer-to-peer LANs, 31 


print, 32-33 

structured query language 


(SQL), 339-340 

Services for Macintosh, 108 

Session layer, 48-49, 394 


AppleTalk, 193-194 

Session Protocol (SP), 194 

sessions, 74-75, 394 

SFD, see Start of Frame 


Delimiter 

SHARE program, 338 

shareable files/programs, 151 

shared memory systems, 215 

shared RAM, 129 

sharenames, 221 

shells, 148 


interface, 148 

interpretive, 164 


shielded two-twisted-pair 

wire, 34 


SID, see Source Node ID 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 


(SMTP), 270-271 

Simple Network Management 


Protocol (SNMP), 256 

single broadband coaxial 


cabling, 36 

Single-keyed encryption, 245 

site licenSing, 341, 


376-377, 394 

Sitka,386 


TOPS on the Macintosh, 

205-207 


slash (I), 152 

Small Computer System Inter


face (SCSI), 393 

5MBs, see Server Message 


Blocks 

SMDR, see Station Message 


Cdail Reporting software 

SMP, see symmetric multipro


cessor processing 

SMTP, see Simple Mail Transfer 


Protocol 


SNA, see Systems Network 
Architecture 

Snapshot utility program, 
286-287 


Sniffer, The, 330-332 

SNMP, see Simple Network 


Management Protocol 

Snow Software qPLEX IV, 356 

Soft Error Conditions, 140 

SoftSolutions Technology 


Corporation SoftSolutions 
Global,357 


software, see programs 

SOH, see Start of Header 

"solicit successor" frames, 60 

Solomon accounting 


program, 354 

Source Node ID (SID), 240 

source routing bridges, 69 

SP, see Session Protocol 

spacing, proportional, 346 

spanning tree bridges, 


68-69,394 

split seeks, 173, 394 

splitters, 38, 394 

spreadsheet programs, 348-349 

SQL, see structured query 


language 

SQL Server, 339-340 

SRPI, see Server/Requester 


Programming Interface 
SRV, see Server configuration, 


PC Local Area Network Pro

gram, 111-113 


SSCPs, see System Services 
Control Points 

standards, 45 

AT&T international, 231-232 

CCITT, 91-93 


X.25, 50-53, 388 

dynamic data exchange 


(DDE),258 

IEEE 


10Base-T, 394 

802,53-62 

802.3,390 
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802.4,390 

802.5,390 

802.6,391 


Mean Time Between Fail

ures (MTBF), 391 


Open Systems Interconnec

tion (OSI), 46-50 


X.25 Packet Assembler/ 
Disassembler (PAD), 232 


star topology, 41-42, 394 

StarGroup, 228-229 

STARLAN,34,41 


and Information Systems 

Network (ISN), 224-227 


file 

servers, 216-217 

sharing, 220-223 


hardware, 213-214 

media, 216 


IEEE 802.3 standards, 57 

Interface Modules 


(SIMs),224 

Network Access Units 


(NAUs), 214-215 

Network Hub Units (NHUs), 


215-216 

Network Manager (SNM) 


software, 223 

packet structure, 218-219 

protocol layers, 217-218 

using, 219-220 


StarServer S file server, 

228-229 


Start of Frame Delimiter 

(SFD),218 


Start of Header (SOH), 240 

starting IBM PC Local Area 


Network Program, 124-125 

Station Message Detail Report

ing (SMDR) software, 95, 394 

StreetTalk, 247-249, 394 

strings, command, 219 

structured query language 


(SQL), 339, 351 

style sheets, 343-344 


Subcommand Bar, 220 

subSCripts, login, 163 

SuperCalc, 349 

superstations, 244 

Supervisor, DOS, 9 

supervisor rights, network, 


106-107 

supervisors, see network 


administrators 

symmetric multiprocessor 


processing (SMP) in Vines, 

254-255 


Synchronous Data Link 

Control (SDLC) protocol, 

53, 72-73, 393 


logical units (LUs), 73 

network-addressable units 


(NAUs),73-74 

Path Control Network, 74 

sessions, 74-75 


synchronous transmission, 394 

versus asynchronous, 72-73 


SYSCON utility, 158-161 

System /370, connecting 


IBM Token Ring Network 
with,134 

system failures, NetWare pro
tection against, 170-174 


system fault tolerant, 394 

System Fault Tolerant 


NetWare, 170-174 

System Services Control Points 


(SSCPs), 73-74, 394 

Systems Application Architec


ture (SAA), 126 

Systems Network Architecture 


(SNA), 71-72, 394 

NetWare gateway software, 


169-170 


T 

Tllinks,91 
tables 


printer queue, 119 

routing, 51 


TALLYS program, 244 

tap lines, 38 

target values, 349 

TCP /lP protocol, see Transmis


sion Control Protocol! 
Internet Protocol 


TDMbus, 90 

Techland Systems Blue 


Lynx,85 
telecommunications equip


ment, surveying resources, 

362-364 


templates, spreadsheet, 348 

terminal 


emulation 

327x via cluster control


lers, 77-78 

gateways, 78-81 


locks,368 

protocols, 49 


terminate-and-stay-resident 
(TSR) programs, 245 


text, MHS messages, 268 

text editor, cc:Mail, 284 

thesauruses, 347 

time division multiplexing 


(TDM),90 
Time Slice Intervals (TSI), 

124, 395 

time-sharing, 12 

TNA, see Network 


Archivist, The 
TP, see Transaction Protocol 
to-do lists, Higgins 

program, 306 

To:FAX program, Higgins, 


308-309 

token, 394 


bits, 139 

bus protocol, 239 

ring LANs, 44 


bridges connecting 

EtherNet LANs and, 

69-70 


Token Bus IEEE 802.4 stan

dards, 58-60 
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Token Ring Bridge, lONet, 246 

Token Ring IEEE 802.5 stan


dards, 60-62 

Token Ring Network, 34, 128 


16-Mbs version, 138 

connecting with 


Advanced Program-to

Program Communica

tions, 134 


ASCII applications, 
135-136 


bridges, 132 

PC Local Area Network 


Program, 132-134 

Rolm CBX II PBX, 


136-137 

System /370, 134 


data transmission, 138-140 

hardware requirements 


multistation access units 

(MAUs) , 130-131 


PC adapters, 129-130 

printing in, 138 


Token-Ring Network!PC Net

work Interconnect Program, 

132-134 


topologies, 395 

lONet LAN, 242 

ARCnet, 238-239 

bus, 42-43 

NetWare running on, 148 

ring, 43-45 

star, 41-42, 394 


clustered, 42 

two-tier, 215 


TOPS on the Macintosh, 205 

printing under, 206 

publishing resources, 205 

sharing resources, 205-206 

translating files between 


formats, 206-207 

total rights, 156 

tracks,6-7 

Transaction Protocol (TP) , 193 

transaction tracking system 


(TIS), 173, 395 


transient errors, 140, 395 

translators, reply, 149 

transmission 


analog, 89-90 

data 


analyzing for LANs, 366 

on Token Ring Network, 


138-140 

point-to-point 


synchronous, 50 

pulse code modulation 


(PCM),90 

synchronous, 394 


versus asynchronous, 

72-73 


Transmission Control Protocol! 
Internet Protocol (TCP/lP), 
71,108,227 

Simple Mail Transfer Proto
col (SMTP), 270-271 


UNIX System Interface, 231 

Utilities, 108 

WIN/3B software, 232 


transmit buses, 225 

transparent communication 


between programs, 75-77 

Transport OSI layer, 48, 395 


AppleTalk, 192-193 

troubleshooting network 


problems, 328 

trustee rights, NetWare, 


155-156 

TSI, see Time Slice Intervals 

ITS, see Transaction Tracking 


System 
twisted-pair 


cabling, 33-34 

wire, 395 


two-tier star topology, 215 


u 
Unified Messaging Systems 


(UMS),230 

uninterruptible power source 


(UPS), 368 


units 
central processing (CPUs), 

2-3 

logical (LUs), 73 

multistation access (MAUs), 


130-131 

NetworkAccess (NAUs), 


213-215 

Network Addressable 


(NAUs), 73-74, 392 

Network Hub (NHUs), 


215-216 

physical (PUs), 73 


universal interface, 96 

Universal Networking Architec


ture (UNA), 174 

uren utility program, 228 

user 


agents (UAs), 265-266 

directory, 268 


customization, accounting 

programs, 356 


groups, 156 

interfaces, maintaining, 


326-327 

usernames, 154-155 

utilities, see programs 


v 

Value Added Process (VAP) 


programs, 179-180 

VANGuard security software, 


249-250 

variable values, 349 

vendors 


listing of, 385 

requirements for prospec

tive LANs, 377-379 

Ventura Publisher, 348 

video adapters, 4-6 

Vines (Virtual NEtworking 


System), 246-247 

and Macintosh, 253 

and OS/2, 252 

Applications Toolkit, 255 
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Assistant, 255 

communicating with other 


users, 251-252 

gateways to other 


networks, 254 

network management, 

255-256 

printing under, 250 

security, 249-250 

StreetTalk, 247-249 

symmetric processing, 


254-255 

virtual 


circuits, 48 

connections, 250 

networks, 85-86 


viruses, 324-325 

voice and data integration, 


95-97 

with Integrated Services 


Digital Network (ISDN), 

229-231 


volumes, 195 

dialog boxes, 200 

in Sitka TOPS, 205 

NetWare, displaying on 


Macintosh, 200-202 

public, 28 


w 
waiting messages, 117 

Watchdog, 321-322 

weighted average approach to 


accounting, 354 

"who follows" frames, 60 

wide area networks (WANs), 


253,357 

wide-area packet routing, 253 

Windows, 11 


LANtastic for, 258 

windows, 220 

wire centers, 45, 395 

wireless networks, 40 


Word,346 

Microsoft, 343-344, 347 

Samna, 344 


word processing programs, 
341-343 


boilerplate, 347 

desktop publishing, 348 

dictionaries and thesau

n jes, 347 

editing multiple docu

ments, 344 

file formats, 345 

forms processing, 344 

identifying documents by 


keywords, 347-348 

macros, 347 

mail merging, 344-345 

mathematical functions, 347 

printer support, 345-346 

style sheets, 343-344 

WYSIWYG, 343 


WordPerfect, 344, 346-347 

WordStar, 344 

WordStar 2000, 345 

workstations, 26-27, 395 


Active Token Monitor, 387 

bridge, 169 

diskless, 26, 259 


write buffering, 243 

WYSIWYG (what you see is 


what you get), 343 


x-z 
X.25 Packet Assembler! 

Disassembler (PAD) 
standard,232 

X.25 standard, 50-53, 91, 388 

X.28 protocol, 91, 388 

X.29 protocol, 91 

X.400 protocol set, 


264-265, 389 

X.400-compliant MHS 


elements, 265-266 

protocols, 266-267 


X.sOO protocol set, 
267-268,389 

X.75 protocol, 93, 389 

Xerox Network System 

(XNS),227 

Zone Information Protocol 

(ZIP), 194 


zones, 195 
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